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THE

HISTORY OF GREECE,

CHAPTER XXVI.

Affairs of Greecefrom the peace of Antalcidas till

the depression of the LacedcBmonian power, and

the elevation of Thehes to supremacy among the

Grecian republicsy by the battle of Leuctra.

SECTION I.

Despotism of Lacedcemon: punishment of Mantinea: restoration

of Phliasian exiles.

The real disgrace of the peace of Antalcidas, and sect

apparently too the clamor against it, arose principally .

from the ensuing conduct of the Lacedaemonian go-
vernment. Trouble and misfortune had not yet taught
them moderation. No thought was entertained of

attaching the Greek nation by a just and generous

conduct; by any fair communication of rights and

privileges; by any establishment, pervading all the

republics, that might ensure justice to the subordinate

against the imperial state, or to the subjects of each

against their respective administrations. A maxim of

Agesilaus is mentioned by Xenophon, that Lace-

daemon alwayswould be powerful enough ifthe Greeks

were prudent ;
that is, if they duly regarded their

VOL. v. B
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XXVI.
CHAP, own interest.^ Perhaps the maxim might be inverted :

Greece might have been powerful, had Lacedaemon

been prudent. But the very first measure of its go-

vernment, remarkable enough to claim the notice

L 5^'c 2
^^ history, was even impudently arbitrary. Having

s- 1- enforced the acceptance of peace, among all the re-

publics of the nation, according to their own con-

struction of the king of Persia's rescript, they pro-

oi ^4^^'
^^^^^^ *^ ^^^^ ^^^^ consideration the state of their

[Cf. date of Confederacy. Some of those called their allies had

ch?25.s.7.]
^^^^ ^^^^ ^^ ^^^^^ engagements by fear only: it was

well known that their wishes were rather for the suc-

cess of the enemy. These, after deliberation on the

subject, it was resolved to punish, and, by strong
measures of coercion, to prevent future defection.

They began then with showing, in the instance of

Mantinea, that it might sometimes be safer to be the

Xen. Hei. enemy than the ally of Lacedaemon. It was imputed
8. 2. to the Mantineans that, during tbe war, they had

sent supplies ofcorn to the Argives ; that, on pretence
of a truce, they had sometimes omitted to send their

proportion of troops to the army ;
that their troops,

when with the army, served ill
; that, in short, it was

well known the Mantineans always repined at the

success, and rejoiced in the misfortunes, of the Lace-

daemonian arms. On all these accounts it was required
that the Mantineans should themselves destroy the

P«^««^5
fortifications of their city ; and declaration was for-

mally made to them, that nothing less would be ac-

cepted, in proof that the various acts of treason, in

the war, were not acts of the commonwealth, with

admonition added that, in the current year, the

Thirty years' truce between Mantinea and Lacedaemon

I - - -
iff-^vpav ^e rore, orav ol "'EXK.i^veq awiPpovSKTiv. Xen.

Agesil. c. 7. s. 3'

1. 16. c. 5.
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DESPOTISM OF LACEDiEMON. S

would expire. The value of this admonition we can sect.

only gather from what we find scattered among the
'

early Greek writers concerning Grecian ideas of na-

tural justice ; by which we learn that the condition of Ch. 15. s. 4.

the Ecspondi, those to whom we are bound by no

express compact, if they were the weaker party, was

indeed terrible.

The Mantineans refusing obedience to the des- Xen. Hei.

potic injunction, war was immediately denounced »'. 3.

against them. But Agesilaus, though unable ap-

parently to prevent the measure, was so little satisfied

with it that, on pretence of personal obligation to the

Mantineans, for services to the king Archidamus, his

father, in the Messenian rebellion, he requested of

the general assembly" to excuse him from the com-

mand. Those services to the king must have been

equally services to the commonwealth ; but, while the

excuse was admitted, the resolution against Mantinea

was prosecuted. Agesipolis also was not without cause

of forbearance toward Mantinea, for services to his

father, Pausanias
;
who was still living there, and in-

debted particularly to the chiefs of the democratical

party, which now governed the city, for his best com-

forts in banishment. It may have been some con-

fidence in their interest with the reigning kings of

Lacedaemon that emboldened the Mantineans to resist

the mandates of those whom Thebes and Argos had

not dared to resist. Agesipolis however, fearing pro-

bably the consequences of a contrary conduct, under-

took the command of the expedition against them.

The usual ravage ofGrecian armies over the Man- s. 4.

tinean territory, not producing the obedience re-

quired, Agesipolis proceeded to encompass the town

with a contravallation. The work was already far

B 2
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CHAP, advanced when he was informed that the town was

1^ so provided, through the uncommon abundance of

the preceding harvest, that there could be no hope of

quickly reducing it by famine. Fearing therefore the

various inconveniences, both to Lacedaemon and the

allies, of a protracted blockade, he recurred to a mode
of siege for which the peculiar circumstances of the

place offered opportunity. A very plentiful stream,

fTc^^2^'
^^^ Ophis, flowed through it. Stopping the current

s. 4. below, he flooded the town ;
and the foundations, not

1. 8. c. 8.

*

of houses only, but of the fortifications also, formed

of unburnt bricks, were shortly sapped. Every effort

of the Mantineans was inefficacious to check the

threatened ruin. They proposed to capitulate, but

the offer to demolish their already tottering forti-

fications was not now accepted. It was required that

the city should be abandoned, and that the people
should separate to their several boroughs, whence

^]^\f !i.2- their forefathers had assembled to make Mantinea
of this Hist. • 1 /» 1 • T 1 . rr^i

the common capital of their little territory. The

expected horrors of a storm, or ofthe lot, so dreadful

among the Greeks, ofprisoners at discretion, enforced

the acceptance of this severe condition.

The chiefs of the democratical party, and especially
«• 6. those whose disposition to the Argive connexion was

most notorious, dreading the sanguinary animosity
of their fellow-citizens of the opposite party still more
than the vengeance of the Lacedaemonians, were ap-

prehensive that the sanctity of the capitulation, en-

forced only by sacrifice and oath, would be but a weak

protection for them
; and the historian has evidently

thought their fear not unfounded. The influence

however of the banished king, Pausanias, was so

exerted with his son that the desired though wretched

resource of exile was secured to them. In taking

Xen. Hel.
1. 5. c. 2.



PUNISHMENT OF MANTINEA.

possession of the town, the Lacedaemonian troops sect.

lined the street leading to the gate, while sixty of the
'

most obnoxious passed out :
* and though, says the

historian,
*

they had spears in their hands and enmity
'

enough in their hearts, yet they were restrained
* from offering injury much more easily than the best
* of the Mantineans :

'

meaning the nobility, or oli-

garchal leaders :
' a great instance of subordination,'

he continues,
* and which ought not to pass unnoticed.'

This testimony from Xenophon marks the Greeks to

have been as incapable of coalescing in a just and

well-regulated free government as the French at the

time of their revolution.

Not the fortifications only, but those houses which Xen. Hei.

had withstood the flood were then demolished. The s. 7!

removal was at first very grievous to the people, most

being under necessity to build new habitations. Those

however, who had any landed property, soon became
satisfied with the change : finding, as Xenophon ob-

serves, convenience in living near their estates, and,

by the establishment of democracy, being delivered

from the vexation of demagogues. The Mantinean

commonwealth became thus, under the name of

alliance, completely a province to Lacedaemon. The
men of property, depending upon Lacedaemonian

protection, both for their authority and for the best

security to their possessions, were of course attached

to the Lacedaemonian cause ; while the lower people,
the power of intriguing orators to direct their passions
in one overbearing current being checked by their

separation, and their minds being in consequence
less occupied by politics, obeyed more readily and

cheerfully the requisitions of the Lacedaemonian of-

ficers whenever their military service was required.
The affairs of Mantinea being so settled, those ofs. 8. 9. 10.
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CHAP. Phlius were taken into consideration. A petition

1. had been presented, from the exiles of that little re-

public, who seem to have had a fair claim to attention

and protection from the Lacedaemonian government.
A representation was accordingly sent to Phlius,

stating that the exiles were not only friends of Lace-

daemon, but guiltless toward their own commonwealth ;

and it was therefore hoped that coercive measures

would be needless, to procure their restoration. Those

who ruled Phlius were strongly disposed to resist;

but the numerous friends of the exiles, together with

some men (such, says Xenophon, as are found in

most cities) ready for any change, deterred them. It

B. c. 385. was therefore decreed,
* That the exiles should be

* * '
' re-admitted

; that their property should be restored
' to them

; that those who had bought any part of it

* from the public should be reimbursed by the public ;

* that any dispute arising, about anything claimed,
' should be decided by due course of law.'

SECTION II.

Uncommon tranquillity in Greece. New political phenomenon in

Greece: inconvenience ofthe Grecian political system : growing
power of Olynthus: war resolved against Olynthus hy the con-

gress of the Lacedcemonian confederacy. Composition for
personal service in arms.

After the dispersion of the Mantineans and the

composure of the affairs of Phlius there followed an

uncommon suspension of crimes and calamities in

Greece
; insomuch that, during more than two years,

B. c. 382. 3
nothing occurred for the historian's notice. This quiet

' This is Dodwell's date. But he seems to have crowded too

many transactions into the latter part of this year B. C. 382.



MISSION FROM ACANTHUS TO LACED^EMON. ^

was at length interrupted by the arrival of ministers oi. 99. 2.

at Lacedaemon from the Grecian towns of Acanthus x^en."Hei.

and Apollonia in Thrace
;
whose business the ephors ^^ ^^^^'

^'

deemed so important as to require that a congress of

the confederacy should be summoned.

The circumstances were indeed new in Grecian

politics. That territory on the Thracian coast, which

acquired the name of the Chalcidic, had been settled

in very early times, as we have formerly seen, by
colonies from Greece; invited perhaps not more by
the fertility of the soil, and the ease with which they
could possess themselves of it, than by the extent of

maritime situation which its three peninsulas afforded

within a narrow compass, not only advantageous for

commerce, but also whence they could readily support
each other by sea, and were less open to assault from

any overbearing power by land.

Of the numerous commercial towns which arose

in this region, each, in the Grecian manner, a separate

republic, Olynthus was the most considerable. By
what fortunate circumstances led, or by what superior

politicians guided, we are uninformed, the Olynthians
had adopted the unusual policy of associating the

citizens of some small neighbouring towns in all their

civil and political rights. The advantage of this wise

and liberal system being soon experienced by all

parties, some of the larger towns were led to the

same association. With strength and credit ambition

grew in Olynthus ;
and it was proposed to draw the

Macedonian cities from allegiance to their king

Amyntas. In the weakness and instability of the

Macedonian government, worn by a long series of

Apparently the embassy from Thrace must have taken place

very early in 382., if not rather before the close of 383.
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CHAP, civil broils, and now pressed in war by the Illyrians,
^^^^' some of the nearer were quickly gained ; example in-

Xen. Hei. duccd others, more distant, to accede ; and, when the
1.

5.^c.

2.
^canthians set out on their mission, Pella, the largest

ThTos ^^^^ of Macedonia, had joined the growing common-

wealth, and Amyntas was nearly expelled from his

kingdom.
In the whole course of Grecian history, with ex-

ception for the apparent good principle of the govern-
ments of the heroic ages, nothing in politics had oc-

curred so worthy of imitation throughout Greece as

the Olynthian system. What precisely was the form

of the Olynthian government we have no information.

From circumstances however we gather that it was

a mixed republic ;
constituted on a more liberal plan,

and better balanced, than any other noticed by ancient

writers. Throughout the Grecian states an excessive

jealousy, growing for centuries, had produced a strange
alienation of Greeks from Greeks. In Homer's age

intermarriage was common from one end ofthe country
to the other. But the narrow distrustful spirit, equally
of oligarchy and democracy, which had superseded
the tempered monarchies of elder times, had by de-

grees insulated almost every township ; insomuch that

each was a distinct little nation, separated from all

others by legal interdictions, not common among
great nations, even of different race and different lan-

Xen. Hei. guagc. Intermarriage was forbidden, and none were

allowed to possess lands within the territory ofanother

state. Thus, excepting some communion in religious

rites, the same formalities of hospitality, which might
bind a Greek with a barbarian, almost alone could

connect him with Greeks of the next town or village.

But such is the force of habit and prejudice, there

was among the Greeks a prevailing partiality for

ut ant.



NEW POLITICAL PHENOMENON. ^

this sullen, unsocial, illiberal, unprofitable independ-
sect.

ency ; originating from tlie low passions of jealousy —.

and fear, yet rendered in some degree perhaps ne-

cessary by the moral impossibility of uniting, in an

unmixed constitution, strength of government with

security for freedom. The liberal and beneficial po-

licy of the Olynthians, associating numerous town-

ships into one republic, and allowing intermarriage

and intermixed possessions, was mentioned by the

Acanthians, and considered by the Lacedaemonians,

as a portentous innovation.* Unfortunately the La-

cedaemonians, by those very institutions which had

made them great, were denied the advantage of the

liberal policy of Olynthus. They must give up what

had most contributed to make their state the most

powerful in Greece, and their name one of the most

glorious in the world, or remain for ever distinct

from all other people. This, if anything, must be

their excuse for the apparent exclusion of every idea

of a liberal and extended policy in their conduct

after the peace of Antalcidas. The professed basis

of that peace was the independency of every Grecian

state
; yet the separate treaty of alliance between La- xen. Hei.

cedaemon and every city of its confederacy overthrew ^-

^-

^- ^•

that independency; for the ancient compact, that

the allies should follow in arms wherever the Lace-

daemonians might lead, was required of all. The
narrow policy of holding the body of the people in

subjection by supporting everywhere a favored party,
source of immoderate tyranny and innumerable crimes,

was followed with regard to all. Of the larger com-

monwealths, Thebes, Argos, and Athens, which were
not easily to be so held in subjection, suspicion and

-*

Upayfia (jtvofievov kv rijf 'EWa'^i. Xen. Hel. 1. 5. c. 2. s. 12.
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CHAP, jealousy were endless and little disguised; and as,
^

with them, in the actual state of things, no connexion

truly friendly could exist, so none was thought of.

Under these circumstances the people of those

larger commonwealths considered the restored and

increased preponderancy of Lacedasmon with dis-

satisfaction and apprehension, from which, of course,

they would endeavour to relieve themselves. Ac-

cordingly, the new power of the Olynthian common-
wealth attracting their attention, as its government
was in some degree congenial with theirs, the spe-

culation of their politicians was directed to draw it

to their party. Vv^ith this view the Athenians and

Xen. Hei. Bceotians had sent ministers to Olynthus ; and, be-

s! 12^ ^^^^^ the Acanthian ministers left Thrace, a decree of

the Olynthian people was already passed for sending
ministers to Thebes and Athens.

Circumstances were thus in train for constituting
a confederacy formidable to Lacedaemon. But, pros-

perity commonly exciting arrogance, the conduct of

the Olynthian s, in general ably directed, may never-

theless not always have been kept within the bounds

of a wise and just moderation. While still prosecuting
their views in Macedonia they invited the Apol-
loniats and Acanthians to join their confederacy;
but they added a threat of war in case of refusal.

It is however possible that, while the known inclina-

tion of the body of the Apolloniat and Acanthian

people to their cause invited to this measure, the

hostile disposition of the oligarchal, which was the

ruling party, may have provoked to it; so that it

may have been neither unjust, unwise,nor unnecessary,

though it was unfortunate. It drove the men in

Ibid. power in Acanthus and Apollonia to make that ap-

plication to Lacedagmon which has been mentioned;
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foreseeing that, unless they could obtain support, sect.

such as Lacedaemon alone among the Grecian states
'

likely to befriend them could give, it would be im-

possible for them to hold their power. Their ministers

were therefore instructed to show that Lacedaemon

was nearly interested in the preservation of the in-

dependency of their cities :
' It is a great point with

*

you,' they said to the congress ofthe Lacedsemonian

confederacy,
* that the Boeotians should not coalesce

* into one state. It cannot therefore be indifferent
* to you that a much more powerful state than Boeotia
*
is forming. Beside a large force of heavy-armed,^

' and targeteers yet more numerous, the cavalry of
* the Olynthians, should we join them, would be
* more than a thousand. They are masters of Po-
*
tidaea, which commands Pallene; so that the whole

* force of that rich and populous peninsula must
'

shortly fall under their power. The independent
' Thracians of their neighbourhood already court
* them ; and, ifcompletely brought under their autho-

*
According to our copies the text of Xenophon states the

Olynthian heavy-armed at eight hundred only ; and editors and

commentators, as far as I have seen, mention no suspicion of

error in transcription. It will however be evident to any who
will consider the circumstances, that eight hundred cannot have
been the number intended by the author. The manner in which
he speaks in general terms of the power of the Olynthians, com-

pared with other Grecian people, particularly the Boeotians,

(Hel. 1. 5. c. 2. s. 12.) might alone prove so much. But we find

(s. 17.) that two thousand Lacedaemonians, with the added

people of Potidaea, could wage war against them, according to

the historian's expression, only as an inferior force against a

superior ; and afterward (s. 27- & seq.) that the Olynthians could

oppose in the field ten thousand Peloponnesians, with perhaps
a larger number of their allies. It appears therefore scarcely, I

think, to be doubted but that for oKraKoaitav should be read oKra'
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CHAP.
*

rity, will add not a little to their strength. They
^^^^' * have then but to stretch their hands, and the gold-

* mines of mount Pangaeus will be theirs. The fruit-

* fulness of their territory nourishes a great and
'

increasing population; timber abounds in it; their

'

ports are numerous, and their florishing commerce
*

already furnishes a considerable revenue
;

so that
'

nothing is wanting for the creation of a powerful
* marine. It is with this state then that the Athe-
' nians and Thebans are going to form alliance.

* Nevertheless its strength, great as already it is,

'

may yet easily be broken: because some of the
'

towns, unwilling associates, will readily revolt when
*

they see support ready. But when intermarriages
' and intermixed possessions, allowed by decrees
'

already passed, shall have confirmed the connexion
' between the various parts, and all have not only
* learned to confide in their united strength, but ex-
*

perienced its advantages, it may then indeed be
*
difficult to dissolve this formidable coalition.'

Xen. Hei. The Acanthian minister having thus stated the

s. 13.

*

circumstances, the Lacedaemonians paid the com-

pliment to the deputies of the allies, to desire that

they would first give their opinions, what, in the

existing emergency, the welfare of Peloponnesus and

of the confederacy required. A majority, instigated

by those who sought favor with the Lacedaemonian

administration, declared for sending an army into

s. 14. Thrace. Accordingly ten thousand men were voted.

It was then proposed and carried, that any state of

the confederacy might compound for the personal
service of its citizens, at the rate of an ^ginetan
triobolus (nearly a groat sterling) daily for every

heavy-armed foot-soldier, and four times that sum for

every trooper ;
and that if any state of the confe-
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deracy refused or neglected to send troops or money, sect.

according to its apportionment, it should be lawful for
'

the Lacedaemonians to levy on it a fine to the amount

of a stater (a pound sterling) daily, for every man
deficient. We have seen the use of mercenary troops,

or, in the modern phrase, standing armies, gradually

gaining among the Greeks. This is the first mention

we meet with of a regular composition for personal

service, so extensively and so formally allowed. But,

whether for raising troops or money, a power of

coercion, however in itself necessary, committed to

the discretion of the Lacedaemonian government
without control, shows a strange deficiency in the

political connexion of the republics composing the

confederacy over which Lacedaemon presided, and

strongly marks how much some better order of things,

such as the Olynthians appear to have been en-

deavouring to establish, was wanted throughout
Greece.

These matters however being so decided, the Acan- xen. Hei.

thians declared their opinion that the force proposed g'^'^J

would be equal to the object : but, as the assembling
of the contingents of the allies and the levies of

mercenaries required time, it would tend much, they

said, to forward the purpose of the confederacy if a

Lacedaemonian general were immediately sent with

such troops as might march with the least delay.
The fear of a connexion between Athens, Thebes,
and Olynthus seems to have instigated the Lacedae-

monian administration, and Eudamidas was ordered s.i6.

immediately to proceed for Thrace with two thou-

sand Laconians, while his brother Phoebidas remained

to collect and conduct the troops which were to

follow.

The arrival of Eudamidas indeed was critical.

1. 5. c. 2.
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CHAP. Though in the field he could not face the enemy,
^^^^'

yet the small force he brought, and the credit of the

Lacedaemonian name, enabled him so to support the

party adverse to the Olynthian connexion that he

preserved several towns upon the point of acceding
to the growing republic ;

and Potidaea, which imme-

diately opened its gates to him, was a very important

acquisition.

SECTION IIL

Sedition of Thebes: Prevalence of the Lacedoemonian party,

and subjection of Thebes to Lacedcemon. Trial of Ismenias,
Polemarch of Thebes. Teleutias commander-in-chiefagainst

Olynthus. Defeat and death of Teleutias.

B.C. 382. While Eudamidas, by his successful activity in the
Ol. 99. ^

. .* ^
duty imposed upon him by his country, began the

ruin of a political project which all Greece should

have emulated, Phoebidas, with mistaken zeal, quitting

the line of his instructions, gave fire to a train of

evils of a length and complicacy beyond human fore-

Xen.Hei.
sight then to discover or imagine. In his march

s. 17.'

*

northward, he encamped under the walls of Thebes.

The Theban military had been, for some time, ad-

vancing toward a perfection that might vie with the

Lacedaemonian ;
but the civil government remained

as ill constituted as most in Greece. Faction was

violent ;
and the parties so nearly balanced that Isme-

nias and Leontiades, contending chiefs, were together
in the office of polemarch, the principal magistracy.

Ismenias, vehement in aversion to the Lacedaemonians,

avoided communication with Phoebidas. On the con-

trary Leontiades, whose party, long oppressed, emerg-

ing only since the peace, and still hopeless of supe-

riority but through connexion with Lacedaemon,
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was assiduously attentive to him. Some advantage sect.

was expected, some influence on the minds of the 1_

people, from the neighbourhood of the Peloponnesian p"-
^ei.

army : but the party of Ismenias still so swayed the s. is.

*

general assembly that a decree was carried, forbidding

any Theban to engage in the expedition against the

Olynthians.
In struggles of faction among the Grecian re-

publics, the precise line of conduct for virtue to hold,

and the precise time at which to stop, were often

difficult to determine; because, as we have seen

among the French republicans of the present day,
civil justice was little to be hoped for but through
the possession of political power; self-defence was

seldom complete till the opposing party was prostrate.
So unfortunately situated, the Grecian party-leaders

may often demand our pity while they incur our

blame. Leontiades was in danger of losing, with

his owii power, all security of person and property
for his adherents

;
the banishment of many was the

least among the evils to be apprehended. Under
this pressure he proposed to Phcebidas to introduce

a Lacedaemonian garrison into the Cadmea, the citadel

of Thebes. Thus his party might be enabled to over-

bear their opponents, and Phcebidas might command
what proportion of the Theban forces should march
with him into Thrace.

Phcebidas was a man of ardent temper and weak s. 19.

understanding. The acquisition of Thebes appeared
an object so much greater than that for which, with

such solicitude, the Lacedaemonian administration had

intrusted him with so great a command, that he

was dazzled by the traitorous proposal ;
and for the

imagined importance of the end he overlooked the

iniquity of the means. Measures being concerted,
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CHAP, he broke up his camp, and began his march north-
^^^^*

ward. It was the season of one of the festivals of

Xen. Hei. Ceres, in which, according to ancient custom, the

s. 20. Cadmea was given up to the women, for the celebra-

tion of the ceremony called Thesmophoria, and the

council sat in the portico of the agora. In the noon-

tide heat, when, in summer, the streets were most un-

frequented, Leontiades, having seen that everything
favored his purpose, urged his horse's speed to over-

take Phoebidas, conducted him with a select body

directly into the citadel, and put the key into his

s. 21. hand. Going then himself to the council,
* The

*

Lacedaemonians,' he said,
* are in possession of the

'

citadel, but no alarm need be taken, for they disavow
'
all intention of hostility.' His own office of pole-

march however authorizing him to apprehend all

persons suspected of treason, he commanded the at-

tending guards to take Ismenias into custody.
s. 22. A sufficient number of counsellors of the party of

Leontiades were present, the guard had been picked for

the purpose, and the surprise was complete. Some of

the opposite party, fearing immediate death, instantly

quitted the city : some ventured home to prepare for

departure. But, when it was known that Ismenias

was actually imprisoned in the Cadmea, four hundred

fled for Athens.^

^ My valuable guide, Dodwell, with whom I am always sorry
to differ, has been induced to dispute Xenophon's accuracy in

marking the season of this remarkable event. QipovQ ^e ovtoq

Koi fi£(rr}fi€,ptag^ TrXeiarrj fiP epefxia kv tcuq o^oIq, This expression,
as Dodwell justly observes, marks midsummer; but, he con-

tinues, the Thesmophoria, mentioned just before, mark mid-

winter, or however a season not earlier than the beginning of

November; and Plutarch, in his life ofPelopidas, bears testi-

mony to the coincidence of the seizure of the Cadmea with the

Thesmophoria. Therefore he concludes,
' De viarum in meridie
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All power in Thebes thus devolving to the party Xen. Hei.

of Leontiades, a new polemarch was chosen in the s. 23.

room of Ismenias, and then Leontiades hastened to

Lacedaemon. He found there the ephors and people

indignant at the presumption of Pheebidas in taking

a measure of such importance beyond the line of his

commission : but he found a friend to Phoebidas and

to his own cause in Agesilaus, whose magnanimity

'
solitudine, propter aestatem, vel interpretatione aliqua leniendus

' est Xenophon, vel plane ?ion crcdendus. Fieri potest ut alia

'
aliqua causa viae fuerint infrequentes, quam ille de ^ipei intel-

' lexerit/

Many parts of the Hellenics bear marks of hasty writing, of

having wanted the finishing hand of the author; but no de-

ficiency appears in the narrative of this transaction, in which the

honor of the writer's friend Agesilaus and his own quiet and

safety were implicated. Here only he has related it: all men- '

tion of it in his panegyric of that prince has been studiously
omitted. For myself therefore I cannot in compliment to Dio-

dorus and Plutarch, or in respect for the possibly mistaken

season of the Thesmophoria, suppose that Xenophon has mis-

stated the time of a transaction in which he was so much inter-

ested, and which passed almost under his eye. The sequel of

the narrative moreover is perfectly consistent with what he has

said about the season, and utterly inconsistent with Dodwell's

supposition. For various important transactions passed, after

the seizure of the Cadmea, before Teleutias marched for Thrace:
the historian expressly says that Teleutias did not hurry his

march ;
and yet he arrived time enough to execute many mili-

tary operations before, in the historian's phrase, the summer was

over; the summer, according to Dodwell himself, of the same

year in which the Cadmea was seized. \j Phoebidas seizes the
'
Cadmea, OipovQ ovtoq. Hel. v. 2, 29. eirl ap^o^rog MepdvSpov

^ Diod. XV. 20.—At the time of the Vythia: Aristid. tom. i.

'

p. 258. Jebb. HvQ'hjjv ovtmv r/ Ka^fxeia KareXrifdr]. Teleutias
' marched to Olynthus after that event. Hel. v. 2, 37—38., and
'

yet he withdrew, tovto aTpaTEvtxd^evoQ to Qipog. Ibid. 2, 43
' Mr. Mitford, in a judicious note, is with reason dissatisfied
' with Dodwell. Ann. Xen. p. 266.' Clinton, Fasti Hellen

p. 104.]

VOL. V. C
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CHAP, and probity seem on this occasion to have been in
XXVI 1 •'

some degree overborne by his hatred toward the

democratical party in Thebes. * If the conduct of
'

your general,' said the king,
' has been injurious to

* the commonwealth, let him be punished ; but, if

*
beneficial, it will stand justified by the principles

* of your constitution, and by all former practice,
* which warrant, for men in such a command, the
* exercise of a discretionary power.'

f^T^t' '^^^ ^^y being thus advantageously prepared for

s- 24. him, Leontiades addressed the assembled Lacedae-

monian people.'' He touched upon various circum-

stances, marking the inveterate enmity which the

democratical party in Thebes bore toward Lace-

daemon, and concluded with the alliance lately made

by the Theban government with the Olynthians, at

the moment when it was known the Lacedaemonians

were marching against them. He mentioned the

solicitude with which the Lacedaemonians had always

observed, and endeavoured to thwart, the measures

of Thebes for holding Bceotia in subjection:
' In re-

*

gard to this then,' he said,
*

your business is now
' done for you : Thebes need no longer be an object
* of your jealousy. Give that attention only to our
*
interest which we shall give to yours, and a small

*

scytale will suffice to insure obedience to all your
* commands.'

s. 25. This allurement was too powerful for Lacedae-

monian virtue. It was decreed that the Theban
citadel should continue to be held by a Lacedae-

monian garrison, and that not Phoebidas, but Isme-

' Tovg kyK\i]TovQ. Consilii publici coetum. Probably it should

be, as we find it in other places, sKKXrjTovg, those who formed the

eKicXricria.
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nias should be brought to trial. Three judges ap- sect.

pointed by Lacedgemon, and one by every other city
'

of the confederacy, formed the partial tribunal. Is-

menias was accused of '

seeking foreign connexions ;

'

pledging himself, with views injurious to Greece,
' in hospitality to the Persian king ; being a principal
* author of the late troubles in Greece :' and to these

general charges was added one of a specific nature,
' that he had partaken of the money sent by the
* Persian king.' He refuted all

;
but being never-

theless unable, says Xenophon, to persuade his judges
that he had not entertained great and pernicious

designs, he was condemned and executed/

That Xenophon, as an honest man, altogether dis-

approved these proceedings, is evident. In his pane-

gyric of Agesilaus he has avoided mention of them*

In his Grecian Annals, while he has clearly felt for

the honor of his friend and patron, the impartiality
of his concise narrative is highly creditable to himself.

Yet if we compare this revolution with others, innu-

merable among the Grecian republics, we shall find

® 'O Se cLTreXoyeiTO jxtv xpoQ TraVra, ov jievtol ETreiQi ye to fi^ oh

fieyaXoTTpdyiiKjjp re kol KaKoirpdyfxtoy elvai. Purgabat ille quidem
se de his omnibus, verum persuadere non poterat ut non res

arduas et perniciosas tentasse existimaretur. The Latin purgabat
is perhaps stronger than the phrase in the original^ standing

singly, would justify; but the context seems to warrant it.

Plutarch says (vit. Pelopid.) that not contented with this

formal murder of Ismenias, the Lacedaemonians ridded them-

selves of another chief of the same party by assassination, Plu-

tarch is seldom anxious for consistency, and it seems not likely
that the same administration would, at the same time, proceed

against one chief with so much formality, and against the other

with so little, when apparently they might equally have chosen

their method against either. But Xenophon's account, which

appears candid throughout, virtually contradicts the fact; and

Grecian history is but too full of crimes related on authority.

C2
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CHAP, in it the merit at least of being remarkably bloodless.

- L. Its disgrace was that it gave Lacedagmon influence,

amounting to dominion, over Thebes, though scarcely

dominion so absolute as the Theban people had before

exercised over the other Boeotians, or as France, early

in its revolutionary course, exercised over the Dutch ;

vy^ho, with a French general commanding a French

army in Amsterdam, amused themselves with the

names of republic and liberty. Even in the trial of

Ismenias there seems to have been more attention to

preserve the appearance of a regard for justice, and

a respect for the Grecian people, than was always
observed upon similar occasions. It is our familiarity

with the peculiar advantages of the law and the prac-
tice of our own country that makes deficiencies, else-

where ordinary, appear to us strange irregularities.

If we compare the law of treason in England, when
most severe, or the whole of the law for the security

of person and property, when, under the Plantagenet

reigns, our constitution w^as least defined, with what

we learn of the same law in those called the best

times ofGreece, the difference will appear truly pro-

digious. It may seem as if, like philosophy and the

fine arts in one country, equal law and wholesome

polity were of indigenous growth in the other, healthy
and vigorous without cultivation, and florishing among
all sorts of weeds, in spite of tempests and adverse

seasons.

Thebes being reduced to a state of complete de-

pendency, nothing seemed wanting to the lasting

firmness ofthe Lacedaemonian supremacy over Greece

but to crush the growing commonwealth of Olynthus.
To this point then, with increased earnestness, the

Xen. Uti. administration directed its attention. It may possibly

8.27!" have been in contemplation next to resume the pro-
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secution of that plan of conquest in Asia which had sect.

been interrupted principally by the measures of the
'

party in Thebes, of which Ismenias had been chief.

Xenophon has not expressly said that the conduct of

Agesilaus was influenced by such a view
; but he xen. Ages.

mentions, as to his honor, that his enmity to Persia ^' ^- '• ^'

was maintained through life, and that he refused

with disdain the philanthropic connexion of hospi- c. 8. $. 3.

tality offered him, apparently through a proxy, by
the Persian king. What were the measures which

he directed, what those to which he simply consented,

and what, if any, those which he could not prevent,
we are not precisely informed j

but the tenor of Xeno-

phon' s narrative, as well as a variety of the circum-

stances reported, mark that he had large influence at

this time in the Lacedaemonian councils. His brother

Teleutiaswas appointed to the command-in-chief in

Thrace. The slowness and negligence of the allies

in obeying the requisition for troops for the Thracian

war, though enforced by a vote of the congress of

the confederacy, may have given the Lacedaemonians

to apprehend the decay of their authority, and thus

may have contributed to instigate the unjust measures

taken in the Theban business. Several cities had
not yet sent the full number assessed upon them.

The popular name of Teleutias assisted the exertions

of the ephors, whose scytales were sent around; and
the new Theban administration, zealous in showing
their respect to the brother of Agesilaus, were dili-

gent in preparing their apportionment, horse and
foot.

The precaution of Teleutias indicates the strength
of the Olynthian commonwealth. Though the season s. 28.

was far advanced, he would not hasten his march; oi.^'/?
less anxious to arrive early than with an army the -^"^umn,
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CHAP, most powerful that could be collected. Meanwhile
^^^^'

he sent to Amyntas king of Macedonia, and Derdas

prince of Elyniia; urging the former, if he would

recover his kingdom, to raise mercenary troops and

subsidize neighbouring princes ; and admonishing the

latter, that the same growing power, which had nearly
overwhelmed the great Macedonian realm, would not

long leave the smaller in peace and independency, were

not measures taken to check its ambition. His care

Xen. iiei. and diligence thus seconding his influence, he as-

s. 2i), sembled in Potidaea a very powerful army, which he

led directly to Olynthus.
Without conquest, without a battle noticed in

history, the Olynthians, by the wisdom and liberality

of their policy,had formed acommonwealth so powerful
that they did not fear to meet in the field the greatest

army ever sent by the Peloponnesian confederacy so

far from their peninsula, re-enforced by troops, still

much more numerous, of the most warlike nations of

g. 30. the continent north of Greece. The only cavalry,

which Teleutias appears to have led from the southern

provinces, were Laconian and Boeotian. In his order

of battle he placed these, together with some received

from Amyntas, in the right wing of his army. Derdas

brought him a body of only four hundred, but of

superior reputation in the northern countries. Te-

leutias seems to have proposed a compliment to that

prince in placing his cavalry alone in the left wing,
of which he took himself the immediate command,

s. 31. A battle quickly ensued; and the cavalry of the

right wing being first charged by the Olynthians,
the Lacedaemonian commander was presently dis-

mounted and severely wounded, numbers killed, and

at length the whole body put to flight. The con-

fusion spread among the nearest infantry, and there
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was imminent danger that a complete defeat would sect.

have followed, whenDerdas, arriving with his cavalry,
^ '

encouraged the dismayed phalanx to stand. Teleutias

at the same time making a movement with the Pelo-

ponnesian infantry to support him, the Olynthians,
in danger of being surrounded, retired in haste, and

p"-
^ei.

suffered in their retreat. Their infantry then also s! 3*2.

withdrew within their walls. Teleutias erected his

trophy for a victory just sufficing to deter the enemy s. 33.

from molesting his retreat from their territory, which

he wasted as he went. The advanced season, in a

severe though southern climate, forbade any farther

enterprise ;
and it was necessary to find quarters for

the Peloponnesian army in the friendly towns, while

the Macedonian and other troops of the country were

dismissed to their several homes.

During the winter the Olynthians made frequent
and often successful incursions upon the lands of the

towns in alliance with Lacedaemon. In the beginning b. c. 38i.

of spring, a body of their cavalry, after plunder of xen.^Hel

the territory, approaching with improvident careless- ^- ^-

1
•'^•

ness the town of ApoUonia, received a severe check

from the activity and bravery of Derdas, who, un-

known to them, had arrived there that very day with

his Macedonian horse. Thenceforward they confined

themselves more within their walls, and ventured

upon the cultivation but of a very small part of their

lands.

According to the usual mode of war among the

Greeks, Teleutias waited for the season when ravage,

being most injurious, would be most likely to provoke
the enemy to a general engagement, or would best

forward the effect of a blockade of their towns.

While with these views he lay encamped near the s. a.

walls of Olynthus, he observed a body of cavalry,
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CHAP, from the town, crossing the river which ran by it,
" ^

and very leisurely approaching his camp. Indignant
at their boldness, he ordered his targeteers to attack

them. The horse, turning, very quietly repassed the

river : the targeteers followed confidently, as if pur-
Xen. Hei.

suing a brokcn enemy. The horse, when so many
S.4.* only had crossed the river as they might readily

overpower, turned, charged and routed them, and

killed, among many others, Tlemonidas, the general

commanding.
Teleutias, with manners so popular, and generally

so amiable, was nevertheless of a temper too hasty to

preserve, on all occasions, the cool recollection so

important in military command. Irritated by what
s. 5. he saw, he seized his spear, put himself at the head

of his heavy-armed, and, with some passion, ordered

the targeteers and the cavalry to pursue the enemy
without remission. The incautious order was zealously

obeyed. The Olynthians retiring within their walls,

the Peloponnesians did not stop till, from the towers,

they received a shower of missile weapons. In the

necessity of warding off these with their shields, as

they hastily retreated, confusion arose. The able

leaders of the Olynthians used the critical moment.

Their horse again rushed out of the gates ;
the tar-

geteers and then the heavy-armed followed. The

impression was such that the Peloponnesian phalanx
was in disorder when it was attacked. Teleutias him-

self was killed ;
those about him then gave way, and

presently the whole army fled. Pursued, as they

divided, toward Potidaea, Spartolus, Acanthus, Apol-

lonia, a large proportion and almost the whole effective

force of so great an army was destroyed.
^

8. &

o ri Trap o(fie\og -^v tov roteVa '^paTev/xaTO*:.
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SECTION IV.

Agesipolis commander-in-chief against Olynthus. Rebellion in

Phlius against Lacedcemon : Agesilaus commander against

Pklius: JDelphion demagogue of Phlius : surrender of Phlius.

Death of Agesipolis : Polybiades commander-in-chief agai?ist

Olynthus: reduction of Olynthus.

It now seemed as if the political phenomenon, sect.

arising on the frontiers of Thrace and Macedonia, ^^'

might, by the terror of arms, have spread political

wisdom over the southern provinces of Greece. Had
the Lacedasmonian government in the least yielded
under the severe blow it had received, had i4: been

without able men to promote energy and direct

exertion, the consequence of its unfitness to coalesce

with other states might have been a rapid downfal,

and perhaps complete ruin. But the necessity for

exertion was seen by the administration, and able men
were not wanting to direct it. The command-in- xen. Hei.

chief was committed to the king, Agesipolis, a youth \ \
^' ^'

of little experience, but of great expectation. Thirty

Spartans were appointed to attend him, as formerly

Agesilaus in Asia. The character of Agesipolis being

popular, many volunteers offered. We gather from s. ».

Xenophon that, in this age, the few remaining families

distinguished by the name of Spartans went on foreign
service only in the rank of officers. The volunteers

he mentions to have been of three descriptions ; the

Laconian towns furnished some, and they were of the

best families of those towns; some were bastards of

Spartan families, educated in the best discipline of

the city, and these were remarked for their fine

figures : the rest were strangers, or men not acknow-
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CHAP, ledged among either Spartans or Laconians, yet dis-
^^^^'

tinguished by a name which seems to imply that they
were maintained by the public.

^° Volunteers from

the allies moreover were numerous, and the Thes-

salian cavalry, ambitious of being known to the

Spartan king, were particularly forward in their zeal.

The rank of the new commander-in-chief also, war-

ranting the earnestness of the Lacedaemonian govern-
ment in the cause, inspirited the exertions of the

Macedonian princes. It is not mentioned that any

troops were furnished by the cities of the confederacy
to supply the loss in the battle of Olynthus; but it

is implied that most, if not all of them, paid com-

positions in money; and that the new levies were

Xen. Hei. mostly or perhaps entirely of volunteers. Phlius re-

s'. 10?" ceived the thanks of Agesipolis for the largeness and

readiness of its contribution.

The apparent zeal however of those who ruled

Phlius was found to have a sinister motive. They
proposed to earn the connivance of Lacedaemon at

gross injustice toward their fellow-citizens. All the

anecdotes of Plutarch, who read and speculated when

Trajan ruled half a hemisphere, do not paint the

internal state of divided and independent Greece

like a few small touches from the life by the contem-

porary historians. With the view therefore to acquire
a just idea of it the affairs of Phlius will deserve that

we should interrupt, for a moment, the narrative of

the war in Thrace.
*° Taip TrepLOiKtov KoXol Kayadol, kol ^ivoi Tior Tpo^/juwv koXov-

fiiviov, Kol voQoL tCjv STraprtarwv, fxaXa Evei^eig te koX rotp kv rrf

TToXei KoXciv OVK aTTEipoi.

In the scantiness of our information concerning the political

economy of Lacedaemon we must glean as we can. I am unable

to give any better explanation of this remarkable passage than

that ventured in the text.
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The tyranny of that superintending power, which sect.

the Greeks had imagined the best resource for hold-
_

ing together a confederacy of republics too small to

subsist each by its own strength, we have seen re-

markably exhibited in the affair of Thebes. Phlius

affords an instance, not less remarkable, of oppression
from a republican government to its own citizens, in

^^^^- ^^^^

defiance of the superintending power. The Phliasian

exiles, restored, as we have seen, at the requisition of

Lacedaemon, and entitled by a decree of their own

general assembly to recover all their property, in

vain sought justice from Phliasian tribunals; for the

Phliasian tribunals were composed of persons holding
that property, or connected with those who held it.

Among the Grecian republics it was not unusual to

refer a case of such a kind to the tribunal of some

neighbouring republic ; but the Phliasian government
would listen to no proposal for an impartial decision.

This imprudent iniquity impelled the injured persons xen. Hei.

to seek redress from Lacedaemon. But there were
^ ^'j^*

^*

circumstances which encouraged those w^ho ruled in

Phlius to disregard this. It was contrary to all

known practice for both kings to be at once absent

from Sparta. Agesipolis was now far advanced on
Sj^^'l^*

his march toward Thrace; and, in the confidence Autumn."

that Agesilaus would not move, and of course no

vigorous measures would be taken, the Phliasian

chiefs resolved that to those from whom they dif-

fered in party it was unnecessary to be just. Instead

therefore of being disposed to yield to Lacedaemonian

interference, they procured a decree, imposing the

penalty of a fine on all who, without warrant from
the Phliasian government, had made application to

Lacedaemon.

We should admire the spirit of this decree, if it

L
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CHAP, was not so immediately connected with gross in-
^^^^'

justice: we should approve its wisdom, had it been

founded upon any practicable plan of liberal policy.

But it appears to have been the result only of daring

profligacy, illiberal and improvident. The hope even

that Lacedaemon would not instantly interfere with

Xen. HeL vigor was iU-conccived. The ephors resolved that

8. 13^ the injurious insolence of the Phliasians should be

restrained by arms; and Agesilaus undertook the

command. Among those who had recurred to La-

cedaemon for redress were two families which had

particular claim to his protection ;
that of the vene-

rable Podanemus, who had been connected in hos-

pitality with the revered king Archidamus, his father,

and that of Procles, who had the same connexion

with Agesilaus himself.

s. 14. No delay was made : the border-passing sacrifice

B. c. 381. was not likely to be unpropitious ; Agesilaus was

Autumn.' r^^dy to enter Phliasia, when an embassy met him,

Xen. Hei. dcprccatiug hostilities, and offering money. He an-
1. 5. c. 3. swered that * he was not coming to injure any, but

'

only to relieve the injured.'
'

They professed them-
'
selves ready to do whatever could be required,'

*

Professions,' he told them,
* could find no credit

* when deceit had already been practised.' Upon
being asked then what pledge he required, he an-

swered,
* the same 'with which Lacedasmon had for-

*

merly been trusted, without injury to Phlius: they
* must give him possesion of their citadel.' This

s. 16. being refused, he prosecuted his march, and without

delay surrounded Phlius with a contravallation.

All the Lacedaemonians however were not satisfied

with these measures. It was observed by many, even

in the army, that, however those who ruled Phlius

might be tyrannical sovereigns, they had been va-
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luable allies; and, whatever might be the plea of sect.

generosity or justice, it was no good policy, for the

sake of comparatively a few families, to make Lace-

dasmon eternally odious to a city which had five thou-

sand men able, and till now ready, to bear arms in

its service. Agesilaus skilfully obviated this growing-

discontent. The Phliasian refugees were not without Xen. Hei.

friends in the city. Such encouragement was held
s'. "ly!'

out for desertion that, in a short time, those serving

in the besieging army were more than a thousand,

distinguished among the troops for being well-armed,

able-bodied, exact in subordination, and zealous in

service
;
insomuch that the late murmurs were changed

for the observation that these were such allies as La-

cedaemon wanted.

But, in Phlius, a system of order, economy, and »• 2i-

forbearance, usual where due military subordination

is established, but contrary to all common experience

among the turbulence of the Grecian democracies,

disappointed the expectation of the besiegers. The
blockade had already exceeded the time calculated

for the consumption of the provisions in the place.

But one of those extraordinary characters of which

Greece was fruitful, and which its political circum-

stances were peculiarly adapted to bring forward, had

at this time the lead among the Phliasians. In the s. 22.

instance of Delphion, says Xenophon, was seen the

ascendant which daring courage may obtain over the

minds of the multitude. He was a man of high rank

in his city, but his dependence was upon about three

hundred followers. With these at his devotion he

so awed the whole people that a clear majority in the

general assembly, desirous of capitulating, dared not

come to a vote upon it. Under a government called

a democracy he imprisoned at his pleasure, on sus-
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CHAP, picion, or pretended suspicion, of disaffection to the
^^^^'

popular cause. His despotism however was not

wanton or useless. He alone could enforce a strict

military discipline; and, by an unwearied personal

activity, he did enforce it. Constantly attending

himself, he compelled the citizens to regular attend-

ance in their turn for guard ; never failing to go the

rounds, he ensured watchfulness and fidelity on

guard. Nor was he thus daring only toward the

multitude, his sovereign ;
he showed himself worthy

of command by daring against the enemy. In many
sallies, at the head of his three hundred, he was suc-

Xen. Hei. ccssful agaiust the posts of the besiegers. When,
8. 23.

'

notwithstanding the short allowance which had been

established by a vote of the general assembly, famine

began to press, his warrant sufficed for searching

every house for corn. All resources at length failing,

he gave the word, and a herald was sent to Agesilaus,

requesting a truce, that ministers might carry to

Lacedaemon a decree of the Phliasian people for sur-

rendering the city to the pleasure of the Lacedae-

monian government."
s 24. Agesilaus seems to have felt that, by this message,

it was intended to put a slight upon him. He never-

theless immediately granted the truce, and his in-

fluence in Lacedaemon sufficed to procure an order

that the Phliasian ministers should be sent back to

treat with him, as plenipotentiary for the Lacedae-

monian commonwealth. It does not appear that

Delphion was a man of great views, or that, from

the first, he had any well-founded hope of final suc-

cess. He seems rather to have been a man fond of

action and enterprise, with daring courage and mo-

" Tote TfXetri tmv AaKe^aifjLovi<t)P.
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derate abilities; ready in emergencies, but incapable sect.

of extensive conceptions ;
fitter to command Phlius,

'

and Phlius besieged, than to direct the affairs of a

great nation, or of any but in time of turbulence.

For daring enterprise upon a narrow scale his talents

were extraordinary. After the granting of the truce

the Lacedaemonians strengthened their guards, and

kept a stricter watch to prevent egress from the

town. Nevertheless, attended by one faithful slave,

who had given frequent proof of his courage and

address in pilfering the besiegers' arms,^" Delphion

escaped by night.

The conditions which Agesilaus required may
seem, in modern times, not mild; but, due regard

being had to the manners and circumstances of his

age, and to the responsible situation in which he

stood, they will be found strongly marked with that

spirit of liberality which was generally conspicuous
in him. Had precedents been desired, they might
have been found, for sending commissioners from

Lacedaemon to decide arbitrarily between the two

parties of the Phliasian people ;
to banish, and even

condemn to death at discretion. Agesilaus com- xen. Hei.

mitted the business to a tribunal composed of a hun- ^l'^^'

^'

dred Phliasians
; fifty only of those who had been

driven into exile, and an equal number friendly to

the opposite party, or so far esteemed so that they
had remained in the city. After deciding who should

suffer death as authors of the late civil war, and who
should live to compose the future Phliasian common-

*2
Srty/xar/ag rig 6c TroXXa v^eLXeto oirXa ruiv iroXiopicovPTMy.

The fact, if related by an author^ not a military man, might be
doubted : from Xenophon it cannot. The explanation I leave

to military men who have given their attention to the ancient

art and practice of war.
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CHAP, wealth, they were to model at their discretion the
"^^^^^

constitution and the laws by which that common-

wealth should be governed. Upon these conditions,

in the twentieth month of the blockade, the town was

surrendered
; and, to enforce order till the new con-

stitution should be settled, a Lacedaemonian garrison
was placed in it.

Xen. Hei. While Agcsilaus was employed in this petty kind

s. 181.20. of domestic war within Peloponnesus, Agesipolis had

begun to show the vigor and ability expected of him

in his foreign command. He wasted the Olynthian

territory, he took Torone by storm; but, in the

middle of the summer heats, he was seized with an

inflammatory fever which presently threatened to be

fatal. The science of medicine, notwithstanding the

deserved fame of Hippocrates, appears not yet to have

been generally diffused among the Grecian republics.

A little before his illness Agesipolis had visited the

temple of Bacchus, at Aphyteus, famous for the

beauty and coolness of its shady bowers and limpid
waters. A strong desire seized him to revisit them,

in the imagination that they would afford' a relief

which his medical attendant could not give. He was

[ac. 360. accordingly conveyed to Aphyteus, but died soon
^^'^

after, without the temple : the superstition, which

taught the Greeks to fear the anger of the deity for

permitting the pollution of death within the hallowed

building, apparently denying to the suffering prince
the repose and shelter which he so much wanted.

Neither attention nor expense however was spared,

after his decease, to honor his memory, and show

respect to his rank. His body, according to the Spar-

tan ceremonial, was preserved in honey, and in that

state carried the long and difficult journey to Lace-

daemon, there to have the funeral rites performed,
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which custom had established for the burial of the sect.

kings.

Agesipolis seems to have been a real loss to his

country. Though aiming, and with fair prospect of

success, to rival Agesilaus in military fame, no jea-

lousy subsisted between them. He treated his elder

colleague, on all occasions, with the respect due to

superior age and high character. He received in return

unfeigned friendship from Agesilaus, whose liberal

mind considered him less as a rival than, in public

affairs, a valuable assistant, and in private a desirable

companion.
The successor of Agesipolis in the Thracian com- ff'^^'

mand, Polybiades, was but too successful in restrain- s. 2*6.

ing the liberal and beneficent policy of Olynthus 1. 15* c. 23.

within the narrow limits of a single city. In under-

taking to withstand the power of Lacedaemon, the

Olynthians had depended upon the support ofAthens

and Bceotia. But the unexpected revolution in Thebes
had given the force of Boeotia to their enemies, and

deterred the interference of Athens. Possibly, after

their great success against Teleutias, their affairs may
have been conducted with less prudence than when

they were but rising to power. They may have lost

some of their ablest leaders : or prosperity, inflating
the popular mind, may have given advantage to tur-

bulent demagogues, and interested intrigue or popu-
lar caprice may have overborne wise counsel. Xeno-

phon has left us no particulars ;
he has not even named

one of their leading men. We hear ofno battle fought,
no town taken

; Polybiades was master of the coun-

try; the Olynthians could receive no relief by sea;
famine pressed, and they sent ambassadors to Lace-
daemon to sue for peace. It was granted upon the ^- c 370.

usual terms of subordinate alliance; that the friends Spring.

'

VOL. V. D
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CHAP, and enemies of Lacedaemon should be respectively
^^^^-

such to Olynthus, and that the Olynthians should

serve in arms wherever the Lacedaemonians might

lead.

SECTION V.

Apparent confirmation and real instability/ of the Lacedcemonian

supremacy in Greece. Conspiracy and revolution ifi Thebes.

Thus Lacedaemon acquired the glory of crushing

finally the wisest and noblest project for a republican

government, upon a broad foundation, perhaps ever

attempted in Greece. Such at least the Olynthian

union appears, in the slight sketch, a mere shadow,

without a decided outline, which remains to us from

Xenophon. Possibly it may have had great defects

with which we are not made acquainted; and indeed

if a government had ever been seen in Greece pos-

sessing all the merit which his account, not intended

for panegyric of the Olynthian, indicates, unbalanced

by very gross defects, we should still more wonder

at, and still less excuse, the excessive deficiency of

the political ideas transmitted to posterity in the

writings of such men ais Xenophon, Plato, Isocrates,

and Aristotle. It is indeed remarkable that the cele-

brated panegyrical oration of Isocrates, in which,
isoc. paneg, while his fi^reat obiect was to persuade the Greeks to
p. 250. t. 2

GO L

peace among themselves, he could propose no means

but union in war against Persia, then at peace with

them, was spoken or published while the Lacedae-

monian arms were employed in the destruction of

the Olynthian constitution. Could Lacedaemon have

adopted a policy so liberal as, in its general outline,

the Olynthian appears to have been, could she have
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united herselfwith such a republic, and used her ex- sect.

tensive influence to promote the scheme, a state might
'

have been formed of a firmness to resist all external

violence, and capable of dissolution only from that

internal corruption, to which the Author of nature

has willed that everything human shall be liable.

But, as we have already observed, those very insti-

tutions, by which Lacedaemon had now florished for

centuries, and, for the smallness of her means, was

become wonderfully great, those very institutions

made it impossible for her to become so great. To
coalesce was beyond her nature : her great lawgiver's

system, admirable for its purpose, had no such pur-

pose: she could be great, and even safe, only by

keeping those around her divided. This was now
done. The reviving empire of Athens was broken :

Boeotia was split into many states
;
Corinth and Argos

were separated; the Olynthian union was dissolved;

the renovation of existence, given to the obscure

kingdom of Macedonia, harmonized with the plan of

division
;
those allies who had dared to show an ad-

verse disposition had been punished; and thus, as the

contemporary historian has observed, the authority of Xen. Hei.

Lacedaemon over Greece seemed more firmly esta-g. 27!*

Wished than at any former period.
But the Lacedaemonian authority over Greece was

not of a nature to be permanent : too weak for com-

mand; too proud for influence. *We have seen, in

the authentic testimony of Xenophon to what the

Cyrean army experienced, the haughty despotism of

the Lacedaemonian commanders at a distance from

home. We find such conduct indeed sometimes se-

verely punished ; proof that the Lacedaemonian ad-

ministration was aware of evils likely to arise from it;

yet that the restraint was very uncertain is sufficiently

D 2
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CHAP, evident. The administration was better able to check
^^^^' the indiscreet or interested tyranny of its officers

within Greece. But it could not equally restrain, in

the dependent republics, the chiefs of the Lacedae-

monian party, by whom those republics were held in

submission to Lacedsemon, To men so necessary great

indulgence would be indispensable: to support them,

without inquiry, or even notoriously against right,

might appear sometimes ofpolitical necessity. Hence

discontent, vehement discontent, was unceasing, se-

dition ever working, and revolt ready.
Evident however as it is that the foundation of the

Lacedaemonian power was slippery in extreme, still,

when we consider the value of the advantage it pos-

sessed in the abilities and virtues of Agesilaus, we

cannot behold, without astonishment, the minuteness

of the force, and the trivial character of the circum-

stances, which began its overthrow, in the very mo-

ment when it appeared most established. Xenophon
Xen.Hei. ascribcs all to the just vengeance of the Deity; ho-

s! i'.

* *

nestly declaring the infamy of the conduct of Lace-

daemon, though his friend and patron was implicated,

in holding the citadel of Thebes by violence, directly

against the most solemn oaths, under the sanction of

which, among the articles of confederation, the inde-

pendency of every Grecian city was warranted. The
new government of Thebes was necessarily odious to

the great body of the Theban people, and indeed to

every honest Theban citizen. But fear, which re-

strained action, taught also to conceal sentiments;

and thus a government of violence, whether the form

of the tyranny be monarchal, oligarchal, or demo-

cratical, is always risking to defeat its own purposes.

Among the revolutions of the Theban common-

wealth, that part of the constitution seems to have re-
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Tiiained unaltered by which the principal executive sect.

power, civil and military together, that power which

had formerly been held by hereditary princes, was

committed to annual magistrates, entitled polemarchs,

chief-warriors. Archias and Philippus held the hiffh Xen. Hei.

!• 5« c» 4«

office when Phyllidas, their secretary and confidential s. 2*.

minister, was called on some business to Athens.

Phyllidas there found a Theban of rank, named

Mellon, with whom he had formerly been intimate,

living in exile, to which the revolution had driven

him. Their past opposition in politics did not prevent
Mellon and Phyllidas from communicating again as

private friends; and, Mellon's curiosity leading him

to inquire about men and things in Thebes, to his

surprise he found the secretary highly dissatisfied

with the existing government there. More explana-
tion thence taking place, the result was a plot for

overthrowing that existing government, and restoring

democracy. Phyllidas returning to Thebes, measures

Were prepared. Mellon then, with only six associates,

passed by night from Attica into the Theban terri-

tory. Lying concealed during the following day, they s. 3.

approached the city as evening closed, and entered 01. 100. 2.

with the last of that crowd ofhusbandmen, returning p^^*
^^

from their daily toil, who, in a country politically

constituted like the greater part of Greece, dared

not inhabit detached cottages or open villages. Pro-

ceeding unmolested, they were received in the house

of Charon, a party to the plot, where they staid the

night, and the following day.

Immediately preceding the expiration of the an- Xen. Hei.

nual magistracies was, according to ancient custom, s. 4.

the season of a festival of Venus at Thebes. The
Pebpid!

polemarchs, Archias and Philippus, were men of

pleasure. Their secretary, Phyllidas, possibly a warm
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CHAP, patriot, was certainly not a man of nice honor or
^^^^'

strict honesty. According to report, which Xeno-

phon thought worthy of notice, he was trusted by the

polemarchs as a confidential minister to their private

pleasures; and, favored by the licence of the festival,

he had undertaken to bring the most beautiful women
ofthe best families of Thebes to their revel. Through
his privilege of unlimited access, when the polemarchs

Xen. Hei. and their company were far gone in intoxication, he

si 5. 6.

'

introduced the conspirators, three habited as ladies,

the others as their female attendants. The dismission

of male attendants was procured, on pretence of de-

licacy toward the ladies. As far, at least, as this story

tends to reveal the manners of the age, we may give
s- 7. it credit as it is told by Xenophon : though, he says,

according to some the conspirators were introduced

as ordinary visitors.
^^ What we learn with certainty

is, that the polemarchs were on that night assassinated.

This important beginning being successfully made,

Leontiades, author of the late revolution, was the

next object of the conspirators. Phyllidas, in whom

Leontiades, as well as the polemarchs, fully confided,

conducted them to his house. Pretence of business

from the polemarchs gained him immediate admission

^3
Concerning a matter in which private history was so much

involved with public, and party interest with both, various

stories, some true, some false, and some partly true, partly

false, were likely to be circulated. Xenophon, who lived at the

time, yet long outlived the time, and was in a situation to be
better informed than almost any other could be, has related some

things with confidence, others as less certain. Plutarch, who
wrote some centuries after, has differed from Xenophon in re-

gard to some particulars, added to him many, declared no au-

thority, except Xenophon's, and expressed no doubt. His pur-

pose was to tell a good story, of which Pelopidas was to be the

hero.
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to an inner apartment, whither Leontiades had re- sect.

tired from supper, and where his wife was sitting by !—
him, busied in those works of the distaff or needle

in which the Grecian ladies principally employed
themselves. Leontiades was killed upon the spot, and

silence was imposed upon the lady, with the threat

of death to every person in the house, unless, as soon

as the assassins went out, the doors were locked, and

afterward kept close.

The leaders of their opponents being thus dis- Xen. Hei.

patched, the conspirators proceeded to the state- s. 8.

prison, where some of their friends were confined.

Phyllidas, pretending an order from the polemarchs,
obtained admission there also. The keeper was in-

stantly put to death; and the prisoners, being re-

leased, were directed where to find arms, and whither

to repair with them.

The conspirators so confided in extensive hatred s. a.

of the existing government that, without farther pre-

paration, they caused summons to be proclaimed, for

all the citizens, equally the knights and those enrolled

in the heavy-armed, to assemble in arms
; adding the

information that ' the tyrants were no more!' Diffi-

dence however kept all within during night. Mean-
while messengers were dispatched to the refugees on

the Attic borders, and to Athens itself: for it was

known that two of the annual generals of Athens
were warm in the cause. When day broke, what had

passed becoming notorious, the citizens, horse and

foot, assembled in arms, and arranged themselves

with the conspirators.

The first alarm, which reached the Lacedaemonian s. lo.

governor in the citadel, was from the nightly procla-
mation. Immediately he sent to Plataga and Thespise
for re-enforcement to his scanty garrison. A detach-
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CHAP, ment marched from Plataea; but the Theban horse
^^^^-

met and routed it. Refugees from the borders and

a body of Athenian auxiliaries arrived nearly as the

victorious cavalry returned. With this addition of

strength it was resolved, without delay, to assail the

Xen. Hei. citadel. The Lacedaemonians saw the preparation,

s. ii! and heard large reward proclaimed for who should

first mount. Thinking then their numbers unequal
to resist all Thebes, united and zealous, they pro-

posed to surrender the fortress, upon condition that

they might depart in safety with their arms. To this

the Thebans gladly consented, and the capitulation
»• 12. was ratified with libations and oaths. Their march

out of the place was watched with a jealousy justified

by preceding circumstances. But, when there were

seen among them some of those Thebans who had

been active in the late government, then the virulence

of Grecian sedition broke forth : the victims were

dragged from their protection, and none so taken

escaped death. ^* But the state of Greece, a kind of

*
'E^ioj^rwv fjiivTOi, ocrovg eTriyycoaap tCov i^dpiHy orrae avWajx-

^avoyreg cnreKTELvay . Xenophon has not specified them by any
name but that of enemies; but what he mentions afterward of

the treatment of their families, were it otherwise doubtful, would
ascertain that the executed were Thebans, and not Lacedae-

monians.

It has been owing apparently to the general irregularity and

uncertainty of Grecian criminal law that the Greek language, so

superior to all others in accuracy for most purposes, is so in-

ferior to our own in words for distinguishing the various degrees
of criminality which may attend the act of putting a man to

death. Hence we have sometimes difficulty to gather, from

the expressions ofhistorians, what degree of turpitude we should

impute to the actions which they relate. 'ATroicretVw, the com-
mon word for to kill, is equally used to express the foulest

murder, or putting to death after just trial, in the most legal
manner by the hands of the public executioner, as in this chapter
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hotbed of crimes, gave occasion also for the exercise sect.

of virtues. The Athenian auxiliaries, who looked _

upon the Thebans of the Lacedsemonian interest,

not with the rancorous hatred of party opponents,
but with the more liberal enmity of foreign foes, ex-

erted themselves generously for them
; and, by fa-

voring their concealment, saved many. They could

not however save some more helpless and innocent

objects of the horrid revenge or base fear of the

Thebans: the children of those who had been exe^

cuted were put to death.

Among the revolutions of which Greece was so

fruitful, for justness of cause, boldness of undertaking,

ability of plot and arrangement, and daring vigor in

execution, the delivery of Thebes has been justly

celebrated. Perhaps moderation in assassination

should be added to its eulogy ;
for the execution of

those who were at mercy, and the murder of the

children, who could have deserved no ill, did not

take place till the revolution was completed; and,

we may hope, should be ascribed, not to deliberate

design in the leaders, but to the wild fury of popular

passion, which they could not restrain. The better-

taught judgment however of modern times will not,

with the philosophic Plutarch, give unmixed applause
to the means employed, and extol the revolution of

Thebes as a model, to be justly compared with that

effected at Athens by Thrasybulus through open

of Xenophon^ s. 13. The additions ^LKaiuyg, d^iKojg, Pialiog, uKpi-

Tu)Q, Ik Trpovoiag, and perhaps others, are sometimes used to

mark a distinction, but often omitted. If Xenophon's expres-
sion on this occasion, (7v\\a^t>dvovTeg direKTeivav^ might imply
that some legal forms were observed, yet it appears difficult to

reconcile this with the treatment of the children ofthe sufferers.
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CHAP, war, unsullied by assassination and perfidy.^^ Xeno-
^^^^'

phon, in his Agesilaus, has not ill defined that de-

ception which may be allowable in politics and war.

Xen. Ages. Agcsilaus, he says, held that ' to deceive those who
" ' *

* mistrust us is wise
;
those who trust us, wicked.' ^^

^* He calls the two revolutions ofAthens and Thebes, fxiyi'^at

Kot kd\Xi<^ai TU)v Trpd^eojv. Plut. Pelop. p. 513_, 514.

^^ The necessity has frequently occurred, by no means a

pleasant necessity, to speak slightingly of Plutarch's authority.

If any reader, swayed by the merit altogether of Plutarch's

works, or by the respect in which he has been extensively held,

may think I have been extreme in depreciating his judgment or

his accuracy as an historian, I should wish his account of the

Theban revolution compared with Xenophon's. The life of

Pelopidas, as his fellowcountryman, w^as a favorite subject with

Plutarch, and the exploit by which Thebes was delivered from

the Lacedaemonian dominion a very favorite part of it. On this

favorite subject an ill-judging zeal, the zeal of a closet philo-

sopher, unversed in active life, to make his hero keep the stage

with effect, has led him, I must own it appears to me, into

strange puerilities. He exhibits Pelopidas babbling publicly,

when evidently the most cautious secrecy was requisite. He
describes him engaged in furious combat, under circumstances

tending strongly to confirm Xenophon's account, according to

which the business was so much better managed that nothing
more was necessary than to poniard an unarmed man, surprised
in the security of domestic privacy. He attributes then to the

sage Epaminondas an indiscretion truly wonderful. While,

according to his account, the eloquence of Pelopidas incited the

exiles, Epaminondas, by an ingenious device, prepared the

minds of the citizens, at home, to join in the proposed scheme
of revolution. In the places of public exercise he encouraged
the Theban youth to venture upon wrestling and boxing with
the Lacedaemonians of the garrison. To their surprise, they
found themselves far superior to their antagonists: they were of

course elated with unexpected success; and thence Epaminondas
took occasion to reproach them with the baseness of their sub-

mission to a people inferior. It miglft be supposed, from this

story, that Epaminondas meant to admonish the Lacedaemonians

to strengthen their garrison, and keep stricter watch.
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SECTION VL

totives at LacedcB?non for lenient conduct toward Thebes.

Command in war against Thebes, declined by Agesilaics, com-

mitted to Cleombrotus. Uncommon storm. Change in Athe-

nian politics, adverse to Thebes.

It was incumbent upon the Lacedaemonian govern- sect

ment to punish the Theban rebellion and support its L

I

It is among the real merits of Plutarch, which I have before

taken occasion to observe, that he not unfrequently names his

authors. Now it is remarkable that, in his account of the

Theban revolution, the only author he quotes is Xenophon;
from whom indeed evidently, if not the greatest, yet the best

part of his account has been taken. As a contemporary his-

torian, much interested in the political events of the time,

Xenophon had his partialities, and they were not in favor of

Pelopidas or Epaminondas. On the contrary, the Lacedaemo-

nians were his friends, and very particularly Agesilaus. Never-

theless, his simple concise narrative does far more real honor to

the authors of the Theban revolution than Plutarch's studied

panegyric. Without any mention of secrecy, he shows that ex-

traordinary secrecy was observed. Without any mention of

courage or magnanimity, he exhibits, in the conduct of the

conspirators, the daring prudence of so many Csesars or Crom-
wells. While he thus does justice to those who, as public men,
were his enemies, he acknowledges so candidly the faults of his

friends that even Plutarch could accuse them of nothing more.

Among the advantages then ofXenophon in the comparison, the

reader of taste will admire that elegant simplicity, that per-

spicuous conciseness, which modern writers cannot too dili-

gently emulate, but which, even were Xenophon the writer, no
modern language could equal.

Plutarch, in his tract entitled, little enough to its purpose.
On the Daemon or Genius of Socrates, has enlarged the story of

the delivery ofThebes into a kind ofnovel, giving much dialogue

together with the deeds. It is an ingenious and amusing little

work, and interesting for the information interspersed con-

cerning the philosophical theology of Plutarch's day; but it

bears no symptom of historical authority, beyond the gleanings
from Xenophon.
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CHAP, authority over Greece, or at once to resign that in-
^^^^'

vidious authority, which perhaps could not be resigned
with safety. Though midwinter, therefore, it was re-

solved that an army should immediately march. In

the same spirit severity was exerted against the late

governor of the Cadmea, who suffered death for sur-

rendering his trust.

There is something of mystery in the conduct of

Agesilaus toward the Thebans, and not less of the

Thebans toward Agesilaus, which the philosopher-

historian, who acted in the military and political trans-

actions of the time, seems to have left studiously

veiled. The gross affront put upon Agesilaus, pre-

viously to his sailing for Asia, when sacrificing in the

Theban territory, is not accounted for. The cause

of that deeplaid scheme of enmity to Lacedsemon,
which occasioned the recal of Agesilaus, is equally

unexplained. Why Agesilaus, when he had gained
a great victory over the Thebans near Coronea, did

not pursue the advantage, but, on the contrary, led

his army immediately out of their territory, remains

an enigma. After this, that Agesilaus bore a hatred

to the Thebans, which he suffered sometmies to sway
his political conduct, the candor of Xenophon has

led him to avow. The partiality of Plutarch, him-

self a Boeotian, would countenance an imputation,
which seems however to have had no better origin

than the ordinary malice of party-spirit in Greece,

that Agesilaus instigated the seizing of the Cadmea.

That however he supported the measure, when taken,

in a manner not creditable to his character, Xenophon
himself has shown. Yet when, in consequence of the

revolution which followed, war was denounced against

Thebes, and an army was ordered to march, he de-

clined the command.
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But much of what historians have not expressly sect.

declared may be gathered from what they have made
'

known. The pointed enmity of Thebes, toward

Agesilaus and Lacedaemon, arose from a revolution

in that city, by which, soon after the conclusion of

the Peloponnesian war, the power passed from the

oligarchal party to the democratical. The new leaders

could not hope to hold their power unless they could

engage their commonwealth to break the Lacedae-

monian connexion; and a gross affront to a popular

king might be very efficacious for their purpose.

But, as the other party was still considerable, and

the principal landowners were among its members,

Agesilaus, after the battle gained on his return from

Asia, might withdraw his army from the Theban

territory to favor the lands, not of his enemies, but

of his friends; and he might hope that his modera-

tion, after victory, might soften the enmity of one

party, while the credit of that victory would promote
the influence of the other. If the oligarchy could

be quietly restored in Thebes, his purpose would be

better answered than by any success in arms; and

means might thus, more than by any other measures,

be promoted, for his return with his army to pro-
secute his favorite plan of conquest in Asia.

Patriotism upon a narrow scale, or attachment to

a particular commonwealth, though oftener only to

a party in that commonwealth, was common among
the Greeks; but even the pretension to patriotism

including all Greece was rare.
^'^

Xenophori ascribes xen. Ages.

to Agesilaus that nobler patriotism ;
which seems ^*

'^' ^' ^'

" The Greek term (piXoTrarpig was nearly synonymous with

(piXoTToXig. To express the more liberal patriotism, extending
to the wliole nation, the Greeks used the term (ptXiXXriy.
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CHAP, indeed to have been an inheritance from his father

\ Archidamus, communicated to both the kings his

sons; though the inferior abilities of Agis gave less

brilliancy to the fair portion. If we add the Athe-

nian Cimon, and perhaps the friend of Archidamus,

Pericles, it w^ill be difficult to find another Grecian

commander who has any clear claim to the eulogy.

These however seem entitled to it, and we must

therefore confine to the time when Agesilaus reigned
the praise which Xenophon makes peculiar to him.

Xen. ut What other general, he asks, has been known to
sup.etPlut. . .

o ' '

Ages. decline taking a town when he thought the plunder
in his power, or to hold it a misfortune to conquer
when Greeks were his enemies? But Agesilaus,

when, on his march from Asia, intelligence met him

of the great victory obtained near Corinth, where,

with the loss only of eight Lacedaemonians, more
than ten thousand of the Theban confederacy were

slain, instead of showing satisfaction,
'

Unhappy
* Greece!' he exclaimed;

'

your children, thus de-
*

stroyed in quarrels among themselves, were enough
* to have obtained glorious victory over any number
* of barbarians.' When afterward, as he lay near

Corinth, the refugees pointed out a plan for easily

storming the city, he would not allow the attempt :

* To chastise a Grecian people,' he said,
'

may be
'

necessary ;
to extirpate or enslave them cannot.' ^^

But the great purpose of Agesilaus, universal peace
in Greece, and a union of the whole nation against

»8
Xenophon has himself reported that Agis would not take

Elis when in his power. (Xen. Hel. 1. 3. c. 2. s. 19. and ch. 24.

s. 2. of this Hist.) Hence it is clear that the peculiarity of

the eulogy must be confined to the time when Agesilaus

reigned.
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the barbarians, was singularly thwarted by the pre- sect.

valence of the democratical party in Thebes
;
and

'

this consideration, with perhaps some added stimula-

tion from personal affronts, appears to have warped
the general rectitude of his mind so far as to have

led him to support the treachery of Phoebidas in

seizing the Theban citadel. When however he ob-

served those Thebans who, through the ensuing re-

volution, acquired the lead in the government of

their city, conducting themselves with no mode- ^

ration ;^^ when, on the contrary, after the counter-

revolution effected by Mellon and Pelopidas, the

whole Theban people seemed united in the opposite
interest

;
he would no longer stand forward in a cause

which he found so odious, and which a considerable

party, even in Lacedaemon, reprobated. He avoided

taking any part in the debate on measures to be pur- xen. Hei,

sued
; and, when it was resolved that an army should

g* ^3^'

^'

immediately march, he claimed the privilege of his

age for declining the command.^^

*9
Tvpavvoi is a title which Xenophon more than once gives

them. (s. 9. & 13.)
-

20
'YtTep recraapcLKovTa d(f r]€r)Q. The uncertain value of this

expression has been already noticed. Dodwell (Chron. Xen.
ad ann. A. C. 378. p. 55.) supposes reo-o-apa/covrct a^' rjtrjg fifty-

seven or fifty-eightj and that Agesilaus was already sixty-three.
Thus he must have been forty-five at his accession to the throne,
when he was, according to Xenophon, (Ages. c. 1. s. 6.) en fxev

vioQ, still a youth. I should rather suppose him under thirty-
five at his accession, and between fifty-two and fifty-five when
his age excused him from foreign service. The excuse was com-
mon to the king and the private soldier. [J Mr. Mitford omits
' to notice that Dodwell's argument for the age of Agesilaus is

* founded upon Xenophon himself, who testifies that he was
' about 80—

ct'/x^i
TCI 6yloy]KOVTa err)

—when he passed into Egypt
' in B. C. 361. In his 63rd year therefore in B. C. 378. Dodwell
' however is unsatisfactory in treating of the term a^' v^rjg. Plu-
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CHAP. Cleombrotus, who had succeeded Agesipolis in

the throne of the Eurysthenidean family, seems, to-

gether with the ephors and the whole administration

of Lacedaemon, to have imbibed a share of the mo-

deration of Agesilaus. But had no step been taken

in favor of the Lacedaemonian, the oligarchal party,

in the Boeotian towns, its complete ruin, with the

'
tarch^ Lycurg. C. 17. ^"ip^^vag KaXovffi tovq etoq rjcrj devrepov li^

' Trai^wv yeyoporag, fieWeipepciQ ^e t(ov irai^ioy tovq Trpetrj^vrarovQ'
'
ovTOQ ovv 6

e'l^prjy,
eiicoaiv errj yeyovojg ap^tt re rw v vTroTErayiiEVMV

' tyraiQ fid-^aic. The Spartans then were called Trai^eg till 18,
' and eipeveg at 20, and the computation a(j)' rJlSrjg might take its

'

beginning from the age of 18. As the institutions of the two
' states were wholly different, this term would have a very dif-

' ferent meaning at Lacedaemon from that which it bore at

^ Athens. Cragius, p. 2653, imagines that military service began
' at 30. jEtaiis militaris videtur fuisse is annus qui et virilis

'
cetatis, quo ex ephebis egrediebantur j videlicet annus trigesimus.

' But this is wholly unfounded. The age at which ex ephebis
'

egrediebantur was 20 years : and, if their service began at that

*^

period, and if the 40 years a^* rjfirjg closed at 58, their term of
^ service was only 38 years. And yet the expressions of Xeno-

^phon. Rep. Lac. c. 11. speaking of their military institutions,
^

'i^riKE
Ze (AvKTOvpyoc) 'cai Koii^u tolq virkp tyjv rjfirjriK^v rjXiKiay,

*
voui^oiv ovTb) Koi fieii^ovQ av

—
ical^yopyoTEpovc (paiveffdai, and of

'
Plutarch, Lycurg. c. 22, Ko/Jiiovreg evdvg ek rrjg rStv EcprjfDMv r/\t-

^
Ktag, imply that military service began immediately a^' rjf^rjg,

' and without any interval of two years. Either therefore the
' service began at 18, or the rjj3r]TiK:rj rjXiKta commenced at 18,
* and the terms a^' vfirjQf

<>-' virsp tyiv rjfirjrticrjv rjXiKiav, ot ek rrjg

'

E(f)r]l3b)p rjXLKiag, mean those who had passed through that period,
' and had reached the age of twenty. Their service in that case

' extended to the age of 60, the period of life at which the mem-
' bers of the yepovcria were elected: Plutarch, Lycurg. c. 26.

'
ETa^E Kadiardvai tov dpiffTOv dpErrj KpiQivra ruip virkp E^rjKOVTa

'
ETT} yEyovoTitiv. It would seem that the citizens were eligible

' into this council after they had passed the age of military ser-

^
vice, and that this terminated at 60 years of age. The Lace-

' daemonians then served abroad either from 18 to 58, or from
^ 20 to 60.' Clinton, Fasti Hellen. pp. 386-7, note u.]
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severest sufferings to individuals, to many individuals sect.

who deserved highly of Lacedaimon, must have fol- [

lowed. Already, in Thebes, the return of the emi-

grated, of one party, had been the signal for the

leading men of the other to seek personal safety

by quitting whatever else was most dear to them.~^ b. c. .378.

Though midwinter therefore, and very severe weather,
ja^^ary.^*

the resolution for the immediate march of an army
^o*^^^-

for Boeotia was persisted in, and Cleombrotus was

directed to take the command. The readiest passage
of the mountains north of the isthmus^" was occupied

by the Athenian general Chabrias, with a body of^eu.iM.

targeteers. Cleombrotus however found the Plata^an s. 15,

road open. Passing then by this into the Theban

territory, he encamped at Cynoscephalse. There he

remained sixteen days, and then withdrew to Thespiae.
The purpose of the expedition seems to have been

merely to give that protection which the Lacedae-

monians owed to the Boeotian towns ag^ainst the new

government of Thebes
;
and for this it was thought «• I6.

sufficient now to leave a third of the army, under

the command of Sphodrias, with a sum of money for

raising a body of mercenaries. Cleombrotus led the

rest back toward Peloponnesus ; all, says the his-

torian, while they reflected how carefully every in-

jury to the Theban territory had been avoided,

wholly doubting whether it was to be war or peace.
In passing the mountain-barrier against the isthmus »• i7.

the army was assailed by an uncommon storm. Be-

21 This circumstance, familiar among the Greeks, it was suf-

ficient for Xenophon to express by the single word ektzetttmko-

TtOV.

*2 The way by Eleutherae ; for which Dodwell proposes, ap-

parently with reason, to read Erythrce,

VOL. V. E
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CHAP, tween the town of Creusis and the Corinthian gulf

its violence was such that many asses, laden with

baggage, were tumbled down the precipices ;
shields

were blown from the men's arms into the sea, and,

in the impossibility, with their complete armour, to

withstand its fury, resort was had to the expedient

of depositing shields among the crags, and loading
Xen. Hei. them with stones. With difficulty, each making his

s. 18.*^' way as he could, they arrived, in the evening, at

j^^gosthena in the Megaric territory. Though this

was no ordinary tempest, yet the account of it, given

by Xenophon, may mark the cause why, in a climate

whose summer heats we are apt to suppose more in-

tolerable than the roughness of the waning or early

year, winter operations were so generally avoided.

Such an event never failed to alarm Grecian super-

stition. Some thought the displeasure of the gods
announced at the conduct of Lacedaemon towards

Thebes: others supposed ill-fortune to the youthful

general portended. With recollection of the omen,

following events, it was imagined, gave its explana-
tion. As soon as the weather became moderate,

the abandoned arms were collected; and, the march

being then prosecuted into Peloponnesus, the troops

were, as usual, dismissed.

The little done in this expedition, to the vulgar

eye, was yet in its consequences important. Those,

s. 19. in Athens, desirous ofpeace, or averse to the Theban

connexion, represented with effigct to the people,
that the Corinthian territory was no longer the seat

of war; already they had seen the Peloponnesian

army pass by Attica into Boeotia ;
and before next

harvest they might expect the ravage of Attica itself.

The ungenerous fear of the tyrannous multitude
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PELOPIDAS : EPAMINONDAS.

thus was so excited that, of the two generals who
had favored the delivery of Thebes from the Lace-

daemonian yoke, one was condemned and executed,

the other saved himself by flight.

SECTION VII.

Motives of the Theban leaders for persevering in opposition to

Lacedcemon: Pelopidas, Epaminondas. Corruption of ike

Lacedcemonian general Sphodrias : 7veak concession ofAgesi-
laus: renewal ofalliance between Athens and Thebes. Agesilaus
commander against Thebes. State of the smaller republics of
Greece. The Thebaid ravaged: winter campaign. Second

invasion of the Thebaid ufider Agesilaus: sedition at Thespice.

The great change which had taken place in the sect.

politics of Athens was highly alarniing to the ruling
^^^-

party in Thebes. Unsupported they could not hope b. c. 37a.

long to resist the power of Lacedaemon; and, what-
^^* ^^^' ^'

ever indications might have appeared of moderation

and a peaceful disposition in the Lacedaemonian

government, yet no peace with Lacedaemon could

come unattended with the ruin of the chiefs of the

party, assassins of the late polemarchs, and objects of

the revenge of living numbers, whom they had driven

into banishment. But among them were men of

talents, such as Thebes had not before offered to the

world's notice. Of these, Pelopidas and Epaminondas
were becoming eminent. Both of distinguished fa- Diod. 1. 15.

milies, both of the democratical party, they contracted S!^Emm.'

an early friendship, though otherwise their circum-^^^^P
stances and their dispositions differed. Pelopidas Peiop. &

was rich, Epaminondas poor: Pelopidas delighted to
^^^*

pass his time in action, war, hunting, and the palaestra :

Epaminondas in study and the schools of the philoso-
E 2
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CHAP, phers."^ The warm temper of Pelopidas urged him
^^^^*

to put hhnself forward m public business: Epaminon-
das thought it a duty to qualifyhim self for his country's

service; but then claimed indulgence for his inclina-

tiou to retirement and study, till circumstances might

require his exertion. The activity of Pelopidas made

it impossible that he could be an indifferent character

in any public commotion. When therefore the party

ofLeontiades, with the assistance ofthe Lacedaemonian

army under Phoebidas, obtained the supreme power
in the commonwealth, Pelopidas had been among
those who were driven to seek their safety by flight;

while Epaminondas, considered only as a philosopher,
remained undisturbed in Thebes. Pelopidas, accord-

ing to Plutarch, was, both in council and in action,

foremost among the associates of Mellon in the en-

suing revolution: Epaminondas joined in it only with

the body of the Theban people. When the revolution

was effected, Pelopidas w^as raised, together with

Mellon and Charon, to the office of Boeotarch, a title

assumed by the first magistrates of Thebes, instead

of their ancient title of polemarch, or conjointly with

it
; in assertion of the claim of the Theban people to

a superintending authority over all the cities of Boeotia,

which the Lacedaemonians, under the pretence of

vindicating the freedom of those cities, but really to

ensure their own command over them, had always

strenuously opposed.
The intrigue which set Athens again at variance

Peio'pid.* with Lacedaemon was, according to Plutarch, devised

and managed by Pelopidas. Xenophon gives it to

*3 '

Pythagoreus ille Lysis Thebanum Epaminondam (insti-
*

tiiit), baud scio an summum virum unum omnis Graeciae.' Cic.

de Orat. 1. 3. c. 34.

Pint. vit.
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Theban policy, without specifying the author. Bribery Xen. HeL

was the inducement, at least suspected, for Sphodrias, s. 2a

the Lacedaemonian general in Thespiae, to take mea-

sures not to be otherwise easily accounted for. March-

ing in the afternoon, he entered Attica by night, with

the purpose, or the pretended purpose, to be before

dawn at Piraeus, which had then no gates, and to take

it by surprise. At Thria day broke upon him, and s. 21.

he returned; but, instead of endeavouring to conceal

his hostile intention, he plundered houses and drove

off cattle.

Before day intelligence reached Athens that a

large army was approaching. Alarm spread rapidly,

and the whole people took arms. Three Lacedae- s. 22. 23.

monian ministers, then in the city, were arrested.

Astonished themselves at the fact related to them,

they however soon convinced the principal Athenians

that whatever the plot might be, they could be no

parties to it; and, declaring their confidence that

Sphodrias not only could have no authority for his

injurious conduct, but that his high rank and great
connexions would not screen him from due punish-
ment for it, they were presently released. So far

their assertions were soon confirmed that Sphodrias
was summoned home, and a capital prosecution was

instituted against him.

Xenophon has labored, not to justify the ensuing con- s. 24_:53.

duct ofAgesilaus, but to win excuse for it. Cleonymus,
son ofSphodrias, a youth ofgreat merit,was the intimate

friend ofArchidamus, son ofAgesilaus, a youth also of

great merit. Archidamus was distressed by his friend's

distress
; and Agesilaus, feeling for both, allowed his

feeling to overbear hisjudgment. In the unfortunately
divided state of Greece private feelings could not fail

to interfere, more than in larger realms, with public
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CHAP, interest. Against his own opinion ofwhat was just and

L honorable, and against his country's clearest interest,

Agesilaus exerted himself in favor of Sphodrias. It

appears that trials of men in high public situations,

at Sparta equally as at Athens, were before either the

assembled people, or a court nearly as numerous as

the ordinary popular assemblies. Of course oppor-

tunity was open for intrigue, and interest decided the

judgment. Sphodrias nevertheless feared to return

home; yet his trial, according to the general practice

of Grecian courts, proceeded as if he were present.

It was apparently in consequence of the notoriety of

his guilt that his friends chose to rest his defence

principally on the plea of his former merits
;
but the

influence of Agesilaus gave such efficacy to this plea
that he was acquitted. Xenophon, anxious for the

credit of his friend and patron, has nevertheless

evinced his superior regard for truth, by avowing
that the decision was very generally considered as

singularly iniquitous.

The remoter consequences of this disreputable

transaction were beyond human foresight; but the

strong probability, amounting almost to certain ne-

cessity, of what immediately followed, should not

have escaped so experienced a politician as Agesilaus.

Indignation pervaded the Athenian people ;
and it was

no longer possible for those leading men in Athens,

who desired tomaintain the Lacedaemonian connexion,

to refute the orators of the Boeotian party, who as-

serted that the Lacedaemonians not less evidently

approved and had encouraged the treacherous project

against Piraeus, than the not less abominable, but

more successful treachery, by which Thebes had been

actually subjected to Lacedaemon. After the manner

of democracies, not understanding convinced, but
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of)

passion excited, like the reflux of a strong surf, bore sect.

all violently the way contrary to that which it had
'

lately impelled; and a majority of the same rash mul-

titude which, a little before, had condemned its ge-

nerals to death for promoting the delivery of Thebes

from the Lacedaemonian yoke, now, with equally hasty

and unreasonable zeal, engaged in war with Lace-

daemon to support the measure. War, defensive and

offensive, became the popular care. Piraeus was se-

cured with gates, ships were built, and want of zeal

in the Boeotian cause was considered as want of fidelity

to the Athenian commonwealth.

Having thus, by partiality for a guilty individual,

brought a formidable addition to the before pressing

weight of war against his country, Agesilaus could no

longer deny himself to the public voice
j
which loudly

called for his known ability and large experience to

command the army, in preference to the untried Xen. Hd.

talents of his youthful colleague. Thebes remained
^ 3;^*^*

'^*

the great object of hostility: but, with Athens now

adverse, it was no longer easy for an army to pass
from Peloponnesus into Boeotia; and command of

the road over the intervening' mountains must by
some means be secured.

It is only incidentally that we get any information

concerning those numerous inferior republics which

composed the far larger portion of the Greek nation.

When it occurs it is of course valuable. To the

citizens of Lacedaemon and Athens great objects of

ambition offered; and, if numbers suffered in the

contest so excited, numbers would participate at least

in the joyful hope of one time finding large recom-

pense. Meanwhile the body of the Lacedaemonian

people might live in security and a dignified ease,

after the manner prescribed by the peculiar institu-
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CHAP, tions under which they were bred : and, for the Athe-
XXVI .

_J L.nian, all the arts and every science combined to

produce gratifications ; for the wealthy every kind of

gratification, at their own expense, except security of

person, property, and character; and, for the poorest,

luxuries at the public expense, such as no others en-

joyed, with quiet and peace of mind, if not always in

their power, yet less liable to disturbance than among
those whose private riches might draw popular envy.

But, for the bulk of the Greek nation, the citizens of

those numerous little republics to whom the higher
rewards of ambition were totally denied, our informa-

tion hitherto has not represented their lot as ge-

nerally enviable; and what we proceed to learn will

be gratifying only as it may teach us to bless Pro-

vidence for our own.
Xen. Hci. ^ ^ar, unconnected with the greater concerns

8. 30. 37. of the Lacedaemonian confederacy, already existed

within Boeotia. In that empire, which some of the

Grecian republics exercised over others, and the

Lacedaemonian, for a long time, over all, we see

something of the principle of some despotic govern-
ments of modern Europe ; allowing the people, as a

recompense for deprivation of other liberty, that of

assassinating one another. The little, almost unheard-

of, municipality of the Clitorians waged war with

their neighbours the Orchomenians. Unequal to

their enemies in native military force, they had how-

ever pecuniary resources which enabled them to supply
the deficiency: they took into their pay a body of

those troops, the use of which had, as we have seen,

long been increasing in Greece; vagabonds from va-

rious republics, who made war a trade, and were

ready to engage in any service for the best hire.

Thus liostilities went forward, unregarded by any
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superintending authority, till a particular interest of sect.

Lacedaemon required that the broil should stop; and L
then a mandate from Sparta sufficed to still the storm,

Agesilaus saw means prepared by this little war for

securing the passage of his army from Peloponnesus,
over the mountains, into the Boeotian plain. He
demanded the service of the Clitorian mercenaries

for the purpose. The Clitorians, desirous of gra-

tifying the king and people of Lacedagmon, were

only anxious that, while their mercenaries were em-

ployed in the Lacedaemonian service, their lands,

which they were themselves unable to protect, might
not be ravaged. For this Agesilaus undertook to

provide; and he did it effectually, by sending his

orders to the Orchomenians to abstain from hostility

while Lacedaemon might have occasion for the Cli-

torian troops. It seems there was an existing decree

of the congress of the confederacy, forbidding war

between the confederated republics while an expe-
dition in the common cause was going forward

; and,

under the sanction of this decree, Agesilaus threatened

the Orchomenians with the first vengeance of the

arms of that confederacy, of which their city was a

member, if they disobeyed his order. The Orcho-

menians prudently acquiesced, and the Clitorian mer-

cenaries occupied the passes.

Boeotia being thus laid open to the Lacedaemonian Xen. Hei.

arms, it remained for those able men who led the J. ;i*8—41.

Theban councils to devise how, with unequal forces,

they might best protect the small but rich territory
of their city. They fortified the whole frontier; and

still their numbers were unequal to the defence

always and everywhere. Agesilaus, able aild inde-

fatigable, penetrating their lines, plundered, burnt,

and wasted to the city-walls. The consummate skill
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Diod. 1. 15. of the Athenian general Chabrias, to whom the

p. 474.^^
Thebans deferred on that occasion, baffled his en-

corn. Nep. Jeavours to force a general action ; but the common
vit. Chab. n r^ ' • tit

object of a Grecian campaign was accomplished.

Agesilaus then placed a force in Thespiae under the

command of Phoebidas, to protect the allies of Lace-

deemon in northern Greece during winter, and, re-

turning into Peloponnesus, dismissed the rest of his

army.
The patronage of a man distinguished, like Phoe-

bidas, by that treachery which had reduced Thebes

under subjection to Lacedaemon, we should not con-

sider as creditable
;
but we are so little informed of

Spartan domestic politics that ground fails even for

conjecture how far his appointment was the work of

Xenoph. Agesilaus. Phoebidas however, though an unprin-

Diodor. cipled politician, seems to have been an active and
1. 15. s. 34. able officer. The Thebans, like the Dorian Pelo-

ponnesians, descended from the same ^olian stock,

valuing themselves upon their heavy-armed phalanx,
disdained the missile weapons and desultory action

of most of the northern Greeks; whom they con-

sidered as, in their warfare, little above barbarians.

But the Lacedsemonians, by severe experience in

their wars with Athens, had at length learnt the use

of light-infantry ; and, though the force left under

Phoebidas consisted mostly of targeteers, he did not

content himself with defensive war, but so harassed

the enemy's territory with predatory inroads that the

whole force of Thebes was collected to repress the

troublesome and destructive intrusion. The Theban

army invaded the Thespian territory. Phoebidas,

avoiding general action, gave nevertheless such annoy-
ance by desultory attacks with his light troops on the

enemy's flanks and rear that he made both phalanx
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and cavalry retire in such disorderly haste that, with- sect.

out previous circumspection and decision, the cavalry
'

were stopped by a deep glen crossing the way. This

however, which, in the ordinary course of events,

should have been the ruin of the defeated, proved,
in the chance of war, that of the victorious party.

The Theban cavalry being forced into action again,

it happened that, in the first charge, Phcebidas was

killed; and here, as we have been led on former

occasions to observe, was shown of what consequence
the life of one man might be. The mercenaries all

fled
;
the few Lacedaemonians of the army were over-

powered : approaching night prevented great slaughter,
but the consequences were those of a complete vic-

tory. The Thebans thenceforward commanded the Xen. iiei.

country: their allies andpartizans were encouraged, 8.46^

their adversaries dejected: instead of any longer

suffering in their own territory, they plundered the

lands of all around them : they were indeed unable

to take a single town; but the lower people of many
deserted to them in numbers

; and throughout Boeotia

the Lacedaemonian party was so weakened that almost

everywhere support was wanting to check sedition

and prevent revolt. These circumstances being re-

ported at Lacedaemon, a mora was sent under the

orders of a polemarch, who took his head-quarters in

Thespiae.
The Peloponnesian army was again assembled in b. c. 377.

spring, re-enforced by a body of horse from that xL* iieh'

distant new member of the confederacy, Olynthus ;
^- ^J':^\

and Agesilaus again took the command. By early

precaution he secured the passes of Cithaeron, and
without opposition entered the Boeotian plain. The
Thebans remained on the defensive within their

1 ines
;
but even those lines, by movements ably planned
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CHAP, and rapidly executed, Agesilaus passed unopposed.

^ L. Fearful of a battle, the enemy attended his motions

with little effect, while he extended ravage beyond
Thebes as far as the Tanagrsean lands. When thus

all the inimical Boeotian territory had been wasted,

returning to Thespiae, he found that little city torn

Xen. He], by the common rancour of faction in Greece. One

s.55!^ party, claiming to be more eminently the Lacedae-

monian party, urged the moderate petition, that their

opponents,
'

though professing themselves friends also

of Lacedsemon, yet, for their less ardent zeal in the

cause, might be put to death. It could not be easy
to bring men, so violent in variance, to live within

' the same town in cordial friendship. Agesilaus how-

ever effected at least the semblance ofa reconciliation ;

and, for better security, required solemn oaths from

both sides for what the interest of both strongly de-

manded, but passion, more imperious, had opposed,
the preservation of the peace of their little common-
wealth. After this good deed he returned into Pe-

loponnesus, and the army was dismissed.

SECTION VIII.

Distress and exertions of Thehes : naval assistance gbtainedfrom
Athens: Timotheus commander. Pressure upon Lacedcemon,
and successes of Thebes. Accommodation and breach again
between Lacedcemon and Athens; siege of Corcyra by the La-
cedcemonians : successes of the Athenians under Iphicrates.

B. c. 377. That mode of offensive war, which had compelled
Winter.'

*

the floHshing and formidable commOHWealth of Olyn-
thus to receive laws from Lacedaemon, now began

Xen. Hci. sevcrcly to press upon Thebes. For two successive

s. 68^
*

years neither harvest, nor those fruits which, in the

hotter climates, are scarcely less important than har-
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vest, had been gathered by the Thebans from their sect.

territory ;
and the surrounding states best able to '—

afford supplies acknowledged the Lacedaemonian em-

pire. Boeotia, though its extent, from the Euboean

channel to the Corinthian gulf, gave it the advantage"

of two seas, nevertheless was low in the scale of

Grecian maritime power. The supremacy of Thebes

was unfavorable to maritime exertion, its proper ter-

ritory being wholly inland ; yet Thebes, whether ^en. Hei.

through just or usurped dominion, at this time com- s. 3.

manded ports and possessed ships ofwar. In the dis-

tress therefore arising from the pressure oftheLace-

dsemonian arms, it was resolved, before any concession

should be made, to endeavour to procure supplies

by sea.

Two triremes were accordingly appointed to attend

commissioners, to whom ten talents, about two thou-

sand pounds sterling, were intrusted to purchase corn

at Oreus in Euboea. The people of Oreus were known
to be friendly, but they were restrained by a Lace-

daemonian garrison in their citadel. The Theban
commissioners therefore went to Pagasse, on the op-

posite Thessalian coast; hoping thence to manage
their business with the requisite secrecy. The Lace-

daemonian governor nevertheless receiving informa-

tion of their measures, allowed them quietly to com-

plete their purchase, and then, watching their de-

parture, intercepted both ships, at such a distance

from shore that none of the crews escaped. The re-

sult however was far more beneficial to the Thebans
than if their commissioners had met with unchecked

success. For the prisoners placed in the citadel of

Oreus found opportunity to rise and overpower the

garrison. The townspeople, relieved thus from the
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CHAP, terror of the commanding fortress, disclaimed sub-
xxvi.

jpp|-,\„^
fQ Lacedsemon; and, through the rest of

autumn, and all the following winter, Thebes was

abundantly supplied from Euboea.

B. c. 37G. The disposition to yield, which want had begun to

Spring.
excite among the Thebans, being thus obviated, it

remained for the Lacedaemonians, with the returning

Xen. Hei. scason, to repeat the invasion ofBoeotia. An accidental

injury to a blood-vessel, ill-treated by an unskilful

surgeon, had brought upon Agesilaus a severe illness,

which disabled him for military command. Cleom-

brotus was therefore again placed at the head of the

army. With the usual deficiency of our information

concerning the domestic politics of Lacedaemon, it

remains unexplained why that inexperienced prince

profited neither from the advice nor the example of

his able colleague to secure the passes into Boeotia.

Not till he arrived at the foot of the mountains he

sent forward his targeteers ;
and they were repulsed

by the Athenian and Theban troops, which had pre-

occupied the commanding heights. Without another

effort he returned into Peloponnesus, and dismissed

his army.

J,. CO. Impatience and discontent pervaded the congress
of the confederacy, which soon after met in Lace-

daemon. It was observed that the yearly calls for fo-

reign service bore hard upon the citizens of the allied

republics, and yet no progress was made. Manage-
ment and exertion were certainly deficient, or so great
a force would have produced greater eflPects. A proper
use of the unemployed navy, far superior in strength
to the enemy's, might have contributed to shorten

the duration of the evil. Not only troops might have

been securely transported into Boeotia, and the dis-
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grace of an unsuccessful attempt to force the passage ^ct.
of the mountains avoided, but Athens, dependent

upon transmarine supplies for so large a part of her

subsistence, might have been reduced by famine.

In consequence of such remonstrances, a fleet ofxen. iiei.

sixty triremes was equipped, and, under the com-
^ g'lJ^*

'^V

mand of Pollis, took stations at ^gina, Ceos, and

Andrus. This measure had the proposed effect. The

corn-ships, bound for Athens, commonly made Ge-

ragstus in Eubcea. There getting information of the

disposition of the enemy's fleet, they dared not pro-

ceed ;
and want began to be apprehended in Athens.

But the race of great men there was not yet ex-

tinct. Chabrias, esteemed the most scientific officer ibid.

of the age, was placed at the head of the fleet. Near ]. 15. c.* 34.

Naxus he met and defeated Pollis, and thus again ^f q^^^'

the seas were open for the Athenian trade. Prepara- Xen. Hei.

, .,
^

. . n • 1. 5. c. 4.

tion meanwhile was makmg for transportmg a power- s. 02. 03.

ful army from Peloponnesus across the Corinthian

gulf, to carry war into Boeotia
;
but the consequence

of the weak compliance of Agesilaus in compassion
for a deserving son and a guilty friend, the compassion
amiable in the individual, but the compliance highly
blameable in the public man, fell now severely upon
Lacedsemon. Thebes applied to Athens, its ally, for

naval assistance, and, under the command of Timo-

theus, son of Conon, a fleet of sixty triremes was

sent to circumnavigate Peloponnesus, and alarm the

coast. The Peloponnesian forces were in consequence
detained at home for the defence of their respective
territories. The Thebans thus had leisure for of-

fensive measures
; whence their able leaders profited

so well that the great object of their party, what might
best enable them in all events to resist Lacedagmon,
what, of course, it had been the great purpose of the
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Xen. Hei. Lacedaemoiiians to prevent, was completely accom-

s.29!\fc plished. With co-operation everywhere of the demo-
I. G. c. 2. cratical party, every town of Boeotia was brought,

with the name of alliance, under real subjection to

Thebes.

The Athenian fleet meanwhile commanding the

sea, when it had saved Boeotia from invasion, invaded

Corcyra; and, a friendly party there assisting, the

whole island was brought over to the Athenian cause.

Timotheus however would allow none of the usual

severities against the overpowered party; no selling

into slavery, no banishment
; but, by his liberal con-

duct, composing diflPerences, he produced a general

attachment to himself and to the Athenian name.^*

s. firj.CG. The Lacedaemonians always saw with particular

jealousy any interference of Athens in the western

seas. Immediately therefore they exerted themselves

to assert their command there, and a fleet of fifty-five

triremes was put under the orders of Nicolochus.

More distinguished for daring courage than for talents

or naval experience, Nicolochus scorned, in fleets so

numerous, to weigh the difference of five ships. With-

out waiting for a re-enforcement expected from Am-

bracia, he hastened to meet Timotheus, and he was

defeated. Nevertheless the Ambraciot squadron soon

after joining him, he again proposed action. Ti-

** The circumstance that Timotheus was a pupil of Isocrates

has led to a short but pithy panegyric of him from Cicero: ' Iso-

' crates clarissimum virum Timotheum, Cononis^ praestantissimi
'
imperatoris, filium, summum ipsum imperatorem^ hominemque

' doctissimum (instituit).' M. T. Cic. de Orat. 1. 3. s. 34. To the

same general purpose Diodorus, (b. 15. c. 36.) Tavra he irdvTa

ra-^iioQ KoX p^hiojQ trreTekEtrt, Treldioy [Jlep
hia rov \6yov hvvdfiEioQ.,

viKUiV hi hi avhpiav kol «rpan;ytav hiOTrtp ov jiovov Trapa rcilg ttoKi-

raic, aXXa fcai Trapa roiQ a\Xoig"JL\\r)(Ti, jjLe'ydXrjg hvyxnm' aTrn-

hoxfJQ'
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motheus however being joined by a squadron fi^om sect.

Corcyra, which made his fleet more than seventy tri-
'

remes, even the rashness of Nicolochus then avoided

to renew the trial of arms.

During this unsuccessful exertion of Lacedaemon xen. Hei.

at sea new emergencies arose, pressingly requiring ^' ^-

*^* ^*

new exertion by land. The Thebans, after reducing
all Boeotia under their obedience or influence, carried

their arms into Phocis; and ministers arriving from

that country represented that it must be lost to the

Lacedaemonian alliance unless speedily and power-

fully relieved. Those who held the sway in Lace-

daemon apparently with reason deemed it of great

importance not to allow the new power of Thebes

thus to spread. It was therefore resolved to send an

army, larger than the former, for the protection of

the northern allies. But while the Peloponnesian
shores were everywhere threatened, it was judged

prudent to avoid requiring the usual proportion of

the confederates; whose governments and people
would naturally be anxious to keep their utmost

force at home for the protection of their own lands.

At the risk of Laconia itself therefore it was deter-

mined to send a larger proportion of Lacedaemonians,
with the hope, by this attention to the wishes and

feelings of the allies, and mark of confidence in their

bravery and fidelity, to conciliate attachment. Un-

fortunately Agesilaus was yet unable to take the

command: it was therefore committed to Cleom-
brotus. The army crossed the Corinthian gulfc. 2. s. i.

without opposition, and the Thebans presently eva-

cuated Phocis; but they occupied strong posts on
the border, apparently determined to dispute the

entrance of the Lacedaemonians into Boeotia.

Things were thus critically situated, the Athenian
VOL. V. F
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CHAP, fleet threatening the whole circuit of the Pelopon-
^^^^'

nesian coast, when unexpected relief came to Lace-

daemon. Among the Athenians dissatisfaction with

their new political connexion had spread. They
were consuming their public treasure, burthening
themselves with imposts, and suffering depredation
from ^ginetan corsairs, yet the Thebans had re-

fused, possibly being little able, to contribute to the

expense of that fleet, which had given the great turn

in their favor; which had saved Boeotia from in^

vasion, perhaps Thebes from ruin, and afforded the

opportunity through which Thebes was now mistress

Xen. Hei. of Boeotia. Those leading men in Athens, who

s. 1. were desirous of peace, took advantage from this

turn in the public mind, and ministers were sent to

Lacedaemon. No complex interests occurring for

discussion, peace was quickly concluded; and orders

were sent from Athens for Timotheus to stop the

operations of his victorious fleet, and return home.

Unfortunately a matter, in a great degree acci-

dental, and of which the modern eye with difficulty

discovers the importance, presently unsettled all that

appeared so happily accommodated. Timotheus, in

his way home, put some Zacynthian exiles ashore on

their island. The Zacynthians in power complained
of it to Lacedaemon as a gross injury. This concise

statement from the contemporary historian will not

be wholly unintelligible to those who have thus far

s. 7. 8. followed Grecian history. The Athenians however,

conscious of offence or not, so little expected that it

would occasion a renewal of hostilities that they had

already laid up their fleet and dismissed their crews,

when a vote passed the Lacedaemonian assembly,
8. 2. declaring that the Athenians had acted injuriously,

and that reparation should be sought by arms. It
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seems as if an interchange of character had taken sect.

place between the Athenian and Lacedaemonian go- '__^

vernments. Great certainly was the merit of those

leaders of the Athenian councils who could make

circumspection and moderation distinguish the pro-

ceedings of a democracy, while, notwithstanding the

general authority and general prudence of Agesilaus,

the measures of the elderhood of Sparta were subject

to the influence of passion. An earnestness appeared,
as if the dearest interests of Lacedsemon were threat-

ened. Requisitions were sent to all the maritime

allies; and from Corinth, together with its colonies,

Leucas and Ambracia, Elis, the Achaean cities,

Zacynthus, and the independent Argolic states,

Epidaurus, Troezen, Hermione, and Haliae, a fleet

was collected of sixty triremes. In doubt still of

the sufficiency of the force to be obtained within

Greece, ministers were sent to Dionysius, whose xen. Hei.

power or influence directed the politics of Syracuse
and the greater part of Sicily, representing how in-

compatible it was with his interest that the Athenians

should command Corcyra, and requesting assistance

against them.

Here the contemporary historian discovers to us

a motive for the conduct of the Lacedaemonian go-

vernment, superior to the mere consideration of the

interest of a friendly party in Zacynthus. The means

which the connexion with Corcyra gave to Athens,
for maintaining a fleet and holding a commanding
influence in the western seas, always an object of the

highest jealousy to Lacedaemon, made any attempt
to extend the Athenian interest there, at the ex-

pense of the Lacedaemonian, peculiarly offensive and

alarming. But if, in the silence of Xenophon, the

probable report of Diodorus may be taken, there

f2

1. 6. c. 2.

S.3.
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Diodor. was a farther allurement and incentive. The oli-

p/480.^^^ garchal party in Corcyra, at a crisis with the demo-

cratical then in power, applied to Lacedasmon for

assistance; and thus the recent transaction of Ti-

motheus in Zacynthus may seem to justify in some

degree the interference of Lacedasmon in the affairs

of Corcyra. Measures however were taken with a

haste, and in a style of violence, forbidding friendly

discussion. Immediately against Athens indeed war

was not declared, nor any hostility directed; but

Mnasippus, appointed to command the fleet, was in-

Xen. Hei. structcd generally,
' to take care of the Lacedae-

monian interest in the western sea,' and particularly,

to reduce Corcyra.'
We have seen that unfortunate island, toward the

beginning of the Peloponnesian war, singularly a

I. 6. c 2. scene of bloodshed and desolation, from the rage
^* '*'

of its own citizens against one another. Taught

by their sufferings, the survivors had settled into

orderly government ;
and their experience seems to

have been transmitted, by report, as an advantageous
inheritance to their children; for Corcyra was at

this time remarked for its high cultivation and the

splendor of its country houses
;
the security of an

insular commonwealth allowing and encouraging im-

provements there, which, on the continent, and in

most of the larger islands, divided into several states^

the constant danger of hostile neighbours forbade.

While the Corcyrasans were yet unaware of the pur-

pose of Lacedaemon, all the fury of Grecian war was

let loose upon their devoted land
;

for Mnasippus
was not of a temper to go beyond the ordinary prac-

tice of his age in mercy to an enemy. The cattle

in the fields, the numerous slaves employed in hus-

bandry, and, beside the common plunder of the
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crops, large store of wine in capacious cellars, here sect.

appendages of the farms, though on the continent L_

only found in towns, became the prey of the invaders.

The troops, in consequence, mostly mercenaries, else-

where accustomed to coarse fare, learnt here, says the

historian, to be fastidious ;
insomuch that, for their

common drink, they demanded old and flavored wines.

Plunder and waste having been extended over the xen. Hei.

island, Mnasippus formed the blockade of the city, g* ^;

^' ^'

by land and sea.

The Athenian government, in the same spirit of

moderation in which it had stopped the course of

successful hostilities for the sake of an equitable

peace, appears now to have remained calm under

provocation, and slow to resent the ill-judged ag-

gression of Lacedasmon. Nothing had been done in

consequence of the affronting decree of the Lacedae-

monian government and the hostile measures follow-

ing, when deputies arrived from the besieged Corey- s. 6.

raeans, imploring the Athenian people, with every
added argument that could be drawn from their own

interest, to relieve their injured, distressed, and highly
valuable allies.

' What a loss,' they said,
' would

*

Corcyra be to the Athenians, what an acquisition
* to their enemies ! No republic of the confederacy
* could furnish equal naval force, or equal pecuniary
* contribution. How important then the situation
' of Corcyra, for awing the western Greeks, for com-
*

manding the Corinthian gulf, for attacking the
* Laconian shores, and, above all, for interrupting
* the communication of Peloponnesus with Sicily and
*

Italy, where the Grecian towns had been mostly
* united by Dionysius under the leading government
* of Syracuse, the ally of Lacedaemonl'—These were ». 7.

the considerations which had excited the jealousy
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CHAP, of the Lacedaemonians, and given spring to their
^^^^'

measures against Corcyra ; and, thus seasonably put

forward, they now excited the solicitude of the Athe-

nians for its preservation. A body of six hundred

targeteers was immediately sent, which, eluding the

vigilance ofthe besiegers, entered the city of Corcyra

by night to re-enforce its garrison ;
and a fleet of

sixty triremes was to follow, under the orders of

Timotheus, with the purpose of raising the siege.

The fleet however remained to be manned
;
and

Timotheus, knowing the enemy's fleet to be not only
of equal or superior force, but already practised in

service, was solicitous for crews of the best seamen.

With a squadron therefore he went among the islands

Xen. Hei. to collcct them. The usual impatience of the Athe-

s. 8

^* ^*
nian people was thus excited

;
the dilatory caution of

Timotheus was condemned
; and, before he could

complete his levies, Iphicrates was appointed to su-

persede him in the command.

In compliance with the manifest inclination of an

absolute sovereign no measures could be too strong.

Iphicrates profited from circumstances so adapted to

the promotion of his immediate object. He acted

as the favorite vicegerent of a despot. He pressed
men

;
he was strict in compelling those, the wealthiest

of the Athenians, on whom popular sovereignty im-

posed the burthensome duty of fitting out triremes,

to be diligent in their part of the business; he ob-

tained a decree for adding to his force any ships

of the republic cruising near the Attic coast,
-^ and

*^ Ma\a o^eiag rag vavg sTrXrjpovTO, Koi rovg rpirjpap-^ag rivdy-

Ka^E' 7rpo(Ti\a€>e ^e irapa. twv 'Adrivaiiov Kai ei ttov rig vavg TTEpl rriv

'Attlktiv ettXei. Celeriter admodum naves complebat, ac trire-

inium prcBfectos vel invitos cogebat: prcBterea sumehat seam?

naves omnes qucecumque oram Atticoe legebant. I have endea-
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particularly
the sacred ships Paralus and Salaminia. sect.

Thus he increased his fleet to seventy triremes, with
'

which he hastened his departure ; and, in the passage

itself around Peloponnesus, a passage requiring time,

with the rowing and coasting navigation of the an-

cients, he found or made opportunity to give the Xen. Hei.

requisite practice to his crews, and instruct them in s. i5_li7.

whatever was most necessary for action.

The haste of the Athenian people had not been

wholly unreasonable ;
for the Corcyraeans were se-

verely pressed by famine, insomuch that, when s. 9.

Mnasippus had declared by proclamation that he

would sell for slaves any who in future, on pretence
of desertion, should come from the town, still they
deserted. Mnasippus caused them to be scourged
and sent back again ;

and many of servile condition,

whom the Corcyraeans would not re-admit, perished
of hunger.

Whatever public benefits may arise from private

vices, it may be doubted if any vice was ever ulti-

mately beneficial to the individual, unless sometimes,

among things that happen against all calculation,

prodigality; but no vice is equally apt to defeat its

own purpose as avarice. When the extreme distress

of the besieged became clearly proved to Mnasippus,
he considered the public business intrusted to him

as done, and the season come for putting the finishing

stroke to a scheme of private gain. His army was

composed, in large proportion, of mercenaries ; for

the cities of the confederacy, averse to a transmarine

voured to render this passage as nearly as in modern language

may be. The Latin translator has^ I think, missed the meaning

throughout, and particularly of the phrase 7rpoai\a€>e Se Trapa

rdjv 'Adrjpaiiov, k. t. \.
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CHAP, service, had mostly paid the compensation for avoiding
^ •

it. Two months' pay was now due when he dismissed

some of his mercenaries unpaid, and still procrasti-

nated settlement with the others. '^^ Discontent per-

vaded the army : the guards were negligent and dis-

orderly; the soldiers off duty wandered about the

country.
Xen. Hei. The changc was observed by the Corcyraeans. They
s*.%l-ik sallied, killed some of the besiegers, and made some
i^^odor.

prisoners. Mnasippus, alarmed at this new boldness,

called all to arms, but was ill obeyed. Illiberal

severity, then exercised toward his officers, produced
zealous obedience neither among them nor among
the soldiers. With his troops however at length

collected he drove the Corcyraeans back to their walls
;

but there they made a stand ; while, from the tombs,

which Greek as well as Roman custom placed by the

road-side without their towns, their light-armed dis-

charged missile weapons with advantage. Meantime,

under direction ofthe able Athenian general Stesicles,

more troops, rushing from the town by another gate,

advanced toward the besiegers' flank. These, attempt-

ing an evolution to form a face of sufficient extent

for receiving the new attack, were thrown into con-

fusion by the supervening enemy; and being unable

to recover their order, fled. No relief could come

from the right, engaged toward its own front. Pro-

gressively therefore from the left, the line joined in

^ Kat rovQ flip rivaQ avTiop d-KOjiiadovQ ETrenoiriKeij toIq h' ovai

KOI ^volv i]^r] firivoiv &(I>ei\£ tov fiiadov. Quippe nonnullis eorum

adimehat stipendia^ nonnullis^ quos secum retinehat, duum men-

sium stipendium debehat. That the Latin translator has given
the right sense appears not doubtful, though the Greek phrases

seem either military of the day, or perhaps corrupted in tran-

scription.
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flight; and Mnasippus, among whose vices was no sect.

want of Spartan courage, left at last with a very few, . L

was overpowered and killed. The conquerors then

pursued ; and, but for the apprehension of a military

force among the servants, suttlers, and others, whose *

numbers appeared formidable, the camp might have

been taken. Report then arriving of an Athenian Xen. Hei.

armament approachingunder Iphicrates, the remainder \^ %^'ii

of the besiegers embarking withdrew to Leucas, so

precipitately that not only large stores of corn and

wine were left to supply the pressing wants of the

Corcyraeans, together with numerous slaves to repair

the loss by desertion and famine, but even the sick

of the army were abandoned to their mercy.

Iphicrates was yet on the Laconian coast when s. 19.

report of the fate of Mnasippus met him.^^ Accord-

ing to the common manner of the coasting navigation

of the time, when the progress of a fleet of ships of s. 17. is.

war resembled an army's march, he halted and landed,

even on the Laconian shore, for meals. Trading
vessels, loftier and deeper, and navigated, in pro-

portion to their burthen, by far fewer hands, could

far better keep the open sea. Expecting action im-

mediately on reaching his destination, Iphicrates, not

to be encumbered with the mainsails"^ of his triremes,

had left them in the arsenal at Piraeus. For practice

to his crews he chose to make his way mostly with

•27 In that age Messenia was commonly included under the

name of Laconia, or the Laconic territory.
-® Ta fXEydXa Uia, vela magna, which might be the main-

sails, in contradistinction to the foresails; or larger sails, in con-

tradistinction to smaller, used on the same mast; as now is usual

with the latteen-sail vessels ofthe Mediterranean, andour luggers;
and our cutters have their great, middle, and storm jibs. The
information remaining to us concerning the ancient ships ofwar
is in almost every point very defective.
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CHAP, oars, the ready use of which was so important in the
^^^^^'

ancient manner of action. With a fair breeze how-

ever he had allowed his crews to rest: in adverse

winds, not too violent, he made them row by reliefs.

How little indeed the ancient triremes were adapted
for sailing may be gathered from the circumstance

that, though large enough to carry from two to three

hundred men, the mast was not fixed, but raised only
when the sail was to be used. Iphicrates set his

masts, while his crews were ashore, for advantage to

the look-out of his scouts. In serene weather, instead

of lying encamped ashore, which was the common
Xen. Hei. practicc, he proceeded by night. Coasting and halt-

g 20^'

^'

ing thus he made as quick a passage as, with the

navigation of the time, was common. His last halt,

s. 19. on the Peloponnesian shore, was in the mouth of the

Alpheus, where he passed a night. Thence he crossed

to Cephallenia; and^ getting there satisfactx)ry in-

formation of transactions in Corcyra, he remitted

somewhat of that fatiguing preparation for action

in which he had hitherto required the exertion of his

crews.

s. 21—23. His own attention to his country's service however

was not remitted. The original object of the expedi-

tion no longer pressing, he employed his leisure so

that he brought Cephallenia, divided as we have seen

once, and probably still, between four republics, under

obedience to Athens. Then he proceeded to Cor-

cyra, and there he received intelligence ofthe approach
often triremes sent byDionysius of Syracuse to join

the Lacedaemonian fleet. Anxious to intercept these,

he went himself to examine the heights, where a look-

out might be most advantageously kept; and selecting

twenty triremes, he gave strict orders for the crews

to be ready at a moment's warning. Not requiring
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them, on such an occasion, to remain aboard, Indicates sect.

perhaps beyond anything that has even yet occurred,

the deficient accommodation of the ancient ships of

war. This deficiency seems to have put nine ships
of the Syracusan squadron into his hands. Eager for

relief, after the long run, as with the ancient naviga-
tion it was reckoned, from Sicily, the Syracusans
landed on the first shore they approached. One ship,

commanded by a Rhodian, who, apprehensive of at-

tack, had hastened his people aboard, escaped. The
other nine were taken ; the vessels on the beach, the

crews ashore.

The numerous prisoners made on this occasion were

ransomed, sureties for payment being found among the

Coreyraeans themselves, who, political enemies, as they
now were, did not forget their derivationfrom one com-

mon origin, and their long connexion, in religious rites,

in commercial intercourse, and in hereditary friendship
with the Syracusans. This ray of liberality pleasingly
enlivens the gloom which Grecian morals generally
cast over Grecian history. But the gleam does not

come unmixed
;
and the cloud to darken the cheerful

prospect arises from a quarter whence it should be

least expected. Every other prisoner was redeemed

at a stipulated price ;
but for the commander of the

squadron, Anippus, so immoderate a sum was de-

manded, in failure of which he was threatened with

sale into slavery,
^^

that, in despair, disappointing the

avarice which oppressed him, he killed himself.

29 TovTOv h' £(f>v\aTTev (6 'l(f)iKpdTr}Q), b)Q 7] Trpa'^o/JEVOQ TrdfiTToWa

^pilfjtdiTa, t] u)Q TTwXrjacDv. Ilium enim custodiebat, ut vel ab eo

ingentem auri summam exigeret, vel hominem venderet. The
Latin translator, according to the too common method of trans-

lators, has very carefully imitated, instead of explaining^ all that

is dubious in the original. I am inclined to suppose some small
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CHAP. Xenophon however, from whom we have the ac-
^^^^'

count, thought very highly of Iphicrates, at least as

Xen. Hei. an officer.
*

Among the many occasions,' he says,

a. 27?
'

* on which Iphicrates commanded, I admire not least

' his conduct in the expedition to Corcyra ; and,
*

among other things, for this, that, on his first ap-
*

pointment, he desired, for colleagues, two men of
*

superior talents, not his political friends ;^^ Calli-
*
stratus, the most popular speaker, and Chabrias, the

* most renowed general of the age. If he had reason-
* able hope of faithful assistance from such men, there
* can be no doubt but he did wisely. If, on the con-
'

trary, he expected from them the malignity of party
'

opponents, it surely marked a magnanimous con-
' fidence in himself, that he could be detected in want
* neither of courage, nor of ability,

^^ nor of diligence.'

Under the Athenian government indeed it was

difficult to say what conduct would best give security

to men in high office, except that flattery to the

people and the bribery of public entertainments were

always indispensable. The expense of the fleet under

Iphicrates was heavy. The force was greater than

had been first voted for the service. Whatever might
obviate demands upon the treasury would be in his

favor. If there is an excuse, or a palliation, for his

conduct toward the unfortunate Syracusan, we must

find it here. The illiberality of the sovereign people
of Athens, the shame of which was lost among the

error in the copy; yet the context, I think, pretty sufficiently

warrants the version I have given.
'° Ov fidXa eTnrrjhiov ovra, is Xenophon's phrase, speaking of

Callistratus, which the translator has rendered, I think in com-,

plete mistake, hominem gerendis rebus non admodum idoneum.
*^

KarappaOvfidHv seems to mark the weakness of the mind

including want of courage with want of ability.
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multitude ofpartakers, would sometimes impose severe sect.
VIII.

duties upon their officers. If then suchmen asChabrias

and Callistratus could not advise how to carry on the

public service without severity to an individual pri-

soner, their inability would certainly tell toward the

justification of Iphicrates. On the other hand, if it

could not but be allowed that he had taken every
measure to supply the armament, without calling

upon the treasury, such testimony would go far to

justify the demand when it became unavoidable. For

the subsistence of his rowers, in the intermission of

naval operation, a resource was used for which he

and his advisers will have credit
; though it is not the Ch. 20. s. 4.

first occasion on which we find mention of it in Grecian xen.Hei!

history: they were employed in husbandry for
the^-^*^-^-

Corcyraeans ;
who were glad of hired labor, to assist

their diminished stocks of slaves in restoring their

wasted farms and vineyards.
Meanwhile Iphicrates used his small force of heavy-

armed, with his larger body of targeteers, to put
forward the great object of his expedition, the ex-

tension of the Athenian command. The peacefulness
of past times in Acarnania had given way to the

political division, so prevalent through the rest of

Greece. By assisting the friendly party in those

towns where it was pressed by its opponents, and

using actual hostilities against one only, Iphicrates
confirmed or restored the Athenian interest in that

province. Assembling then his fleet again, and adding s. 26.

to it the naval strength of Corcyra, he sailed with

ninety triremes
;
a force that no fleet in the power of

the Lacedaemonian confederacy to raise could resist.

His purpose was to direct operations against Pelo-

ponnesus itself, not without hope that some cities

there, only upon seeing the means he possessed to
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CHAP, protect them in revolt, would desert the Lacedae-
^^^^' monian cause

-,
while others, more steady to their

engagements, might be forced to submission.

SECTION IX.

Tyranny of Thebes in success: dissatisfaction ofAthens : general

peace negotiated by Athens: refusal of Thebes to accede to the

terms of the treaty.

The ordinary temper of mankind, it has been of

old observed, is more formed to bear adversity with

dignity than prosperity with moderation ;
and it seems

not less true, though seldomer said, that power and

glory, but especially the sudden change from humi-

liation and misery to power and glory, too much for

most individuals to support with propriety, still more

M. T. cic. certainly intoxicates a community. Later writers

v.Tpam? have celebrated the magnanimous disinterestedness

Pdo id**
^^ Pelopidas, and the philosophical self-denial and

clear integrity of Epaminondas. Unfortunately, the

able contemporary historian, intimately connected

with their adversaries, and of course not their friend,

has been careless of informing us what part they took

in the Theban councils. Nevertheless the independent

spirit and daring courage of the Theban people, even

in his account, we admire; but liberality, moderation,

justice,
wherever we search, are as little to be found,

in their proceedings, as in those of either the Lace-

daemonian aristocracy or the Athenian democracy,
when their tyranny has been most complained of by

contemporaries, and reprobated by posterity. The

supremacy, asserted by the Theban people over all

Bceotia, everywhere abhorred by the aristocratical

party, carried oppression sometimes to excess even
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against the democratical, by which it had risen. The Xen. Hei.

whole people of the little states of Plataea and Thespise s. i*.

were expelled. Numerous as the distressing circum- J^^Jk
stances unavoidably attending banishment must be, P-.28.

t. 2.

yet, through the division of Greece into parties, ifi. 15.C.46.

subsistence did not fail, personal security could gene-

rally be found somewhere. But the unhappy Plataeans

and Thespians whither could they go ? oppressed by
that party to which they had always been among the

firmest adherents. Lacedaemon, the enemy of their

oppressors, was their hereditary enemy. With Athens

indeed they had friendly connexion ; old and inherited

connexion
;
but Athens was now allied with Thebes,

whence their persecution came. Their best hope
nevertheless was in Athens, and thither, as suppliants,

they directed their steps.^^'

It is in the nature of democracy to be both tyran-
nical and ambitious; but, like single despots, demo-

cracies will not always approve the tyranny, and still

less the ambition, of other democracies. The over-

bearing haughtiness of Thebes, in her new prosperity,
had already disgusted the Athenians. The invasion

of Phocis, the ancient ally of Athens, they much
resented. The excessive violence used toward the

Thespians and Plataeans, the Plataeans among their

oldest and most constant confederates, at one time

almost incorporated among the Athenian people,

gave still more offence. Both Plataeans and Thespians
therefore found at Athens a ready and kind attention.

With their situation that of all Greece was taken

into serious consideration by the Athenian govern-

^'^
Diodorus, in this part of the history, has mentioned several

circumstances not noticed by Xenophon : but his narrative is so

confused, and so continually marks deficient judgment, that little

satisfactory can be gathered from him.
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CHAP. ment. The conduct of the Lacedsemonians had been
^^^^'

provoking : the prospect of success against them,

while the Athenian fleet, triumphant, commanded
the seas, was alluring : but the very successes of that

fleet had tended to raise Thebes to the power which

now was becoming an object of jealousy at Athens,

and the more as Thebes was a nearer neighbour than

Lacedaemon.

It is often extremely difficult to ascertain the real

springs of political measures in a free government ;

because of the variety of jarring interests influencing
the individuals who compose the political body, and

of the dependency of public measures upon the acci-

dental preponderance of this or that private interest.

There is much appearance of a wise moderation in

the Athenian government on this occasion; and in-

deed it seems unquestionable that the affairs of

Athens were at this time generally directed by able

men. Among them Iphicrates certainly was eminent ;

but Iphicrates did not carry the princely influence

of a Pericles. At the head of a triumphant arma-

ment he found his situation uneasy and perilous.

When opposition from enemies was nearly overborne,

that from fellow-citizens became only more alarming.
The conduct of Iphicrates was wise

;
but his mode-

ration, his ready concession to the wishes of those

who desired to check the progress of his glory, is

accounted for by circumstances reported by the con-

Xen. Hei. temporary historian. A supply of money was be-

^ ^^'
'

coming indispensable for the maintenance of his fleet ;

the application for which, at Athens, when the trea-

sury could not furnish it, was always highly hazardous.

If it was granted, which could not be depended upon,

oppression of the rich, and discontent, more or less,

of all ranks, was liable to follow. This gave oppor-
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tunity for a strong opposition from interested men, sect.

who coveted the leading situations in the common- -

wealth. It was at the same time known that Lace- Xen. Hei.

daemon was negotiating with Persia, by its able and s. 6.

formerly successful minister Antalcidas. A view to

some, at least, among these circumstances, probably
had induced Iphicrates to desire the orator Callis-

tratus for his colleague in command. Callistratus

thus became jointly responsible with him for the

success of measures. Were the armament in want,

it was incumbent upon Callistratus, not less than

upon Iphicrates, to provide for its supply. If new

emergencies arose, it was incumbent upon Callistratus

to devise means of warding the danger ensuing. The

liberality of Iphicrates then seems to have led Cal-

listratus, before his opponent, to become his partizan.
Want of money pressing, Callistratus offered himself

for negotiator with the Athenian people ; pledging

himself, if his colleague would be satisfied with the

alternative, either to procure a vote for the money
wanted, or to put forward negotiation for a peace,
which would obviate the want. Iphicrates approved,
and Callistratus went to Athens.

The commander-in-chief of the armament being
thus induced to concede to the wish for peace, which

at home began to prevail extensively, it was decreed,
in an assembly of the people, according to the his-

torian's phrase,
* that peace should be made.' On »• 2-

first view such a decree must appear the produce of

wildness in the people, or of faction misleading their

voice. The inferior party in a war certainly cannot

choose when peace shall be made. But Athens was

at this time fortunately in a situation to hold the

balance of Greece; and it was therefore wisely re-

solved there to open negotiations, for the purpose of

VOL. V, G
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CHAP,
producing a peace beneficial to the nation. In the

~ '— conduct of the business a just attention to the rights

5.

of allies was observed. Ministers were first dis-

patched to Thebes, to invite a concurrence in nego-

tiation, and then an embassy was sent to Sparta.

Whatever hope was entertained of success from

the pending negotiation with Persia, the Lacedae-

monians were too severely pressed not to be desirous

of peace upon any moderate terms. At the requi-

sition of Athens therefore ministers from all the bel-

ligerent republics were assembled in Lacedaemon.

,

The congress being met, the Athenian ministers first

hG^c^^s^'
addressed it:

* No lasting satisfaction,' they said,
' no confidence could obtain among the Greeks, if

* the former terms of alliance with Lacedaemon con-
' tinned to be required, and if the former measures
* of its government were still pursued. The pretended
*

object was universal independency ; yet it was sti-

*

pulated that the citizens of the allied states must
' march whithersoever the Lacedaemonians should
* lead

;
and thus often they were compelled to make

* war upon their best friends. Nor was this, however
* inconsistent with independency, the worst circum-
* stance of their lot; for the Lacedaemonians, arbi-

*

trarily interfering in the internal government of
* the republics, committed the supreme power to

* what hands they thought proper; and, giving it

* here to a council often, there to a council of thirty,
*

it was always evidently their care, less that these
* should govern justly than that they should hold
* their respective states in the most complete sub-
*

serviency to Lacedaemon.' ' So that,' said the orator,
*

you seem to delight in tyrannies rather than in free

*

governments.'
The existing circumstances gave weight to this
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remonstrance, and the universal independency ofxen. Hei.

Grecian cities was admitted by the Lacedaemonians s. 7*

as the basis of the treaty to be negotiated. It fol-

lowed of course that all those Lacedaemonian super-

intendents or governors, placed in so many cities

with the title of harmost, v/ere to be withdrawn. It

was then covenanted that armies should be disbanded

and fleets laid up; and that, if any Grecian state

acted contrary to these stipulations, it should be law-

ful for all to assist those on whom any injury fell

from the breach of them ; but that the universal in-

dependency, which formed the fundamental article

of the treaty, should not be infringed by any com-

pulsion to join in hostilities.

The ready accession of the Lacedaemonians to

terms by which they gave up that supremacy which

they had so long, not only affected, but enjoyed, and

which had so extensively been allowed as their pre-

scriptive right, seems to have surprised the Theban

ministers ;
and the general satisfaction, which it was

so well adapted to produce, in some degree forced

them into a concurrence which they had not in-

tended, and which their instructions did not warrant.

For the ruling party in Thebes, aware that not their

power only, but perhaps their existence, depended
on it, were resolved not to forego that command
which they had acquired over the other cities of

Boeotia. Borne away, nevertheless, by the torrent

of united opinions and wishes, the Theban ministers

joined in the sacrifice and in the solemn oath which

bound all to the treaty.

That breach however of their instructions which

in the moment perhaps they were scarcely able to

avoid, on the very next day they endeavoured to re-

medy; and a privilege, which the Lacedaemonians, 8.8.

G 2
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CHAP, amid their apparent moderation and real concessions,

_; l_had reserved to themselves, afforded the pretence.
The Athenians and their allies, by their respective

ministers, had severally sworn to the observance of

the treaty; but the Lacedaemonian representatives
alone took the oath, expressly for themselves and

their allies. No ministers from the allies of Thebes

appear to have been present, and the Theban mi-

nisters had taken the oath in the name of the The-

bans only. They now demanded that, for the Theban

name, the Boeotian might be substituted. Agesilaus

opposed this : he would allow no such alteration ;
but

if the Thebans desired to be entirely excluded from

the treaty, their name might be erased.

In this dispute were involved consequences not to

be estimated by human foresight. Xenophon's pene-

trating and anxious eye discerned them but indis-

tinctly, as yet under many folds. Unfortunately for,

so interesting a period of the history, his connexion

with Agesilaus, and the dependency in which circum-

stances had placed him upon the Lacedaemonian go-

vernment, made him unavoidably a party-man: not

so far that we find any reason to suppose he has re-

lated any untruth, but so as often to give cause for

wishing that he had more related the whole truth;

for the accounts of later writers, panegyrists of the

illustrious Thebans who opposed Agesilaus, are ut-

terly unsatisfactory. Xenophon has not named the

Com. Nep. Theban ambassadors at the congress. Diodorus, Cor-

Diodor"^* nelius Nepos, and Plutarch concur in reporting that

piut
^' ^^'

Epaminondas was at the head of them, and by his

Agesii. eloquence, in invective against the Lacedaemonians,

shook the attachment of their allies. But it is com-

monly by private communication, rather than by

public harangue, except where negotiation must be
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managed with a popular assembly, that such points sect.

are carried. It appears indeed indicated by Xenophon
'

that the able conductors of the Theban affairs had Xen. Hei.

probable ground for depending on a disposition, in s'. 15.

'

some of the republics, so far at least favorable to

Thebes as jealousy still was entertained of Lacedae- c. 3. s.o.

mon. But in the moment nothing of the kind seems
i/j°5*^p;5q,

to have appeared openly. The congress declared its

approbation of the opinion of Agesilaus ; and, when

the Theban ministers, whether hampered by their

instructions, or decided by their own party-views, were

found to persevere in renunciation of the treaty unless

the alteration of names were admitted, the Athenians,

as Xenophon informs us, considered Thebes as un-

done; and the Theban ministers, aware of the mag-
nitude of danger to their country, from its opposition
to united Greece, departed, he adds,, in much ap-

parent dejection.^^

01. 102.

I

SECTION X.

Independency of the Boeotian towns, asserted hy the Lacedce-

monianSj resisted by the Thebans: battle of Ixuctra.

In Athens, at this time, the general wish was foi b. c. 371.

peace; and, no leadmg mfluence of an ambitious de-

magogue opposing, the conditions of the treaty con-

cluded were readily and even scrupulously executed.

3'
Plutarch, when he has a mind to tell the truth, generally

gives his authority; when he paints from his own fancy, which
seems to have been very frequent with him, he is honest enough
not to pretend that he has any name to vouch for the fidelity of
his picture. I do not recollect that he has ever quoted authority
for any of his numerous and direct contradictions ofXenophon;
nor that he ever, on such an occasion, has mentioned the name
of Xenophon, whom, on the contrary^ on many occasions,W has
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Xen. Hei. Athenian garrisons were everywhere withdrawn :

s. 1.'

^' *

orders were dispatched for the immediate return of

Iphicrates, with that fleet which nothing in the

Grecian seas could oppose; and whatever had been

taken, after the ceremony of swearing to the treaty,

was punctually restored. The Lacedaemonians were

not less exact in recalling all those superintending
officers who, with the title of harmost, had governed
Grecian cities: and they withdrew all their troops
from the territories of those called their allies, except
the army under Cleombrotus in Phocis, which they
left without orders. Cleombrotus, fearful of censure,

for acting or not acting, sent home for instructions.

The Lacedaemonian assembly was convened; and, in

s. 2. result, orders were sent, for the king to prosecute
hostilities against Thebes, unless the independency
of the Boeotian towns were immediately admitted.

Those who guided the Theban councils had taken

their resolution, and they persevered in it. Pelopidas,
and still more Epaminondas, who at this time prin-

cipally directed those councils, were unquestionably

superior men; and perhaps it should be imputed to

unfortunate necessity, to the circumstances of Thebes,

and to the vices in the political system of Greece, if

they did not fairly earn the praise of pure political
M. T. cic. virtue and enlaro;ed patriotism, which their pane-
Corn. Nep. . .

^
-,

^
, , , i^ t n

Hut. gyrists, ancient and modern, have been fond oi at-

tributing to them. They were engaged with a party.

On the support of that party depended the means for

themselves and their friends to exist in Thebes. The

commended highly. He has painted this embassy in colors ap-

parently quite his own. His style of historical painting has that

facility for the painter that it imposes no necessity for the picture
to harmonize with the general course of history; and of this he

has abundantly availed himself.
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subjection of the Boeotian towns was necessary, as we sect.

have observed, to the power, and perhaps to the ^'

existence of that party; at least to its existence in

Bocotia; and possibly the extermination of the un-

fortunate Plataeans and Thespians (a fact uncontra-

dicted, and little palliated by their panegyrists) may
have been necessary to the security ofthat sovereignty
of Thebes over Boeotia on which the welfare and

safety, not of themselves only, but of all their party,

so much depended. Evidently however, not that

Greece should be free, but that Thebes should be

powerful, and that they should lead in Thebes, and

give law to Greece, were the objects to which all their

measures directly tended.

Pressed nevertheless, as they certainly were, by
unfortunate necessities, these able men did not en-

gage their country in the unequal contest, in which

the peace made by Lacedasmon with the rest of Greece

left it implicated, without reasonable ground of hope
that, by diligent exertion of their talents, they might
so profit from existing circumstances as to make the

balance equal, or even bring the preponderancy in

their favor. Though all the republics of the nation

were now in league with Lacedaemon, Thebes alone

excepted, ,yet neither the late enemies, nor even the

ancient allies of that state, they knew, were cordially
attached to it. In every city there was a party more
or less friendly to the Theban cause, if for no other

reason than because it was adverse to the Lacedae-

monian. This spirit of party pervaded, to a con- Xen. Hei.

siderable extent, even the army now upon the point \^ I'

^" ^*

of invading Boeotia. The king moreover, who com-

manded that army, they knew was little respected in

it. That in former campaigns he had shown no vigor
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CHAP, was notorious ; and, among those under him, most

zealous for the prosecution of the measures which he

was commissioned to promote, some did not scruple

to assert, what the example of former kings of Lace-

dsemon might render credible, that he treacherously
favored the Thebans.

Decided then by these complex considerations, the

Theban leaders held the force of Boeotia together,

and occupied the defile by which it was supposed the

Lacedaemonian king would propose to enter their

i^e"' ^4^' country. But, by a conduct apparently able, Cleom-

s. 3. brotus rendered their measure vain. Instead of

marching eastward, directly for the Boeotian plain,

he moved southward
; and, by an unfrequented moun-

tain-road, coming unexpectedly upon Creusis, a

Boeotian port on the Corinthian gulf, he took the

town with twelve triremes lying in the harbour. The

passage hence across the mountains being open, he

proceeded unopposed into the Thespian territory, and

encamped near Leuctra.

Disappointed thus in the hope of balancing their

inferiority of force by advantage ofground for defence,

the Thebans had to apprehend all the pressure of

war upon their country which had been experienced
in the invasions under Agesilaus. The fidelity of the

Boeotian towns, they knew, was precarious; to pre-
vent the ravage of their fields, any of them would

s. 6. surrender without siege; and the first blockade to be

formed would be that of Thebes itself. With the

pressure of want then, which must sooner or later

follow, a turn in the disposition, even of the Theban

people, would be to be apprehended : the opponents
of those now ruling might regain an overbearing in-

fluence ;
and most of the present leaders, the con-
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temporary historian says, having tried the evils of sect.

banishment, thought it better to die fighting than

again become fugitives.

Urged by such motives Epaminondas and Pelopi-

das resolved upon the bold measure which for ages

had been held among the Greeks as a forlorn hope,

to engage the Lacedaemonians in the field with in-

ferior numbers. Having taken the resolution then,

they were ingenious and indefatigable in devising and

practising whatever might promote its success. That

powerful engine, superstition, was not neglected.

Near the Theban camp stood a monument, where,

according to old report, some virgins, violated by La-

cedaemonians, had destroyed themselves. A saying,

whether already popular, or invented for the occasion,

was circulated in rumor as ancient and oracular,
* that Xen. Hei.

* a Lacedaemonian army should be defeated at the «. 7.

'

virgins' tomb.' To increase the effect for the popu-
lar mind, the monument was ornamented with cere-

monious solemnity. Intelligence was then carried to

the army, that all the temple-doors in Thebes had

opened spontaneously, and that the priestesses had

declared the omen to portend victory to the Thebans.

This was followed by information, that the arms in

the temple of Hercules had disappeared ; whence it

was affirmed to be evident that the god would assist

the Thebans in the approaching battle.

While the Theban leaders were thus employing all

.means to animate their people, the deficient activity,

or deficient courage, ofthe Lacedaemonian king wanted

incitement from those under his command. His friends, s. 8.

and those, not all perhaps properly his friends, who
were leading men among his party in the army, un-

easy at the reports circulating against him, anxiously

urged him to refute the calumny by a vigorous con-
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CHAP, duct, and they advised him immediately to seek and

fight the enemy. In no proper season or circum-

stances then the council of war was held, which

July 8.
finally determined on the battle and its order : it was

after the midday meal, when the free circulation of

wine had excited that animation which seems to have

been otherwise deficient. The ground between the

two armies was a plain, and therefore it was resolved
Xen. Hei. ^0 placc the cavalry in front of the phalanx. The
s. 11. Lacedsemonian cavalry, never of reputation like the

infantry, was at this time particularly ill-conditioned.

The purchase and maintenance of the horses, imposed
as a tax upon the wealthy, had been a duty ill-exe-

cuted ; for the method even invited negligence. Not
till the moment of exigency, when the men w^hose

turn it was for service were already assembled, the

horses were called for. The men least able in body
and least desirous of distinguishing themselves were

generally selected, or procured themselves to be

named, for the cavalry; and horses, arms, accoutre-

ments, and furniture, such as were in the moment

produced by those required to provide them, they
were to take, and immediately proceed on service.

To these defective troops every circumstance in-

vited the Theban generals immediately to oppose
their cavalry; always esteemed superior to most in

Greece, and, at this time, not only carefully ap-

pointed and highly trained, but of considerable prac-
B. 10. 12. tice in service. Accordingly they, like the Lacedae-

monians, placed their cavalry in front of their pha-
lanx. With the cavalry therefore the action began,

s. 13. The Lacedaemonian horse were quickly routed, and

in their flight disturbed the order of their own in-

fantry. The Theban phalanx, formed in column

fifty deep, then, according to the preconcerted plan.
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charged the Lacedaemonian line, formed only twelve sect.

deep, in that part where the king had his station. [__^

The assault was repelled, but Cleombrotus received

a mortal wound. He was carried alive out of the

action, but died soon after.

The able generals of the Thebans quickly restored

order and animation to their troops ; the impulse of

the column was renewed, and one of the bloodiest

actions ever known in Greece followed. Generally
those killed in battle while contest lasted were few :

defensive armour prevented rapid slaughter till, an

impression being made, and flight ensuing, the shield

and the breastplate lost their efficacy. But here

equality of skill, force, and perseverance made the

contest doubtful while numbers fell. On the Lace- Xen. HeL

daemonian side, Dinon, one of the polemarchs com-
^ ^i'/'

^*

manding next under the king, Sphodrias, whose

corruption had brought the enmity of Athens upon
his country, and his worthier son Cleonymus, the

friend of Archidamus son of Agesilaus, were killed.

Then the whole right wing, unable any longer to

withstand the pressure of the Theban column, re-

tired
;
and shortly, as the Theban generals had fore- ». 12.

seen, the left, less pressed, retired nevertheless also

to avoid attack in flank. Without total loss of order,

but not wholly without the carnage incident to flight,

both reached their camp, and formed behind its en-

trenchment.

This, and the advantage of the situation, a rising

ground, stopped the pursuing victors : and then, the

Lacedaemonians, resting on their arms, and looking
on one another with astonishment, would, many of

them, scarjcely believe the transaction in which they
had been partakers ; for, within the reach of tradi-

tion, and, as it was believed, since the days of Ly-
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CHAP, curgiis, a Lacedaemonian army had never before been

L defeated by inferior numbers
; insomuch that through-

out Greece it was generally reckoned next to im-

possible. Some therefore insisted that still the enemy
should not be permitted to raise their trophy ;

that no
truce should be solicited for the burial of the dead;
that the bodies should be recovered arms in hand.

Xen. Hei. But of scvcu hundred Spartans scarcely three hun-

s. %^,'

^'
^^^^ remaining alive

;
of those Lacedaemonians who

had not the honor of the Spartan name, near a thou-

sand having been killed;^* the allies, who had suf-

fered less, being nevertheless utterly averse to fresh

action, and some of them so disaffected as even to

rejoice in the disaster; the surviving polemarchs,

having ascertained so much, justly thought the most

careful circumspection requisite, and rashness in en-

terprise to be utterly avoided. They called there-

3* It is notj I will own, to me very clear, from the text of

Xenophon, whether the four hundred Spartans killed were or

were not intended to be included in the expression riop
o-v/x-

Trauriop AaKeSaifxovliov, and I have not been fortunate enough
to find any assistance from translators or commentators. The

phrase altogether would lead to suppose they were intended to

be included, were not that construction rendered improbable by
the most authentic accounts of the proportion of Spartans to the

other Lacedaemonians on all other occasions in the Lacedae-

monian armies. In the Agesilaus (c. 3. s.24.) Xenophon seems

to assert that the number of Spartans killed at Leuctra was equal
to that of the survivors, not those of the army only, but all the

survivors.

According to Diodorus the Boeotians were only six thousand,
and he says they were joined by fifteen hundred foot and five

hundred horse from Thessaly. It seems not very consistent

with the far more authoritative account of Xenophon that any
such Thessalian force should have been at Leuctra; but the

Boeotian may probably have been greater than Diodorus has

stated.
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fore a council of war; and upon a deliberate review sect.

of circumstances the necessity of soliciting a truce '.

for the burial of the slain was admitted by all. The
herald therefore was sent, and the truce was ob-

tained.

Then the Thebans erected their trophy ; a trophy

esteemed, under all its circumstances, the most glo-

rious, and likely to be, in its consequences, among
the most important, ever won in a battle of Greeks

with Greeks. The Lacedaemonian commanders seem

to have had no view to anything better than to defend

themselves in their actual station till succour might
arrive from home. But the Theban generals, cir-

cumspect as enterprising, would not venture assault

upon their numbers and discipline in a situation

giving such advantage against the weapons of an-

tiquity. They looked around for opportunities,

opened by an event so out of the expectation of all

Greece as that of the late battle : they hoped for

extensive success in negotiation through the credit

so commonly following unlooked-for success in arms :

they reckoned that they might prevent the approach
of relief from Peloponnesus; and that, by merely

intercepting supplies, they might compel the Lacedae-

monian army to unconditional surrender.
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CHAPTER XXVIL

Affairs of Greece from the elevation of Thehes hy
the battle ofLeuctra to thefailure of the attempt
to extend the Thehan supremacy over Greece

through supportfrom Persia,

SECTION I.

"Reception of news of the battle of heuctra at Lacedcemon ; at

Athens. Jason of Pherce in Thessaly; Polydamas of Phar-

salus: Jason elected Tagus of Thessaly: power and great
views of Jason: mediation of Jason between the Lacedae-

monians and Thehans: magnificent preparation of Jason for
the Pythian festival: death and successors of Jason: fall of
the Thessalian power.

CHAP. Intelligence of the fatal blow at Leuctra, carried

to Lacedasmon, was borne with much real magna-
Xen. Hei.

niiTiity, and with all that affectation of unconcern

s. 16. which the institutions of Lycurgus commanded. It

oi.^102! i. happened to be the last day of the festival called the

Dodw'^*
Naked Games; and the chorus of men was on the

stage, before the assembled people, when the officer

charged with the dispatches arrived. The ephors
were present, as their official duty required, and to

them the dispatches were delivered. Without inter-

rupting the entertainment they communicated the

names of the slain to their relations, with an added

admonition, that the women should avoid that cla-

morous lamentation, which was usual, and bear the

calamity in silence. On the morrow all the relations

I
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of the slain appeared as usual in public, with a sect.

deportment of festivity and triumph, while the few
^'

kinsmen of the survivors, who showed themselves

abroad, carefully marked in their appearance humi-

liation and dejection.

It was a large proportion of the best strength of

the commonwealth that, after so great a loss in the

battle, remained in a danger not in the moment to

be calculated. Every exertion therefore was to be

made to save it. Of six moras, into which for mili- Xen. Hei.

tary purposes the Lacedaemonian people were divided, g ^^J^'

^'

the men of four, within thirty years after boyhood,

(such was the term, meaning perhaps the age of

about fourteen,^) had marched under Cleombrotus;
those however being excepted who bore at the time

any public office. The ephors now ordered the re-

maining two moras to march, together with those of

the absent moras, to the fortieth year from boyhood,
and no longer allowing exception for those in office.

The command, Agesilaus being not yet sufficiently
s. is.

recovered to take it, was committed to his son Ar-

chidamus. Requisitions were at the same time

hastened off for the assistance of the allies; and

the Lacedaemonian interest, or the interest adverse to

the pretensions and apprehended purposes of Thebes,

prevailed so in Tegea, Mantinea, Phlius, Corinth,

Sicyon, and throughout the Achaean towns, that from

all those places the contingent of troops was for-

warded with alacrity.

Meanwhile the leading Thebans, meaning to pay
a compliment that might promote their interest in

Athens, had hastened thither information of their

^ This expression has been already noticed in Note 19.

Ch. 25. Sect. 4. of this History.

1
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CHAP, splendid success. Bi^t the impression made by this

L communication was not favorable to their views: on

the contrary, it showed that the jealousy, formerly
entertained so generally among the Athenians toward

Lacedaemon, was already transferred to Thebes. Thus

the incessant quarrels among the Grecian republics,

source indeed of lasting glory to some, brought how-

ever, with their decision, neither lasting power nor

lasting quiet to any; but, proving ever fertile in new

discord, had a constant tendency to weaken the body
of the nation. The Grecian statesmen, quick, pene-

trating, and every way able, but circumscribed in

means, and led by circumstances to take a deep in-

terest in petty politics,
and give their minds eagerly

to narrow views, appear not to have had leisure to

look abroad, so as to advert to the ready possibility

of some potentate arising, capable of crushing all

their divided republics together. The contemporary
historian indeed, speculating in the quiet of his banish-

ment, not with view confined by little and local in-

terests, nor with the crude ideas of a closet-politician,

but with the extended ken of one who, in the poet's
Horn.

phrase,
* had seen the cities and observed the manners

init.

*

* and the policy of many men,' was aware not only
that this might be, but that the formidable pheno-
menon already existed.

Relief to Lacedaemon in its pressing danger came,

not from its own exertion, not from the interest which

all the Grecian republics had in preventing Thebes

from acquiring that overbearing dominion with which

Lacedaemon had oppressed them, but from a power

newly risen, or revived, in a corner of the country

whence, for centuries, Greece had not been accus-

Xen. Hei. tomcd to apprehend any thing formidable. Jason of

1 4.

*^' *

Pherae in Thessaly was one of those extraordinary
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men in whom superior powers ofmind and body some- Xm. iiei.

times meet. He was formed to be a hero had he
g. 4.

lived with Achilles; and, as a politician, he could
J^^j^^l"'*

have contended with Themistocles or Pericles. He
had the advantage of being born to eminence in his

own city, one of the principal of Thessaly ;
and he

appears to have acquired there a powerful popularity.

Little informed of the early part of his life, we find c. 30.

him mentioned as general of the Phera^ans about six

years before the battle of Leuctra, and commanding
a force sent to assist Neagenes, chief of Histiaea in

Euboea. In the contests of faction in Thessaly it was Xen. Anab.

become common to employ mercenary troops. Jason

excelled in diligence in training such troops, in

courage and skill in commanding them, and in the

arts by which he attached them to his interest.

Of the state of Thessaly at this time altogether we xen. Hei.

may form some judgment from what the contempo- \

rary historian has related of Pharsalus, one of its

most considerable cities. The leaders of the factions

by which Pharsalus was torn, weary at lengtli of

ruinous contest, came to an extraordinary agreement.

Fortunately they had a fellowcitizen, Polydamas,
eminent throughout Thessaly for high birth, large

possessions, and that splendid hospitality for which

the Thessalians w^ere distinguished, but yet more

singularly eminent for integrity. To this man the

Pharsalians committed the command of their citadel

and the exclusive management oftheir public revenue,

giving him altogether a princely authority. In so

extraordinary and invidious an office Polydamas had

the talents and the good fortune to succeed in every-

thing, except in opposing the ambition of tlie too

politic and powerful Jason. Tyrant, according to

one party, chief of the patriots, as the other would
VOL. V. II

6. c. I.

2.
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CHAP, call him, in his owii city Pherae, Jason had proceeded

1. to bring most ofthe Thessalian cities, some by policy,

some by arms, under that kind of subjection, which

so commonly in Greece was entitled confederacy.
The strength of Pharsalus, directed by the abilities

of Polydamas, was exerted to protect them. But

Pharsalus itself was threatened, when Jason sent a

proposal for a conference with the chief, which was

accepted. In this conference the Pheraean avowed

his ' intention to reduce Pharsalus, and the towns
'

dependent upon Pharsalus, to dependency upon
'

himself;' but declared that '
it was his wish to effect

* this rather by negotiation than by violence, and
' with benefit to Polydamas, rather than to his injury.
* It was in the power of Polydamas,' he said,

* to

*

persuade the Pharsalians; but, that it was not in

' his power to defend them, the result of all his recent
'
efforts sufficiently showed. For himself, he was

' resolved to hold the first situation in Greece ; the
* second he ofiered to Polydamas. What their ad-
'

vantages would be, if a political union took place,
*

Polydamas as well as himself could estimate. The
*

cavalry of all Thessaly, which would be united
' under them, was not less than six thousand strong:
* the heavy-armed infantry exceeded ten thousand;
* the numerous inhabitants of the surrounding moun-
'

tains, subjects of the Thessalian cities, w^ere excel-

' lent targeteers. In addition to this force then he
' had six thousand mercenaries in his pay; a body
* such as, for choice of men, and perfection of dis-

'

cipline, no commonwealth of Greece possessed.
' Some estimate might be formed of his means from
* his success in bringing under his dominion or
*

patronage the Thessalian cities of which Pharsalus
* had been previously the patronizing power: his
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*

military force had been made conspicuous in the skct.

* reduction of the Maracs, the Dolopians, and the
'

'

powerful chief of Epirus, Alectas, who all owned
*

subjection to him. The Boeotians, with all the
*
states of their confederacy, were his allies, and

*

ready to admit him for their leader in the war
*

against Lacedaemon, from whose overbearing power
*

they apprehended oppression ; and the Athenians,
*
it was well known, were desirous of his alliance.

* But connexion with Athens did not suit his views;
* for the Athenians affected to be the first maritime
*

power of Greece, and he meant to make Thessaly
'the first maritime power of Greece; which he
*

thought even easier than to acquire imperial pre-
* eminence on land, which was nevertheless his pur-
*

pose. The three necessaries to naval power were
*
timber, hands, and revenue. V/ith the former

' Athens was supplied from Macedonia, which lay
' much more conveniently for the supply of Thessaly.
* With the second their Penestian subjects were
* a resource to which Athens had nothing equal.'

(The Penestians were a conquered people, reduced

to a kind of vassalage under the Thessalians, for

whom they performed menial and laborious offices,

but were not held in a slavery so severe and degrad- Demosth.

ing as the Helots of Laconia, for we find them ad-
pf^i73^''e?.^'

mitted to that military service, the cavalry, which ^^"'s'^e-

was generally reckoned, among the Greeks, to assort

only with rank above the lowest citizens.)
' For

* revenue then, not only their country was incom-
*

parably richer, but, instead of deriving a foreign
* revenue from a few little scattered islands, when-
* ever Thessaly was united under one chief all the
'

surrounding tribes of their continent had paid them
'
tribute.'

H 2
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XXVII.
CHAP. It had been a practice of the Thessalian republics,

_ always acknowledging some common bonds of union,

to appoint, for extraordinary occasions, a common

military commander, a captain-general of the Thes-

salian nation, with the title of Tagus.^ To this high
rank and great command Jason aspired, and the

approbation ofthe Pharsalian government, it appears,

was necessary. But he was far from so confining his

views. Even the command of all Greece did not

suffice for his ambition. ' That all Greece might
' be reduced under their dominion,' he observed to

Polydamas,
*

appeared probable from what he had
'

already stated: but he conceived the conquest of
' the Persian empire to be a still easier achievement ;

' the practical proof afforded by the return of the
'

Cyrean Greeks, and by the great progress made
* with a very small force by Agesilaus, leaving this

' no longer a matter of mere speculation.'

Polydamas, in reply, admitted the justness of

Jason's reasoning; but alleged his own connexion

with Lacedaemon, which he would at no rate betray, as

an objection that appeared to him insuperable. Jason,

commending his fidelity to his engagements, freely

consented that he should go to Lacedagmon and state

his circumstances ;
and if he could not obtain succour

which might give him reasonable hope of successful

resistance, then he would stand clearly excused, both

to his allies and to his fellow-citizens, in accepting

® The Thessalian title Tagus seems to have been the same
word with the Teutonic Toga^ a Leader; and perhaps the Latin

Dux has been only another variety of it; whence the verb ducOj

as, in the Greek, rayevoj from rayog. Heretoga^ literally Army-
leader^ was the Anglosaxon word for a General, and, in the

coarser language of modern Germany, our title of Duke is ex-

pressed by the word Hcrtog.
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the proposal offered him. The communication of this sect.

extraordinary transaction by Polydamas to the Lace-
'

daemonian government afforded the contemporary his-

torian the means of becoming acquainted with it.

The Lacedaemonians, pressed at that time by a land Xen. Hei.

war against which they could hardly protect their
^ f

^' ^'

allies, while the hostile fleet of Athens commanded

the seas, having debated three days on the difficult

proposition, liberally acknowledged their inability to

give certain protection to Polydamas and the Pharsa-

lians against Jason, and therefore left it to them to

consult their own interest.

Polydamas, returning then into Thessaly, requested s. 6.

and obtained from Jason, that he should hold under

his own peculiar command the citadel of Pharsalus,

which had been, in a manner so honorable to him,
intrusted to his charge. For security of his fidelity

to his new engagements, he surrendered his children

as hostages. The Pharsalians, persuaded to acquiesce,
were admitted to terms of peace and friendship by
Jason, who was then elected without opposition tagus
of Thessaly.
The first object of Jason, in his high office, was to

inquire concerning the force which the whole country,
now acknowledging him its constitutional military

commander, could furnish; and it was found to amount s. 7.

to more than eight thousand horse, full twenty thou-

sand heavy-armed foot, and targeteers enough, in the

contemporary historian's phrase, for war with all the

world. His next care was the revenue, which might
enable him to give energy to this force. Jason was jbij. &

ambitious, but not avaricious, and he desired to have
J^'f^^^* ^^

willing subjects. He required therefore from the

dependent states around Thessaly only that tribute
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CHAP, which had been formerly assessed, under the tagus
XXVII. CI

. , ibcopas.

At the time of the battle of Leuctra Jason was

already this formidable potentate, and he was then

in alliance with Thebes. When therefore the Thebans

sent to the Athenian people an account of that

Xen. Hei.
splcudid action, they did not fail to communicate the

s. 20. intelligence also to the tagus of Thessaly; and they
added a request for his co-operation toward the com-

plete overthrow of the tyranny, so long exercised by
the Lacedaemonians over the Greek nation. The
circumstances were altogether such as Jason was not

likely to look upon with indiiference. Having ordered

a fleet to be equipped, he put himself at the head of

8.21. his mercenaries, his standing army, and taking the

cavalry in the moment about him, he began his march.

A war then existed between the Thessalians and

Phocians, of that extreme enmity, sometimes regularly
declared among the Greeks, in which all communi-

cation even by heralds was interdicted : and of course

no quarter was regularly allowed, nor could any step

toward an accommodation easily be taken. Never-

theless with his escort hastily assembled he ventured

to' traverse their country; and entering some of the

towns before even intelligence of his approach had

reached them, and getting far forward before any-
where numbers could be collected capable of opposing

him, he reached Bceotia without loss
; showing, as the

contemporary historian observes, how much dispatch

may often do more than force.

«• 24. Jason, the ally of Thebes, was connected, not in-

deed by political alliance, but by public and here-

ditary hospitality, with Lacedasmon. Pleased with

the humiliation of his hosts, he was not desirous that
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his allies should become too powerful. On reaching Xen. Uci.

the Theban camp therefore, demurring to the pro- g, 22—25.

posal of the Theban generals for an immediate attack

upon the Lacedaemonians, he became the counsellor

of peace; and, acting as mediator, he quickly suc-

ceeded so far as to procure a truce. The Lacedae-

monians hastened to use the opportunity for reaching
a place of safety. They decamped in the evening ;

and trusting more, says Xenophon, to concealment

and speed than to Theban faith for their secure

march across the plain, they reached Cithseron before

dawn; and still not free from alarm, in pressing their

rugged way across the mountains, they did not halt

till they came to -3Egosthena in the Megaric territory.

There they were joined by Archidamus with the

troops sent from Lacedgemon for their relief. By their

safe arrival however in a friendly territory the great

object of the expedition under Archidamus being

accomplished, he returned to Corinth, dismissed the

allies, and led the Lacedaemonians home.^

Jason, after having thus acted as arbiter of Greece, s. 27.

hastened his return to Thessaly. In his way through
the hostile province of Phocis, with leisure to exercise

his vengeance, for which he had not before wanted

strength, he confined it to the little town of Hyam-
polis, whose suburbs and territory he wasted, killing

many of the people. The Lacedaemonian colony of

Heraclea was then to be passed. He had served

Lacedaemon at Leuctra because he thought it for his

» This simple narrative of Xenophon, certainly not flattering
to his friends, would earn credit without the authority of his

name. The account, given by Diodorus, of the junction of the

force under Archidamus with the retreating army, and of their

separation afterward for shame, is among the stories to be found
in his work beneath serious criticism.
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CHAP, interest ;
and he would, without scruple or fear, injure

^^^^^'
Laeedaemon, in its colony of Heraclea, because the

prosperity of that colony would obstruct his views.

Heraclea was most critically situated for commanding
the only easily practicable communication between

the countries northward and southward. He therefore

demolished the fortifications; evidently not fearing,

says Xenophon, that by laying the passage open he

should endanger his own country, but providing that

none, by holding the command of the pass, should

prevent him from marching into the southern pro*-

vinces whenever he might desire it. . . i-i

xen. Hci.
Dccidcdly now the greatest potentate of Greece,

s. 28.*

*

powerful, not by his own strength alone, but by his

numerous alliances, while on all sides his alliance

was courted, Jason proposed to display his magni-
ficence at the approaching Pythian games. He had

s. 29. commanded all the republics which owned the au-

thority of the tagus of Thessaly to feed oxen, sheep,

goats, and swine for the sacrifices ;
and he proposed

the reward of a golden crown for the state which

should produce the finest ox to lead the herd for the

god. By a very easy impost on them severally he

collected more than a thousand oxen, and ten thou-

«. 30. sand smaller cattle. He appointed a day, a little be-

fore the festival, for assembling the military force of

Thessaly; and the expectation in Greece was that he

would assume to himself the presidency. Apprehension
arose that he might seize the treasure of Delphi ;

in-

somuch that the Delphians consulted their oracle for

directions from the god on the occasion. The answer,

according to report, was similar to wiiat had been

ch. 8. s. 4. given to their forefathers, when Xerxes invaded
t IS ist.

Qj.^g^g^
< ^^^ ^]^g (.c^pg Qf |.jjg treasure would be the

*

god's own concern.' , .
>

;, ^ ,
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Before the period for the splendid display arrived, Xen. Hd.

this extraordinary man, after a review of the Pheraean s. 31. 32.

cavalry, sitting to give audience to any who might J^j^^^^^'p^^

have occasion to speak to him, was assassinated by b. c. 370.

seven youths, who approached with the pretence of May.

stating a matter in dispute among them. The at-

tending guards, or friends of the tagus, killed one

of them on the spot, and another as he was mounting
his horse ; but the rest so profited from the confusion

of the moment, and the opportunities which circum-

stances throughout Greece commonly afforded, that

they effected their escape. What was the provocation
to this murder, or the advantage proposed from it,

we are not informed. No symptom appears of any

political view : no attempt at a revolution is noticed

by the historian
; but what he mentions to have fol-

lowed marks the popularity of Jason among the

Thessalians, and also the deficient ideas, equally of

morality and true policy, generally prevailing through
Greece. The brothers of the deceased, Polydorus
and Polyphron, were appointed jointly to succeed to

the dignity of tagus : the assassins could find no re-

fuge in Thessaly ; but in various cities of other parts
of Greece they were received with honor : proof, says

the contemporary historian, how vehemently it was

apprehended that Jason would succeed in his purpose
of making himself sovereign of the country. Such

was the unfortunate state ofGreece : in the weakness

of its little republics men were compelled to approve
means the most nefarious, where other prospect failed,

by which their fears were relieved, and present safety

procured. Thus assassination became so generally

creditable, or at least so little uncreditable, that hope
of safety, through speed in flight, was always afforded

to the perpetrators.
arjui?o> am^ <' ix^
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SECTION II.

XXVII.

Partiality, among the PeloponnesianSj for the Lacedcemonian

supremacy. Congress at Athens: cessatio?i ofjealousy ofPersia :

opposition ofElis to the proposalfor the universal independency

of Grecian cities. Irritating conduct of the democratical party
in Mantinea toward Lacedcemon, Agesilaus, king ofLacedce-

mon, ambassador to the Mantinean people. Evils resulting

from the separate independency of cities. Liberal project of
the Tegeansfor a unioji of the Arcadian cities illiberally exe^

cuted: violent interference of the Mantineans : arbitrary aS"

sumption ofauthority by the Lacedaemonians: union ofArcadia

accomplished^ and Megalopolisfounded.

CHAP. The event of tlie battle of Leuctra made a great

impression throughout Greece. In many republics

joy prevailed at the glorious success of a rising, lately

an oppressed, people, against those who had long
been looked upon, by one party, at least, through the

nation, as common oppressors; and many individuals,

and some states, before cautious of avowing friendli-

ness to the Theban cause, were now ready to join in

war against Laced^emon, But others, of more cir-

cumspection and better foresight, were aware that,

under the political circumstances of Greece, in raising

a new state to pre-eminence they were only raising

new oppressors. In Peloponnesus a more general

jealousy arose of the acquisition of imperial sway by
a state beyond the peninsula; and wherever the

aristocratical interest prevailed an apprehension of

democratical tyranny struck with horror. Under

Lacedaemonian supremacy the Peloponnesian states

collectively had held a superiority among those of the

Grecian name. This must be lost if Thebes became

the leading power of Greece. Communication there-

I
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fore being held among the Peloponnesian cities, it sect.

was resolved, that the supremacy of Lacedaemon .

should be supported, and that, as formerly, the troops
of all the confederated republics should be bound to

attend the call of the Lacedaemonian government,
and march wherever the Lacedaemonians should lead.

In the contest of Thebes with Lacedasmon, the

leaders of the Athenian councils, generally able and

moderate men, seem always to have had in view to

hold the balance between them, and to avoid a de-

cided connexion with either. When, after the battle

of Leuctra, the Thebans urged the utter overthrow

of Lacedaemon, with the pretence that the common
welfare of Greece required it, the Athenians, justly

jealous of the growing power of Thebes, refused to

concur : but when advantage was taken of the pause
of hostility which the mediation of Jason procured to

renew, among the Peloponnesian states, that union

ofmilitary force under Lacedaemonian authority which

would restore to Lacedaemon its former means of op-

pression, a jealousy no less just arose of the revival

of Lacedaemonian empire. The Athenian govern-
ment then resolved upon a measure becoming the

dignity of their city ; and, as those judging with the

ordinary measure of human foresight might not un-

reasonably suppose, most likely to promote the quiet
and welfare of Greece : they invited a congress of

deputies from all the states which had been parties to

the peace of Antalcidas to assemble in Athens.

We can however scarcely, without some wonder,
observe the easy manner in which the able historian

of these times repeatedly mentions the peace of An-

talcidas, by the description of * the peace which the
* King prescribed,' or * the terms which the King
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and extent of dominion, was commonly called the sect.

great king, or often simply the king, ceased to repel

I

as an object of terror, none would be so likely to

attract as an object of respect. It is remarkable that

the peace of Antalcidas, so reprobated by declaimers

of aftertimes as the reproach of Gi'eece, the first

great symptom of her degeneracy, was received by a

large majority of the republics as a kind of charter

of Grecian freedom, and as such is mentioned by

Xenophon ; a charter to secure them against oppres-

sion, not from the Persian king, but from their fellow-

countrymen.^ The congress desired by the Athenians Xen. Hei.

met: no officer of the great king's attended: nOg. 2/*
'

symptom of Persian influence appeared : but the Athe-

nians proposed, and the congress approved, an oath

to be taken by the several deputies, in the name of

their respective republics, which remains reported by

Xenophon thus :
* I will abide by the terms of the

*

peace which the king sent, and by the decrees of
' the Athenians and their allies

;
and if any state,

'

partaking in this oath, shall be attacked, I will

*
assist it with all my strength/ This congress seems

to have been composed of deputies from nearly every
state of Greece; and, among them, the Elean alone,

insisting that Elis should retain its sovereignty over

the people of Marganeae, Scillus, and Triphylia, ob- ». 3.

jected to the Athenian proposal : the rest, even the

Lacedaemonians, acceded to it, with expression of

much satisfaction.

It is obvious that, under that supremacy of Lace-

daemon, which a strong party through the Pelopon-
nesian cities was desirous of supporting, Greece could

^ In this view of the business we find Isocrates recommending
adherence to the avvQr]KaQ yevofiivaQ jjiev Trpog ^aatXia koX Aa-

KE^aifiovLovg, de Pace, p. 1 78. t. 2. ed. Auger.
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CHAP, not be truly free. Yet events immediately follovvinff
XXVTT • •

>> cj

J_ ^ the formal abolition of that supremacy, by the treaty

of Athens, sufficiently account for the politics of that

party, as they evince that, when delivered from the

sovereignty of one state over the rest, Greece was

still incapable of supporting freedom. The detail, as

it is reported by the same able writer from whom we
have the account of the expedition of Cyrus, if it

should not, like the detail of that expedition, interest

the imagination, will however offer political lessons

of superior value
;
and the circumstances will require

the more attention as they were the immediate causes

of that political decrepitude, in which the Grecian

republics ceased to have importance in the affairs of

nations, long before they fell all an easy prey to a fo-

reign power.
We have seen that, very soon after the conclusion

of the treaty called the peace of Antalcidas, or the

king's peace, the Lacedaemonians, whose measure

that treaty really was, compelled the Mantineans, by
a violence very contrary to its tenor, to abandon their

town and separate themselves in villages. To those

of higher rank, in general, this was not wholly dis-

agreeable ; because, whatever inconveniences it might

bring, and whatever obstruction to a soaring am-

bition, it secured them against an odious, subjection

to the capricious despotism of the assembled mul-

titude, and made that political power, which the La-

cedaemonians allowed them, safe in their hands. But

the treaty of Athens declaring for every Grecian

state its right of separate independency, and war-

ranting that right, the leaders of the democratical

party among the Mantineans thought the moment

favorable for attempting to regain their former supe-

riority. With this view they proposed the re-esta-
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blishment of the capital of their little state, and the sect.

restoration of their common assembly; and they en-

I

couraged their adherents by observing, that the late
^e"*^^^^^*

treaty would secure them against the imperious in- s. 3.

terference of Lacedaemon, which was a party to that

treaty. The proposal became extensively popular;
and in general assembly it was decreed, that the

families from the old capital should re-assemble

there, and that the place should be immediately for-

tified.

This gave great uneasiness in Lacedaemon. The »• 4.

party adverse to the Lacedaemonian interest would

command in Mantinea
;
the friends of Lacedaemon

would be oppressed ;
and the measure would appear,

in the eyes of all Greece, to be taken in contempt of

Lacedaemon : but by the treaty just concluded any
forcible interference was too directly forbidden to be

attempted without offence to all Greece. It hap-

pened that Agesilaus had extensive personal interest,

and family interest, in Mantinea.^ Under the ex-

isting difficulties therefore it appeared the best re-

source that the king himself should go to Mantinea,
and manage negotiation with its people.

For a prince who, at the head of armies, had been

the avenger of his country against the Persian em-

pire, had not only secured European Greece, but had

extended protection to all the Greeks of Asia, and

spread terror among the enemies of the Grecian

name even to the great king upon his distant throne,

it must have been a humiliating office to go, as mi-

nister from the government of his country, to solicit

the people of a little neighbouring state accustomed

to receive his commands. Probably, in the existing

"^ He was TrarpiKog (j)l\oQ there, a friend by inheritance.
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CHAP situation of his country and of Greece, he saw tliei

importance of the object too strongly to desire to

avoid the mission
;
but the expression of the historian,

his friend and panegyrist, implies that he was liable

to be commanded on it: the Lacedaemonians, says

Xenophon, sent Agesilaus as their ambassador to the

Mantineans.

The republicans of Greece, like some in modern

times, we find were liable to be strangely deceived by
the names of liberty and sovereignty. The leaders

of that party, calling itself democratical, which now
ruled Mantinea, fearing the popularity of Agesilaus,
would not allow the people, nominally their sove-

reign, to receive him in general assembly and hear

his proposals. They compelled him to confine his

communication to themselves. Any very satisfactory

result he could little expect; but, in the hope of

saving appearances for Lacedsemon, without having
recourse to arms, he promised that, if the Mantineans

would only stop the immediate prosecution of their

fortifications, he would engage for the consent of

the Lacedsemonian government to all they desired.

Though they must have seen urgent danger to the

commonwealth in the refusal, yet the Mantinean

leaders, encouraged by support from some neighbour-

ing states, and perhaps foreseeing injury to the cause

of their party from any concession, gave for their

Xen. Hei. final auswcr,
' that the decree passed by the Man-

si 5. «
* tinean people could not be rescinded.' Already
from some of the Arcadian states workmen were

arrived to assist them, and the Eleans had sent three

talents in silver toward defraying the expense. Com-

pletely therefore disappointed of the object of his

humiliating mission, Agesilaus left Mantinea: highly

irritated, as the historian his friend confesses; but
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nevertheless holding his opinion that to resort to sect.

arms would be to violate the treaty so lately con-

1. 15. c. 40.

eluded, warranting independency to every Grecian

state, and must therefore be avoided.

The evils of a general war thus yet but hovered

over Greece
; though, after what had passed, they were

little likely to remain long suspended. But in a coun-

try so constituted, the suspension ofgeneral war did'not

bring general tranquillity. On the contrary, the pro- Xen. Hd.

hibition of external interference by the late treaty, l\ gg.^'

""

to which the Lacedaemonian king and government so

scrupulously deferred, was as the word for sedition

to begin action within each little republic. It was

under the sanction of a general peace, warranting Diod.

universal independency, that confiscations, expulsions, ^ 58.

the ruin of families, and the horrors of assassination

and massacre most abounded. In Argos, Megara,
Corinth, Sicyon, Phlius, Phigalia, Tegea, the circum-

stances were remarkable enough to demand the an-

cient historian's notice. In Tegea principally they
became implicated with the thread of Grecian history,

which it will be advantageous here to pursue.
The success of the democratical chiefs of Man-

tinea, in recovering preponderance to their party and

the principal power to themselves, by a measure which

had the credit of restoring vigor and importance to

their little country, excited the attention of those of

Tegea.^ But Tegea, under an aristocratical admini-

stration, having a single and united government, no

proposal of innovation, confined to the narrow bounds

^ The party is not here specified by Xenophon^ but circum-

stances clearly show it to have been the democratical; and this

is afterward directly indicated:—vo^iaavTeq, says the historian,

speaking of that party, d frvviXdoi o
^rjinog^ ttoXv up rw irXijOei

/vpari/o-ai. Xen. Hel. 1. 6. c. 5. s. 7«

VOL. V. I
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CHAP, of the Tegean dominion, seemed likely to answer
^^^^^'

their purpose. They put forward therefore the bold

project of uniting all Arcadia: * Thus alone/ they

said,
* the peace of Arcadia could be established, and

* thus alone Arcadia could have its just weight and
*

respect among the Grecian powers.'
This proposal, in itself teeming with public and

private benefits, could be objectionable only for the

manner of carrying it into execution. But it was the

measure of a party; whose object would be very in-

completely attained, if it did not raise the interest of

that party upon the ruin of those actually holding
the power in Tegea. By these therefore it was op-

posed ;
and Stasippus, a man of superior character, at

the head of them, exerted himself so effectually that

the sovereign assembly rejected the innovation, and

determined that the ancient constitution of Arcadia

should be preserved unaltered.

In the usual violence of Grecian faction the pro-

gress was generally jready from civil controversy to

civil war: for the former so commonly involved ba-

nishment, and even death, that the step beyond was

often thought scarcely a step toward greater danger.

Xen. Hei. Proxcuus therefore and Callibius, leaders of the de-

mocratical party, did not scruple to resolve upon con-

test in arms rather than yield their purpose. Their

hope was in force ofnumbers ;
the people, they thought,

would be with them : and they had moreover con-

fidence that the democratical party, now ruling Man-

tinea, would not be scrupulous, like Agesilaus and

the LacedaenifOnian administration, but would support,

against any treaty, a measure in a neighbouring state

in which their own party-interest was implicated. In

the former hope they were deceived, for, through

discovery of their purpose, being driven to take arms

1. 6. c. 5

8.7.
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prematurely, the adherents which the liberal admi- sect.

nistration of Stasippus had conciliated were found to
^ '

equal them in numbers; and, in a conflict which fol-

lowed, within the town they had the advantage, and

Proxenus was killed. Stasippus, according to the

honorable testimony of the contemporary historian,

averse to the slaughter of fellow-citizens, checked

pursuit. What followed unfortunately proved the

imprudence ofthis liberality and humanity ;
and would

of course prompt, on another such occasion, conduct

that would be grossly illiberal and inhuman where

better manners are established, and yet, among the

Greeks, was so often necessary to self-preservation

that it might hardly deserve to be called inhuman or

even illiberal. The defeated fled to the gate leading
toward Mantinea; and there, finding themselves not

pursued as they had expected, they halted, and en-

tered into conference with the victors. Their chiefs,

as soon as they had found their measures for taking
arms discovered, had sent to Mantinea, only twelve

miles off, for assistance, and they now sent again
to hasten that assistance. Managing then to prolong
the conference till the Mantinean forces arrived, they

opened the gate to receive them. Stasippus perceived p"-
h^'^-

the treachery in time only to withdraw to the opposite s. 9.

gate ;
so closely pursued that he stopped at a temple

of Diana, from whose sacredness he hoped for per- ,

sonal security. His enemies however, disposed to

respect neither real nor imaginary duties, mounted
the walls, unroofed the building, and assailed those

wdthin with missile weapons. Unable to defend them^

selves, Stasippus and those with him surrendered at

discretion. They were immediately bound, put into

waggons, and so carried to Tegea : and, being quickly

brought before a tribunal created for the occasion, in

1 '2
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CHAP, which Mantineans of the opposite party were allowed
^^^^^'

to sit, they were condemned, and presently executed.

fT ^t ^^^^^ eight hundred Tegeans then, thinking thein-

s. 10. selves unsafe in their own city, fled to Lacedsemon.

Such, within a few months after the establishment of

a general peace upon the ground of universal inde-

pendency, was the inauspicious beginning of a new

war, which quickly involved all Greece.

The Mantineans had now clearly put themselves

in the wrong: they had broken the treaty of Athens

by their interference in the affairs of the Tegeans ;

and it was not reasonably to be expected of the La-

cedasmonians, it would have been neither becoming
nor right, to leave the atrocious crime, by which their

friends in Tegea had suffered, unnoticed, and the sur-

vivors of those friends, who had taken refuge in La-

cedaemon, unassisted. But the precise line of conduct

proper and prudent for Lacedaemon, under the ex-

isting circumstances, to hold, was perhaps not easy to

determine; and that which the Lacedaemonian go-

vernment took seems to have been neither right nor

prudent. Unable yet to resolve upon parting with

that imperial authority which they had so long exer-

cised among the Grecian states, they did not make

it so much their object to protect and reinstate the

oppressed Tegeans as to use the pretence for revenging
themselves on the Mantineans. Apparently a congress

of all Greece ought to have been called, such as that

lately held in Athens ;
but they chose rather to take

the law into their own hands. Without consulting,

as far as appears, any other state, they decreed an

expedition, assembled the force of Laconia, and ap-

pointed Agesilaus to command.

Meanwhile the democratical Tegean leaders, pro-

fiting diligently and ably from their success so ne-
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fariously obtained, and warmly supported by Man- sect.

tinea, had accomplished their great and valuable pro-

ject for a union of the Arcadian people.^ The mea- Xen. Hei.

sure became extensively popular. Orchomenus only s* ii.*

of the Arcadian cities, instigated by inveterate en-p^^g^^i^g

mity to Mantinea, and probably fearful of oppression
^- 27- & 33.

from the influence which Mantinea would acquire,

persevered in refusal to accede to it. In most of the

others a preponderant party concurred, withwarm zeal,

in founding a new city ;
to be, with the name ofMega-

lopolis, Great town, thecommon capital, the place ofas-

sembly for the general council, ofthe Arcadian people.

The Orchomenians, in thus separating themselves

from their fellow-countrymen, did not hope to be

allowed the quiet enjoyment of that independency
which they claimed as their right, transmitted from

earliest times, and especially w^arranted by the late

treaty. For support therefore in the resolution they
had taken, they engaged a body of mercenaries which

had been in the service of Corinth. This alarmed

the Mantineans, who suspected the purpose ofOrcho-

menus to be no longer defence but attack. While

then the force of the rest of the confederated Ar-

cadians assembled at Asea, to protect the country at

large against the attack threatened from Lacedaemon,
the Mantineans remained at home, for the particular
defence of their own territory, against the appre-

9
According to Pausanias, whom Barthelemi^ little apparently

in the habit of weighing historical evidence^ has implicitly fol-

lowed, Epaminondas was the projector and patron both of the

restoration of Mantinea and of the foundation of Megalopolis. If

he was so, it will appear, from the sequel, that his political fore-

sight failed him on those occasions. We may however better take

the contemporary historian's account; who, political opponent as

he was to Epaminondas, is really his best panegyrist. Ill-jvidging
or careless zeal will often injure the cause it means to favor.
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CHAP, hended malice of the Orchomenians. Such was the

uneasy state of jealousy in which the Greeks, in their

days of liberty, mostly lived, even in the short inter-

vals of rest from internal sedition; every township
f^-^rful of violence from the next.

This miserable restlessness, rendered by the poli-

tical circumstances of Greece habitual through the

nation, would enhance the difficulty of what in no

circumstances could be easy, bringing a number of

states to concur in a wise, liberal, and generally be-

neficial plan of union. We are little informed of the

constitution of united Arcadia: but we find party-

purposes much considered in forming it, and perhaps

unavoidably ;
for the union probably could not other-

wise have been effected. The federal congresses,

which we have seen already familiar in Greece, offered

an example of something approaching that principle

of representation, which the merit and fame of the

English constitution have brought into universal

estimation among the politicians of modern Europe.
But that valuable principle would have ill suited the

means, however it might accord with the wishes, of

those whose support was from a democratical party.

Their sovereign assembly therefore (judging, in the

deficiency of accounts of it, from its title, which may
be translated either the Ten-thousand or the Number-

less^^) was composed of the whole free population of

Arcadia,
* or as much of it as could be brought

^^ Leunclavius translates the title of the general assembly of

united Arcadia, Decies mille, Ten thousand. (Xen. Hel. 1. 7»

c. 4. s. 2.) Amasaeus^ whose version of Pausanias Kuhnius has

adopted^ evidently embarrassed on the occasion, calls the place

of its meeting. Curia inJinitcB prope Arcadum multitudini de^

stinata. Pausan. 1. 8. c. 32. The Greek is ol fivpwi.

Q
* ' Mr. Mitford thinks that the assembly called the

fjivpiot
* was composed of the whole free population of Arcadia. But
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together. The situation chosen for the new capital sect.

was not centra], to give the greatest facility for meet- h

ing from all parts, but on the southern border, where,

according to Diodorus, the leading men had the

surest interest, and could most readily collect those

whom they might influence in the decision of public

measures. The facility which its neighbourhood to

the borders of Messenia and Laconia afforded for

f this is not probable. 1. This body possessed only delegated
f
powers: Diod. XV. 59. Koivr^v avvodov, /cat e^ovtriay ex^iv Trepl

'

TToXifjiov Kal
elpiivriQ PovXevea-dai. But^ if it was no other than

' the free population of the country, by whom were its powers
'

delegated? 2. It is designated as a synod or council, avvo^oQ,
'

orvveipiop. But an assembly of the people would be rather
' called EKKXrjcria. 3. It does not appear that the ten thousand
'

possessed the legislative power; they had only the judicial and
' executive. But the legislative power resided in the whole as-

* sembled people. 4. These three states, Mantinea, Tegea^ and
'

Megalopolis, contained together 14,000 or 15,000 citizens: and
' besides these three there were ten other independent Arcadian
'
states. The ten thousand then were not the whole free popula-

'
tion. Besides, it is probable that, according to the practice

'among the Achseans and at Lacedaemon, and in most other
' Grecian states, the citizens who were under 30 would not be
' admitted into this assembly. But these composed more than
* a third of the whole number of citizens, and when those above
' 30 were 10,000, the citizens from 20 to 30 would be near 4300.
' These 10,000 then were a deputed body, selected from a larger
' number. Barthelemy Anacharsis, tom. IV. p. 270. describes
' from Pausanias the place of assembly as ujie vaste edijice,
^ ou se tient I'assemhlee des dix mille deputes^ adding an epithet
' which Pausanias does not supply. It is not at all likely that
' this whole number ever actually met. The functions of the
'

assembly would be performed, as in other cases, by a part
'

only of its members. Thus in the Athenian cKKXtjcrla the busi-
' ness of the state was generally transacted by a fourth part of
' the citizens ; and thus we know from experience in modern
'

parliaments that all the members seldom or never meet ; and
* that affairs are dispatched by a very small part of the whole.*

Clinton, Fasti Hellen. p. 419.]
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CHAP, supporting the one and attacking the other induced
XXVII . .

L the Theban leaders, principal patrons of the under-

taking, to favor the choice. Otherwise, being in the

vale through which the Alpheus runs, and not far

from that river, it may perhaps have united more

conveniences than could be readily found elsewhere

in so mountainous a country. The office of this

numerous assembly was to direct, in chief, the military

and political concerns of all Arcadia; while apparently

every town, for its civil government, retained its

former separate sovereignty.

SECTION III.

Invasion of Arcadia under Agesilaus: superior conduct of the

Theha7i leaders: invasion of Laconia by the army of the

Thehan confederacy, under Epaminondas: resolution of the

Athenians to support Lacedcemon: retreat of Epaminondas

from Peloponnesus : restoration of the Messenians : distress of

Sparta.

B. c. 370.
I^ was already winter when Agesilaus entered Ar-

Xen ^H f*
^^^^^ w^^^^ ^^^ Lacedaemonian army, re-enforced only

1. 6. c. 5. bv the contingents of the little towns of Lepreum
s 12 & 20 '

and Heraea. The combined forces of Arcadia and

Elis avoided a battle with him. Part of the Man-
tinean territory was plundered ;

and in the skirmish-

ing, attempted for its protection, the Lacedaemonian

troops had generally the advantage. But Agesilaus
in vain endeavoured to force the enemy to a general

action. Pressed therefore by the season, and in some

degree satisfied with having a little raised the spirits

s. 21. of the Lacedaemonians by a display of their supe-

riority in the enemy's country, he returned into

Laconia and dismissed his forces.

The leaders of the Theban councils were politicians.
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far superior to those who conducted the Lacedae- sect./

monian government. They had not neglected oppor- L..

tunities for extending the influence of Thebes among
neighbouring states : they had made diligent use of

those which the interference of Lacediemon in the

affairs of Arcadia, or which the ready means open,

through the deficiency of communication in Greece,

for misrepresenting that interference, afforded, for

animating the long existing jealousy against Lacedas-

mon. The Phocians owned a subjection to Thebes, xen. Hei.

which the general weakness only of the surrounding g*

states, together with the general violence of party-

spirit, could have brought them to endure. Assembling
then the Boeotian and Phocian forces by their own

authority, the Theban leaders managed by negotiation
to obtain the willing assistance of theLocrians, of both

provinces of the name of the Acarnanians, the Hera-

cleots, the Malians, and of all the Eubaean towns.

Deficient in funds for supplying those wants to which

so large an army as they collected, though consisting
of troops accustomed to supply themselves, would be

liable in a winter campaign, they borrowed from the

Eleans ten talents, perhaps something more than two s. 19.

thousand pounds. Epaminondas was appointed to the

command-in-chief.

The Lacedasmonian government, it appears, had

either no intelligence of these great preparations, or

no suspicion that anything important could follow

during winter. Even the Arcadians did not expect
it. Their forces were kept together only for the s. 22.

purpose of revenge against the little commonwealth
of Hersea, whose territory they plundered and wasted.

The Eleans alone had that confidential communica-
tion with the Theban leaders which induced them to
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CHAP, wait in arms, in firm reliance on the approach of the
XXVII. rp, ,

^^
- Iheban army.

1. 6. c. 5

s. 37.

Epaminondas did not disappoint their opinion of

his activity and perseverance in enterprise. But, in

entering Peloponnesus by Corinthia, he showed a

want either of that wise moderation and strict justice

which his general character, as delivered from anti-

quity, would give us to expect, or perhaps rather of

that authority which a man of such a character would

have exerted, had he possessed it, to restrain the

wickedness and folly of those committed to his com-

Xen, iiei. maud. The Corinthians, professing neutrality, had

conducted themselves with cautious inoffensiveness

toward all the belligerent commonwealths; yet, be-

cause they would not take arms against Lacedaemon,

their ancient ally, to support the aggression of Man-
tinea against Tegea, the army under Epaminondas
exerted its powder in vengeance: lands wasted, trees

felled, and houses burnt marked its destructive march.

s. 22. The Arcadians were still busied in similar exertion

against the Heragan territory, when intelligence

reached them of the arrival of Epaminondas at Man-
tinea. Immediately they quitted the business of de-

s. 23. vastation, and hastened to join him. The Theban

leaders, learning that the Lacedaemonian army had

evacuated Arcadia, and was dismissed, in the usual

way of the Greeks, for the winter, considered the

purpose of their own winter-expedition as accom-

plished. The independency of Mantinea on Lace-

daemonian command then being secured, the friendly

party in Tegea established in power, the disaffection

of the little republic of Heraea punished, and the

Theban interest in Peloponnesus altogether upon a

good footing, they proposed to return home, and
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allow the usual season of rest also for their forces, sect.

But the internal weakness of Lacedaemon, less per-
'

I

ceived by the more distant, began already to be justly

estimated by the bordering states. The Eleans and
f^^'^f'

Arcadians represented to the Thebans,
* that the s. 23. 25.

' sedition of Cinadon, which, without foreign assist-

*

ance, had threatened the overthrow of the Spartan
'

government, was smothered, not extinguished, by
* his punishment; that, even if all the subjects of
*

Sparta were faithful, still the excellent discipline
' of the Thebans, with the numbers of their allies,
* would make their army clearly superior to any
* force the Lacedaemonians could bring into the field :

* but that, in fact, the spirit of revolt in Laconia
'
itself wanted only promise of protection; extreme

* discontent pervaded all under the highest rank of
* Lacedaemonian subjects; and, if they marched im-
*

mediately into the country, the Lacedaemonian go-
* vernment would be unable to collect a force capable
* of effectual opposition.'

The numbers now assembled ready to join in the Diodor.

invasion of Laconia (if late writers may be believed p. 499.

for such a matter, where contemporaries are silent) pei^'^^'*

were no less than seventy thousand; of whom, ac- p- ^29. 1. 1.

etAeesil.

cording to Plutarch, forty thousand were heavy- p. 1120.

armed. Nevertheless the Theban generals objected
** ^'

the natural strength of the Lacedaemonian border, ^^q'^^]'

the principal passes ofwhich they knew were guarded,
«• 24. 25.

and the usual advantages of those who fight within

their own territory against strangers. They were

still hesitating when deserters successively came in

from different parts; all urging the invasion of their

country, offering themselves for conductors, and

agreeing in the assertion that not only a disposition
to revolt pervaded Laconia, but a large part of the
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CHAP.
XXVIl.

B. C. 369.

Ol. 102. 3.

January.
Dodw.

Xen. Hel,

1. 6. c. 5.

people had already refused obedience to the sum-

mons for military service.

These representations at length induced the The-

ban generals to accede to the wishes of their allies.

The frontier of Laconia against Arcadia and Argolis
is of that kind of rugged mountainous country in

which roads can scarcely be formed, but where streams

have first found a course, and then, in the line they
have taken, gradually softened its roughness. The
best way from Arcadia was by Ion, in the district

called Skiritis, near one of the sources of the Eurotas:

another, but more difficult pass, led to Caryas, on

the brook CEnus, whose waters soon joined that

river. It was resolved to penetrate at once by both

s. 26. these ways. The Peloponnesians undertook to force

that by Ion, though known to be guarded by a con-

siderable body, consisting of Lacedaemonian neoda-

modes and refugee Tegeans, under the command
of Ischolaus, a Spartan. The road by Caryae was

assigned to the Thebans; more difficult in itself,

but unguarded. The Arcadians were successful

against Ischolaus; who, with more courage than

judgment, choosing ill his ground for opposing supe-

rior numbers, was surrounded, overpowered, and

killed, with most of those under him. The Thebans,

conducted by some deserters of the country, zealous

^27 in revolt, met the Arcadians near Caryae. Descend-
Ch.20.s.5. . ,

'

. , T \ o n •

of this Hist, mg then the mountams together, they burnt bellasia

in the vale of the Eurotas, remarkable as the place

where the haughty interdictions of the Lacedae-

monian government, in its prosperity, had some-

times met the ministers of other states. The in-

vading army now found nothing to forbid its pro-

gress; which it held along the left bank of the river,

plundering and burning as it went. On the second
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day from Caryas, it arrived at the bridge conducting sect.

immediately to Sparta. That city stood at a small
'

I

I

distance from the river, on the right bank. The

passage was strongly guarded, and the generals
avoided the hazardous attempt to force it. Pillage

and flames were spread among the numerous houses

on the side where nothing opposed ;
to the booty

from which Xenophon attributes a value marking a

deviation from the ancient Spartan simplicity, the

ready consequence of conquests, foreign commands,
and the circulation of a public revenue.

Nor was it now any longer the time when Spartan
ladies could take and use arms like the men. Among
the smaller Grecian states the sight of an enemy,
often recurring, became less terrible through fami-

liarity. But at Lacedaemon, for centuries, it had

almost ceased to be supposed that an enemy could

ever be seen there. To the Spartan ladies now the ^^^-
1^^^-

. , ^ , , % 1. 6. c. 5.

sight even oi the smoke, says the contemporary his- s. 28.

torian, from the buildings fired by the invaders was

intolerable. Not only however the consternation of

the fearful and inconsiderate, but the reasonable ap-

prehension of the best informed and firmest, was very

great. When those distinguished by the name of

Spartans, who had arrogated all the powers of go-

vernment, distrustful of others, endeavoured to occupy
the most accessible parts of the unwalled city, they
found themselves in a manner lost in its extent.

Distressed by the defection of some of their subjects,

and uncertain of the fidelity of others, they had re-

course to their slaves. Proclamation was made that

able-bodied Helots, who would take arms and faith-

fully exert themselves in defence of the country,
should be rewarded with freedom. More than six §. 29.

thousand were enrolled ; and then the administration
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CHAP, became fearful of the strenp-th which itself had thus
XXVII

L created. Soon however auxiliaries arrived from Co-

fT^t ^^^*^' Sicyon, Pellene, Phlius, Epidaurus, Trcezen,

s*. 2*.

" *

Hermione, and Haliae. The interest which bound
these to the Lacedaemonian cause being thought
secure, the first vehemence of alarm subsided.

1. 6. c. 5. Meanwhile at Amyclag, some way below Sparta,
the enemy had crossed the Eurotas, and turned their

march toward the city, still marking the way with

plunder and devastation. Their cavalry, composed
of the united force of Elis, Thebes, Phocis, and

Locris, with some Thessalian, powerful for a Grecian

army, advanced as far as the hippodrome, or horse-

course, and the temple of Neptune, close to Sparta.
». 31. The Lacedaemonian horse, advancing against it, were

comparatively so small a force as to appear con-

temptible : but a body of infantry, which had been

concealed in the temple of the Tyndaridae, issuing,

and showing itself prepared to support the horse, the

confederate cavalry retired; and the very superior
numbers of the confederate infantry (so far the force

of the Lacedaemonian fame prevailed) in some alarm

at the same time retreated. Agesilaus how^ever would

not allow pursuit. Ably disposing his troops in

commanding situations which the neighbourhood of

the city afforded, he always threatened, but always
avoided action. The confederates withdrew, but to

no great distance, and encamped.
S.32. It seems implied in the account of Xenophon that

reputation, rather than strength, at this time saved

Xen-^^sup. Sparta. All accounts indeed mark that the numbers

Theopomp. of the iuvadcrs far exceeded any ordinary force of

Xijel'^*'
Grecian armies. But that flood and hurricane of

war, as another contemporary author has called it,

which the abilities of Epaminondas had been able to
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excite and direct to a certain point, the abilities even sect.

of Epaminondas could not always duly command.

I

Among his Boeotians he had never allowed any irre- Xen. Hei.

gularity. He fortified his camp, and placed hisg. sor*"*

guards and outposts, always as if in presence of a

superior enemy. But he could enforce no such order

among the Arcadians ;
whose practice was, when they

had taken their ground, to lodge their arms and

wander for pillage. Unable directly to restrain their

passion for plunder, Epaminondas was reduced to

endeavour to give it the best direction. In a council

ofwar it was resolved, that to attempt anything farther s. 32.

against the city would be too hazardous. The march

was therefore turned again down the course of the

Eurotas ; and, through the whole length of the vale

to the sea, the unfortified towns and villages were

pillaged and burnt. The army arrived, unresisted,

at Gythium, the principal or perhaps only naval

arsenal of Lacedsemon, and that important place was

invested. Numerous Laconian revolters, who joined

by the way, assisted in the assaults which for three

days were repeated against it, but without success.

Intelligence of the extreme danger ofLacedaemon, s. 33.

quickly conveyed to Athens, excited a strong sensation Archid.

there ; not from any popular friendship for Lacedae- ^' ^^'

mon, but from apprehension for the common inde-

pendency of Athens and of Greece, threatened by
the growing predominance of Thebes. The council,

deeming the crisis important, summoned the general

assembly. Party-strife seems to have been at this time

more than commonly moderate amongthe Athenians
;

andnoman had that commanding influence which could

decisively guide the public mind, in the way of wis-

dom, like Pericles, or in the way of rashness and folly,

like Cleon. Five ministers from Lacedajmon were
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Xen. Hei. allowcd to spcak first. Their purpose being to gain

1. 34?
^

^^^ utmost assistance from Athens, they endeavoured

to demonstrate, that the friendly connexion between

Athens and Lacedaemon, which the Lacedaemonians

were desirous of cultivating, would produce great

advantages to both parties. The Athenians saw the

advantages, but they doubted the friendly disposition.

A murmur went through the assembly :
* In the pre-

* sent pressure of circumstances, professions,' it was

observed,
' would of course be fair

;
but in a return

' ' of prosperity the conduct of the Lacedaemonians
* would be the same as formerly.'

'

Yet,' it was said,

on the other side,
'
at the conclusion of the Pelopon-

' nesian war, when the Thebans would have subverted
*

Athens, the better disposition ofLacedaemon saved
*

it.' This, urged to recollection by the Lacedaemonian

ministers, made a powerful impression ;
and jealousy

of Thebes went far to supply the want of confidence

in Lacedaemon. Nevertheless the assembly was still

divided; some insisting that, the Mantineans being
'

aggressors, the Athenians could do no otherwise
' than assist Lacedaemon, if they would not be false

* to the treaty they had sworn to; while others,
* vehement in the democratical cause, contended, that
* the interference of the Mantineans, in support of
' the democratical party in Tegea against the op-

^ *

pression of Stasippus, had been right and just.'

The deficiency or the uncertainty of political prin-

ciple, which the disputation, thus reported without

a comment, by so able a contemporary as Xenophon,
shows to have been general in Greece,

^^

appears at

this day wonderful. The argument of the friends of

the democratical cause, if allowed, would have justi-

11 That it was so, ifXenophon left any doubt about it, is con-

firmed by Isocrates, in his Archidamus.
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fied the interference of Lacedaemon, or of Thebes, in sect.
. Ill

every contest of faction, in every republic of Greece,
'

in Athens itself
j
and the argument of those on the

other side seems to have been directed, not to esta-

blish the general principle, that no commonwealth

had a right to interfere in the internal concerns of

another, but only the particular case, that the inter-

ference w^ith arms, which the Mantineans had exer-

cised in Tegea, was forbidden by the terms of the

late treaty. After much discussion it was not an Xen. Hd.

Athenian, but the Corinthian and Phliasian ministers s.37.*

who, by urging a particular fact, which interested the

feelings of the Athenian multitude, decided the vote.

' Whether the Lacedaemonians or the Mantineans,'

the Corinthian Cliteles said,
' in the instance in ques-

' tion have been aggressors, may be a matter of dis-

*

pute not easily settled. But that, since the general
*

peace, the Corinthians have committed hostility
'

against no state, is sufficiently known. Nevertheless
* the Thebans, in crossing our territory, have plun-
* dered and wasted it as if an enemy's ; carrying off

'

goods and cattle, burning houses, and felling cul-

* tivated trees. Can you then, without peijury, refuse
* us that assistance to which the treaty entitles the
'

injured?' The assembly became agitated; murmur
was vehement

; but the general voice went that the

observation of Cliteles was pertinent and just.

The Phliasian minister proceeded to profit from

the effect produced by the Corinthian's speech.
' It

* was obvious,' he said,
'

that, if the Thebans could s. 38/
' once incapacitate Lacedaemon, Athens would be

'their next object; because Athens then alone, of
*
all the Grecian republics, would remain powerful

'

enough to attempt resistance to their ambition,
* which evidently aspired to the dominion of Greece.'

VOL. V. K
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XXVIL
CHAP. This, urged amid much flattery adapted to the po-

pular temper, was decisive. The multitude called

impatiently for the question, and would hear no other

Xen. Hei. Speakers. By the vote which followed, the utmost

s. 39!'

*

strength of the commonwealth was to be exerted in

assistance of Lacedaemon, and Iphicrates was ap-

pointed to the command.

The support, powerful as it promised to be, which

was thus preparing for Lacedasmon, might have been

too late to be effectual, if disregard of union, and

neglect of discipline, growing with success, had not

rendered it impossible for the able leader of the con-

federate army, to command the exertion of the allies,

or even to calculate the force that he could command.
8.40. The Arcadians, Argives, and Eleans, in numbers,

went off with unasked leave, to bear home the booty

they had taken. Provisions meanwhile became scarce

for the troops remaining ; the season pressed, and

Epaminondas found it advisable to withdraw hastily

out of Laconia.

Iphicrates was already in Arcadia, and opportunity
was favorable for reducing the Theban army to great

difficulty. But, through some party view apparently,

of which we have no decisive information, he was

not zealous in the command which he had under-

taken. He had been much blamed for wasting time

in Corinth, before he proceeded into Arcadia. With-

out attempting any annoyance to the Theban army,
in its way through that difficult country, he withdrew

again to Corinth. It was supposed that his pui-pose

was to dispute the passage of the isthmus, and of the

mountains, which he might have made highly ha-

zardous, or perhaps have completely prevented : but

his measures rather indicated intention to allow that

free way which Epaminondas found. Xenophon, oh
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former occasions the eulogist of Iphicrates, blames sect.

his conduct here in strong terms.
'

This invasion, wasteful but transient, such as

Attica had several times suffered from its Pelopon-
nesian enemies, was fatal to the power of Lacedas-

mon. When the foreign foe was gone, rebellion Xen. Hd.

still pervaded the country. A large part of those s. 2.

*

Laconians, distinguished by the name of Perioecians,

and all the Helots, remained in revolt. The able

leaders of Thebes took advantage of these circum-

stances to imitate and extend the policy of the Athe-

nians in the Peloponnesian war. They invited, from

all parts, the relics of the Messenian race, to return

to their former country, and take their place, once

more, among the people of Greece. The chief body
of them was that which, formerly, under Athenian

protection, had held Naupactus in ^tolia, but, after

the conquest of Athens, had been expelled by the

Lacedaemonians. Some of these had found refuire

among their kinsmen of Rhegium in Italy and

Messena in Sicily ; but the greater part had accepted
an invitation from the Grecian colony of the Eves-

peritans in Africa, then pressed in war by the neigh-

bouring barbarians. This long unfortunate race now

eagerly obeyed the call of the Thebans to return to

the country of their forefathers, the fairest acquisition
of the Heraclidae, the most desirable territory in Pe-

loponnesus, or perhaps in Greece. Epaminondas f^^J-^^^

was patron of the new city of Messena, built at the Piut. Ages,

foot of Mount Ithome, famous in the ancient wars
i'*^^^^-**^*

with Lacedasmon, on whose summit was raised the

citadel
;
but it seems probable that the Argive ge-

neral Epiteles was the commander upon the spot,
who protected the works. The returned Messenans,
did not spurn at association with rebelling Helots

K 2
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CHAP.
XXVII.

Pausan.

1. 4. c. 26.

c. 28.

and other slaves; all, or mostly, of Grecian origin,
and many of Messenian blood.

Of the particulars however of this very interesting
restoration we have little satisfactory; Xenophon, in

delicacy apparently to his Lacedaemonian friends,

having studiously avoided even the mention of them,

though wanted for connexion and elucidation of the

rest of his narrative. But he could not conceal that

Messenia was torn from Laceda^mon
; and, for the

rest, his testimony, dropped in a word here and there,

confirms the concurring accounts of later writers,

that it was restored to the descendants, or those re-

puted descendants, of the ancient Dorian Messenians,

with some mixture of other adventurers, for all

whom, united, the Messenian name prevailed. The
Asinaeans and Nauplians, Dorians from Argolis,

formerly established, as we have seen, by the Lace-

daemonians on the Messenian coast, having been

among those subjects of Sparta, who revolted, or fa-

vored the revolt, were allowed to retain their settle-

ments, and admitted to political association with the

restored people. Pausanias, zealous to prove that the

returning emigrants were really Messenians, remarks

that even their speech was not altered by their pere-

grination ; for, still in his time, after more than five

hundred years, the Doric dialect was spoken in Mes*

senia in greater purity than in any other part of Pe-

loponnesus.
Thus was finally lost to the Lacedaemonians the

province of Messenia, amounting to half their terri*-

tory; a possession however of which, while they held

it, their institutions seem to have denied them any

very profitable use, unless it may be reckoned such

to oppose a waste against invasion. But the retreat

of the Theban army did not leave them masters even
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of all Laconia. The district called Skiritis, in that sect.

tract of lofty and rugged mountains among which

the Eurotas and the Alpheus, the largest rivers of

Peloponnesus, have their sources, continued in re-

bellion. The important town of Sellasia, at the upper
Xen. Hei.

end of the Spartan vale, on the great northern road, s. 21/

by which support might best come from eastern Ar-

cadia and Argos, was held by the revolters. Pal-

lene,^^ in the western fork of the vale up which, by
the course ofthe Eurotas, the other principal northern

way led to western Arcadia and Elis, yet held for

Lacedsemon. But soon after the retreat of the in- Diod. 1. 15.

vading army, while perplexity occurred on all sides

for the Spartan government, the able general of the

Arcadian forces, Lycomedes of Mantinea, returning

unexpectedly, carried it by a sudden assault, and put
those within to the sword.

. SECTION IV.

Bad arrangement of military command by the popular assembly

of Athens: second invasion of Peloponnesus by the Thebans

under Epaminondas. Lycomedes of Mantinea: alienation of
Arcadia from the Theban interest: military merit of the Ar-

cadians. Quarrel of Arcadia with Elis.

In the existing pressure uponLacedaemon, and upon
the states whose interest yet bound them to the La-

cedaemonian cause, it was of great importance to hold,

and, if possible, improve their connexion with Athens.
^: ^{^l^^

Ministers accordingly were therefore sent thither, February.

*

fully empowered to agree upon the system of com- i.

^"* ^ *

7. c. 1.

s. 1.

*2 This Laconian town must be distinguished from the Achaean

city of the same name, for which it has, by some modern writers,

been mistaken.
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CHAP, maud and the plan of operations for the next cam-

;_ paign. The former alone made any difficulty. The
Athenian council, at this time swayed apparently by
wise and moderate men, had agreed with the Pelopon-

nesians, that, all circumstances considered, it would

be most for the interest ofthe confederacy, and most

equitable, that the Athenians should direct operations

by sea, and the Lacedaemonians by land. But a party
in Athens, with Cephisodotus for their orator, thought
to earn popular favor by opposing this arrangement.
When the proposal of the council was laid before the

general assembly, (for by that tumultuary meeting,
in the degenerate state of Solon's constitution, all the

measures of executive government were to have their

ratification,) Cephisodotus persuaded the ill-judging

multitude that they were imposed upon. In the La-

cedaemonian squadron, he said, the trierarchs would

be Lacedaemonians, and perhaps a few heavy-armed;
but the body of the crews would be Helots or merce-

naries. Thus the Athenians would command scarcely

any but slaves and the outcast of nations in the La-

cedaemonian navy, whereas, in the Athenian army,
the Lacedaemonians would command the best men of

Athens. If they would have a partition of military

authority really equal, according to the fair inter-

pretation of the terms of the confederacy, the com-

mand equally of the sea and of the land forces must

be divided. Popular vanity was caught by this futile

argument ;
and the assembly voted that the command,

both by sea and by land, should be alternately five days
with the Athenians, and five with the Lacedaemonians.

In this decision of the petulant crowd, singularly

adapted to cripple exertion both by sea and land, the

Lacedaemonians, pressed by circumstances, thought
it prudent to acquiesce.
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In sprinff an army was assembled at Corinth to b. c. 3G8.
• 01. ' og . A.

prevent the passage of the Thebans and their northern xen™eiV

allies into Peloponnesus. But the superior abilities of
J* ^*

^* ^'

the Theban leaders prevailed. They surprised an out-

post. Doubting still their means for forcing their vs^ay
»; 5. 6.

over the rough descent of the Oneian mountains, they
communicated with the Lacedaemonian polemarch

commanding, and, whether through his treachery or

his weakness, they obtained a truce, under favor of

which they safely joined the forces of their Pelopon-
nesian allies, the Arcadians, Argives, and Eleans.

This junction being effected, they found themselves s. 7. 8.

far superior to the army of the Lacedasmonian con-

federacy. Without opposition then they punished the

attachment of the Epidaurians to the Lacedaemonian

interest by ravage of their lands. They attempted s-,
9- lo- n-

then one ofthe gates of Corinth ; but, the Corinthians

submitting themselves to the able direction of the

Athenian general Chabrias, who was there with a

body of mercenaries, they were repulsed with some

slaughter. Against so great a superiority of force

however the abilities of Chabrias could not prevent
the ravage of the Corinthian territory. All Pelopon-
nesus now seemed open to the Thebans, when the

pressure of the Thessalian arms, under the tagus
Alexander of Pheras, upon their northern allies, and

apprehension of its extending to Boeotia itself, called

the Thebans suddenly out of the peninsula. All the

Peloponnesians of the confederacy then, assuming
leave of absence, parted to their several homes.^^

13 Xenophon, in relating the retreat of the Thebans, and the

dispersion of the rest of the army, has not at all accounted for

it. That the Thessalian war was the principal cause may how-
ever be gathered from a comparison of the accounts of Diodorus
and Plutarch with what Xenophon says in the former book of
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CHAP. The dissolution of the army of the Theban con-

_______ federacy gave a most fortunate relief to Lacedaemon.

All the leisure it afforded seems to have been w^anted

for composing troubles within Laconia itself. Of-

fensive operations were left to the auxiliaries, sent

by Dionysius then ruling in Syracuse; a body re-

markable enough, both in itself and for its actions,

to deserve notice. The infantry were Gauls and

Spaniards; the cavalry, apparently Sicilian Greek,
so excellent that, though scarcely exceeding fifty

horsemen, they had given more annoyance to the

Lacedaemonians, while wasting the Corinthian lands,

than all the rest ofthe army. After the other troops,

on both sides, were withdrawn, this transmarine

force alone undertook the invasion of Sicyonia, de-

feated the Sicyonians in battle, and took a fort in

their territory by assault. Gratified then with glory
and plunder they embarked, and, with twenty tri-

remes, their convoy, returned to Syracuse.
Xen. Hei. Thus far the able leaders of the Theban councils,
1. 7. c. 1.

s. 12.

*

profiting from the animosity so extensively prevailing

against Lacedsemon, had kept their confederacy una-

nimous and zealous, under the supremacy of Thebes.

But it was little likely that, by any management, so

many states could be long retained in patient sub-

mission to so new a superiority. The long deference

ofthe Grecian republics to Lacedaemonian command,

amounting, in many instances, to a zealous, and some-

times extending to a general loyalty toward the supe-
rior people, is a political phenomenon perhaps sin-

gular in the history of mankind. But that deference

was paid to a superiority, not suddenly obtained, but

the Hellenics (c. 4. s. 35.); and the incidental mention of that

war by Polybius (1. 8. p. 512.) affords valuable confirmation to

this deduction from the other writers.
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growing from the extraordinary institutions under sect.

which the Lacedsemonians lived
;
which made them

really a superior people, obviously fittest, in the di-

vided and tumultuary state of the Greek nation, to

command in war and to arbitrate in peace: whence

even still, when the political power of Lacedaemon

was so declining, the estimation ofthe Lacedaemonian

people, we are told, was such that at the Olympian ^^'Jj*^

and other national meetings a Lacedaemonian was an

object of curiosity and admiration for strangers, more

even than the conquerors in the games. The supe-

riority of Athens also, though in few instances, or for

a short time only, supported by a loyalty like that

which Lacedaemon enjoyed, accruing suddenly, yet
had resulted from long preparation. Legislation more

perfected, talents and manners more cultivated, and

an extraordinary succession of able men at the head

of affairs, gave to the Athenians an effectual supe-

riority which the people of other republics saw and

felt. But Thebes, without any advantage of ancient

prejudice in favor of her pretensions, without any

public institutions to be admired, recently emerged
from political subjection, possessing indeed a large and

disciplined population which might infuse some ter-

ror, was yet become so suddenly eminent only through
the blaze of talents of a few, and principally of one

extraordinary man, leading her councils, and com-

manding her armies. If therefore, in any other state

of the confederacy where military force was not very
inferior, a similar blaze of character should occur,

that state would presently feel itself equal to Thebes,
and be prepared to break a connexion involving an

admission of her superiority.

Such a character had been for some time rising p"-
^^i.

among the Arcadians in Lycomedes of Mantinea; a s. 1*2.
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Diodor. mail infeHor to none of his country in birth, superior
i.i5.p.492. ^^ j^^g^ -j^ property, and who had already distinguished

himself in council as a principal promoter of the Ar-

cadian union, and in arms at the head of the Arcadian

forces. Lycomedes apparently already saw, what after-

ward became abundantly notorious, that, if any view

to the general good of Greece influenced the Theban

councils, it was wholly subordinate to the ambition of

making Thebes supreme over the Greek nation. This

ambition he resolved to oppose. In the general as-

sembly therefore of the Arcadian states, convened in

the new city of Megalopolis, he represented that
'

Peloponnesus, among all its various present inha-
*
bitants, was the proper country of the Arcadians

* alone
;
the rest were really strangers. Nor were the

* Arcadians the most ancient only, they were the
* most powerful of the Grecian tribes

; they were the

'most numerous, and they excelled in strength of
*

body. It was notorious that the troops of no other
* Grecian people were in equal request. The Lace-
' daemonians knew their value: they had never invaded
* Attica without Arcadian auxiliaries ; nor would the
* Thebans now venture to invade Laconia without
* them. If therefore the Arcadians knew their own
*

interest, they would no longer obey the Thebans,
* but insist upon equality in command. They had
*

formerly raised Lacedaemon ; they were now raising
' Thebes ; and shortly they would find the Thebans
* but other Lacedaemonians.'

Xen. Hei. Flattering thus alternately, and stimulating the

B. ^3?*

^ Arcadian people, Lycomedes obtained the effective

command of them; and the natural consequence of

the submission of the multitude's caprices to an able

man's control resulted : the Arcadians were successful,

and their successes were brilliant. The Argives in-
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vaded Epldaiiria. The renowned Athenian general sect.

Chabrias, at the head of the Athenian and Corinthian
'

forces, intercepted their retreat. The Arcadians were

in alarm for their allies ;
an assembly was held

;
the

interest of Lycomedes decided the choice of com^

manders, and the Arcadian army, against great dis-

advantage of ground, brought off the Argives without

loss. An expedition was then undertaken into La- Xen. Hei.

conia ; the territory of Asine was ravaged, and the
g* J^

* ^'

Lacedaemonian polemarch Geranor, who commanded

there, was defeated and killed. Many predatory in*-

cursions, in the common way of Grecian warfare,

followed
;
and when any object invited, neither night,

says the contemporary historian, nor weather, nor

distance, nor difficulty of way deterred
; insomuch

that the Arcadians acquired the reputation of being
the best soldiers of their time.

Disposed as the Arcadians showed themselves no g. 15.

longer to admit the superiority of Thebes, their

strength, their discipline, and their successful activity

in arms, though exerted in the cause of the con-

federacy, could scarcely fail to excite some jealousy
and apprehension in the Theban government. No
direct breach ensued, but friendship cooled and be-

came precarious. Meanwhile the new energy of the

Arcadian government attracted the regard of the

humble and oppressed ; always an extensive description
of men, and sometimes of states, among the Grecian

republics. The people of Elis had long claimed, and

generally maintained, a sovereignty over the people
of several towns of Elea, and of the whole district

called Triphylia, on the border against Messenia. In

a strong situation in Triphylia, called Lasion, to assist Diod. 1. 15.

in curbing the inhabitants they had allowed some

Arcadian exiles to establish themselves. This, for a
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CHAP, time, answered its purpose : but, as the Arcadians of
^^^ •

Lasion were, like the Triphylians, only subjects of

1. 7. c. 1.

s. IG.

the Eleans, and not fellow-citizens, and as the sove-

reignty of people over people, seldom unoppressive,
cannot fail to be humiliating, they at length made
common cause with theirneighbouring fellow-subjects,

Xen. Hei. particularly the Marganeans and Scilluntines, in op-

position to the Elean government. For support then

they turned their view to the new union of Arcadia:

they claimed to be Arcadians ;
and by a petition ad-

dressed to the new united government they desired

to be taken under its protection. At the same time

the Eleans were pressing for assistance from their

allies of Arcadia, to recover their former dominion

over the towns which theLacedaemonians had restored

to independency. The Arcadians slighted this appli-

cation, and declared by a public resolution that the

petition of the Triphylians was well founded, and

that their kinsmen should be free. Elis became in

consequence still more alienated from Arcadia than

Arcadia from Thebes.

SECTION V.

Congress at Delphi, assembled at the instance of a minister of
the satrap of Bithynia. The tearless battle, won by Archi-

damns S07i of Agesilaus. Expedition of the Thebans into

Thessaly under Pelopidas. Embassies from the principal

Grecian republics to the Persian court. Able and successful

conduct of Pelopidas, ambassador from Thebes : congress at

Thebes: attempt of Thebes to acquire the supremacy of Greece,

through support of Persia, defeated.
•

The growing schism in the opposing confederacy

promised great advantage to Lacedaemon. Mean-

while, though, through vices in their civil constitu-
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tlon and ill management in their administration, the sect.

Lacedasmonians had lost the best half of their terri-
^'

tory, their negotiations abroad still carried weight,
and were conducted ably and successfully. It was at

the critical time when the political system in Greece

to which the rise of Thebes had given birth began
to be shaken, and new troubles seemed ready to break

out, that Philiscus, a Greek of Abydus, arrived as

minister from the satrap of Bithynia, Ariobarzanes ;

professedly charged to mediate in the king of Persia's

name a general peace among the Grecian repub-
lics. Following circumstances proved, and even the

contemporary historian, though avoiding the direct

avowal, has shown, that this new interference of Persia

in Grecian affairs was produced by Lacedaemonian

intrigue. It seems however not to have given any
considerable umbrage to the Greek nation. Philiscus

proposed a congress at Delphi ; and deputies from

Thebes, and from the states of the Theban con-

federacy, readily met deputies from Lacedaemon there.

No fear of Persia, so the historian, not their friend, Xen. iiei.

testifies, influenced the Thebans: for, Philiscus re-
g* Ij^^J

^*

quiring, as an indispensable article, that Messenia

should return under obedience to Lacedaemon, they

positively refused peace but upon condition that Mes-
senia should be free.

This resolution being firmly demonstrated, the

negotiation quickly ended, and both sides prepared
for war. Philiscus then gave ample proof of his dis-

position to the Lacedaemonian cause, by employing
a large sum ofmoney, intrusted to him by the satrap,
in levying mercenaries for the Lacedaemonian service.

Meanwhile a body of auxiliaries from Dionysius of s. i8.

Syracuse, chiefly Gauls and Spaniards, as in the former

year, had joined the Lacedaemonian army ; and, while s. 19—22.
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CHAP, the Athenians were yet but preparing to march, a

^^^^^-
battle was fought under the command of Archidamus

[B. c. 367. son of Agesilaus. The united forces of Argos, Ar-

^^•^ cadia, and Messenia were defeated, with slaughter,

Diodorus, if Diodorus might be believed, of more than ten
^'^'

'

'thousand men, and, as all the historians report, with-

out the loss of a single Spartan. After a series of

calamities the intelligence of this extraordinary suc-

cess made such impression at Lacedaemon that tears

of joy, says the contemporary historian, beginning
with Agesilaus himself, fell from the elders and

ephors, and finally from the whole people.
^^

Among
the friends of the Lacedaemonians nevertheless, as

piut. vit. no tear of sorrow resulted, this action became cele-

Ages. C.33. brated with the title of the Tearless battle.

The war with Thessaly now pressed upon Thebes.

Nevertheless the amount of the power and influence

to which that city had arrived, not through any merit

Poiyb. 1. 2. of her constitution, as Polybius has observed, but

E'6. p.* 487. wholly by ^h^ uncommon abilities of her leading

men, and to which, beyond all expectation of her

most promising days, she had been from the most

adverse circumstances so rapidly raised, is strongly
marked by the pressure she was not only able to bear,

but to retort with efficacy upon her enemies. Still

urging Lacedaemon by her confederates and de-

pendents in Peloponnesus, she not only could affi3rd

»*
Diodorusj whether from his own invention, or the store of

some writer more ingenious, but not wiser, not more a politician
or a soldier, than himself, has added much to Xenophon's account
of this campaign of Archidamus; dilating indeed more than is

consistent with the compressed scheme of his history. It is not
likely that either Xenophon's information upon the subject, or
his inclination to relate whatever would do honor to the son of
Agesilaus, was deficient.

I
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protection to her northern subjects and allies against Poiyb.

the successor of the most formidable potentate of the Diodor.

age, but she could aim at dominion, or influence ^^^•p'*"^^'

which would answer the purpose ofdominion, among
the populous and wealthy, but ill-constituted cities

ofThessaly. While the rapacity and ambition of the

tagus, Alexander of Pherse,
* occasioned a necessity

for measures of protection and defence, the disposition

to revolt, which his tyranny had excited among those

over whom his authority extended, gave probability
to views of aggrandizement for those who might

support the revolt. Accordingly Pelopidas was sent Diodor.

into Thessaly with an army under a commission to piut.^&

act there at his discretion; for the advantage how- ^.';^"- ^^P'

ever, not of the Thessalians, who had solicited pro-

tection, but of the Boeotian people, who pretended
to be common protectors: a kind of commission

which it has been usual in all ages for the barefaced

ambition of democracies to avow, while the more
decent manners of the most corrupt courts, from

which such commissions may have issued, have gene-

rally covered them with a veil. Pelopidas penetrated
to Larissa

;
and with the co-operation of its people,

expelled the tyrant's garrison. Extending negotia-
tion then into Macedonia, he concluded a treaty
with Alexander, king of that country, who desired

alliance with Thebes, the better to resist the oppres-
sion which he felt or feared from the naval power

[[* From a marginal memorandum it would appear that Mr.
Mitford had intended to make the Thessalian history more con-

nected and complete hereby an account of the rise of Alexander

and the assassination of Polydorus and Polydamas, related by
Xenophon, Hel. VI. iv. 33. 34. ed. Schneider. The assassination

however of Polydamas and his friends is afterwards blriefly stated

in s. 3. of chap, xxxiv.]
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CHAP, and ambitious policy of Athens, whicli were eon-

^^^^^- tinually exerted to extend dominion or influence over

every town on every shore of the ^gean. His

younger brother, Philip, then a boy, afterward the

great Philip, father of the greater Alexander, is, said

to have accompanied Pelopidas in his returti to

Thebes ;
whether for advantage of education and to

extend friendly connexion, or, as later writers have

affirmed, as a hostage to ensure the performance of

stipulated conditions.

Pelopidas returning to his command in Thessaly,
his usual success failed him. According to Diodorus

and Plutarch, venturing as voluntary negotiator for

his country within the power of the profligate tagus,

he was seized and imprisoned. But Polybius imputes
his misfortune to positive imprudence, and an ex-

. pression of Demosthenes would imply that he was

made prisoner in battle.
^^ Nor were the exertions

of the Theban government to avenge him fortunate.

The Boeotarchs, who had ventured far into Thessaly
with an army said to have been eight thousand foot

and six hundred horse, not finding the support ex-

pected from the Thessalian people, were reduced to

retreat before the greater force of the tagus ; and,

in traversing the Thessalian plain pursued by a

Diodorus, superior cavalry, they suffered severely. It is ^ttri-

Piut. V. buted to the ability of Epaminondas, serving in an

Pauin.'
inferior station, but called forth by the voices of the

L9.C. 15. soldiers to supply the deficiencies of the generals,
that the army was not entirely cut off. Negotiation,

supported probably by arms, yet not without some

concession, procured at length the release of Pelo-

pidas.
^^

'*
Atx/i«Xwroi/. Demosth. in Aristocr. p. 660. ed. Reiske.

'^ We have precisely three words only from Xenophon about
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The troubles in Thessaly engaged the attention Xen. Hei.

of the Athenians, who had old and extensive con- s! 17.

'

the war of Thebes with Thessaly. Deeply interested in the

transactions in Peloponnesus, where all passed almost under his

eye, his attention seems to have been fixed there; and possibly

satisfactory information of affairs in Thessaly may not readily

have occurred to him. We are thus reduced to depend upon
later writers for the circumstances ofa war materially connected

with the thread of Grecian history. If Plutarch then should be

believed, the force of the Theban arms was exceeded only by
the liberality and magnanimity of the Theban policy ; the suc-

cess was so complete that apparently nothing but the most

exalted and uncommon disinterestedness prevented the Thebans

from remaining masters of Thessaly; and Pelopidas showed
heroism and wisdom equally and uniformly great, except that,

rather than admit any inferiority in the Theban arms, the bio-

grapher has chosen to mark some rashness, some extravagance
of passion in his hero on the occasion of his death. But the

tale altogether has so much of the romantic, the bombast, and

even the puerile, with some contradiction of well-authenticated

facts, and some stories bearing their own contradiction, that sober

judgment, disgusted, might incline to reject all in a lump, and
conclude that, as Xenophon has passed all by, there was nothing
worth historical notice. It will be the duty of the modern writer

of history however to look farther; and we find testimony from

an early and highly respectable author that will require attention.

It has been incidentally only that Polybius has been led to men-
tion Pelopidas. He gives no particulars, but he speaks of it

as a matter well known in his time,
' that the mismanagement

* of Pelopidas in Thessaly produced serious ill consequences to
'
Thebes, and, especially, great loss of reputation:' "E€Xai//e yuej'

Qrjit>aiovQ fXEyaXa, KariXvae ^e Trjv avrajv TrpoyEyEvqfXEvriv Zo^av.

Polyb. 1. 8. p. 512. Xenophon's three words, though less strong,
are perfectly consonant. Alexander of Pherae, he says, was

)^aX£7ro<; Qrj^aioiQ TroXe^ioc (Hel. 1. 6. c. 4. s. 35.),
^ an enemy

' who altogether pressed hard upon Thebes.' Fortunately then

for this part of the history, where Xenophon so fails us, and

Plutarch, straining at panegyric for his fellow-countrymen the

Boeotians, is so extravagant, we find Diodorus rational. Pau-
sanias has also given some circumstances of the transactions of

the Thebans in Thessaly: but the account of Diodorus is the

VOL. V. L
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CHAP, nexions among its cities. Lacedasmon therefore being
^^^^^-

now greatly relieved by the victory of Archidamusj

by the dissension growing in the Theban confederacy,

and by the distraction of the Theban arms in the

northern war, it was proposed to send to the support

of their Thessalian friends those forces which, of late,

had gone yearly into Peloponnesus. But the Lace-

daemonian minister representing strongly the pressure

of the rebellion in Laconia, still supported by the

most powerful states of the peninsula, and urgently

soliciting the continuance of co-operation from the

Athenian army, about a thousand foot imd thirty

triremes only were sent to Thessaly, (the sea force

perhaps no more than ordinarily was stationed there,)

and the former assistance to Lacedaemon was not in-

termitted.^'^

The cordial support of Athens, the force ofmerce-

only one in which connexion has been attempted; and, though

inclining to partiality for the Theban heroes, yet, under cor-

rection from Xenophon and Polybius, apparently it may deserve

some confidence.

Diodorus attributes the first expedition of Pelopidas into

Thessaly to the third year of the hundred and second olympiad,

presently after the invasion of Laconia; the imprisonment of

Pelopidas to the first year of the hundred and third olympiad;
the unfortunate expedition, in which Epaminondas saved the

army, to the same year; and the liberation of Pelopidas to the

year following. The first date agrees with Xenophon, the last

not.

*'
According to Diodorus the Athenians sent a thousand foot

and thirty triremes, under the command of Autocles, to the

assistance of the tagus of Thessaly against the Thebans. Though
not usually giving Diodorus credit for great exactness, I do not

consider this as inconsistent, either with the general assertion

of Xenophon, that Alexander was a troublesome enemy to the

Athenians, or with his more particular account of the intentions

not pursued, to send their principal land force into Thessaly.
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naries to be added by Philiscus, the growing aversion sect.

among the Arcadians to the Theban cause, and 1__

the troubles in the northern provinces, with the

pressure of the Thessalian arms upon the Theban

confederacy, together seemed likely to restore a

decisive superiority to Lacedaemon, at least within

her peninsula; and then, judging from experience,

it was not likely to be confined there. But the able

directors of the Theban councils had observed that

the first and perhaps the most powerful efficient of

this change in circumstances had been negotiation

with Persia ;
and they resolved to direct also their Xen. Hei,

attention to Persia, and try if they could not foil the s. 23.*

Lacedaemonians by negotiation still more effectually

than by arms. A minister from Lacedaemon,

Euthycles, was actually resident at the Persian

court. Upon this ground a congress of the con-

federacy was summoned, and, in pursuance of a

common resolution, Pelopidas was sent to Susa on [b. c. 367*

the part of Thebes, accompanied by ministers from

Argos, Elis, and Arcadia. The Athenians, jealous
of the measure, sent their ministers also, Timagoras
and Leon.

The choice of the Thebans on this occasion was

fortunate
; that of the Athenians not so. A man at

the head of a party, like Pelopidas, will of course be

zealous in the interest of that party ;
it is his own

interest. With a man not a leader, a private interest

may have more weight than the share he considers as

his own in the party-interest. But, among the Gre-

cian commonwealths, the variety of public interests,

and the variety of party interests, was such that, with-

out the interference of individual interests, which

nevertheless always might occur in political negotia-

tion, circumstances the strangest, and apparently
L 2
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CHAP, most unaccountable, were continually liable to arise.

^^^^^-
Pelopidas slighted the Arcadian minister, Antiochus;

perhaps the more readily to gain the Athenian Tima-
Xen.Hei.

goras ;
with whose co-operation he succeeded corn-

si 4.%5'. pletely in the great object of his mission. He was

treated by the Persian court with distinguishing

honor. The slight, even to contempt, which he

showed towards the Arcadian minister, sufficed to

bring the marked contempt of the court upon that

minister and his country.
^^ A Persian of rank was

appointed to accompany Pelopidas back to Greece,

bearing a rescript from the king in which the terms

of his friendship were declared. It required that

* the Lacedaemonians should allow the independency
* of Messenia; that the Athenians should lay up
* their fleet ; that war should be made upon them if

*

they refused ; and that, if any Grecian city denied
*
its contingent for such war, the first hostilities

* should be directed against that city: that those
' who accepted these terms would be considered as
* friends of the king, those who refused them as
* enemies.'

If we compare the style and spirit of this rescript,

and the manner in which it was offered to united

Greece, with the terms and circumstances of the

peace of Antalcidas, we shall hardly discover what

has been the ground of distinction between them;

why one has been so much reprobated, while the

other, little indeed applauded, has in a manner been

thrown out of observation by the imposing abundance

•8 Antiochus had been victor in the pancratium; (Xen. Hel.
1. 7- c. 1. s. 23,) so that it should seem men of rank and educa-

tion, even at that day, engaged in that rough contest for honor;
unless we should consider the contempt shown him by Pelopidas
as in part founded on his low rank and manners.
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of panegyric which the consent of ancient and mo- sect.

dern writers has bestowed on the magnanimous pa-

triotism of Pelopidas, and of his great associate in

politics as in arms, Epaminondas. But we may per-

haps be led to think that political principle has been

out of view, both in the panegyric and in the re-

proach ; that the merit of individuals has considerably

swayed the general mind; yet that the great dis-

tinction has rested on party-spirit. If however,

leaving the political principles of Pelopidas in that

obscurity which we seem without means very satis-

factorily to illuminate, we look to his political abilities,

we shall see them exhibited in their fairest light, in

real splendor, not by his professed panegyrists, but

by the candid contemporary historian, not his friend.

They are evident in the success of his Persian nego-

tiation, to which that historian has borne full tes-

timony; and that negotiation must unquestionably
have been a business abounding with difficulties, and

requiring much discernment to conduct and bring to

so advantageous a conclusion.

But the Thebans appear to have been too much
elated by their success, in this extraordinary and very

important affair, for perfect prudence to hold through
their political conduct; whether their able chiefs

now erred, or rather popular presumption, in the

badness of their constitution, to which Polybius bears

testimony, was not to be restrained. They assumed Poiyb.

immediately to be arbiters of Greece. Their sum- xen?^kd.

mouses for a congress of deputies from the several
^'

^•-

^' ^•

republics to meet in Thebes were generally obeyed.
The Persian, who had accompanied the return of

Pelopidas, attended, with the king's rescript in his

hand. This was read and interpreted to the con-^
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CHAP, gress, while the king's seal appendant was ostenta-
^^^^^'

tiously displayed. The Thebans proposed, as the

condition of friendship with the king and with Thebes,

that the deputies should immediately swear to the

acceptance of the terms, in the names of their re-

spective cities. Readily however as the congress

had met in Thebes, the deputies did not come so

prepared to take the law from Thebes. A majority

of them joined in the reply that '

they were sent to

' hear propositions, not to swear to whatever might
' be proposed. If oaths were expected, the Thebans
* must inform their several governments of the pur-
«

port.'

The conduct of Pelopidas toward Arcadia and its

minister at the Persian court, unaccounted for by

Xenophon, scarcely had been the result of mere ca-

price or resentment, but probably of some political

view
; whether, as before observed, to gain the Athe-

nian minister, or to obviate some suspicions or pre-

judices of the Persians. It was however certainly

productive of political inconveniences. Antiochus,
deficient as probably he may have been in quali-

fications for minister at a polished court, was not

without some just feeling of the indignity put upon
him. At his departure he had refused the cus-

tomary presents from the Persian court
; and when,

on his return, he made report of his embassy in that

assembly of the Arcadian nation in Megalopolis
whose very title, the Ten-thousand or the num-

berless, marks its tumultuary composition, he made

light of the Persian empire and all that it contained:
'

Bakers, cooks, cup-bearers, and porters,' he said,
« abounded there : but men fit to fight with the
*

Greeks, though looking diligently, he could see
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* none. Nor did he believe even in the boasted sect.

' riches of the empire ; for,' concluding with a joke '-—
adapted to impress the multitude he was addressing,
* the so much celebrated golden plane-tree, he was
*

sure, would not give shelter to a grasshopper.'

This being added to former stimulation, the Ar-

cadian deputies were chosen under an hnpression
not favorable to the Theban cause. The powerful
and popular Lycomedes, the first who had stood for-

ward in avowed opposition to the Theban preten-

sions, was the Mantinean representative. Not simply

objecting to the proposed oath, Lycomedes insisted

that * Thebes was not the place in which the con-

Vgress should have been assembled.' The Thebans

exclaiming, with marks of resentment, that he was

promoting discord in the confederacy, he declared

his resolution to hold his seat in the congress no

longer ; and, the other Arcadian deputies concurring Xen. Hei.

with him, they all retired together. The result seems g. 2*8.^*

to have been that the congress broke up without

coming to any resolution.

Disappointed and thwarted thus, the Thebans

could not yet resolve to abandon their project of

arrogating that supremacy over the Greek nation

which Lacedaemon had so long held
; long indeed by

the voluntary concession of a large majority of it.

They sent requisitions separately to every city to

accede to the terms proposed; expecting that the

fear of incurring the united enmity of Thebes and

of the king, says the contemporary historian, would

bring all severally to compliance. The Corinthians

however setting the example of a firm refusal, with

the added observation, that *

they wanted no alliance,
' no interchange of oaths with the king,' it was fol-

lowed by most of the cities. And thus, continues
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CHAP. Xenophon, this attempt of Pelopidas and the Thebans
^^^^^'

to acquire the empire of Greece finally failed/^

'9 Plutarchj in relating the Persian embassy, has labored,

with some ingenuity, to draw attention aside from whatever, in

his hero's conduct, was most repugnant to the claim for him of

being a Grecian, and not merely a Theban, patriot. He has

however been either honest or idle enough not specifically to

contradict any of the particulars reported by Xenophon, which

show that the object of Pelopidas was to make Thebes mistress

of Greece. He has omitted all mention of the congress of

Thebes and of the general opposition to Pelopidas there ; an

opposition evidently arising from the cause stated by Polybius
for the failure of all attempts to unite the Grecian republics :

^la TO
fii] rfJQ KoivrJQ eXevdepiag evEKev, dWa rrjg c^erepac dvya<^£ias

ycipi-yj
EKa'^ov TTouXadai rrjy arcov^riv— because the views and ex-

ertions of each were directed to promote, not the commonfreedom,
hut its own power. Polyb. 1. 2. p. 125. Concerning so remark-

able a transaction we should have been glad even of such reports
as Diodorus might have preserved, to compare with the account

of Xenophon : but, perhaps because he found nothing that would

support eulogy to his country, he has omitted all notice of it in

its proper place, and has barely mentioned it in a following sum.,

intiary panegyric
of Pelopidas.

^'jr.fd'J
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CHAPTER XXVIII.

Affairs of Greecefrom the failure of the attempt to

establish the supremacy ofThebes over the Grecian

rejmblics, through the support ofPersia, till the

depression together of the aristocratical and de-

mocratical interests, and the dissolution of the
'

ancient system of Grecian confederacy, through
the event ofthe battle of Mantinea,

SECTION I.

Difficult circumstances of the Theban administration. Affairs of
Achaia : advantageous constitution ofAchaia, and advantageous
character of itspeople : interfercfice of Thebes : generous policy

of Epaminondas : impolitic illiberality of the Theban con-

federacy. Miseries, virtues^ and enjoyments of the people of
the smaller republics exemplified in the history ofPhlius.

- If we refuse to Thebes the credit ofa glory genuine sect.

and pure for her first successful struggle against the
.

tyranny of Lacedaemon, we have Epaminondas him-

self with us, who would take no part in the revolution

till the business of conspiracy, treachery, and assas-

sination was over, and the affair came into the hands

of the people at large, ready for leaders, and wanting
them. We may have more difficulty to decide upon
the merit or demerit of that obstinacy with which

the Thebans afterward persisted in asserting dominion

over the cities of Boeotia, and thus denying peace to

Greece, when proposed upon a condition which might
seem, on first view, all that true Grecian patriotism

I.
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CHAP, could desire, universal independency. For where was

1 to be found the sanction ofthat peace? Unfortunately
the efficacy of any great interest pervading the coun-

try was overborne and lost in the multitude of nar-

row, yet pressing interests, of parties and of indi-

viduals, dividing every little community. No sooner

would the independency of the Boeotian towns have

been established than a revolution would have been

made, or attempted, in every one of them. The
friends of Thebes once overpowered, and the friends

of Lacedaemon prevailing among those towns, how

long might Thebes itself have been secure against a

second subjection to Lacedaemon, more grievous than

the former? As far then as these considerations may

apologize for the refusal of accession to the treaty of

Athens, so far it may also justify the Persian em-

bassy ; though scarcely the haughtiness which success

in that negotiation seems to have inspired. But what

should have been the farther conduct of Thebes to

secure her own quiet, without interfering in the af-

fairs of surrounding states, or how to ensure quiet

among those states, without the possession and the

use of power to control them, is not so easy to de-

^ termine. For the business of the honest statesman,

amid the seldom failing contention of factions within,

and the ambition of interested neighbours without,

is not so easy and obvious as presumptuous ignorance

is commonly ready to suppose, and informed knavery

often, with interested purposes, to affirm. How ill

Greece was at this time prepared for internal quiet,

what follows will but concur with all that has preceded
of its history to show.

AcHAiA was more divided, and perhaps more

equally divided, into little village republics, without

a preponderating town, than any other province of
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Peloponnesus. Hence, if its people were not among
themselves quieter and happier, yet their disturbances, .

less expanding among their neighbours, less attracted

the notice of historians. While the Lacedaemonian

influence prevailed in Peloponnesus the little Achaean

states were mostly aristocratical republics. In the pre-

ponderance acquired by Athens, under the successive

able and liberal administrations of Themistocles, Aris-

tides, Cimon, and Pericles, support from that impe-
rial democracy made the democratical the ruling

party in Achaia, and brought Achaia into dependence

upon Athens. By the conditions afterward of the

Thirty-years' truce, to which the combination of

enemies and defection of subjects compelled the

Athenians to submit, all interference of Athens being
forbidden, aristocracy and the Lacedaemonian interest

revived together. They were however not so com-

pletely restored but that, when the Peloponnesian war

broke out, Pellene alone joining the general con-

federacy of the Peloponnesian states against Athens,
the rest ofthe Achaean towns maintained a neutrality,
till the destructive defeat of the Athenians in Sicily

gave a decided preponderance to Lacedgemon.

From that time Achaia seems to have remained

moderately quiet, under aristocratical, or perhaps a

mixed government: for there seems ground for sup-

posing that a better connexion between the higher
and lower ranks of citizens, a truer aristocracy with

less of oligarchy, whether from advantage of law or

of custom and circumstances, was established among
the little towns of Achaia than in most other parts
of Greece.^ The general character of the Achaeans

SECT.
I.

Chap. 12.

s. 3. & 5.

of this Hist.

Ch.H.s. 1.

of this Hist,

Polyb.
1.2. p. 127.

*

Polybius says that the merit of the Achaean laws, as they
stood in his age, was derived from times of great antiquity;

(Polyb. Hist. 1. ^.) which might be believed on less authority
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CHAP, for probity at the same time stood singularly high

J 1 among the Greeks, while their power was invidious

to none ; insomuch that, after the battle of Leuctra,

the Lacedaemonian and Theban governments agreed
to refer a matter in dispute (what it was we are un-

informed) to their arbitration. In the war between

Thebes and Lacedaemon, as far as we have yet traced

it, they seem to have maintained an exact neutrality ;

except that, in the extreme danger of Sparta itself,

in the invasion of Laconia under Epaminondas, the
Xen. Hei.

Pelleuians, always more attached than the rest to the
1. 6. c. 5. _ _ . : . . . n .

s. 29. Lacedsemonian mterest, sent their mite of assistance

1. 2" c! i. to their distressed friends. But the elevation of a new

patron for democracy, preponderantamong the powers
of Greece, not by sea, as Athens formerly, but by
land, and which, as experience had shown, could ex-

tend its arm with effect into Peloponnesus, appears
to have excited new ambition in the democratical

leaders ;
for even among the Achaeans parties existed.

The democratical party in Achaia communicated with

Thebes; and the Theban leaders, in the dilemma in

than that of Polybius, because it is not common for a system^

totally new, to acquire stability and florish at once, like the

Achaean, in the time of its confederacy. He calls the Achaean

governments democratical; meaning probably no more than that

they had a mixture of democracy sufficient to ensure isonomy,

equal law, to the many : for Xenophon clearly informs us that,

by the old constitutions of the Achaean towns, preserved to his

time, (Hel. 1. 7- c. 1. s. 32.) the wealthier and higher people
held the principal share in the government. But it appears evi-

dent that Polybius, with certainly the best opportunities of iib-

forrjaation, could learn little of the history of Achaia; so that

. what we gain from Herodotus,
'

Thucydides, and Xenophon
may be considered as everything most material of what was
known to antiquity, till that bright period which none of those

writers lived to see, but which fell directly under the view «f

Polybius, and of which his detail is of high value.
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which their failure in the late congress had left them, sect.

received the communication with easier attention.

Disappointed, and in some degree disgraced in the

eyes of all Greece, here appeared a point to which the

exertion of the confederacy might be directed, with

the plausible pretence of supporting the democratical

cause, and the cause of Grecian independency, by

delivering Achaia from subjection to Lacedaemon.

In the want of such an object, or in the neglect of it,

their influence over the confederacy would risk a

rapid decay. The establishment then of their in- xen. Hei.

fluence in Achaia would form a check, which they ^^ '^^q'

**

greatly desired, upon the new refractoriness of some -t>iod(,r.

of their Peloponnesian allies, especially the Area- b. c. 366. «

dians. It was therefore resolved, that the army ofj^Q^^^'^'

the confederacy should march into Achaia, and Epa-
minondas was appointed to the command.

On the other side, to prevent this expected invasion

of Peloponnesus, the passes of mount Onion on the

isthmus were occupied by two bodies of troops ; one

under a Lacedaemonian, the other under an Athenian

officer. But the alliances of Thebes within the penin-
sula afforded opportunities for rendering such pre-
caution vain. It was attributed to negligence in both

the commanders, that the Argive general, Pisias,

found means to establish two thousand men on a

commanding height, which enabled Epaminondas to

enter Peloponnesus without material molestation. He Xen. Hei.

was quickly joined by the Peloponnesian allies, and
s'. 30!

all together directed their march toward Achaia.

Meanwhile the principal men of that country,

* Dodwell gives the Achaean business to the year 366. and
the Phliasian to the preceding year 367. They seem to have
been going forward about the same time, occupying part of

both years.
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CHAP, after deliberation on their critical circumstances, in-

^^^^^^'
stead of either attempting a vain resistance, or be*

taking themselves to the wretched resource of flight,

resolved to trust the liberal character ofEpaminondas,
and meet him with a declaration of their readiness to

commit their fortune into his hands. He did not

deceive their opinion of him. Exerting his influence,

and perhaps stretching his power, he prevented ba-

nishment, yet preserved the constitution of every

city inviolate ; and, only requiring pledges that they
would be faithful to the Theban confederacy, and

follow in arms wheresoever the Thebans might lead,

he conducted his army home. ^

Diod. 1. 15.
Pelopidas, we are told, so held his interest with

PefopidV the Theban people that, from the expulsion of the

Lacedaemonians till his death, he was constantly in

the office of Boeotarch by yearly election. The mag-
ibid. nanimity and steady virtue of Epaminondas could not

so condescend to popular folly and depravity as to

hold popular favor, or even to avoid sometimes dis-

grace, with that occasional majority of the multitude

which wielded, in the moment, the absolute sove-

Xen. Hei. rciguty of Thcbcs. His indulgence toward the prin-

cipal families of Achaia, highly disappointing to their

opponents, who had depended upon succeeding to

the honors and profiting from the estates of fugitives,

was unsatisfactory to the high democratical party

' This story is told in the original in these few words:

JIpo(nrea6yT(i)v ^' avrw rwv (^ekrhiav ck Tfjg 'A)^aiag, lvdvva'?evEL b

'ETra/iivwv^ac, &^e
fxri ^vya^evCat tovq Kpari'^ovg, firjTe

TroXireiav

fxera'^ficrai, aXXa ttitci Xat>£ly irapa tCjv 'A^aiwv, ?) fx^v avmia'^ovc

e.(re<rdat, kol cLKoXovdrjffELV oirg av Qrj^aiot rjyoJPTcu' ical ovtojq

dirfjXdov o'lKah. I have endeavoured to give a faithful inter-

pretation of this passage in the text. A mere version, without

dilating in some parts, could scarcely be made at the same time

faithful and intelligible.

7. c

8. 31
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throughout the confederacy. The Arcadians espe- sect.

cially, predisposed to blame the measures of Theban
'

councils, joined with the Achaean malcontents in

complaining aloud that ' the interest of Lacedaemon
' rather than of their confederacy was considered in
* the settlement of Achaia.' Clamor from without

so assisting party within Thebes, the interest of Epa-
minondas did not suffice for the support of his own
measure. The Theban people, calling themselves

champions of the liberty of Greece, decreed that

regulators should be sent to the Achaean cities.

Under the superintendence of the regulators the

many drove the principal men of every Achaean town

into banishment, seized of course their estates, and

changed the governments to pure democracy.
It soon appeared that the measure of Epaminondas

had been a measure of true policy not less than of

justice and humanity, and that the popular measure

superseding it was as unprofitable as tyrannical ;
dis-

advantageous to Thebes, to the confederacy at large,

and, in the end, still more to the many in the Achaean

towns, whose benefit was more particularly its pre-

tended object. The exiles were numerous, and held

still some influence in every town. Uniting, and

directing their whole force against each separately,

they recovered all. No longer then moderate as

before in their politics, they engaged warmly in the

Lacedaemonian interest. What their domestic ad-

versaries suffered the historian has not informed us
;

but he says that considerable inconvenience followed

to the Arcadians, annoyed now on their northern

border by the active and zealous enmity of Achaia,
while on the southern they were pressed, or constantly

threatened, by the force of Lacedsemon. *

* I have been the more desirous that the learned reader should
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CHAP. Under these circumstances the Achaeans owed

.1 ;. their security principally to the troubles in neigh-

bouring states, engaging the attention of Thebes, and

employing the arms of her Peloponnesian allies. The
situation of Phlius, bordering on Arcadia and Ar-

golis, and in the road from the isthmus to Lacedaemon,

made the acquisition of that little city much an object

for the confederacy. It was not the less so on ac-

count of the remarkable fidelity with which, since the

last revolution when Delphion fled, its people had

adhered under all fortunes to their engagements with

Lacedaemon, and of the spirit and success with which

on many trying occasions they had exerted themselves,

as well in support of their allies, as in defence of them-
Xen. Hei. sclvcs. Their zealous activity in the extreme danger of

s. 3.

*

Sparta, when invaded by Epaminondas, was warmly ac-

knowledged bythe Lacedaemonians. In revenge on the

s. 4. other hand for this, the Argives, in returning from

that expedition, directed the usual ravage of Grecian

armies particularly against Phliasia. The Phliasians,

utterly unequal to meet them in the field, neverthe-

less with only sixty horse pursuing them so completely
routed the rear-guard as to raise their trophy in sight

of the Argive army.
It was the misfortune of Phlius, in common with

almost all Grecian republics, and the unavoidable

consequence of sedition and revolution, to have emi-

grant citizens more vehemently inimical than any

have ready opportunity to judge of the faithfulness ofmy inter-

pretation of the passage of Xenophon, given in the preceding
note, because I think that passage, with its sequel, does altogether

singular credit both to Xenophon and to Epaminondas; inso-

much that, I will own, I doubt if the labored panegyric of Plu-

tarch, were his life of Epaminondas extant, Avould so strongly

paint the real merit of his hero, to the penetrating and judicious,
as this simple and compressed narrative from a political enemy.
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strangers. The miserable insecurity of those little sect.

republics is forcibly marked in what the contemporary
historian proceeds to relate. While the Thebans were ^^^- ^^^i-

the second time invading Peloponnesus, the Eleans s. 4—y.

and Arcadians, marching through Nemea to join

them, were persuaded by the Phliasian exiles accom-

panying them that the appearance only of support
from the army would enable them to recover their

city. The exiles and others accordingly, to the num-
ber of six hundred, prepared with scaling-ladders,

arrived by night under the very walls of Phlius un-

discovered, and waited there. The march of the

supporting army however was observed from an out-

post at Tricranum, and indicated to those in the city

by signals. But in the city were some who held

intelligence with the exiles. These hastened to give
the concerted token for scaling ;

and the citadel, ill-

guarded, was taken almost without resistance. Alarm

rapidly pervaded the town, and the people ran to

arms. The exiles, hoping to profit from the first

confusion, sallied from the citadel into the town.

They were however repulsed, and, as they retreated

again into the citadel, the pursuers entered with them.

But the Elean, Arcadian, and Argive forces had by
this time surrounded the town, and proceeded im-

mediately to scale the walls. The threatening horrors

of a storm seemed now beyond the strength of those

within to avert; but, by a series of exertions, well-

directed, spirited, and persevering, they at length

repelled the assailants. Without remission then, ap-

plying their whole strength to the recovery of their

citadel, they effected it. This was no sooner done

than their cavalry boldly sallied. The enemy, baffled

in all points, and probably weak in cavalry, were so

fearful of the threatened annoyance to th^ir retreat

VOL. V. M
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CHAP, that, in their haste, they left their ladders, their

1 slain, and even some wounded ; mostly those lamed

by leaping from the walls. Extreme danger thus

fortunately, quickly, and for the moment completely

surmounted, produced emotions among the Phliasians

stronger than perhaps any known in the more gene-
rous warfare of modern ages ;

unless where, recently,

France has gone beyond all ancient example in illi-

berality and ferocity. The spectacle, it appears, was

striking, even in those days ;
the men shaking hands

while they circulated congratulations, the women

busy with cups, ministering to their refreshment,

and shedding tears of joy ;
and at length (if it may

be allowed so literally to translate the strong expres-

sion) all actually seized with a weeping laughter.^
Xen. Hei. In thc followiug year the united forces of Arcadia

s. 10. and Argos invaded Phliasia to revenge their defeat

by ravage of the country, and not without hope of

so distressing the town as to reduce it to capitulate.

The long and severe pressure of a strong democratical

party seems to have urged the aristocratical Phliasians

to cultivate the cavalry service; so that, among the

Peloponnesians, they appeared to have excelled in

it. A small body of Athenian horse had joined the

Phliasian
; and together, supported by a small chosen

body of foot, they attacked the Argives and Arcadians

broken in crossing a river, and with such success as

considerably to check the intended waste of their

fields.

But the unfortunate Phliasians, after the Thebans
became masters of Achaia, were so surrounded by
enemies, that all their energy and all their success

^ Uavrac ^i rovg irapopraq Tore ye rtJ outi KXavaiyeXojQ elYCv.

Xen. Hel. 1. 7. c. 2. s. 9.
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could not enable them to procure subsistence from sect.

their fields. Yet they still persevered, and still were
'

successful. The Theban commander in Achaia en- Xen. Hei.

tered their country at the head of his own troops, s. 11-15.

with the force of Sicyon and Pellene strengthened
with two thousand mercenaries. The Phliasians,

finding opportunity to attack the Sicyonians and Pel-

lenians separately, defeated them with such slaughter
that the expedition was pursued no farther. Xeno-

phon has thought it matter for particular notice and s. I6.

warm eulogy that, though the wants and poverty of

the Phliasians were pressing, a Pellenian, connected

by public hospitality with Phlius, being made prisoner,
was released without ransom. Deprived of the pro-
duce of their own lands, they found means to obtain s. 17-

occasional supplies, sometimes by rapine from their ene-

mies, sometimes by purchase from Corinth, but always

through many difficulties and dangers : with difficulty

raising the price for their purchases ;
sometimes by

collection among themselves, sometimes by borrow-

ing ;
and then, on account of the peril of the convoy,

with difficulty finding pledges even for the necessary
beasts of burthen.

In extreme distress at length they were so fortunate s. I8,

as to obtain the assistance of the Athenian general

Chares, commandingabody ofmercenaries at Corinth.!"

Beyond the direct line of his commission he joined
them in protecting a convoy. With such an auxiliary

force they arrived at Phlius unopposed, and then they

requested Chares to give them his farther protection

in carrying their useless mouths to Pellene : for already

the revolution in Achaia had taken place, which re-

stored the government of that little city to the party

®
isHvovQf s. 20. and fH(rdo(j>6poij s. 21.

M 2
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CHAP, with which the Phliasians had old and intimate con-
^^^"^'

nexion. He consented, and they arrived there also

unmolested. The market of a place so friendly,

and with which they had not for a long time been

able to communicate, engaged their attention. They
knew that, if they encumbered themselves with a

convoy, they should certainly be attacked in their

return. Nevertheless they provided themselves to

the utmost that their credit and the Pellenian stores

would enable them
; and, Chares still giving his willing

assistance, they fought their way home successfully,

and carried in their convoy undiminished. This

seems to have been that action of the Nemean glen
in which, as we shall find occasion to observe here-

after, credit was earned by ^schines, an Athenian

youth, afterward of so much celebrity as an orator.

Xen. Hei. The Small population of Phlius, or the small
1. 7- c '^

s. 19.

"'

number of those whom the ruling party could trust

with arms, little allowed reliefs in these arduous

duties. But their activity supplied the want of
s. 20. number. They had scarcely taken a few hours' rest

by daylight after a night of great fatigue when they

proposed to Chares a new enterprise. To check their

convoys in future, equally from Corinth to Pellene,

and to extend waste over their territory with more

safety, more certainty, and more constancy, the enemy
were fortifying a post at Thyamia, on the Phliasian

border, against Sicyonia. Chares consenting, they
moved so as, by a rapid march, to reach the place a

little before sunset ; and they found equally the work-

men and the protecting force, in the contemporary
historian's description, some cooking, some baking,
ijome preparing their beds. All completely surprised,
all instantly fled. The Phliasians and their allies

then profited from the preparation made. Having

8. 22
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stationed their guards, they supped, made libations Xen. iiei.

as thanks- offerings for their success, sang the paean of s. 2a.

victory, and went to rest. Immediately however as

their success was ascertained, they sent a messenger
to Corinth with the news; and the Corinthian ad-

ministration, not waiting for daylight, hastened with

the most friendly zeal to press carriages, and dispatch

them, laden with provisions, to Phlius. Meanwhile

the indefatigable Phliasians applying themselves dili-

gently to complete the fortification of Thyamia, made

that, intended for their annoyance and destruction,

a post for protecting their territory and securing the

communication with Corinth. Convoys passed then

daily, and Phlius was abundantly supplied.

The testimony of Xenophon, which he has had

evident pleasure in giving, to the merits of the Phli-

asians, will deserve our credit, though he was their

political partizan; yet the sincerity of history will

require our recollection, that a very strong interest,

supported by very strong prejudices, and by the re-

membrance of past sufferings, bound the Phliasians

to the line of conduct by which they earned so much

honor, instigated their activity, and in a manner

compelled them to firmness. About seven and twenty

years had passed since the party, now ruling Phlius,

then suffering in exile, vainly petitioned Lacedaemon Ch.25.s. 4.

for assistance toward their restoration. Not till near ten
° ^ ^s^^^^-

years after, finding a more favorable opportunity, they
had succeeded so far as to obtain, through the influence

of Lacedaemon, re-admission to residence in the city,

and a promise ofrestoration oftheir property. But that

promise was not fulfilled: justice was denied them by ch.26.s. 1.

their fellow-citizens; their residence was highly un-
^^*^^^^^^*-

easy and precarious ;
some were compelled to a second

flight; and it cost Lacedannon a troublesome war to
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CHAP, give them complete re-establishment. When this
^^^^^^' was effected, the most active of the democratical

party, or those who, with the watchful Delphion,

escaped death, took their turn in flight. Under such

circumstances, with the Theban confederacy tri-

umphant, there could be no hope of peace for those

who held the city without the condition that the

democratical exiles should be restored. Thence would

follow the predominance of the democratical party
under the patronage of a democratical confederacy ;

and what would then be the situation of its political

opponents is obvious to conjecture. But Xenophon,
in the course of his long observation of the troubles

of Greece, would have had frequent occasion to see

that all men, single or in body, are not capable of

that firm perseverance and active exertion which their

own interest, in difficult and dangerous circumstances,

may require; and that those who faint in pursuit of

their own good may appear unfaithful to their friends,

without intending infidelity. Thus while they incur

our blame they may also claim our pity. But hence

he would justly conclude, that men who, amid the

greatest difficulties, and most threatening dangers,
are true at the same time to themselves and to their

friends, failing in nothing that their own interest,

their engagements to others, or a sense of justice,

generosity, and honor demands; who, in short, in

honesty actively pursue the best policy, deserve ad-

miration and applause ;
and thus the Phliasians seem

to have earned his eulogy, which has perpetuated the

renown of their little commonwealth.
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SECTION II.

Affairs of Sicyon : Euphron tyrant of Sicyon : liberal despotism

of ^71eas, general of Arcadia: jnincijjles of Grecian law of
nations and of Theban civil jurisprudence illustrated : public
honors to the memory of Euphron.

During these transactions of the Phliasians, which, sect.

by engaging the attention ofthe Theban confederacy,
^^'

contributed to the quiet of Achaia, the affairs of

Sicyon, more urging the attention of the Theban go-

vernment, had still more powerfully the same effect.

Sicyon, a Dorian state, frequently at war with the

more powerful Dorian state of Corinth on its eastern

border, had contracted connexions with the Achaean

towns, its western neighbours, such as to produce a

transfusion of the Achaean institutions into the Si-

cyonian government. At the time of the battle of xen. Hei.

Leuctra the Sicyonian constitution, after the Achaean \ ^^^'

^'

model, was a balanced aristocracy. While the Lace-

daemonians yet held their full influence in Pelopon-

nesus, Euphron, an able but unprincipled man, acting
as their agent for the management of their interest >

in Sicyon, was first in power there: but, in their

inability afterward so to extend their views and

exertions, Sicyon, yielding to the pressure of circum-

stances, became connected with the Theban confe-

deracy, and Euphron lost his pre-eminence. Anxious,

beyond all things, to regain it, and careless about the

honesty of his means, he represented to the leading
men of Argos and Arcadia that, if the families of

property were allowed to hold their rank and in-

fluence, Sicyon, on the first opportunity, would

become again the ally of Lacedaemon
; but, were de-

mocracy established, it would be secured in its pre-
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CHAP, sent connexion. With due support then from them,
'^^"^^^^^^

he would engage that a simple vote of the people

should effect the change. The proposal, profligate

as it was, from Euphron, involving the ruin of those

with whom he had been most connected, nevertheless

suiting the views of the Argive and Arcadian leaders,

they sent the support desired. Euphron then con-

vened the Sicyonian people ; and, in presence of the

Argive and Arcadian auxiliaries, he proposed, and

it w^as at once voted,
* that the government should

' be changed to a democracy, with perfect equality
* for all citizens.' Election, under awe of the same

foreign force, placed Euphron, with four others, at

the head of the native military, and raised Adeas,

son of Euphron, to the command of a body of mer-

cenaries in the service of the republic.

These leading points being carried, Euphron pro-

ceeded presently to show how much more glaring is

the temptation, and how much readier the means, to

become a complete tyrant in a democracy, or under

democratical patronage, than in any other political

circumstances. His mercenary army was to be his

. principal instrument. He directed his attention

therefore first to secure its attachment, then to in-

crease its numbers. For both purposes the indis-

pensable efficient was money. To acquire money
therefore he scrupled nothing. With command of

money he trusted that he could find support in any
measure. The public treasury and ordinary revenue

of the state being very unequal to his need, he made
no difficulty of risking what generally excited violent

Xen. Hei. popular indignation, to take the sacred treasures
^

40?
^

fT^om the temples, and convert to his use the revenues

appropriated to sacred purposes. These being still

insufficient, he had recourse to oppression of indi-
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viduals. He encouraged accusations of Laconism; sect.

so attachment to the Lacedsemonian party was termed,
'

that party of which himself had been chief. Thus

the property of many of the wealthiest families,

through confiscation, became at his disposal. When,
after a short but rapid course of violences, through
the attachment of dependents and the removal of

adversaries, he thought himself strong enough, he

proceeded to direct his measures against those who

might become rivals. Procuring the death of some

of his colleagues, and the exile of others, he got all

power into his own hands, and became truly tyrant

of Sicyon. During these measures within his own

little state he directed his attention ably, upon similar

principles, to the republics with which it had political

connexion
;
and he obviated interference of the con-

federacy, partly by money, and partly by the ready
and effective service of his troops for its purposes,
whenever and wherever required."^

Where a people had not, for a long time, expe-
rienced any severe pressure from a foreign enemy, or

very alarming danger, democratical jealousy would

sometimes pervade the military system, and make all

democratical ;
as among the Syracusans at the time

of the Athenian invasion of Sicily: but wherever

frequent wars have occurred, democratical jealousy
itself has soon felt the necessity of remitting its se-

verity, so far as to allow, for military matters, some

degree of monarchal authority. The Arcadians

7 It were endless to point out all the several circumstances of

resemblance in the French and in the worst times of some of

the Greek republics ; but almost the whole of this history of

Euphron might seem, instead of having been written two thou-

sand three hundred years ago, an account of transactions within

the last three years from the time of first editing this volume.
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CHAP, therefore, whose experience of war, while a divided
xxviii.

pgQpjg^ ^^g large, and whose union was effected

during a war involving nearly all Greece, in forming
their united government committed the military esta-

blishment of their democratical townships, under the

control of their Numberless assembly, to the authority

of one commander-in-chief for the nation, ^^neas

Xcn. Hei. of Stymphalus, holding that great office, saw with a

s. L^
^*

j"st indignation the tyranny of Euphron; and, no-

thing forbidding an arbitrary use of the ill -defined

power with which he was vested, he resolved to exert

it for a generous purpose. Leading the Arcadian

army to Sicyon, where none resisted an ally in his

high situation, he marched directly into the citadel.

Imitating then the liberal policy of Epaminondas, he

called together the principal men in the town, and

sent for all who, without a regular sentence, had

been forced or frightened into banishment. Ap-
parently the inconveniences resulting from the re-

versal of the measures of Epaminondas in Achaia

had brought the narrow policy of his opponents into

, disrepute, and enabled the Arcadian general, with

the concurrence probably of Epaminondas, to follow

a more generous system. Euphron therefore, shrink-

ing before him, had however resources in his abilities

and in his daring profligacy. Withdrawing from the

city, he communicated with the Corinthian govern-

ment, and managed to introduce a Lacedaemonian
8. 2. 3. garrison into the port of Sicyon. On the merit of

this service then he founded an endeavour to apolo-

gize to the Lacedaemonian government for his past

conduct, and to regain its confidence. But the La-

cedaemonians, though ready to profit from his services,

were slow to give him the credit he desired ;
and in

the mean time new opportunity arose to invite the
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attention of his active and versatile mind, bound by sect.

no scruples.

'

The Arcadian general, apparently little a poli-

tician, satisfied with having expelled the tyrant, left

the Sicyonians to settle their own affairs, not however

in perfect independency ; for, to secure their fidelity

to the confederacy, the command of their citadel (so
Xen. Hd.

the Theban authority prevailed in Peloponnesus) was s*. 4.

'

committed to a Theban harmost. But a cordial and

lasting coalition between the aristocratical and de-

mocratical parties was seldom effected in a Grecian

republic, and was not effected in Sicyon. Their dif-

ferences prevented measures for the recovery of the

port. Meanwhile Euphron, versed in the ways of

engaging mercenary troops, procured some from

Athens, and then offered his assistance to the demo-

cratical faction in Sicyon. That faction, to whom
the liberality of ^neas and the leading men of the

confederacy had denied the partial support to which

they thought their democratical merit entitled them,
did not scruple to submit themselves again to so un-

principled a leader. Euphron was received into the

city, and the force he brought with him sufficed to

give his democratical friends, for the moment, a clear

superiority over their opponents. But thus, making
the Lacedaemonians again his decided enemies, he

risked to incur the vengeance also of the Theban

confederacy. Intrigue and corruption were his re-

sources. Equally daring and ingenious in his pro-

fligacy, with the greatest force of money he could

collect he went himself to Thebes.

Those Sicyonians who had been recalled from s. 5.

banishment by the generous despotism of4he Arca-

dian general, informed of Euphron's journey, and of

the preparation he had made for it, were in high
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CHAP, alarm. To obviate the consequences some of them

went directly to Thebes. But their alarm was greatly
increased when they saw how well Euphron was re-

ceived, and to what intimate communication admitted,

by some of the Thebans in power. In the vehemence

of their fear then of being again subjected to his

tyranny, they were ready to dare anything. In the

citadel, while the council was sitting there, and ap-

parently without a prospect of making their escape,

they assassinated him. They were immediately ap-

prehended and carried before the council, which was

the principal criminal tribunal of Thebes.

It cannot but be matter of just curiosity to know
what were the principles and practice of criminal law

in Thebes in the age of Epaminondas, when Thebes,
after Athens and Lacedaemon, was aspiring at the

supremacy of Greece; and the picture preserved to

us by the masterly hand of the contemporary historian

is highly curious. A principal magistrate delivered

the charge against the assassins thus:
'

Citizens, we institute a capital accusation against
* these men for the murder of Euphron. Unjust
* and impious deeds, which good men avoid and abhor,
* even the wicked perpetrate commonly in some
*

anxiety for concealment
;
but the audaciousness and

*

profligacy of these men has been such that, almost
' in presence of us the chief magistrates, and of you,
* to whom it belongs to absolve or condemn, they
* have assumed to themselves to put a man to death.
* Ifthey then escape capital punishment, what stranger
' will hereafter with any confidence enter your city?
' Where isthe jurisdiction ofyour state, ifany stranger
*
is allowed, at his pleasure, to kill another before it

*
is declared what has been the object of either in

*

coming hither? We therefore prosecute these men
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* as offenders, in the highest degree, against divine sect.

* and human laws, and singularly guilty of contempt '.—
* of the jurisdiction of the state. It depends upon
*

you, after hearing them, to pronounce their doom.'

The Sicyonians denied the charge; except one,

who, in taking the whole blame, boldly claimed merit

for the deed: * To contemn your jurisdiction, The-
'
bans,' he said,

' for one who knows he is at your
*

mercy, is impossible. In what confidence then I

* killed this man I will declare to you. It was, first,

' that I thought it just ;
and then, that I trusted you

* would judge of it justly. For I knew that your-
*

selves, when you arrested Archias and Hypates,
* for criipes similar to those of Euphron, did not wait
' for the formality of a trial, but used the means in

*

your power for inflicting instant punishment ;
hold-

*

ing, that men eminently wicked, notoriously traitors,
* and usurpers of sovereign authority, are condemned
* to death by the common sentence of mankind.'

He proceeded then to state the crimes of Euphron

against gods and men : stripping the temples ofSicyon,
rich in dedicated gold and silver:^ betraying the

Lacedaemonians, betraying the confederacy, tyran-

nizing over his fellow-citizens, raising slaves to ho-

norable situations, and, as his interest instigated,

putting to death, banishing, or ruining by confisca-

tion, the worthiest of the people :
* After this,' con-

tinued the accused,
'

introducing the Athenians, the
' most determined of your enemies; with their co-
*

operation opposing your harmost in arms; and,
* unable so to carry his purpose, finally coming here
*

prepared with money.
—Had he come in arms and

* I had killed him, you would have thanked me.

*
^AvaQrifxara.
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CHAP. *

Coming then with money, to procure by corruption
^^^"^' •

your favor,
^ that he might again be master of our

*

city, how, for striking the blow of justice against
*
him, can you justly condemn me? The violence of

' an open enemy, injurious indeed, is not necessarily
*

unjust ;
but bribery is intrinsically unjust, injurious,

* and disgracing.
* If nevertheless, being my enemy, Euphron had

* been your friend, I would not pretend to justify
*

killing him in your city : but so grossly a traitor as

* he was to you, how could he be more my enemy
* than yours? He came hither, it may be said, freely.
* But if, before he entered your territory, putting
' him to death would have been meritorious, how,
* when he came with the purpose of adding to his

* former crimes, can it be maintained that he has not
* suffered justly? Where, among the Greeks, are not
'

traitors, deserters, and tyrants held as outlaws;
*

rejected from divine protection, and out of all com-
*

pact with men?^^
' You have yourselves decided, by a decree, that

*

fugitives may be apprehended, throughout the con-
'

federacy, and carried to their proper city. Can it

' then be contended that the exile who returns, un-
* authorized by a common decree of the confederate
'

states, may not justly be put to death ? I affirm

y This may seem a strong expression for one in the prisoner's

situation to use^ but it certainly does not go beyond the ori-

ginal, "^Oe ^e
j^^prjjjLara i^Xde ira^MffKevaffafXEVOQj wc tovtoiq vfxdg

^ia^0£paJvj K. T. \.

^° nov
f.'yuiv "EW^jtrt <nrovdaQ otTro^eT^at r) Trpo^oraiQ, rj TrdXii'

avTOfxoXoiQ, rj Tvpayvoig; For fuller explanation of the phrase
(nroyBciQ aVo^etlat, the reader, desirous of it, may see the fourth

section of the fifteenth chapter of this History, toward the con-

clusion; and for confirmation of that explanation, the fifth sec-

tion of the twenty-third chapter, toward the middle.
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*

that, if you condemn me, you will avenge the most sect.
*

injurious of all your enemies
; and, on the contrary,

'

'
if you determine that I have done well, you will

'

clearly participate in justice, done to yourselves and
* to all your allies/

We have already had too many occasions to ob-

serve the familiarity of the Greeks with assassination:

a crime which the better policy, scarcely less than

the better religion and morality, of modern times

had taught utterly to abhor, till a singularly profligate

faction in France, with the impudently arrogated title

of philosophers, lately attempted to give new vogue
to the atrocious baseness. If palliation can be for

such a crime, (for excuse cannot,) it must arise from

political circumstances as unfortunate as those of

Greece
; among whose diminutive states, unceasingly

struggling for an ill-understood civil freedom and an

impossible political independency, political difficulties

were always existing, and political necessities often

arising, which a state of extensive dominion, with

large population, cannot know. To those difficulties

and necessities apparently should be attributed, in a

great degree, the striking imperfections of the Gre-

cian administration of justice. Political dangers were

for ever pressing around too closely, to allow a strict

adherence to fixed law and regular proceeding. The
little republic was continually in circumstances in

which the senate of more powerful Rome would

commit absolute authority to the consuls by charging
them to guard against detriment to the common-
wealth. It is obvious how political interests would

be likely to interfere with the judgment on the death

of Euphron. Epaminondas himself, to support his

system of liberal policy toward the states engaged
or likely to engage in the Theban confederacy, might
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CHAP, find it necessary to concur, if not in declaring appro-
^^^"^'

bation of the murder of Euphron, yet in screening

the assassin. Nevertheless we cannot without some

wonder observe the extreme deficiency of principle

and confusion of principle, with regard both to what

could with advantage be applied to the regulation of

the conduct of independent states toward each other,

and what might direct the dispensation of justice,

within any state, to its own people, which are striking

in these speeches reported by Xenophon; speeches
intended by him, if not for an exact representation
of what was actually said by the persons to whom

they are attributed, yet certainly for what was proper,
or at least probable, to have been said. Avoiding
however, as usual, to give any opinion of his own

upon the subject, he proceeds to state the result,

Xen. Hei. * that the Theban council declared Euphron to have

5. 8.^
'

* suffered justly.'

That there should remain, in Sicyon, men disposed
to do the memory of Euphron honor, those who have

been accustomed to observe the ways in which poli-

tical party-interest is put forward, will not be sur-

prised. It was the business of those with whom he

had been principally connected to obviate the pro-
bable acquisition of ascendancy by the party which

opposed him; and it was with this view that they
held out Euphron to the people as the martyr of the

popular cause. They sent to Thebes, requesting his

body, which was not denied them, and they buried

it with public pomp in the agora, which was among
the highest marks of respect for deceased worth;
the general custom of the Greeks, as of the Romans,

forbidding burial within the walls of a town; and

they procured a decree for lasting honors to his me-

mory. What has passed in France, in our own time.
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will assist to make such transactions more readily and sect.

extensively intelligible, and to give means for a just ,

estimate of the value of such public honors. The

contemporary historian, commonly confining himself

strictly to statement of fact, makes this reflection

here :
'

Thus,' he says,
*

apparently most men ap-
'

preciate political merit by their private advantages
* or sufferings resulting from political measures.'

SECTION III.

Affairs ofAthens : Athenian exiles : Oropus: progress of change
in Grecian politics adverse to Thehan supremacy: alliance of
Arcadia with Athens : insecurity of persoji in Greece: aliefia-

lion of Corinthfrom Athens: new pressure upon Lacedcemon:

magnanimity of Lacedcemon: uprightness of Corinth: partial

peace: injustice qf Argos.

The affairs of Athens, from the restoration of the

democracy, now seven and tbirty years,
^^

appear to

have been administered with general prudence. The

rarity of the mention of them in the contemporary
Athenian historian's general account of Grecian af-

fairs implies that, compared at least with other Gre-

cian states, regularity and quiet prevailed there. The

steady support which the Athenian government gave
to the falling power of Lacedaemon, and the steady

yet moderate opposition to the new ambition of

Thebes, are positive indications that the popular will

was wisely guided, against ancient prejudice, to the

true interest of the commonwealth ;
and the preserva-

tion of peace to the Attic territory, while an enemy
on its border threatened the most distant parts of

Greece, and the acquisition ofnew glory to the Athe-

»i From B. C. 403 to 366. [Vol. iv. p 70.]

VOL. V. N
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CHAP, nian arms by supporting the allies of the commoii-

—! L wealth in Peloponnesus against such an enemy,
evince ability and energy in the administration. Ne-

vertheless, under the Athenian constitution, w^ith the

Athenian system of jurisprudence, the Athenian law

of treason, and sycophancy florishing, civil quiet could

Xen. Hei. be but impcrfcct and precarious. Many Athenians

s. 1.

'

accordingly were at this time suffering in exile; and

so familiar, among the Grecian republics, w^as the

flight or banishment of numerous bodies of citizens

that, when unattended with extreme violence, they
seem to have been thought scarcely matter for his-

torical notice. Xenophon has mentioned the exiles

but incidentally, leaving us wholly uninformed of the

time, the cause, and every circumstance of this new
schism of the Athenian people. For the modern

reader some information on the subject seems wanting
toward a clear understanding of this part of Grecian

history ;
and a collation of those ancient writers from

whom we have memorials of the times will furnish

what may be useful.

In the embassy from the principal Grecian states

to the Persian court we have seen the Athenian mi*-

nister, Timocrates, lending himself to Pelopidas, to

put forward the Theban interest. Timocrates, as the

Pdo'
^^*

stories reported of him by Plutarch indicate, was

a vain weak man, dazzled by the splendor of the

Persian court, delighted with Asiatic pomp and

luxury, and fond of displaying presents, such as it

remains yet the custom of Asiatic courts to make,

though at the risk of exciting among his fellow-coun-

trymen, according to their different tempers and de-

grees of information, suspicion, envy, or contempt.
Formed however, as he seems to have been, to become

the tool of the able Theban, yet it is not likely that,

v/ith a (Colleague protesting against his conduct, he
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could heave been led so to co-operate with the man sect.

whom he was particularly commissioned to oppose, if

some old party-views had not prepared him, and if

the expectation of support from a party did not en-

courage him. He might however very possibly both

wander from the views and miscalculate the strength
of his party. On his return, Leon accusing him ofXen. Hei.

neglecting and betraying the interests of the com- s. 26.

monwealth, he was brought to trial, condemned, and

executed.

There remained yet in Athens, as various passages
t;h. 2l

of Lysias and Isocrates testify, a relic of the old aris- ofthrsHist.

tocratical party of the Four-hundred. In the actual p^^^'
^^

confusion then of interests among the Grecian re- p- 254. v. 2.

publics, while the Athenian democracy was allied

with the aristocratical confederacy of Laced^mon

against the democratical confederacy of Thebes, if

the aristocratical opposition in Athens had commu-
nication with the Theban leaders, the complication
was not stranger than we have seen, in the course of

the Peloponnesian war, during the peace between

Athens and Lacedagmon. But that the inherent

tyranny of the Athenian democracy pressed severely

upon men of property in general, is shown by the

most unequivocal testimony of the same great orators,

the ablest advocates of the democratical cause. A
few leading men, as Isocrates complains, grew rich

from the public spoil ; while, in the impossibility for

any to live in ease and security, the city was filled

with lamentation and complaint. The indigent mul-

titude, living by the assemblies and the courts of jus-
tice, delighted in accusations, prosecutions, and the

whole business of sycophancy; encouraged by the

men in power, who held their power from that mul-

titude; while men ofproperty were so oppressed with

N S
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CHAP, arbitrary orders, sometimes for military service, some-
^^^^"'

times for civil office, frequently for contributions to

the treasury, and, on any complaint of severity, vexed

with demands of exchange of property, that their

condition was altogether more uneasy than that of

men who never possessed anything.

This sketch of the state of Athens, given to the

public in an oration addressed to the Athenian people

between twenty and thirty years after the time of

which we are treating, but by one fifty years of age,

as it speaks of no new state of things, but rather of

inveterate evils, may account for the circumstance

that many Athenian citizens were in exile. Those

unfortunate men then combining made themselves

Xen. Hei. mastcrs of the town and port of Oropus in Attica,

8. 1. on the border of Boeotia. Those who directed the

oi.^m^'. administration of the commonwealth were greatly

alarmed. Fearful probably of disaffection, they did

not think it sufficient to assemble the whole force

within Attica to make war upon the refugees, but

they sent for Chares with the troops he commanded
in Peloponnesus. Thus opportunity was afforded for

the Sicyonians which they did not neglect. The force

under Chares, and the abilities and activity of the

commander, had been the principal support of the

Lacedaemonian cause in the north of the peninsula.

As soon as these were withdrawn, the Arcadians, no

longer fearing for their own country, readily gave
assistance requested by the Sicyonians, who thus pre-

sently recovered their port. Meanwhile the Athe-

nians, unable to obtain any assistance from their allies,

little confident in their own means for attacking a

fortified place within ready reach of support from

Thebes, and perhaps yet more fearful of a party
within, than of an enemy without, came to terms
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which are remarkable: it was agreed that Oiopus sect.

should be held by the Thebans, in trust, till the
'

matters in dispute, whether between the Athenians

of the city and the exiles, or between the Athenian

and Theban governments, should be decided by a

fair arbitration/^

While the supremacy of Greece was yielded by

general consent to Lacedasmon, or disputed only by
Athens, it was scarcely possible for a citizen of any
other state to acquire any considerable eminence in

the nation. But the depression, successively ofAthens

and Lacedaemon, made an opening which Thebes had

not so completely filled as to preclude competition.

On the contrary, the sudden and totally unexpected
elevation of a new candidate for empire among the

republics appears to have excited emulation. Lyco-
medes of Mantinea, a man of large and liberal views,

attentive to the circumstances of the surrounding

states, obtained assurance that dissatisfaction was

growing among the Athenians, in consequence of

their not finding that ready return of assistance to

which they thought their exertions for their allies

entitled them. Though Athens was still the con-

federate, and Arcadia the enemy, of Lacedaemon, he,

conceived it possible that a connexion might be formed

between Arcadia and Athens, advantageous to both,

'" Tote ^' 'A0j/j^aioic ov^eiQ rdv crvfXfjid^ivy e^orjdrjorey^ aXX' ave)(0)-

prjcrayj QrjtaioLQ TrapaKaradsfjievot tov 'Q^piOTfov fJiixP*- ^'^i^'HQ' This

passage seems to me to want something. All the translators have

agreed to turn it nearly alike, none very intelligibly, and none

noticing any difficulty. I have not much doubt of the explana-
tion I have ventured to give; but I want the information, a want

I have before had occasion to mention, what the ^Lkti could be,

which might be reasonably trusted for an equitable decision of

a matter in dispute between either two independent states or two

factions of the same state.
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CHAP, and perhaps extensively advantageous to Greece. He
^^^"^-

obtained a decree from the assembly of the Ten-thou-

sand, or the Numberless, authorizing negotiation for

the purpose, and he resolved to be himself the ne-

gotiator. The proposal was received at Athens not

without surprise, and warmly exclaimed against by

many as contrary to the existing engagements with

Laced^mon : but when it was represented how greatly

the connexion of Arcadia with Athens would tend to

obviate the interference of Thebes in Peloponnesus,

insomuch that it appeared to promise no less ad-

vantage to the Lacedaemonians than to the Athenians

themselves, the objections mostly ceased, and a treaty

of alliance was concluded. It was stipulated that, if

x^n. Hei. Arcadia should be attacked, Athens should send a

body of cavalry to its assistance, but that this auxiliary

force should not be bound to march with the Ar-

cadians into Laconia.

Lycomedes returning from Athens unfortunately

landed at a port of Peloponnesus which happened to

be, at that time, full of Arcadian refugees. His death

is mentioned by the contemporary historian as what,

in such circumstances, followed of course. Though
we cease to wonder at this after observing the cir-

cumstances of the death of Euphron, yet it is a re-

markable instance in addition to so many before

occurring of the excessive deficiency of provision for

personal security in Greece. The treaty with Athens

survived; but the views of the able negotiator, how
far of a noble patriotism, how far of selfish ambition,

his premature death has left uncertain, mostly seem

to have perished with him. To judge however from

the scanty mention of him by the historian, his po-
litical adversary, Lycomedes, with the best ability

and the best inclination, unless exception should be
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made for Epaminondas, seems to have been in the sect.

most favorable circumstances for extending peace and
'

good policy in Greece of any man of his time.

After the death of Lycomedes Grecian politics

continued for some time to hold the bent which he

had principally given them; but the intuitive eye

watching all points in all the republics, and the ably

guiding hand, were wanting. Soon after the accom-

modation, so unexpectedly effected between Athens

and Arcadia, an indiscreet speech in the Athenian

assembly alienated Corinth. The situation of Corinth,

most advantageous in peace, was most unfortunate

whenever war was general in Greece. Its territory,

the thorouo^hfare between the northern and southern

provinces, could not fail to suffer frequently, and to

be in danger always. As the Grecian confederacies

now stood, Corinth, cut off from Lacedgemon by the

intervention of hostile states, Arcadia, Elea, and

Argolis, could receive ready and effectual support

only from Athens. Thence that state had been

accustomed so to rely upon Athenian auxiliaries as

to have incurred unawares the danger of becoming

dependent upon Athens. One of those imprudent

orators, by whom, in the Grecian democracies, the

policy of wiser statesmen would be constantly liable

to be frustrated, speaking to the Athenian people,

extolled the wisdom of the Arcadian alliance ;
and

then proceeded to advise the sovereign assembly that

its generals should be instructed to hold Corinth also

safe for the Athenian people.
^^ This expression, re-

ported at Corinth, alarmed the Corinthians. Im-

mediately exerting themselves to furnish sufficient
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CHAP, garrisons of their own people, they relieved the
^^^"^'

Athenian troops in all the stations within their ter-

ritory. Careful then to obviate just complaint, they

assembled them in the city, and proclaimed by the

public heralds that, if any Athenian was aggrieved,

he should give his name to the proper magistrate,

Xen. Hei. and justicc should be done him. In this conjuncture

8.1*

^ '

Chares arrived at Cenchreae with the Athenian fleet
;

and Xenophon's cautious account may give to sus-

pect that the Corinthians were not without reason

jealous of the purpose. They thanked Chares for

his readiness to assist them, but refused to admit his

fleet into their port. Settling then, with careful

punctuality, all accounts with the Athenian troops,

they dismissed them. Thus the commanding in-

fluence which Athens had for some time held in

Corinth ceased.

8. e. In guarding thus however against treachery from

an ally, the Corinthians were aware that they were

exposing themselves to the common enemy, to whom,
on account of the pass it commanded, their country
was so great an object. Their first resource was to

strengthen their military with a force of mercenaries,

horse and foot ;
and this sufficed, in the moment, not

only to secure their own, but to enable them to ex-

tend annoyance into the hostile territories adjoining.
Still they were aware that, if the force of the Theban

confederacy should be collected against them, they
must be overpowered unless they could have support
from Athens, upon which they could no longer rely.

They managed therefore, by private communication,
to sound the Theban government, and they had the

satisfaction to receive in direct terms encouragement
to send ministers to Thebes. Requesting them to
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be allowed first to communicate with tlieir allies, sect.

that those who were desirous of peace might be '.—
parties, the Thebans consented.

Then they sent ministers to Lacedaemon. '

They Xen. Hei.

' were bound,' they said,
'

by interest, by inclination, s, 8.

*

by old and hereditary friendship as well as by oaths,
* to the Lacedaemonian alliance. To this they should
*

anxiously desire to adhere, if the Lacedaemonians
* themselves could show how they might finally resist

* the confederacy which had been so long and so se-

*

verely pressing upon them. But if ruin threatened,
' not Corinth only, but Lacedaemon, then their first

* wish must be that Lacedaemon would join them in

*

making peace upon the best terms that could be ob-
'

tained; their second, that they might be released
' from their obligations so far as to be allowed, with-
* out offence to gods or men, to make peace for

* themselves ;
and this they desired, not for their own

* sakes only, but with the consideration that their

* destruction would bring no benefit to their allies,

*

whereas, if preserved, they might still, on some
* future occasion, be useful to Lacedaemon.' The
determination of the Lacedaemonians, if not prudent,
was generous. They not only allowed but advised

the Corinthians to make peace; and they declared

that ' those of their other allies, who were unwilling s. 9.

* to continue the war, should be released from their

*

engagements to them : but, for themselves, leaving
' the event to God, they would persevere in arms,
* and never submit to be deprived of Messenia, their
' inheritance received from their fathers.'

The Corinthian ministers returning with this an- s. 10.

swer, negotiation was immediately opened withThebes.

Alliance defensive and offensive, proposed by the

Thebans, the Corinthians refused : such an alliance,
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CHAP, they said, would be but a change of war ;
their object

^^^^^^'
was a just and permanent peace. The Thebans, says

Xenophon, admiring their resolution, under the

dangers which pressed them, to refuse taking a part

against their friends and benefactors, acceded to their

desire. Peace was made with them in the name of

the confederacy, upon condition that both parties

should hold their ancient territories as before the

war. These terms were extended to the Phliasians

and Epidaurians; and all parties swore to the treaty

with the usual solemnities. The Phliasians then im-

mediately evacuated Thyamia in Sicyonia, expecting
that Tricranum,^* in their own territory, then held

by Phliasian exiles under the protection of Argos,
should be restored to them. But the Argives, having

ineffectually solicited the consent of the Phliasian

government for the exiles to retain the place, claimed^

it as a part of Argolis, and placed a garrison of their

own troops in it. The Phliasians in vain called for

that legal discussion and judicial decision of which

we often hear between state and state in Greece
without any satisfactory information what it was.

The Argives persevered in using the power they

possessed to maintain the decision they had them-
selves already made.

" The name is also found written Tricranium and Tricara-

num.
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SECTION IV.

Considerations on which the conduct ofLacedcemon wasfounded:

disposition of Athens: narrow views of the Grecian politicians :

advantage of the measures ofAgesilaus: progress of dissension

among the Peloponnesian confederates of Thebes: war ofAr-

cadia and Elis. Danger of Thebesfrom sedition; cruelty ofthe

Thebans. War of Thebes in Thessaly ; death of Pelopidas.

In thus freely allowing their Peloponnesian allies sect.

to seek security by a separate treaty, and at the same ^^'

time persevering themselves in refusal to surrender

Messenia, the condition of peace required by the

Theban confederacy, the Lacedaemonians were guided

by a policy, certainly magnanimous, but perhaps not

less wise and truly prudent. In the inability of

Laceda?mon to protect her allies, the obligations of

sacrifices and oaths would not probably have stood

long against the pressure of the Theban arms; and

in the mean time a forced service, though it may
promote a prosperous, would not be likely to give

any very efficacious support to a falling cause. But,
for themselves, had the Lacedaemonians yielded to the

requisition of Thebes, had they purchased peace by
the surrender of half their territory, the relief would

have been utterly precarious. The argument which
jgo^.^.

Isocrates has attributed to Archidamus, though ^'^'^^^^'

shocked with it, we must allow to be forcible; that

the establishment of the Messenians and Helots in

freedom, in the neighbourhood of Lacedaemon, would

be the more dangerous and the more intolerable as

their former treatment had exceeded in severity that

of other slaves. But, threatened and distressed as

Lacedaemon was, her situation was less desperate than
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CHAP, it had been. Peloponnesus had now some experience
^^^^^^'

of the Theban connexion. Infinite civil disturbances

isocr. had arisen ; civil order, such as might ensure domestic

p.^4-60. quiet, had follov^ed nowhere
;
and there was evidently

nowhere any general satisfaction in any change which

it had produced. In Arcadia an avowed jealousy of

Thebes prevailed, and symptoms of schism in the

confederacy appeared in more than one part. Of
all the advantages likely to result from these circum-

stances Lacedsemon would deprive herself, without

any fair hope that submission would procure lasting

quiet.
Xen. Hd. Laccdaemon moreover was not yet without powerful
s! ik

' '

allies. The younger Dionysius, who had succeeded

to his deceased father's situation in Syracuse, was

disposed to maintain his father's engagements. In

AJ^hid. Athens, according to the contemporary Athenian

p- •''4. orator, without any general disposition truly friendly
to Lacedaemon, there was what might answer the

purpose for the Lacedaemonians, a disposition, in just
attention to the interest of Athens, to oppose the

advancement of Thebes. The zealous advocate for

Isocr. de universal peace among the Greeks, Isocrates, was one

Phuipp/^
of the many Athenians who saw with anxiety the

&ai- avowed ambition of Thebes, supported by growing
power, and conducted by consummate talents. His
extant oration, in the form of a speech of the prince

Archidamus, son of Agesilaus, to the Lacedaemonian

assembly, has been really a political pamphlet, ad-

mirably adapted to its purpose ;
which was, at the

same time, to encourage the Lacedaemonians in re-

sistance to Thebes, to confirm the Athenians in the

Lacedaemonian connexion, and to reconcile the Greeks,
in general, to the claim of Lacedaemon to the territory
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ofMessenia.* In that composition, which has earned sect.

the particular commendation of an elegant and judi-

cious critic of the Augustan age, a deficiency, though ^'^^^^y^-

frequently obvious among the Greek political writers,

is nevertheless striking, and worthy of notice: no

principle of extensive welfare, no liberal view to the

common good of Greece, is put forward; but, on the

contrary, the Lacedaemonians are encouraged in that

narrow patriotism whose great object was the ex- isocr.

elusive power and happiness of their own common-
p. 70, & 82.

wealth; recommended however by the observation

that, under the acknowledged supremacy of Lace-

daemon, civil order and general happiness had been p- ^^^r

conspicuous in Peloponnesus, and almost peculiar to

it; whereas anarchy and discord, public evils and

private, many and extreme, had followed the change
for the patronage of Thebes.

The caution of Xenophon, enforced by his parti-

cular circumstances, has left us very scanty informa-

tion of the state of parties in Lacedaemon during all

that disastrous period which followed the return of

Agesilaus from Asia. We gather however that Age-
silaus could not always direct measures; and some isocr.

expressions of Isocrates imply that for some time he ^^^^^
' ^"

did not hold a leading influence. The Theban in-

vasion seems to have restored it to him. His ability

then defended Sparta ;
his liberality assisted to feed Xen. Ages.

the auxiliaries, for which the public treasury was piut. vit.

*

unequal ;
the misfortunes of the country were attri-

^^^'^'

buted to the mismanagement of others, who had held

the ministry; and the victory, obtained afterward

under the command of his son Archidamus over the

Peloponnesian allies of Thebes, would tend powerfully
to confirm the renovated power of his party.

[^

* See the first note on sect. 4. of chap, xxxviii.]
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CHAP. Events soon following showed the justness of the

^^^If!L views which decided Agesilaiis and his friends to

advise perseverance in war, rather than submission

to humiliating and oppressive terms for a precarious

peace. By the separate treaty the nominal strength

of Lacedaemon was indeed reduced
;
but the allies,

whose co-operation was lost, were so exposed by
situation, and so unequal to their own defence, that it

might be questioned if their security in neutrality

was not more advantageous to Lacedaemon than their

co-operation under perpetual want of protection.

The need also of assistance from them was lessened

by the dissension growing between the most powerful
allies of Thebes, those who by local circumstances

B.c.365.»5 most pressed upon Lacedaemon. When the season

Xen^ HeL* ^OY action camo on the usual succours arrived from

Syracuse ; the Lacedaemonians assembled their forces,
7 c. 4.

8. 12.

and no interruption occurring from the Theban con-

federacy, they recovered the important town of Sel-

lasia, which since the Theban invasion had been held

by the revolters.

The first movements of the allies of Thebes in
'• '•''•

Peloponnesus were against one another. In Elis, at

this time governed by the aristocratical party, a de-

mocratical opposition was patronized by the Arca-

dians. Irritated anew by this, while anger at the

loss of their dependencies in Triphylia through the

». 12. violent interference of the Arcadians was yet fresh,

they resolved to recur to arms
; and, attacking the

Triphylian town of Lasion, formerly theirs, but now
B. c. 365. a tributary dependence of Arcadia, they made them-
Ol. 103. 4.

^^ I cannot understand Dodwell's reasons for assigning this

event, against the order ofXenophon's narrative, to the be-

ginning of the former campaign, B. C. 36().
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selves masters of it. Passion having urged the Elean sect.

aristocracy to a measure of violence which appears to

have been highly imprudent, we shall less wonder if

the Arcadian Numberless assembly, no longer directed

by the wisdom of Lycomedes, gave way also to pas-
sion

;
so that all consideration of the great interests,

not of Greece only but of the confederacy, was lost

under the existing provocation ;
and it was thought

enough for prudence that the strength of Arcadia

sufficed for revenge. The strength of Arcadia, with-

out delay, accordingly collected, invaded Elea. The Xen. Hei.

Eleans met it with inferior numbers
; and, ill-advisedly g'. 13.^*

coming to action, with disadvantage also of ground,
were defeated with considerable slaughter. The towns s. 14.

ofthe Elean highlands then, excepting only Thraustus,

yielded to the summons of the Arcadian generals

while they directed their march toward Olympia.
No resistance was found there. A garrison was

placed in the precinct of the temple of Saturn, which,

with an entrenchment thrown around, commanded

the Olympian mountain: the neighbouring town of

Marganeas was gained by the voluntary act of the

prevailing party among the inhabitants. The Arca-

dian army proceeded then to Elis, and its advanced

guard entered that unfortified town, and penetrated
as far as the agora ; but, being there charged by the

collected Elean cavalry, supported by infantry, it was

driven out again with some slaughter.

In the usual way of faction, the distress of their s. 15. I6.

country gave joy to the democratical leaders in Elis,

who looked to it as leading to power and party-triumph
for themselves. Under the encouragement it afforded

they opened a traitorous correspondence with the

enemy, and, obtaining the terms they desired, with

a promise of support, they seized the citadel. The
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CHAP, aristocratical party however, exerting themselves in-

^^^^^^'
stantly and vigorously, recovered the fortress

;
and

then the leaders of the democratical party, with about

four hundred of their followers, fled. Received as

friends by the Arcadians, and encouraged by them,

they seized Pylus, a town of Elea under mount

Pholoe, less than ten miles from Elis/^ A settle-

ment thus acquired, and the patronage of a con-

quering army, gave such credit to their cause that

numbers quitted the threatened city to join them.

Under these circumstances the Eleans in possession
would probably not have been able long, with their

single strength, to support themselves. But the

prudent governments of the bordering province of

Achaia saw their own danger in the fall of Elis and

the preponderance which Arcadia was acquiring in

Peloponnesus. The distraction of the confederacy,
and especially the violence of the Arcadians against
their allies, operated in favor of the Lacedagmonian

interest; and already the little commonwealth of

Pellene, being under aristocratical government, had

ventured to renew its ancient connexion with Lace-

dsemon.^^ The other Achaean cities, professing a

desire to avoid hostility with Arcadia, declared how-
ever their purpose to protect Elis, and immediately

^^ There were three principal places of the name of Pylus in

Peloponnesus; the Elean here spoken of, the Triphylian, which,

according to Strabo, was Nestor's residence, and the Messenian,
which became remarkable in the Peloponnesian war.

*' '

licj] yap TTttXiv
7rpo(T£KE^(op{]Ke(Tat/ ol IleWrjyelQ elg ti)p tu)v

AaKsdai^oviiov (Tv/xjuaxmv. Xen. Hel. 1. 7- c. 4. s. 17, Xeno-

phon has, I think, not explained whether the return to the
Lacedaemonian

confederacy, here spoken of, was after the change
occasioned by the march of Epaminondas into Achaia, or after

the partial peace, made by the treaty of Thebes, to which the
Pellenians may have been parties.
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sent troops to give efficacy to their resolution. The sect.

Arcadians, their first vengeance against the Eleans 1—
being satisfied, yielded to an argument so v^^ell en-

forced. Desisting from farther attempts against the

city, they how^ever ravaged the country, and leaving

the democratical Eleans established in Pylus, a mea- xen. Hei.

sure with which the Achaeans did not interfere, they ^ \q^'

'^'

withdrew home. The return of Elis to its ancient

connexion with Lacedaemon then became matter of

course.

While the able leaders of the Theban councils were

perplexed with regard to their interests in Pelopon-
nesus by the violence of the dissensions among their

confederates, their attention was called to the cir-

cumstances of Thessaly ; and, still more urgently, to

matters arising in Bosotia. Orchomenus, the second

city of Bceotia in importance, had been the last to

acknowledge the sovereignty of Thebes; and the

aristocratical, the most powerful party there, bore

that sovereignty with extreme reluctance and dissa-

tisfaction. In Thebes itself, where aristocracy had

so long predominated, an aristocratical party was still

numerous, but the chiefs were in exile. These Diodor.

founded their hope of restoration on the political sen-
p. 49«.

timents prevailing in Orchomenus, and spreading in

a smaller degree among those of higher rank in other

Boeotian towns. Communication was had among
them, and a plot was formed for a revolution.

It was the practice of the Theban government oc-

casionally to order reviews of the whole cavalry of

Bceotia. The conspirators on the present occasion

were mostly of those serving in the cavalry, and these

in Orchomenus alone were three hundred. The time

appointed for a review was chosen for the execution

VOL. V. o
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CHAP, of the plot; but, in the difficulty of due caution
^^^"^-

where numbers are to be engaged, some faithless or

disaffected being; let into the secret disclosed it to
fc)

the BoGOtarchs. We are without direct information

who now guided the Theban councils ; but, amid the

abominable cruelty of the vengeance taken, that able

policy appears which commonly distinguished the

measures of the Theban government under Pelopidas

and Epaminondas. The conspirators of the smaller

towns were pardoned ;
the Orchomenian cavalry\vere

brought in chains before the assembled Theban people.

An inveterate hatred, traced even to the heroic ages,

subsisted, it is said, between the Thebans and Orcho-

menians. The death of the guilty cavalry therefore

did not satisfy popular animosity. At the same time

that capital condemnation was pronounced against

these, it was decreed that the town of Orchomenus

should be levelled, and the whole people sold to

slavery. Force only could carry into execution such

a decree. The Thebans marched in arms to Orcho-

menus, already deprived of its leaders and its cavalry^

and, becoming masters of the town, put to death all

the men, and sold the women and children.
^^

^^
According to Pausanias (1.9. c. 15. p. 740.) this transaction

took place while Pelopidas and Epaminondas were absent; the

former prisoner in Thessaly^ the other marching to his relief.

According to Diodorus^ it was three years after the release of

Pelopidas. Mistakes indeed abound in the chronology of Dio-

dorus; but Diodorus was a chronologer, and meant to be exact.

Pausanias was an antiquarian; generally^ as Dodwell has well

observed^ much more accurate than Diodorus, but unversed in

politics, ill-versed in history, and inattentive to the course of

political events.

Xenophon, intent upon transactions in Peloponnesus, in

which he was deeply interested, and where everything passed.
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The danger which had threatened the existing sect.
IV.

I

government of Thebes being, by this dreadful execu-

tion, averted, the leading men had leisure to direct

their views around : and, while the distractions among
their Peloponnesian allies repelled, circumstances in

other quarters invited their interference. The aver- Diod. 1. 15.

sion among the Thessalian cities to the tyrant tagus, com. Nep.

Alexander of Pherae, notwithstanding the ill success
^^** ^^^°p*

of the Thebans in that country, kept alive a Theban

party there. New oppression from Alexander had

excited new resistance to his authority ;
but his abili-

ties and activity enabled him to overbear his oppo-
nents. In their distress, they applied to Thebes for

assistance, and for commander they requested Pelo-

pidas, whose military talents and popular manners,
when formerly commanding in their country, had

procured him general favor and esteem. The supreme

assembly of Bceotia was summoned: it was decreed

that the Thessalian cities should be supported; and

accordingly Pelopidas led an army of seven thousand

men through the straits of Thermopylae. Alexander,
with a more numerous army on advantageous ground,

in a manner, under his eye, has omitted notice of these transac-

tions in Boeotia and in Thessaly.

\J Orchomenus was destroyed by the Thebans during their
'

ascendancy: Pausan. ix. 15. 2. ecog cnrfjy 6 'ETrajntPojp^ag pn
'

rescuing Pelopidas from Alexander of Pherae] 'Opxoneviovg
'

Qr}j3aioi TTOLOvaiv avaarcLTOvg etc rrjg ^(ujpag. Placed by Diodorus
' XV. 79. in B. C. 364. after the liberation of Pelopidas. But
'
Pausanias, iv. 2J. 5., is consistent with himself: 'Opx^f^^^^iov 01

* M-ivvai
fJETO, Ti)p fja^rjp rriv kv AevKrpotg iKireaovreg vtto Qr]j3aiu)V

'

e^'Opxofierov. And Diodorus, xv. 57., mentions the fact as de-
'

signed in B. C. 370. ^pxe Avffdvrjrog.—QrjjSciioi neyaXr} dwd/jiei
'

arpaTevtravreg eir' ^OpyofXEvov e7re(3d\ovTO e^avdpaTroEiaaadai rrjy
'
TToXiy. It might therefore happen earlier than the year 364/

Clinton, Fasti Hellen. p. 397- note 2 ]

O 2
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CHAP, awaited his attack, which Pelopidas, perhaps too

J^^2Z^ "iiich trusting in the superiority of the Boeotian

heavy-armed, rashly made. Pelopidas himself fell.

If Diodorus, Nepos, and Plutarch might be believed,

his army nevertheless obtained a complete victory;

but the concise account of Alexander by Xenophon
and the incidental mention of the transactions of

Pelopidas in Thessaly by Polybius imply something
so different that allowance evidently must be made

for exaggeration in the panegyric of the biographers

and the report of the later historian. A doubtful

victory however, a drawn battle, with a large Boeotian

force remaining in the country, may have afforded

great relief to the party which had taken arms against

the tagus; and then, wherever that party predomi-

nated, those honors to the memory of the slain general
which Nepos has reported, statues, and golden crowns,

and lands to his family, (the estates probably of those

whom the party expelled or desired to expel,) would

fpllow in the common course of party measures.

Pelopidas appears to have been a man of an active,

enterprising, bold, and generous spirit, very popular

manners, and good, but not extraordinary abilities.

In the great and arduous circumstances in which his

exertion had contributed much to place his country,

scarcely equal to the lead of councils, or perhaps of

armies, he was nevertheless by his talents and his

virtues a most valuable assistant to Epaminondas,
with whom he seems to have lived in perfect friend-

ship, above envy and jealousy. His death therefore

was a great loss, to his friends, to his country, and
to those allies who depended upon his country for

support.
^9

»o We may apparently trust the positive assertion of Nepos
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According to Diodorus, after the death of Pelopi- sect.

das, the Thebans gained a second great victory in
^^'

Thessaly, and Plutarch relates that Alexander was

completely subdued. Xenophon and Polybius forbid

entire credit to thisj yet there seems reason for sup-

posing that the affairs of Thebes in Thessaly continued

to be ably conducted. The result, as we learn from xen. Hei.

Xenophon, was a treaty of peace and alliance with
^ ^-

*^* ^'

the tagus, and an accommodation, under the medi-

ation of Thebes, between the tagus and the Thes-

salian cities, which appear to have been altogether

creditable and advantageous.

and Plutarch, supported by the less jexplicit testimony of Dio-

dorus, that Pelopidas was one of the leaders, and he would of

course be among the most active of them, in the conspiracy by
which Thebes was recovered from the Lacedaemonians ; though
in the detailed account of that remarkable transaction by the

contemporary historian, and even in the account given at some

length by Diodorus, the name of Pelopidas never occurs. It is

in summing up his praises only, where he relates his death, that

Diodorus mentions the universal acceptance of the report, which

gave the first merit in that business to Pelopidas; and even there

he does not say what part Pelopidas took in the business, but

rather shows that he had no certain information of it: 'Ei/ yap

Ty rwv (pvyaSioy KaTaX{}\pei, KaB' fjv apeiCTrjaavTO rriv l^aSfieiay,

d>fio\oyr]iXEro)Q uTravreg tovtm (rw IleXoTr/^^) to Trpcoreiov tov Karop-

dojfxaroQ cnropifiovcTi. This is the whole of his testimony. Yet

Plutarch, near two centuries after him, and near five after Xeno-

phon, without stating any authority, has not scrupled to describe

the single combat, and the complex contests, of Pelopidas, in the

course of a series of nocturnal assassinations, as if he had been

present as a quiet spectator, in a theatre, where they were re-

presented before him.
'

'
'
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SECTION V.

Invasion of Elea hy the Arcadians^ of Arcadia hy the Lacedce-

monians: Arcadian Eparites, or select militia: liberality in

Grecian law of war. Interference of the Arcadians in the

presidency of the Olympianfestival: battle of Olympia.

CHAP. Lacedaemon, and the Lacedaemonian cause in
•^^^"^'

Greece, seemed now reviving from threatened dis-

B.C.3G4. solution. But leisure was yet wanted to repress or
* ^'

compose revolt and restore civil order in the ancient

Xen. Hei. . territory of Sparta, when a new invasion of Elea by

W%.^' the Arcadians, and a new defeat of the Eleans in

battle, compelled attention from the Lacedaemonian

government to the distress and danger of its first re-

turning ally. Archidamus was therefore placed at the

head of an army with which he invaded Arcadia. He
took the town of Cromnus, and, putting three lochi

in garrison there, led the rest of his army home.

As far as immediate relief to the Eleans only was

in view this measure appears to have been well con-

ceived ;
but the foresight, not of the statesman only,

but of the general also, should have extended far-

ther. The Arcadians, feeling still all the expected
uneasiness at the establishment of a hostile post within

their country, withdrew their troops from Elea ; and,

collecting their whole force at Cromnus, hastily sur-

rounded it with a contravallation and circumvallation.

The Lacedaemonians, not till their garrison was

already blockaded, in much alarm for it, re-assembled

their army and committed the command again to

Archidamus. The same deficiency of weapons and

art of attack, which compelled the Arcadians to the

slow method of blockade against a weakly fortified
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place with a small garrison, deterred Archidamus sect.

from assault upon the Arcadian lines. His object was

to allure or provoke the besiegers to quit them
;
and

with this view he carried ravage through the rebellious

LacedaBmonian province of Skiritis, and, as far as he

could, into Arcadia. But the Arcadian generals were

not to be so diverted from their purpose ; within their

lines they kept their army secure and the blockade

close.

Archidamus now saw that, to relieve Cromnus, heXen.Hei.

must force the lines. The circumvallation, inclosing s. 22!^

part of a hill, was commanded by the summit. If he

could possess himself of the summit, he thought the

Arcadians could not long hold their situation beneath.

With this view he was winding his march round the

hill when his advanced guard, composed oftargeteers
and cavalry, seeing the chosen body of Arcadians

called the Eparites without their lines, attacked them.

The Eparites seem to have been an establishment s. 34.

made by those able men who formed the union of

Arcadia. They were a select militia, composed of

citizens from every republic of the union, who were

to be always ready for the general service. The de-

sultory assault of the Lacedaemonians was received by
this well-trained body without moving. It was renewed

upon them, and then they advanced against the as-

sailants. Archidamus turned to support his targeteers,

leading his heavy-armed along the carriage-road in a

narrow column of march. In this weak order he was

attacked by the Arcadians, formed in phalanx. The
Lacedaemonians, who apparently should not have s. 23.

swerved from their first object to make this attack,

were unable to withstand the firmer order of the Ar-

cadians : Archidamus himself was severely wounded
in the thigh : Chilon, his sister's husband, and not
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CHAP. Jess than thirty other Spartans, mostly of the highest
xxviii.

,,rjjjj^^ were killed. Quickly however the Lacedse-

Xen.Hei. nionians reached advantageous ground, on which,

8.* 2/*
^*

notwithstanding the pressure upon them, their ready

discipline enabled them to form
;
and then the Ar-

cadians halted. But it appeared that the transgression

of those precepts of their great lawgiver, which for-

bade lasting war and frequent wars with the same

enemy, had already been carried too far. Not the

Thebans only, but the Arcadians also, began to vie

with them in discipline ;
and that persuasion of their

superiority to all mankind, which had assisted for-

merly to render the Lacedaemonians invincible, was

gone by. They were now superior in number, but

disheartened by their prince's wound and the death

of those around him, while the Arcadians were en-

couraged by the consideration, always important, that

they had been successful assailants upon a retreating

enemy. The action was on the point of being renewed,

s. 25. when one of the Lacedaemonian elders, perhaps aware

of deficiency in the commanders, exclaimed,
' To

' what purpose are we going to fight? Why should
* not a truce rather here end the contest ?' The pro-

posal of a truce, under such circumstances, always

implied acknowledgment of defeat
; yet it was ap-

proved by the other Lacedaemonians. The Arcadians

readily consented : withdrawing to the ground where

they had made their first assault, they erected their

trophy there, and left the Lacedaemonians to perform
at leisure the funeral obsequies of their slain.

Where battle begun might so be stopped, (and
it is not from a closet speculator of some centuries

after that we have these curious particulars, but a

contemporary, versed in the din of war and the crash

of armies,) it might be not unreasonably supposed that
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opportunity for any negotiation, and a disposition to sect.

any just accommodation, would be ready. Why then

was not negotiation instantly begun ;
first for the sur-

render of Cromnus, with safety for the garrison, and

then for solid peace? Nothing like either, as far as

appears, was thought of. Civilization and reflection,

amid much practice in war, had led the Greeks,

though not to the generosity of modern European
warfare, yet to customs adapted to humanize hostility

in some degree, and lessen its horrors : but the cir-

cumstances altogether of their political system, and

the habits which it superinduced, impressed much
the idea that warfare was the natural state of man;
to be regulated, not obviated, by policy and humanity.^^
The Lacedaemonians, after due rites to their dead,

withdrew in quiet under cover ofthe truce, but soon

after, returning by night, attacked the Arcadian xen. Hei.

lines, and, on one point, forced them. With num-^ 2*7.^'^'

bers however adapted to surprise, but too small to

withstand the collected strength of the besieging

army, hasty retreat was necessary ;
and those only of

the garrison were relieved who could instantly rush

out and join them : the escape of somewhat more than

a hundred was prevented by the besiegers.

Then appeared, in all its extent, the impolicy of

a measure so alarming and irritating to the Arcadians

as the establishment of a Lacedaemonian garrison in

their country. Their ill disposition toward Thebes,
and especially their jealousy of Theban interference

in Peloponnesus, which had contributed perhaps be-

yond anything to the relief of Lacedaemon from past

^° This appears in all the projects, for improving government,
of Plato, Aristotle, and others; and in the schemes of Isocrates

for obviating the eternal quarrels ofthe Greeks among themselves

only by directing hostility against foreign nations.
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CHAP, dangers, and afforded the best ground of hope for its

^^^'"- future security and prosperity, now gave way to their

anxiety for riddance from so annoying and threatening

an inconvenience. The deficiency of the art of attack

of the age, when a garrison of a hundred men might

defy an army, made all auxiliaries acceptable. For,

to prosecute with certain effect the tedious business

of a blockade, the force was to be proportioned, not

to that within the place attacked, but to that which,

from without, might at any time during the long

operation attack the besiegers. The assistance of all

allies was therefore called for, and the guard of the

lines was divided between Arcadian, Argive, Theban,
and Messenian forces. Farther attempts to relieve

the place were thus deterred, and the little garrison

was at length starved into a surrender.

Xen. Hei. The detention of the Arcadian forces at Cromnus

s 2G^

^'
afforded opportunity for the Eleans to direct their

whole strength against their apostate fellow-citizens

in Pylus. These, venturing a battle, were defeated,

and about two hundred were made prisoners. The
Elean citizens among them were all put to death : the

rest were sold to slavery. Siege being then laid to

Pylus and Marganeae, both were taken,

s. 20. The season of the festival of the hundred and

fourth Olympiad now approached, while an Arcadian

garrison commanded Olympia, and the neighbouring

country, adhering to the Arcadian interest, remained

in what the Eleans esteemed rebellion against them.

The Arcadians, having freed themselves from the

annoyance of a Lacedaemonian garrison within their

country, did not immediately propose any new ag-

gression against the Eleans, but they resolved not to

surrender Olyrxipia to them for the purposes of the

festival. A shock was thus hazarded to the prejudices.
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and an interruption to the enjoyments, of the Greek sect.

nation, which might have excited extensive enmity;
'

but means for obviating this, to a considerable degree,
were found in the disputed title of the Eleans to the

presidency, though they had been uninterruptedly

exercising it so many years. The Arcadians would

not assume that presidency in their own name ; they
affected to restore the sacred right to the Pisaeans,

who had never ceased to claim it against what they
termed the Elean usurpation : and thus was obtained

the support of some of the most powerful states of

Greece, perhaps dissatisfied, as we have seen Lace-

daemon formerly, with the manner in which the Eleans,

on some occasions, may have exercised the power
conceded to them at the Olympian meeting. The

Argives sent two thousand heavy-armed to assist in

maintaining the presidency of the Pisgeans ;
and even

the Athenians, in favor of their new allies of Arcadia,

against Elis the confederate of Lacedaemon, while

Lacedaemon was still the confederate of Athens, (so

the interests of the Grecian republics became com-

plicated,) sent five hundred horse, which, among
Peloponnesian armies, would be a very considerable

body of its kind.

On the other hand, the Eleans, claiming the right

of presidency at the Olympian festival as a most

valuable inheritance from their forefathers, resolved

to spare no exertion in asserting it. They engaged
the Achasans in their interest ; and, waiting then till

the time when the concourse would be formed, (for

such was the public confidence in the sacred estima-

tion of the place and season that persons led by

curiosity or business had flocked, nearly as usual,

from every settlement of the Greek nation,) they
marched to Olympia.
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Xen.HeL The Eleans, though engaged in frequent wars,

were held in the lowest estimation among the Greeks

as a military people; looked upon with a degree of

contempt, not only by the Arcadians, Argives, an^

Athenians, but by their own allies the Achaean^v

The Arcadians therefore, the more confident in their

present strength on account of their late successes,

took no measures for preventing, or even observing,

8. 29. the approach of an enemy. They were attending

the exhibition of the games in all leisure
;
the horse-

race was over; the pentathlon, or contest of five

exercises, was going forward; the athletes, who had

already run, were proceeding to wrestle; no longer
in the course, says Xenophon, who is likely to have

been present, but between the course and the altar;

when the alarm was given that the Eleans were

already on the verge of the Altis, the enclosure con-

secrated to the purposes of the celebrity. The Ar-

cadians then hurried into order of battle on the.bank

of the brook Cladaus, which, washing one side of the

Altis, presently joins the Alpheus. The Eleans, ad-

vancing in good order on each side of the Cladaus,

broke the Arcadian phalanx with the first shock, and

then were equally successful against the Argives,

hastening to support it. The disordered troops re-

treated, and the Eleans pursued, among the public
and sacred buildings, to the space between the council-

hall, the temple of Vesta, and the adjoining theatre.

There the advantage afforded for defence and for the

use of missile weapons by those solid and lofty edi-

fices, enabled the defeated to stand, and the victors

suffered some loss before they withdrew to their

camp.
8. 32. The Arcadians and their allies however, it appeared,

felt themselves very effectually defeated. No longer
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thinking of opposing the Eleans in the field, they sect

Were all night employed in forming defences ; the
.

scaffolding and sheds, raised for the accommodation of

persons attending the celebrity, furnishing materials

for a palisade.
^^

By morning they had so fortified

the avenues, and so disposed troops on the temple

tops, that the Eleans, on a view of the opposition

prepared for them, prudently abstained from farther

assault. Xenophon has declared his wonder at what

they had already done. After mentioning the previous

disrepute of their military character he expresses
himself thus: * On this occasion the Eleans showed
* themselves soldiers, such as the deity, giving courage
*

by inspiration, might make in a day ;
but the art of

*
men, employed on those not naturally brave, could

* not in a long time form.'

But the poverty of the Grecian states, the dispro-

portion of their public revenue to their military force,

except when Athens or Lacedaemon received tribute

from many subject republics, generally prevented any

regular plan of a campaign, and often denied what

should have been the immediate fruit of victory. The

Eleans, not strong enough to carry Olympia by assault,

not rich enough to subsist long from home, at a loss

in any way to push the advantage gained, returned

to Elis. Cliff /i{«i.

21 It appears from this circumstance that the spectators and

men of business at the Olympian meeting did not view this ex-

traordinary conquest quite so much at their e^se as Diodorus

has represented.
Hi^'iiWT
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SECTION VI.

Sacrilegious rohhery ofthe Olympian treasury hy the democratical

administration ofArcadia : opposition ofMantinea to the sacri-

lege: support solicited from Thebes by the perpetrators: re-

monstrance against interference from Thebes by the Arcadian

sovereign assembly: congress at Tegea: violence of the Theban

commissioner J supported by Epaminondas : re-uniofi of Ar-

cadia, Achaia, and Elis, in alliance with Lacedcemon,

CHAP. By the retreat of the victorious Eleans the Ar-
^^^^^^'

cadians were left at liberty to choose their measures.

B. c. 3G4. The force of Arcadia might perhaps have sufficed
Ol 104 1. ...

for revenge, but Arcadia, like Elis, wanted pecuniary

resources. The Eparites, none probably so poor as

not to possess a slave, could generally subsist from

their private means while the defence of their own

country, or a hasty expedition only into a neigh-

bouring province, was required of them. But already

they began to be pressed by their detention at

Olympia; far from their homes, and yeti surrounded

by a friendly territory, which put plunder at a dis-

tance; vmeasy, at the same time, under their late

defeat, which would not dispose them to bear with

increased patience the inconveniences of want. If to

relieve them Olympia was left without an Arcadian

force, the considerable acquisitions made through the

first successes in the war would be at once lost
;
and

the Pisaeans, Triphylians, all those, on pretence of

protecting whom the war had been undertaten, must
be exposed to the vengeance of the Eleans. These
considerations pressed upon the democratical chiefs,

now at the head of the Arcadian affairs, while a strong
aristocratical opposition still existed in their country.
Shame, anger, revenge, interest, ambition, fear, the
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fear of all those evils usually in the Grecian republics sect.

following the loss of popularity, and its attendant
'

power, instigated, and the Olympian treasury was

before thein. The temptation altogether was greater
than they could resist. Careless perhaps about the

punishments which, in vulgar opinion, would certainly
follow from the vengeance of the gods, they resolved

to brave those most severely denounced for the crime

of sacrilege throughout Greece by the laws of men,

trusting to the means which the crime itself would

furnish for their security. They expected assuredly
to gain the Eparites, whose support would enable

them to overbear opposition within their own country ;

and they had great confidence in the efficacy of the

riches, which they should make their own, for ne-

gotiation without.

The amount altogether ofthe plunder, which, under

this resolution, may have been taken from the sacred

treasury of Olympia, perhaps was never publicly

known; but the source of a pay, established and re-

gularly issued for the Eparites, under authority of

the administration of a confederacy of democracies,

not to be concealed, appears indeed to have been

boldly avowed. Powerful however as the means were

which the democratical chiefs had laid their hands

upon for obviating opposition and complaint, they
could not prevent the use of the opportunity which

their measure afforded to their political opponents
for exciting honest indignation and alarming popular

superstition. In Mantinea the aristocratical appears
to have been the prevailing party. There a decided xen. He?,

opposition to the measure was presently resolved ^ 33^

upon by those at the head of affairs
; and it was con-

ducted with a temperate firmness which made it for-

midable. A deputation was sent, in the name of the

4.
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CHAP, municipal government of Mantinea, to those who di-

^^^''^-
rected the admhiistration of the union, declaring,
' that the Mantineans, desirous to support, with their

' best means, the interest of the united Arcadian
'

people, would however avoid implication in the

*

guilt of sacrilege: that they had therefore remitted
« a sum of money, collected among themselves, equal
' to their share of the pay at present wanted for the
*

Eparitesj and against all sacrilegious use of the
*

Olympian treasure they utterly protested.'

But the democratical chiefs who, in considering the

different dangers before them, had perhaps thought
it safer to commit the crime than either to abandon

the direction of public affairs, or struggle in the ma-

nagement of them against the difficulties of public

penury, were not now disposed to retreat. Supposing
their party sure in the Numberless assembly, they
cited the leading men of Mantinea^" before that body
to answer for their conduct, as a treasonable op-

position to the authority of the united Arcadian go-
vernment. This citation the Mantineans, doubting
the independency or the impartiality of a majority in

the assembly, avoided to obey. It is indeed a curious

complication of tyranny and weakness, of public cor-

ruption and private insecurity, that is displayed in

the contemporary historian's account of the measures

of that new united government, which had been pro-

posed to the Arcadians as the perfection of demo-

cracy. The assembly proceeded to what was indeed

ordinary in Greek jurisprudence, condemnation of

the contumacious Mantineans, as if they had been
tried and regularly convicted ; and a body of Eparites
was sent to apprehend them. But the Mantineans,

2* TovQ 7rpo<r«rac avTwr.
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who had resolved to disobey a legal summons, were sect.

prepared also to resist force: they shut the gates of

their town, and refused admittance to those who came

with the authority, or at least in the name, of the

sovereign assembly of Arcadia.

Civil war thus was in effect declared. The oppo-
sition of the Mantineans could in truth be justified

only by what might justify resistance to any esta-

blished government. Sound political principle, as

we have had frequent occasion to observe, was little

found in Greece
;
but superstition, commonly power-

ful, operated perhaps on this occasion in concurrence

with the best political principle, in favor of the Man-
tinean chiefs. The aristocratical party, throughout

Arcadia, would of course be with them. At the

same time doubt, shame, fear began to spread among
those inclined to the democratical cause

;
fear of the

divine vengeance, and fear of the reproaches and en-

mity of all Greece
;
insomuch that many of them

also declared against the obnoxious measure. The
dreadful idea of involving themselves and their fa- Xen. Hei.

. T . . 1. 7. c. 4.

milies, to latest posterity, in guilt with gods and men, s. 34.

had a growing effect which the bold authors of the

crime could not repress ; and shortly a majority of

the Numberless, otherwise the Ten-thousand, re-

pented, so far as to come to a resolution that ' no
' farther trespass upon the sacred treasury should be
' allowed.'

This resolution, moderate as it might seem, re-

duced the authors of the sacrilege, hitherto leaders

of the Arcadian politics, at once to a situation of

extreme peril, by depriving them of that source of

power to which they had looked for safety. They
could no longer hold their influence over the Epa-

rites; many of whom were unable, and many others

VOL. V. p
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CHAP, little willing, to serve out of their own country on
^^^"^-

their private means. The stoppage of a pay, which

was become a public condition of their service, afford-

ing a pretence, many went home. By the laws of

the union apparently the towns for which they had

served were to supply their places. Men of principal

property had hitherto avoided enrolment among the

Eparites. But they had now seen the danger of

trusting to those who had little or nothing what

would enable them to take all ;
and to avoid, says the

contemporary historian, being subjected by the Epa-
rites they resolved to be Eparites. This was another

blow to the democratical leaders. No prosecution

was yet instituted, or, as far as appears, threatened

against them ; but, losing thus their influence in the

army, after having lost their majority in the sove-

reign assembly, everything was to be apprehended
for those implicated in a crime which by the laws of

all Greece was capital, and the punishment generally

to be inflicted without trial. One resource remained.

Thebes, or at least those who now ruled the Theban

councils, had a great interest in supporting them
; as

their downfal would be in course followed by a

renewal of the ancient connexion of Arcadia with

Lacedaemon. That proud independency which the

Arcadians had made their glory, and that jealousy
of Theban interference which they had been taught
to esteem their essential policy, were no longer con-

siderations for the democratical leaders : they applied

urgently and expressly for a Theban army to march
into Peloponnesus.

' Were it delayed,' they said,
* Lacedaemonian influence would quickly again rule
' Arcadia.'

How far this measure was necessary to their safety
we can only conjecture, forming our judgment by
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what we find to have been common in Grecian poli- sect.

tical contests ; but, that their power was gone, that

their views of ambition were frustrated, unless they
could obtain support from Thebes, the contemporary
historian has clearly shown. The aristocratical party
had so gained ground that a majority in the multi-

tudinous sovereign assembly ofArcadia went with it
;

not in opposition to the sacrilege only, but generally;
a circumstance in itself speaking not a little in favor

of the aristocratical leaders. The application of the

democratical chiefs to Thebes, and its favorable re-

ception there, becoming known, was taken into con-

sideration. The democratical party seems to have

been still too powerful, in the yet but half-formed

union of the several Arcadian republics, to be ef-

fectually restrained by the sovereign assembly; but,

under authority of that assembly, ministers were sent Xen. iid.

to remonstrate at Thebes against the proposed march J. 35!

of Theban forces into Arcadia, uncalled for by the

Arcadian government. This measure being taken,

the Elean war and the circumstances of Olympia be-

came next the subjects for debate. In the discussion

of these it was observed,
' That the charge and pre-

*

sidency of the temple neither of right belonged to
' the Arcadians, nor were to be coveted by them

;

* that the restoration of both to the Eleans would be
* most consonant to justice and religion, and most
*

acceptable to the god; that, in truth, no cause for
'

continuing the war with Elis existed;' and thus

the assembly decreed. The Eleans gladly consented

to a negotiation for peace upon such grounds; a truce

was instantly concluded ; and deputies from all the

Arcadian cities assembling in Tegea received there,

in regular form, ministers from Elis.

In this critical moment, when the fate of Greece,

p 2
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CHAP, for all futurity, was on the balance, the wisdom, the
^^^^^^'

magnanimity, the enlarged patriotism ofaLycomedes,

singularly wanted among the Arcadians, were unfor-

tunately not found ; or, if existing anywhere, wanting
his active exertion and commanding influence, they
were inefficacious. The efforts of the aristocratical

leaders could not prevent the insulting appearance of

Xoi. Hei. a Theban at the congress, attended by a body of three

s. 3*6. hundred Boeotian heavy-armed. Swearing, with sa-

crifice and solemn ceremony, to the observance of

the truce was the fir^t business of the meeting. In

this the Theban readily concurred, and objection was

made on no part. Banquets were then prepared, the

paean of peace resounded, a thoughtless joy pervaded
all ;

those leading men excepted who had been prin-

cipals in the sacrilege at Olympia. These could not

withdraw their consideration from the disappoint-

ment of their ambition by the very measure which

gave occasion for the general joy, or from the pro-
secution to which they had made themselves legally

liable, and the persecuting manner in which it was

too usual among the Grecian republics to carry
measures against a defeated party. The Theban
came commissioned to give them such support as

circumstances might allow. Communicating with

him, they found him full of that patriotism which

could throw a veil over honor, revile justice, and
contemn oaths, when the interest of his country, or

of his party in it, required. Some of the Eparites
were yet devoted to the cause of that party. Sup-
ported by these, and by the Boeotians, they shut the

town-gates, and sent parties around, to seize, in the
midst of the general festivity, the leading men of

every Arcadian
city. The number thus apprehended

was such tjiat, the public prison not holding all, the
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town-house was also filled with them. Yet many sect.

escaped 5
some over the town-walls; some by favor 1

of those who guarded the gates : for, in this business,

says the contemporary historian, the animosity usual

in Grecian sedition actuated none but those who
feared capital prosecution; and among those who
fled were most of the principal Mantineans, whom it

had been particularly the object of the conspirators
to secure.

Intelligence of this transaction quickly reaching

Mantinea, distant only twelve miles, was thence

hastened over Arcadia, with admonition added for

all the towns to be upon their guard against what

might follow% Heralds were then sent to Tegea,

bearing a requisition for the liberty of the Man-
tineans detained there, accompanied by a remon-

strance, insisting that no Arcadian should be executed,

or even imprisoned, without trial in due course of

law; and offering, if any were accused of treason

against the union, security from the Mantinean state

for their appearance before the great assembly of the

nation. It might seem as if something of the spirit

of Lycomedes, some idea of just government and

true civil freedom, and of the proper manner of

asserting them, existed still in Mantinea, and only
there.

The Theban, to whose authority, it appears, the Xen. Hei.

Arcadian conspirators deferred, seems to have been s. 39.^

^*

disconcerted by the spirited prudence of the Man-
tineans. Fearful of the consequences of the violence

to which he had been persuaded, he set all his pri-

soners at liberty ; and, next day, assembling as many
Arcadians of the different towns as were at hand,
and would come at his invitation, he apologized for

what he had done
; misled, as he pretended, by false
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CHAP, intelligence of a plot for delivering Tegea to the La-
^^^^^^'

cedsemonians, and ofa Lacedaemonian army approach-

ing. The excuse found Httle credit, but the apology
was accepted, so far that he was allowed to depart

quietly. The matter however was then taken into

serious consideration by those who directed the Ar-

cadian councils ;
and the result seems to have been

not precisely what prudence would have dictated to

those whose object was to preserve the peace and

independency of Arcadia, which had been so en-

dangered without being yet materially injured : they
sent ministers to Thebes to accuse the author of the

late violence, and to insist that his crime should be

punished with death.

Xen. Hei. Epamiuoudas was then in the high office of general,
s! 4a

' '

commander-in-chief; which in the Theban as in the

Athenian democracy seems to have conferred, for its

period, a kingly power; far less regularly controlled,

by any constitutional checks, than the authority of

the Lacedaemonian kings; and, when an overbearing

party in the tumultuary sovereign assembly favored,
it was, like the power ofan Asiatic vizier, the favorite

of his despot, uncontrolled. To the general the Ar-
cadians were to address themselves. We do not find

Xenophon often vouching for words spoken by his

contemporaries with that unqualified assurance with
which some, who wrote four or ^ve hundred years
after him, have undertaken to give them. On this

occasion, the only one on which any censure upon his

political enemy Epaminondas appears even implied,
he relates what that great man said; but his caution
in so doing deserves notice. Affirming nothing from
himself, he states the report which the Arcadian

ministers, on their return, made to their govern-
ment: '

Epaminondas told them,' they said,
* that
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' the Theban commissioner at Tegea had done far sect.

* better when he seized the principal Arcadians than
'

* when he released them : for, the Thebans having
'

engaged in the war only to serve Arcadia, any ne-
'

gotiation for peace, without communication with
'

Thebes, was treason against the confederacy. Be
' assured therefore,' he added,

* we will march into
' Arcadia; and, with our numerous friends there,
* who have been faithful to the common cause, we
* will prosecute the warr^

The communication of this report put Peloponnesus
in a ferment. All the independent interests, if an

apposite modern phrase may be allowed, were indig-

nant, yet at the same time alarmed, at the presumption
of Thebes to command war for them, within their own

peninsula, w^hen they desired peace ;
and to march an

®' Diodorus has given a strange inconsistent account of the

affairs of Arcadia and Elis which led to the fourth expedition of

Epaminondas into Peloponnesus. Not the leading men of the

united administration of Arcadia, according to him, but the

Mantinean chiefs alone purloined the sacred treasure ofOlympia;
for no public purpose, but for private lucre; and it was they

who, to prevent leisure for inquiry into their conduct, fomented

the Elean war. That the chiefs ofthe united administration had
the Olympian treasury in their power appears from his own nar-

rative; but how the Mantineans separately could command it,

he neither informs us, nor seems to have stopped to consider;

and he appears totally to have forgotten what he had just before

related, that it was through the previous existence of war with

Elis that any of them could lay their hands upon the Olympian

treasury. Possibly he had not ready opportunity to consult

Xenophon s clear detail when he enriched his book with this

string of absurdities; which seems too gross to have had vogue
when the facts were recent, but may have been recommended

afterward, by the vehemence of party dispute, to some author

(perhaps Dionysiodorus or Anaxis, Boeotian writers of Grecian

history, mentioned at the close of his fifteenth book) whose work

may have fallen too temptingly in his way.
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CHAP. . army into their country to enforce such commands.
XXVIII.

rpj^^ governments of Arcadia, Elis, and Achaia

united in these sentiments. They sent, in common,
to Athens, still connected in that alliance with Ar-

cadia which was the last political work of Lycomedes,
in some confidence that the Athenians would feel

themselves bound by interest, not less than by treaty,

to prevent the Thebans from becoming masters of

Peloponnesus ;
and they were not disappointed. They

sent with not less confidence to Lacedsemon, though
hitherto the enemy of Arcadia, but already engaged
anew in friendly connexion with Achaia and Elis.

The humiliation ofLacedaemon is strongly marked

by what followed. A proposal which, in the early days
of Agesilaus, would have been scorned and resented,

was now, though far from adapted to promote the

common object, readily accepted. The Lacedaemonian

government admitted that the combined troops, when
within the territory of any state of the new con-

federacy of Pelopoimesian republics, should be com-

manded in chief by the general of that state, under

direction of its government.

SECTION VII.

Principles of Grecian politics. Fourth ea^pedition ofthe Thebans
under Epaminondas into Peloponjiesus: second invasion ojha^
conia; battle of Mantinea.

We may perhaps, on first view, rather wonder at

the former submission of the Grecian republics to the

Lacedaemonian supremacy than at the assertion now
of the right ofequality. But it will readily occur that

this right of equality, however justly claimed, could

not be exercised, when a powerful enemy pressed
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upon the whole nation, without risking great incon- sect.

venience to the common cause. Republics therefore, 1_

like individuals, when fear, revenge, or ambition in-

stigated, often conceded their equality for the ad-

vantage of military subordination. Hence arose

temptation and opportunities for leading and ambi-

tious men, which prevented the possibility of lasting

peace in Greece, and must prevent it wherever a demo-

cracy may exist strong enough to contend with neigh-

bouring powers. Where gradation of rank is esta-

blished, and means of rising are open, ambition, un-

doubtedly for wise purposes implanted in the mind

of man, has some opportunity for gratification, even

in a settled government in peace ; but a democracy
in peace is, for the ambitious man, a blank: war or

civil disturbance are necessary to him; and, when
war or sedition are once afloat, no government so

teems with opportunities, none offers so wide afield

for ambition, as democracy. Hence the most ambitious

men are commonly zealous for democracy : by far the

largest portion of successful usurpers have begun
their career as favorites of the multitude : and hence

the perpetual wars of Greece, and the perpetual se-

ditions. We have seen what insecurity, public and

private, what continual apprehension, what almost

continual violences resulted. In a country so consti-

tuted, should any commonwealth, acquiring strength
to control others, exercise it so as to check mischievous

ambition and enforce any tolerable civil order, popu-

larity would of course accrue to it as far as such

benefits were extended. Thus, at the time of the

Persian invasions, the attachment of the greater part
of Greece to Laced^emon was like that of a clan to

an individual chief, or a nation to its hereditary king,

to the admitted right of succession in whose family
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CHAP, it had owed ages of internal peace. At the same
^^^"^-

time the rest of Greece, as all the older writers testify,

looked to subjection even under the Persian monarch

as likely to avert more evils than it would bring.

When the superintending power then of Lacedaemon

through abuse became intolerable, still the other re-

publics felt the necessity of a head. Thus Athens

rose; and when the power abused by Athens became

also intolerable, it only reverted to Lacedsemon, to

be again abused. Nevertheless the necessity of a

superintending authority was so felt among the jarring

republics that, when a few extraordinary men had

raised Thebes from bondage under Lacedaemon to

dominion over Boeotia, her new power of giving pro-
tection was no sooner observed than it drew the

regard of neighbouring states; and Thebes appears
to have been, in considerable extent, invited to aspire

to the empire of Greece. But, thougji among the

smaller republics such a rising power was seen with

more hope than jealousy, yet the larger, which them-

selves aspired at supremacy, viewed it through a dif-

ferent medium. Since the battle of Cnidus and the

return of Conon, Athens had been alternately ad-

vancing and losing ground, but altogether gradually

advancing in strength and in dominion. No aristo-

cracy, oligarchy, or monarchy would so in all points
meet and thwart her interest as an imperial democracy.
It was thus the same principle which formerly ani-

mated Syracuse against Athens that now determined
the Athenians to persevere in alliance with Lace-

daemon, for the purpose of opposing the ambition and
the growing power of Thebes.

It is however remarkable that in this war, in which
Athens and Thebes were engaged on opposite sides,

we hear ofno ravage ofthe Attic fields by the powerful
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armies of Boeotia, nor of any attempt against Boeotia sect.

in the occasional absence of its forces. Both states
^^^'

sent troops to act against each other, at a distance

from the territories of both, in Peloponnesus ;
both

remaining quiet at home, as if by compact : perhaps

compact, if not formally expressed, yet really under-

stood, and upheld by a mutual sense of its convenience.

The fact has been noticed by Demosthenes, that,

during the Theban war, the Attic territory enjoyed

perfect peace.
^^ But the genius of Epaminondas,

intent upon raising his city, and reckoning the de-

pression of the formerly overbearing land force of

Lacedaemon the first thing necessary, would avoid

needless implication with Athens by land, while

nevertheless, conceiving the bold project of making
Thebes a maritime power, he would contest with isocr. or. ad

Athens the command of the sea. That empire, to
"^^^*

which, while the strength of Lacedsemon was so fully

employed in the war with Thebes, Athens had been

silently rising again, the Athenian democracy again
exercised tyrannically; and the discontent among
those called its allies, especially the rich islands of

Rhodes and Chios, and the important town of Byzan-
tium, invited the attention of Epaminondas. He b. c. 363.

collected a naval force so unexpectedly, and con-

ducted it so ably, that Laches, who commanded the

Athenian fleet on the Asiatic station, though an

officer of reputation, was unable to make head against
him

; and the states of Rhodes, Chios, and Byzantium,

renouncing the Athenian confederacy, engaged in

^* I think in the oration on the Crown. QThe passage adverted
to by Mr. Mitford is probably the following: h elptivy rrjy

'ArriKriv Ik BaXdrrriQ elvai Trdvra top TroXEjioy. De Cor. §. 67.

Demosthenes is here speaking of the war which ended in the

battle of Chaeronea.]
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CHAP, alliance with Thebes. But, successful as he thus was
^^^"^-

in one expedition well timed and rapidly executed,

yet he could not maintain the advantage. Within

the same year, according to Diodorus, Timotheus,

commander-in-chief of the sea and land forces of

Athens, relieved Cyzicus in the Propontis when be-

sieged, if not by Epaminondas in person, yet by the

armament which had been acting under him, and

took the important towns of Torone and Potidaea on

the Thracian coast; nor do we read of any farther

naval enterprise of the Thebans.

Antiquity has so consented in unqualified eulogy
of Epaminondas that it might be hazardous for a

modern to question the integrity of his views and the

propriety of his conduct, if the passions which evi-

dently and confessedly in some degree instigated

him, ambition and the love of glory, were not them-

selves somewhat differently estimated in the ancient

and in the modern moral balance, and if political

right and wrong were not also, in ancient and in

modern times, distinguished by different criteria.

The violence of his interference in the affairs of

Arcadia, against the established government of the

country, in support of a faction disgraced by a pro-

fligate act, seems not to be justified upon any principle
that will now be admitted. Motives however of con-

siderable weight for his resolution to march into

[B. c. 3C2. Peloponnesus evidently existed. It appears clearly

enough, though not directly said by Xenophon, that

Lacedaemonian intrigue had contributed to the re-

volution in Arcadia; beginning with Mantinea, and

finally pervading the united government. Neverthe-
less this apparently should have been opposed by
negotiation, and would hardly justify hostile invasion :

Thebes was not attacked, nor any regular ally of
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Thebes. But the Messenians, whom the Thebans sect.

had undertaken to protect in their recovered country, _

were, through the reviving influence of Lacedaemon

in Peloponnesus, certainly in great danger. If then

Epaminondas can be vindicated from the appearance
of some wantonness of ambition, the right, if such it

was, and the duty, which he had created for himself,

of protecting the Messenians, are what may most

ohviously be alleged for him. But another at least

probable motive for his famous and fatal expedition

may deserve notice. That inherent restlessness in

the Grecian political system, which made it incapable

of lasting peace, is acknowledged by all the ablest

writers of the republican times. Thebes was the

head of a great military confederacy; and Epami-
nondas, at the head of the affairs of Thebes, was not

in an easy situation. Very probably he was reduced

to make a virtue, as he could, of necessity, by under-

taking the direction of the effervescence which he

could not still.
^^

The force that he was able to assemble, zealous to

2* Barthelemi has done little, and even attempted little,, to-

ward any illustration of the politics, or political history, of

Greece. In his abundant reading he has given his attention

much to the panegyrists of Epaminondas, and it has been a

favorite purpose of his own to panegyrize Epaminondas. Never-

theless he describes him as a mere Theban patriot; not even

attempting to show that his views extended to the general free-

dom and well-being of Greece. He uses the licence, which the

plan of his work affords, for omitting all notice of the very
remarkable circumstances which led to the last Theban invasion

of Peloponnesus : and, taking up his hero already with his army
in the heart.of Arcadia, he avows, without reserve or apology,
that the purpose of the expedition was to decide,

'
si c'etoit au

' Thebains ou aux Lacedemoniens de donner des loix aux autres
'

peuples.' Anacharsis, ch. 13. p. 264. t. 2. ed. oct.
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CHAP, serve under him, might alone have inflamed the am-
^^^"^-

bition of an ordinary man. The Euboean towns were

Xen. Hci. now United in that confederacy with Thebes, not new

among the Grecian republics, which bound their men

of military age to march at the order of the imperial

people. Numerous Thessalian auxiliaries came from

the tagus Alexander of Pherae, and from the cities

which had opposed the tagus ;
for they were now at

peace with one another, and equally in alliance with

Thebes. Locris was completely subject to Thebes. ^^

Phocis, boldly asserting independency, refused obe-

dience to the requisition for its troops:
' The terms

' of our alliance,' said the Phocians,
'

require us to

*
assist the Thebans, if attacked, but not to march

' with them to attack others.'

8. c. Leaving this contumacy for future consideration,

Epaminondas, to prevent opportunity for checking
his way to his great object, hastened to pass the

isthmus. At Nemea he halted, hoping thence to

intercept the force expected from Athens to join the

army of the Lacedaemonian confederacy; but, after

some stay, finding himself disappointed by the fore-

sight of the Athenian government, who sent their

troops by sea to the Laconian coast, he proceeded to

Tegea. Here his Peloponnesian allies met him.

Argos, commonly zealous in opposition to Lacedae-

mon, was at this time free enough from sedition to

send forth its strength. The revived state of Mes-
senia was of course warm in the Theban interest

;

and scarcely less so those Arcadian states which, by
rebellion against the united government of their

nation, had embraced it. These were principally

«« Of this we are informed by Xenophon on a former occasion,
and therefore perhaps he has omitted to name Locris here.
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Tegea, Megalopolis, Asea, and Palantium, with some sect.

interspersed village-republics, through weakness and
'

situation, dependent on these. The army altogether,

according to Diodorus, consisted of more than thirty

thousand infantry, and about three thousand horse.

The army of the Lacedaemonian confederacy, con- Xen. iiei.

siderably inferior, assembled about the same time in g. i. & 9.

Mantinea. Arcadia was divided, but the greater

part joined in the Lacedaemonian alliance
; so that

the troops of Arcadia, Achaia, and Elis formed its

principal force. The Lacedaemonians sent their

cavalry and a body of mercenaries, with only a small

body of their native infantry, keeping the greater

part for emergencies at home.

Epaminondas remained some time with his whole

army inactive within the walls of Tegea ;^^ a measure

of which Xenophon declares his approbation in terms

which seem to mark that, in its day, it had not escaped
censure. In the want indeed of a contemporary
historian the friend of the Theban general, though
with later authors he has been a favorite object of

panegyric, yet we find his candid enemy Xenophon
really his best eulogist.

* That this expedition was s. 8.

'
fortunate,' says that writer,

' I would not affirm
;

*

but, for what human prudence and courage might
*

accomplish, in my opinion Epaminondas failed in

*

nothing. I commend him for keeping his army
* within the walls of Tegea. He deprived the enemy

27 To '^paTOire^ov ey r^ teix^l vGiV Tcycarw v eTroa/oraro. The
word ^paToire^ovy commonly translated, and indeed commonly
meaning, a camp, was however not confined to that sense, but

was used sometimes for what we call quarters. This is fully

shown by an expression of Xenophon soon following: Kara<rpa-

TOTTE^eVffaiJLEVOL EVTOQ TEl'yOVQ, EV TOiQ OlKiaLQ, Xcn. Hcl. 1. 7- C. 5.

s. 15.
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CHAP. *
thus, not only of opportunity to attack him, but of

^^^"^'
«

opportunity to observe what might indicate his pur-
*

poses. Means of preparation nevertheless for him-
* self were readier

;
and the enemy's motions were

*

open to his observation, equally as if he were en-

*

camped without. I commend him also because,
*

though commanding the stronger army, he refrained

* from attack while the enemy held advantage of
*

ground.' The inactivity however, which Xenophon
thus approves, could be advantageous only for a

limited time. The influence arising from the general
confidence in the ability and spirit of Epaminondas
would indeed enable him to persevere in it longer
than a commander of inferior name; but, in rest and

confinement, discontent would grow even among his

troops, collected from various states; his reputation
would suffer, and then his command would become

Xen. HeL prccarious. Mcanwhilc ofsome advantages which he

W^'^' ^^^^ b^^^ expecting he found himself disappointed:
none of the hostile or neutral states were induced,

through any terror of his superiority, or any hope
for advantage from the change, to join the Theban
cause.

Apparently the wisest conduct of the Lacede-
monian confederacy would have been to persevere in

precisely that disposition of their force which had

principally occasioned the Theban general's inactivity.

The Lacedaemonian heavy-armed remaining at home
for the security of their own country, the army as-

sembled at Mantinea had taken a position near that

town, so strong as to deter attack, and so advan-

tageous for covering the Mantinean territory that

Epaminondas, with the very superior force he com-

manded, had thought it prudent to abstain from the

usual work of ravage. But, in such circumstances,
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rest itself begets uneasiness. The allies of Lace- sect.
VII.

daemon feared only the more destructive explosion
from the unexpected quiescence of so great a force

under so renowned a commander. They could not

be satisfied to have the Lacedaemonians remain at

home for the protection of their own 'country, less

immediately threatened, while they, with unequal

numbers, should bear the brunt of a war so much
more than commonly formidable. They were in con-

sequence so urgent in petition and remonstrance that

the Lacedaemonian government thought it necessary
to concede, and all the best remaining strength of

the state marched under the orders of Agesilaus.
This measure relieved Epaminondas. Intelligence

no sooner reached him that Agesilaus had left Sparta,
and was already at Pellene, than he formed his plan,
and proceeded instantly to the execution. Orders

were issued for the troops to take their evening meal,

and march. The better road to Sparta, and perhaps
from Tegea the shorter, by Sellasia, was open ;

and

so deficient was the look-out of the Lacedaemonians

that, but for the providential intelligence, so Xeno- ^^"- ^^i-

phon calls it,^^ brought to Agesilaus by a Cretan, s. lo.

Sparta would have been taken, he says, like a bird's

nest, destitute of defenders. Agesilaus hastened his

return so that he arrived before Epaminondas. His

force, the whole Lacedaemonian cavalry and part ofthe

infantry being at Mantinea, was very scanty for the

defence of a loosely-built unfortified town against the

approaching army. But for the ancient art of war

every house was a fortification, and every eminence

gave great advantage for the ancient missile weapons.
From a housetop the bowman, slinger, and dartman,

2^
KpijQ ^eia rivc fxoip<} TrpoccXQwy.

VOL. V. Q
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CHAP, himself secure, could aim his strokes at those below

Ji l with superior effect.

Xen. Hei. Epaminondas, upon his arrival, disappointed of his

\. \\.'

^'

^^^P^ 0^ surprising the place, observed the able dis-

Diodor.
position for defence made by Agesilaus, and deter-

Corn.^Nep.* mined his plan of attack accordingly. Making no

& Age^''' attempt against the more open parts, where imme-
piut. vit.

^i2ite assault was expected, he sent a detachment

which, by a circuitous march, seized a height com-
Xen. Hei.

nianding the town. '
It may be said,' says Xeno-

8. 12. phon,
* that the deity interfered : it may be said

* that nothing can withstand the desperate: cer-

*

tainly,' he proceeds,
*

it appears extraordinary,
*

that, when Archidamus, with less than a hundred
'

men, advancing over very difficult ground, attacked
* that height, the Thebans, those men breathing fire,

* those conquerors of the Lacedaemonians, with ad-
*

vantage ofnumbers, and with every advantage, did
* not even wait the assault, but turned; and some
' of the prime of their army were slain.' The Lace-

**^^'
daemonians, elated with such success, pursued in-

temperately, and lost some men: but Archidamus

kept possession of the important post he had carried,

raised his trophy, and received the enemy's solicita-

tion for the bodies of the dead, ofwhich he remained

master; which, on account of the usual impression
on the soldiers, on both sides, was, in the actual cir-

cumstances of the Lacedaemonians, a very important

advantage.
Plutarch has reported an anecdote of this attack

upon Sparta which, though somewhat apparently

extravagant, has been too much noticed to be passed
unmentioned. Isadas, son of Phoebidas, a youth of

a singularly fine person, just anointed in the way of

the Greeks after bathing, on alarm sounded, snatching
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a spear in onie hand, a sword in the other, ran out sect.

naked, pressed to the foremost rank of the Lace-

daemonian troops, and did extraordinary execution

among the enemy without receiving a wound : whe-

ther, says the writer, some god preserved him, or

the idea that he was more than human appalled the

enemy. For the merit of his deed he was rewarded

with the honor of being publicly crowned by the

ephors: for the irregularity of it, he was fined a

thousand drachmas, about forty pounds sterling.

Plutarch seems to attribute this adventure to the en-

gagement in which the trophy was won by Archi-

damus, with which it seems utterly inconsistent.

With more appearance of probability it might be re-

ferred to the assault, not specified by Xenophon, but

in which, according to Polybius, the besieging army Poiyb. i. 9.

penetrated as far as the agora of Sparta.
^^ ^"

29 Isadas, according to the well imagined conjecture of Mr.

James Byres, has been intended in that admirable statue in the

villa Borghese at Rome, commonly, but enough without reason- v

able foundation, called the fighting gladiator; the only work
extant of the first-rate Greek sculpture in which the human
form is represented in strong action; unless the Laocoon in the

Vatican should be arranged in the same class of design, or the

Wrestlers, in the tribune of the gallery at Florence, may be

admitted into the same class of merit. The character of the

countenance of the figure in the villa Borghese is Grecian and

heroic. The difference of the features of the dying gladiator,

rightly so called, in the Capitol, is striking; the expression is

very fine; the work is altogether admirable, and the more so

because it marks precisely the character it has been intended to

represent; not a Greek, for the face is not Grecian; not a hero,

for the expression, though showing sternness and fortitude,

shows the fortitude of a mind depressed by slavery, and without

elevation of thought. Such at least is the impression which it

readily conveys to those to whom the forms of Grecian sculpture
are familiar.

a '2
'
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CHAP. It appears however to have been the success of
^^^'^^^'

Archidamus in carrying the commanding post that

deprived Epaminondas of the hope of rapid progress

against the city. Unprovided then as he was, in a

hostile country, hemmed in by mountains, he deemed

it inexpedient to wait till the Lacedaemonian army
from Mantinea, already marching to the relief ofthe

city, should arrive. Fertile in resources, he founded

on the failure of one stroke a plan for another. It

was the season of harvest; and the Mantineans, who,
while he lay in Tegea, had confined their slaves and

cattle within their walls, would endeavour to profit

from his absence for getting in their crop. Hasten-

ing therefore his return in expectation to find the

produce ready for carrying, with the slaves and cattle

in the fields, he proposed to make, all the prey of his

army.
After a march of thirty miles over a lofty moun-

tain barrier, he allowed his infantry some rest in

Tegea; but he sent his horse immediately forward

into the Mantinean territory. All the laboring slaves,

as he foresaw, all the cattle, and many of the Man-
tinean people, within and beyond the military age,
were in the fields. The approach of the Theban

cavalry being observed and announced, all was alarm
in Mantinea and throughout its narrow territory.

iT^t Fortunately a body of Athenian horse was just ar-

s- 15. rived, but fatigued with a forced march of two days,
of extraordinary length along a mountainous road.

They had left Eleusis only the preceding day, rested

for the night at the isthmus, and, on the morrow, in

fear apparently of being intercepted, pressed their

way on by Cleonae to Mantinea without halting.

They had just taken their quarters, and men and
horses were yet without refreshment, when the

I
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Mantineans came to them with the most earnest sect

solicitations for assistance and protection, on which

they represented their existence as depending. The

Athenians, ashamed, says the historian, weary as they

were, being present in such circumstances, to be use-

less, and anxious to maintain their country's glory,

instantly remounted to engage a very superior force

of the cavalry of Thebes and Thessaly, the most re-

nowned of Greece. They came quickly to action,

and brave men, he proceeds, fell on both sides
;

but

the advantage was wholly with the Athenians : they
carried off all their own slain

; they restored some of

the enemy's, under a solicited truce; the boasted

criterion always of victory, and, what was a more

essential, and indeed a most important advantage,

they gave complete protection to the Mantineans, and

enabled them to save their property.
"^^

Difficulties now pressed upon Epaminondas. The

confederacy of little military republics, which had put
so great a force, the best part of their population,

under his command, had no public revenues equal to

the maintenance of those numbers in the field, far

from home. The term of expeditions, which they

might undertake, was limited by necessity of circum-

stances. Magazines, such as attend the motions of

modern armies, were not even thought of. Already
^"1. Hei.

the troops under Epaminondas had suffered want, s. 19.

and that want must go on increasing. But the term

of his expedition was not left to his discretion, or to s. is.

be decided by contingencies; it was absolutely limited

by the controlling authority, whether of the Theban

30
Xenoplion has not named the Athenian commander; Dio-

dorus calls him Hegelochus: a man previously, he says, of high

reputation among the Athenian military.
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CHAP, government, or of a congress of the confederacy, we
^"^^"^'

are uninformed. It was now near expiring, and the

troops of the northern states must be led home.^^

Defeated in his attempt upon Sparta, and in that

which followed upon the Mantinean territory, his

reputation could not fail to suffer, notwithstanding
the abilities really displayed, if, with an army so

superior to the enemy, and so much greater than was

commonly seen in Greece, his campaign were marked

only by disappointments. He had moreover to con-

sider that his expedition was the immediate occasion

of the union of Athens, Elis, Achaia, and the best

part of Arcadia with Lacedaeraon, in opposition to

Thebes, or at least of the actual energy of that union.

Were he then to withdraw without victory, those

Arcadians, whose cause had been the pretence for the

Thebans to interfere in arms in Peloponnesus, must

be immediately overwhelmed
;
and the revived state

of Messenia, for whose protection Thebes, but espe-

cially Epaminondas, was pledged, would be at the

enemy's mercy. A victory was perhaps necessary,
not only to avert ruin from those whom he had

bound himself to protect, but to make his own return

to his country not creditable only but even safe. A
battle therefore was indispensable; and if he fell,

31
'OXiyojp jjiev rifiepdv avdyKt} laovro aTriivai^ ^la r^

e^riKEiv rri '^pareiq. top )(povo»/. This is among the passages of

Xenophon for which we want assistance which, it should

seem, we might not unreasonably expect from the later ancient

writers who have treated of the actions of Epaminondas;
but, among many tales and much panegyric, we find little

that deserves the name of history, or that affords any illus-

tration of
history. As far as I have ventured explanation, I

think I am warranted by what may be gathered from Xenophon
himself
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says Xenophon, it was a satisfactory reflection to him sect.

that his fall would be glorious, in the endeavour to '—

give Thebes the empire of Greece.
* That these should be his sentiments,' proceeds

Xen. Hei.

the historian, continuing the eulogy of his enemy, s. 19.

'

* I think not very wonderful ; they are common to
* men smitten with the love of glory: but, to have
* so prepared his troops, collected from various states,
' that they would decline no fatigue, yield to no
*

danger, in want be patient, and in all circumstances
*

orderly and zealous in duty, this I think truly
•
*

worthy ofadmiration.' Epaminondas having declared

in public orders his resolution to engage the enemy,
the utmost alacrity was manifested by the army. The

cavalry diligently brightened their helmets
;
the in-

fantry were seen busy, sharpening their spears and

swords, and burnishing their shields: some of the

Arcadian heavy-armed desired to be enrolled in the

Theban band of clubmen; a circumstance which

seems singularly to mark the popularity of the Theban
name when Epaminondas commanded. What the

band of clubmen was we are not informed: possibly
an institution of less utility for the weapon from

which it was denominated than for the enthusiasm

it inspired, in emulation of Hercules, whom the

Thebans proudly called at the same time their god
and their fellow-countryman.

General zeal thus quickly making preparation com- s. 21.

plete, Epaminondas, at an early hour of the morning,
formed his order of battle, and marched by his left,

not directly toward Mantinea, but to the nearest

root of mount Magnalus, the western boundary of

the vale, in which both Mantinea and Tegea stood.

There, on strong ground, within sight of the enemy, «. 22.
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CHAP, he extended his phalanx and grounded arins,^^ as if

1 going to encamp.

According to those terms to which the pressure
of adversity had reduced the Lacedaemonians to sub-

mit, the army of their confederacy, being in the

Mantinean territory, was to be commanded in chief

by Mantinean generals, under direction of the Man-
tinean administration. In the want of the abilities

ofa Lycomedes, which might have made some amends
for the inherent inconveniences of such a regulation,
the presence of Agesilaus, though not possessing the

nominal command-in-chief, might have been advan-

tageous : some deference might have been paid to his

rank and long experience, at least when danger

pressed. But Epaminondas seems to have derived

the advantage from his expedition against Sparta,
that Agesilaus, and a large part ofthe troops, before

destined to re-enforce the army in Arcadia, were re-

tained to protect Laconia against any new attack.

Who commanded now in Arcadia we are not in-

formed: their deficiencies only remain reported.

Apparently the circumstances which imposed upon
Epaminondas the necessity ofseeking a battle should
have decided them by all means to avoid it. Never-
theless they were prepared, with a very inferior force,

3* "EOsTo ra oirXa. It is not always possible to find terms in

modern language for expressing exactly the circumstances of
ancient -warfare. In the Grecian service, what principally loaded
the foot-soldier of the phalanx was his large shield. To relieve
him from the pressure of its weight was of course expedient,
whenever it might be safely done. The spear also was weighty,
but it might be planted on the ground, and still ready for instant
use. To ground the shield required more caution, and seems
to have been more

particularly implied in the phrase QiTdcu ra
OTrXa.
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two-thirds only of his numbers, according to Dio- sect.

dorus, to contend with his superior talents. His -

measures, indicating intention to encamp, completely
deceived them. After having formed their order of

battle with a view to meet him, concluding that his

purpose was not to fight that day, they allowed that

order to be in a great degree dissolved, and the

preparation of the soldier's mind for action, highly

important in Xenophon's idea, to be relaxed and dis-

sipated.

Epaminondas observed the effect his feint had pro-

duced, and proceeded to profit from it: he issued

orders to resume arms and march. We have seen it

the practice of the Thebans to form their phalanx of

extraordinary depth, even to fifty in file; trusting to

the effect of breaking the enemy's front, at the risk

of suffering themselves in flank. By this method

they had formerly gained the battle of Delium against

the Athenians, and by this method Epaminondas
himselfhad succeeded, in the glorious day of Leuctra,

against the Lacedaemonians. His superiority in num-

bers enabled him now, in taking the advantage, to

obviate the hazard of that method. Resolving to

direct his principal effort against the enemy's right,

he formed his line in the ordinary manner of the

Greeks. His Theban column of attack was a se-

parate body, which he placed in front of his left

v^ing. Following the same principle in the disposition
of his cavalry, he divided it on the flanks of his in-

fantry ; but, meaning that the cavalry of his left

should be the charging body, he gave it a strength
that might ensure its superiority, leaving the horse

on his right comparatively weak. These therefore

he directed to some advantageous ground, with orders

not to move from it, unless opportunity of evident
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CHAP, advantage should offer; and he provided support for
^^^"^'

them, in case of need, from a body of infantry.

While, in this advantageous arrangement, Epa-
minondas led directly toward the enemy, their ge-

nerals, though they had allowed order nearly to

cease in their army, had not provided for holding it

in their choice to avoid a battle. His approach there-

fore produced, with universal alarm, a universal hurry

among their forces. Some, says the contemporary
historian, were forming, some running to the ground
where they should form, some bridling their horses,

some putting on their breastplates ;
all seeming more

like men expecting to suffer than preparing to act.

Order however was restored before attack could begin
Diod. I. 15. upon them : the Arcadians held the right, as the post

of honor which, by treaty, they claimed within their

own country; the Lacedaemonians were posted next

to them ; the cavalry were divided on the flanks.

Xen. Hei. The battle began with the cavalry. That of the

s. 23.

'

Lacedaemonian side was without those light-armed

foot, practised to act with horse, whose weapons,

galling from a distance, prepared for the effect of a

charge. The Theban abounded with these; and

being moreover very superior in number, they pre-

sently overthrew their opponents. The Theban
column of infantry then joined action; but, though
carefully composed of the best troops, with Epa-
minondas leading, it found strong resistance from

the Lacedaemonian and Arcadian foot. Its per-

severing force however at length broke the opposing
ranks, and then the effect was what the able projector

expected. That which had the reputation of being
the firmest part of the enemy's line being put to

flight, the contagion spread among the inferior troops,
and all the infantry gave way.
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It seemed now as if victory must be, on the Theban b. c. 362.

side, as complete as superior force directed by supe- [june. ci.j

rior judgment could make it. But we have had re-

peated occasion to observe liow much of the fate of

multitudes may depend on one man. Leading the

charge of his column just as success appeared de-

cided, the Lacedaemonians, with their phalanx broken,

nevertheless still resisting, Epaminondas received a

wound in his breast, and fell. This disaster engaged
the attention of those around; and, with the informa-

tion of it rapidly spreading, confusion and dismay

pervaded the army. Succession of command seems

not to have been duly provided for. The various

multitude having no equal confidence in any other

officer, authority extending over the whole in a great

degree ceased; or, if any proper regulation had been

made, it was overborne by the impulse of hesitation

and consternation, so prevailing that scarcely an

attempt was made to profit from the victory actually

gained. The heavy-armed stood on the ground on p"-
Hei.

which they had fought, vindicating the possession ofs. 25.

the dead and wounded, but not moving a step in

pursuit. The cavalry turned from those they had

put to flight ; and, without a blow against the enemy's

retreating infantry, slipped by them to rejoin their

own phalanx, as if themselves defeated. The light-

armed and targeteers, alone presuming on victory,

crossed the field toward the left, without expecting
attack or looking for support. The Athenian horse,

no longer kept in check by the able disposition made
for the purpose, charged and put them mostly to the

sword. Epaminondas lived to be informed that his

army was victorious, but fainted, it is said, on the

extraction of the broken end of the weapon left in

the wound, and died soon after.'*^

3^
Xenoplion simply mentions that Epaminondas fell in the
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Xen. Hei. Under these circumstances of the battle both sides

^27!*^* claimed the victory; each army raised its trophy

^'503^
^^' undisturbed by the other

; each remained in pos-

session of some of the enemy's dead; and neither

would immediately solicit the bodies. But the slain

of the Lacedaemonian side seem to have been not

only more numerous, but of higher rank, cavalry and

heavy-armed ;
whereas those ofthe Theban side remain-

ing in the enemy's power were mostly light-armed,
or targeteers. Shortly therefore the Lacedaemonians,

yielding to what was esteemed a most serious duty,
sent their herald with the usual solicitation. After

this acknowledgment the Thebans also sent their

herald with the same request.
Xen. Hci. « Universal expectation,' says the contemporary
& 26. 27. historian,

* was strangely deceived by this event of
* so great a battle. Almost all Greece being met in
*

arms, there was nobody who did not suppose that
* the victors would in future command, and the de-
* feated must obey. But God,' he continues,

' de-
* cided otherwise. Each party claimed the victory,
* and neither gained any advantage : territory, town,
' or dominion, was acquired by neither; but inde-

battle. Diodorus, after a puerile detail of feats like those of

Achilles in the Iliad, or rather of Virgil's hero in the ^neid, is

more circumstantial than any other writer about his death. He
mentions no authority for those things said and done, between
three and four centuries before him, which Nepos, in his own

age, and Plutarch and Pausanias, after him, evidently did not

quite believe; yet his story has been generally given as authentic

by modern writers. Plutarch, in his Life of Agesilaus, has

quoted earlier authors ; a circumstance which, more than any
other, may excite regret for the loss of his life of Epaminondas.
For those circumstances reported by Diodorus which, being pro-
bable in themselves, are in any degree confirmed by Nepos and

Plutarch, neither of whom has copied him, or which afford pro-
bable illustration of the contemporary historian's concise nar-

rative, reasonable credit will be allowed.
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cision, and trouble, and confusion, more than even sect.

before that battle, pervaded Greece.' Tired then

with the sad tale of his country's woes, which, in the

vain hope of better times, he had now from early

youth to advanced age been solicitously observing, he

concludes his historical narrative: ' Thus far,' he

says,
*
suffice it for me to have related: following

' events perhaps will interest some other writer.'

SECTION VIII.

Generalpacification ; Lacedcemon excluded: troubles in Arcadia;

interference of Thebes: views ofAgesilaiis. Affairs ofthe East :

rvar ofEvagoras with Persia: rebellion ofthe Persian maritime

provinces. Expedition of Agesilaus to Egypt : death of Agesi-
laus: distraction together ofthe aristocratical and democraiical

interests in Greece^ and dissolution of the ancient system of
Grecian confederacy.

It is a most critical moment at which we lose the Diod.i. 19.

c. 89.

invaluable guidance of Xenophon in the maze of p. 504.

Grecian afiPairs, According to Diodorus and Plutarch, Agesu.

the fermentation, in which the indecisive battle of

Mantinea left things, was presently stilled by a ge-

neral peace, to the terms of which Lacedaemon alone
t,^-

^' •'^^^•

refused accession.* How the adverse republics were

[* To the authorities cited by Mr. Mitford in the margin Mr.

Clinton adds the important testimony of Polybius^ IV. 33, 8.

iKuiKvov AaKe^aifxopioi juere^^eiv ratv o-ttov^wv Weffarjviovg' eifl

Toaovrov hiiaTTEvtrav MeyaXoTroXtrai kcli Trdvreg 01 koivojvovvteq

'ApKadioy rfJQ avrwy cvpfxayiaQ, &aTt MetTffriviovQ pev vtto tG)v

(Tvppd')(ii)v 7rpo(r^£')(jdf}vai,
kol peraffyelv riov opKiov koX diaXva'Euv,

AaKE^aipoviovQ Ee povovq ek^ttov^ovq yEviaQai rCjv"£jWr]vii}v.
' Mr.

' Mitford omits this valuable and material testimony. Xenophon,
' in the last sentence of his history,, speaks the language of a
'

partizan ofLacedaemon. It was not strictly true that ovte x'^P9>
'
OVTE ttoKei, ovt

ctp^rj, ov^ETEpoi ovZtv ttXeov £)(oi/7-fC EfdyijfTay rj
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CHAP, brought to a temper for pacification, those writers,
^^^ "^'

little curious about such matters, have left untold
;

but a collation of the memorials of the times will

afford, in a great degree, the information to be de-

sired. From Xenophon we have already learnt that

the term limited for the service of the Theban, and

other northern forces, was near expiring when the

battle was fought; and we have had numerous oc-

casions to see how usual it was for the armies of the

Grecian confederacies, without a peace, without even

a truce, to separate after a battle. It seems then

certain that when the credit and abilities of Epami-
nondas were gone the Theban influence instantly-

sunk, and the bonds which held the Theban con-

federacy together were so slackened that it verged

rapidly toward dissolution. That fear therefore of

preponderance of Thebes, which had united the op-

posing republics, soon dissipated : and some of them,

especially Athens, driven by the dread of a rival cTe-

mocracy to connect itself with the opponents of that

interest of which it had been formerly the head,

became now rather apprehensive of the superiority

Demosth. which might return to Lacedasmon and the aris-

MegSop.
tocratical cause. Under these circumstances, oppor-

'

TrpXv Trjy ficiX^^ y£%'E(rdai, UKpiaia Se Kai rapa^ri en irXeiiov
{.isra

*

rrjv fidxnv (.yivETo rj Trpotrdeu kv r^ 'EXXa^t. The Theban con-
'

federacy gained their great object by establishing an effectual
' check to the power of Lacedaemon^ and by securing the inde-
'

pendence of Messenia. Plutarch then^ Agesil. c. 35., con-
'

sistently with Polybius, implies that a general peace, of which
* the Messenians enjoyed the benefit, followed the battle of
' Mantinea.' Clinton, Fasti Hellen. p. 120. It should be ob-

served, tliat when the concluding words of Xenophon are again
cited by Mr. Mitford at the end of § 8. he has in the present
edition confirmed them by an additional passage from Demo-
sthenes.]
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tunity for ne2:otiation would be obvious. The states sect.
^ • • viir

of the Theban confederacy persevered then in in- ;_

sisting upon the independency of Messenia. Those

of the Lacedaemonian, Lacedaemon itself only ex-

cepted, holding themselves no longer interested as

before to oppose this, some perhaps gladly, and the

rest after no long controversy, consented. Thus

peace appears to have been concluded; Lacedaemon

alone remaining at war, nominally with all the re-

publics of the Theban confederacy.
This relic of war however was of no very

threatening aspect, if, by the terms of the treaty

between the other states of the two confederacies,

the armies on both sides were, as Diodorus affirms, Diod. i, 15.

to be dissolved, and the troops to return to their
^;^^-^

several homes. Nevertheless the fear of exciting

united energy anew among the inimical states ap-

pears to have prevented any immediate effort of

the Lacedaemonians against Messenia. The first en-

suing transactions in Greece, noticed by the com-

piler whom we must now follow, which he attributes

to the year after that of the battle of Mantinea, in- b. c. ^«f
dicate a prevailing disposition in the leading republics S^/^^*

''^'

to rest under the existing state of things ; though the 2.37.]

uneasiness of a large number of unfortunate, and

perhaps many injured men, urged such to persevere
in seeking commotion. On the union of Arcadia

the inhabitants of several villages had been compelled,
as we have formerly seen, to quit their residences,

and migrate to the new capital, Megalopolis. Dis- Diod. 1. 15.

satisfied with the change, they now claimed, under
p. 50*7.

that article of the treaty of peace which required the _

return of all the troops, on both sides, to their re-

spective homes, to go themselves and re-occupy their

ancient country residences. The leading men in
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CHAP. Megalopolis vehemently opposed this. We might
^^^"^-

be at a loss for the motives ofeach party, had we not

ch. 26. s. 1. seen a solution ofthe difficulty in Xenophon's account

ofti^^Histiof the dispersion and re-assembling of the Man-

tineans. Those of the inhabitants of Megalopolis

on whom the violence had been put, or the chief of

them, were landed men, accustomed to live inde-

pendently upon their estates, nearly as the smaller

barons in the feudal times of western Europe;^*

of course attached to the aristocratical interest. That

such men would be uneasy too on separation from

their property to become members of the multitude

in a town, and there observed with jealousy by that

multitude, instigated by leaders their political ene-

mies, may be readily conceived. They addressed

solicitations to Mantinea, Elis, and all the aristo-

cratical republics, to support them in their construc-

tion of the late treaty. Upon this the democratical

chiefs applied to Thebes. Energy, with a disposition

to pursue the policy of their late illustrious general,

so far remained in the councils there that Pammenes,
a principal friend of Epaminondas, was sent at the

head of three thousand heavy-armed into Arcadia.

None then stirring in favor ofthe unfortunate country-

gentlemen, as in England we should call them, they
were compelled to submit to the commands imposed

upon them
; and, the more effectually to obviate a

renewal of their attempt to secede from the city, their

country residences were destroyed.
^^

5^
Something of the same kind is said to subsist, with many

relics of heroic manners, among the Mainotes, in the Pelopon-
nesian mountains, at this day; whose chiefs, living in castle-

fashioned houses, lodge the stranger, hospitably received, as in

Homer's time, under the sounding portal, vtt aWovar^ kpiZoWf.

Odyss. 1. 3. V. 399.
3*

According to our editions of Diodorus, the application of
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In this state of things the situation of the aged sect.

king of Lacedaemon, Agesilaus, who had begun to

reign when Lacedaemon was arbitress of Greece, and

had himself gone far to make her arbitress of Asia,

could not but be highly uneasy. Plutarch has ineptly

enough censured him for not resting on his humiliated

throne. Rest, in any security, is little likely to have

been in his choice; and Plutarch's apology for him,

subjoined to the censure, appears far better founded

than the censure itself:
* He thought it,' says the

biographer,
'

unworthy of him, even at his age, to sit

* in Sparta, waiting for death, and doing nothing for

the Megalopolitans was to Athens, and Pammenes was an Athe-

nian general, and the three thousand heavy-armed under him

were Athenians. Wesseling however has expressed a suspicion
of this passage:

' Demiror/ he says,
*

Demoisthenem, or. de
'

Megalopolit. nihil horum attingere.' Thus admonished by
Wesseling to look into that oration, it has appeared to me fully

implied that, to the time when it was delivered, the Athenian

government never had interfered in the affairs of the Megalo-

politans. Nor anywhere, but in this passage of Diodorus, do

we find the name of Pammenes as an Athenian general. But
Pammenes is mentioned by Diodorus himself as a general and

statesman of great eminence, and also by Pausanias and Plutarch;

by Pausanias especially as having held the command in chief on

an occasion when the affairs of Megalopolis were settled, and the

security ofthat new establishment was provided for. Considering
then the circumstances of Greece at the time, and in times im-

mediately preceding and following, as far as they are made
known to us, there seems no room for doubt but Thebes, rather

than Athens, would be the state to which the Megalopolitans
would apply for support, and the state most likely to be able and

ready to give it. From Thebes indeed it would be almost

matter of course, but from Athens little likely to come. Altogether
then it appears so indicated that the name 'AQr}vaiovQ has crept
into this passage of our copies of Diodorus, through the ignorance
or carelessness of transcribers, for Qri^aiovQ, that I have thought

myself warranted, stating thus my grounds, to prefer the reading
for which Wesseling has furnished the suggestion.

VOL. V. R
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CHAP. * the public/ In truth a Spartan king could do
VVVTTT 1

•

little for the public at home in peace, unless the

public good might require his interference in political

intrigue, and his influence might make such inter-

ference effectual to control the ephors. Agesilaus

however, notwithstanding the misfortunes ofhis reign,

which adverse circumstances, together with extra-

ordinaiy talents among the enemies of his country,

produced, appears to have had extensive estimation

in his own and the following age, as a wise man and

an able politician.
^^ At this time his party was pre-

valent in Laceda^mon; and, though approaching his

Xen. Ages, eightieth year, his constitution of body was still

c. 2. s 28.

yigQ^Qus^ and his mind still enterprising. Still there-

fore himself the life and soul of the Lacedaemonian

administration, he directed his views to raise his fallen

country. Especially it seems to have been his anxious

purpose to recover Messenia. Military strength was

Xen. Ages, not yet so much wanting to Lacedaemon as revenue

Ages^^^*
^^ ^i^^ energy to that strength. Every method

therefore, that the circumstances of the times would

allow, was taken for raising money. According to

Plutarch, loans from individuals seem to have been

the principal resource
;
and the credit of Agesilaus

what chiefly gave this any efficacy. To soothe and

reconcile the Pericecians, those Laconians of the pro-
vincial towns whom the tyrannical oligarchy of the

Spartans had alienated, would of course be an im-

portant object ; and it was probably a measure of

policy, with this point in view, and not of base

resentment, as Plutarch would have it, to grant

36
Thuslsocrates, when itwas his purpose to select^ for example,

men of the highest reputation for wisdom : 'AyrjtriXaog 6 ^o^aQ
(Ivai AaKidaifjLoviu)y <f>povifiwraTog, Or. ad Philip, p. 364. ed.

Auger.
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hereditary honors and privileges to Anticrates, a sect.

Laconian, who was said to have given Epaniinondas L^
his mortal wound. Possibly it may not have been

very clearly ascertained by whom, or how, in the

tumult of close action, with confusion already begun
in the Lacedaemonian line, that wound was given ;

but, among the different reports transmitted to us,

what Plutarch has preserved deserves notice :
* The

* historian Dioscorides,' he says,
* relates that the La-

* conian Anticrates struck Epaminondas with a spear;
* but the descendants of Anticrates bear still, among
* the Lacedaemonians, the surname of Machaerion,
* from the machaera (a small sword) with which, as

*

they affirm, he gave the fatal blow ; and the here-
*

ditary exemption from taxes, granted on the occa-
*

sion, is at this day enjoyed by Callicrates, the head
' of the family.'

Matters were thus preparing in Lacedasmon for

the Messenian war, and the great mind of Agesilaus
was bent upon wearing out its last energy in that

narrow field, to which the pressure of adverse cir-

cumstances had reduced and still urged his attention,

when events occurred in the East, seeming to offer

prospect of a nobler kind. Egypt had been so long
in revolt, so far successful against the Persian empire,
that the largest part of that rich country, or perhaps
the whole, was nearly settled into an independent

monarchy. But the Egyptian kings (for so they are

called by all the Grecian writers, though rebels in

the contemplation of the Persian court) were watchful

of opportunities for advantageous foreign connexions,

and for means of providing diversion for the Persian

arms. Success in one province afforded encourage-
ment for those who held command in others, toward

the extremities of the empire, to assert independency.
r2
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CHAP. Of these none was more invited by situation and
^^^^^^'

circumstances than the friend of the Athenian people,

Evagoras, tyrant of Salamis in Cyprus; whom we

have seen acquiring his dominion as a hero, and ad-

ministering it as a patriot, but still holding it in

tributary vassalage under the Persian monarch. The

great object of Evagoras was to unite the extensive

island of Cyprus under his authority. The people
Diod. 1. 14. of three principal towns, Amathus, Citium, and
^ *

Soli, or at least a powerful party in each, opposed
this. If they enjoyed liberty in any security in their

municipal governments under Persian protection,

their opposition may have been not unreasonable;

for, though the administration of Evagoras is said to

have been just and liberal, and anxiously directed to

the cultivation of popularity, yet, even according to

the contemporary Athenian rhetorician, his pane-

Nkodem^ gyrist, it was completely despotic; the prince not

p. 66. & 68. only chose his counsellors and appointed all magi-
strates, but made laws and exercised judicial powers;
so that he was master of the lives and fortunes of his

subjects. Isocrates, if indeed he was author of the

oration to Nicocles, has not scrupled to say that this

1*12^^*1*^
was not only a better government than oligarchy or

democracy, but the best of governments. The ad-

ministration may indeed easily have been preferable
to that of many of the Grecian republics ;

and thus

men of property were induced to migrate from

various parts to live under the benign administration

of Evagoras. But the Solians, Citians, and Ama-
thusians nevertheless, considering that the character

of such a government depended upon the life of one

man, and the chance of what his successor might be,

were unwilling to change existing advantages under

the despotic sceptre of Persia, seldom interfering
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with them, for the precarious benefits to be derived sect.
. .... VIII.

from the merit of an absolute prince within their L_
island. Evagoras nevertheless persisted in measures,

whether by his own arms, or by supporting a party
in every township favorable to his views, for bringing
those people under his dominion. The adverse party,

otherwise unable to resist, solicited protection from

Persia.

The danger of losing the command of Cyprus, so

critically situated for intercepting the most important
maritime communication of the empire, alarmed the

Persian court; and it was resolved to repress the

growing power of the Salaminian prince by force, if

he refused obedience to commands. Evagoras how-

ever had prepared himself, by other means than the

scanty resources which Cyprus afforded, for supporting
his measures and prosecuting his views. He had

formed a close connexion with the wealthy king of

Egypt, Acoris; he had great interest among the

Asiatic Grecian towns, and he had carried successful

intrigue among the Persian provinces bordering on

the Mediterranean. Hecatomnus, who is styled,

not satrap, but prince or lord of Caria, a powerful
vassal of the empire, apparently of Grecian lineage,

wishing for opportunity to follow his example, secretly

assisted him with money : Cilicia and great part of

Phenicia were ripe for revolt. Knowing then the

usual slowness of the Persian councils, he resolved

not to w^ait till the force of the empire should be

collected to attack him in Cyprus, but endeavour to b. c.

raise business for its arms that might prevent such or 382.

attack. His successes at first seemed to justify the
^^-^^-^

boldness of his plan. Cilicia joining him, he carried

" This date is thus nearly ascertained by two passages in the
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CHAP, the war immediately into Phenicia; ravaged and
^^^^^^'

plundered the adverse part of that rich province, and

took Tyre by storm.

Whether these actions were really more brilliant

than the plan altogether was judicious, whether they
did not compel the slothful government of Persia to

an exertion of its preponderant force which by quieter

measures might have been avoided, our information

is too deficient to enable us fairly to decide. At
isocr.Evag. length howcvcr an army to the amount, according to

Diodor. Diodorus, of three hundred thousand horse and foot,
1. 15. p. 460.

^^^ a fleet of three hundred triremes, was collected

for the Cyprian war. Evagoras's fleet, only ninety

triremes, of which twenty were Phenician, venturing
[B. c. 380. a battle, was defeated. Driven then to the defence
Cl.l

of his island, his land force was little able to with-

stand the numbers that with the sea open could be

poured in upon him. After resistance ably pro-
tracted beyond expectation, besieged in Salamis, dis-

appointed in the amount of support received from

the king of Egypt, on the verge of utter ruin, he

was relieved by intrigue among the Persian officers.

Teribazus, the commander-in-chief, accused by Oron-

tas, the general next under him, of misconduct and

disaffection, was removed. Political necessity then

urged Orontas, advanced to the chief command, to

put an early end to a war which had already cost the

Persian court, according to Isocrates, more than ten

millions sterling ;^^ and, doubting the power of his

panegyrical oration of Isocrates, p. 250. and 274. t. 2. [The dates
and duration of the Cyprian war are examined at length by Mr.
Clinton in c. XII. of the Appendix to his Fasti Hellenici. The
opposite statements of Diodorus and Isocrates are contrasted,
and the authority of the latter preferred.]

3« nXiop rj irevraKic fjivpia raXavra. Isocr. Evag. p. 308. t. 2.
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arms, he proposed a treaty. Evagoras thus, though sect.

compelled to surrender all his acquisitions, preserved
^^^^

the dominion of Salamis
; holding it indeed as a de-

pendence of the empire, and paying a specified yearly

tribute; but allowed, by compact, the proud pri-

vilege to communicate with his sovereign as a king
with a king.^^ This dominion and dignity he held

till his death, and transmitted as an inheritance to

his family. His eldest son, says the contemporary
Athenian orator, was styled king, and the titles of

prince and princess distinguished his younger sons

and his daughters.^^ It is by three extant tracts of

that respectable writer, addressed to Nicocles, eldest

son and successor of Evagoras, who seems to have

maintained his father's connexion of alliance and

citizenship with the Athenian people, that we derive

our principal information concerning Evagoras, and

the important transactions in which he had so great
a share.**^

1^'
The last editor, Mr. Bekker, in his valuable edition of the

' Attic Orators^ has reduced the numbers to a more probable
'

amount^ by substituting on the authority of two MSS. Trevra-
'

KLffyfkia KoX
fjLvpta, about three millions sterling,' Clinton, Fasti

Hellen. p. 280.]
3« In Xenophon's accounts of the tenure of principalities and

lordships under the Persian empire something very like feudal

vassalage, as before remarked, is observable. Diodorus's words

express the same thing, as nearly perhaps as it could easily be

expressed in the words, and according to the ideas, of a people

among whom the thing had not obtained. The terms required
of Evagoras by Tiribazus were that, reigning in Salamis only,

T£\ri rJ UEpffQv jSaffiXfct Kar eviavTOV <f)6poy wpicrfxevov, kol
Troiy

TO TrpoffTaTTOfxevoy, u)g ^ovXog dEffTroTy. The terms granted by
Orontas, (^aaiKeveLV Tfjg 'SidkafxlvoQ, kol tov (bpitTfjiivoy hSovai

<f)6poy, Kar epiavrdv, Kai vxaKoveiv (oaaCkEVQ ^atrCKEl TrpoffrarrovTi,
*° Twv E^ avTOv jEVOiXEViov ovBiya KaTiXnrEP ldi(i)TiKo1g oydfiaffi

TTpOffayopEvufjiEyoy, aXXa Toy fxiy (^atriKia KoXovjiEyov, tovq ^' dyu'

KTag, Tag 3' aydtraag. Isocr. Evag. p. 318. t. 2.
*'

Diodorus, according to our copies of him, affirms that Eva-
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CHAP. Thus Cyprus was preserved to the Persian empire-
^^^^"-

But, in reducing one rebellion, another far more ex-

tensive and dangerous was prepared. Gaos, who

commanded the fleet, was son-in-law of Tiribazus.

Apprehensive that he should be involved in his

father's ruin, he revolted, and joined Acoris in

Egypt. In the deficiency of the Persian government
at this time, in proportion as the fidelity of its officers

was liable to be ill rewarded, treason and rebellion

were little scrupled among them : its frequent weak-

ness in pardoning encouraged offence, while its mis-

directed severity took away the just confidence of

Chap. 23. integrity; and war allowed, or even encouraged,

ch. 2? f.3. between the governors of its provinces, was ever ready
of this Hist. ^Q ^Q turned against the throne itself. Some years
Diod. 1. 15. after the reduction of Cyprus, according to Diodorus

B. c. 362.

*

about the time of the battle of Mantinea, a rebellion
oi. 104. 3. q£ ^y[ the western maritime provinces broke out, in

which Orontas himself engaged with several other

great officers of the empire. Among the leaders,

beside Orontas, who was satrap of Mysia, were Ario-

barzanes, satrap of Phrygia, Autophradates, of Lydia,
Datames, of Cappadocia, and Mausolus, who had

strabo, succeeded his father Hecatomnus in the principality
of Caria; and the historian names, as people joining
in it, the Lycians, Pisidians, Pamphylians, Cilicians,

goras was assassinated by a eunuch, named Nicocles^ who ob-
tained possession of his kingdom: but the annotators have

supposed error in the transcription of that passage, though they
would support it, as far as regards the assassination of Evagoras,
from a passage in Aristotle's Politics, (b. 5. c. 10.) which pos-
sibly some readers may think as doubtful as the passage which
it is proposed to correct by it. Indeed the suspicion may appear
not wholly unfounded, and the known incorrectness with which
Aristotle's works have been transmitted may tend at least to ex-
cuse it, that the true reading stated the eunuch to have been
killed by Evagoras, instead of Evagora^ by the eunuch.

Diod.
'

^5. c. 91
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Syrians, Phenicians, and all the Asian Greeks.*^ sect

Matters had been concerted with Tachos, king of „

Egypt, who was to give his utmost assistance. But,

through the faithlessness of the chiefs toward one

another, what was immediately most formidable in

this rebellion quickly subsided. Orontas, elected

general of the confederacy, presently betrayed it
;

and in consequence all Lesser Asia again yielded

obedience to the Persian king. Reomithres, ap-

pointed to command fifty ships, and intrusted with

a large sum of money to co-operate with Tachos,

purchased his own pardon with a part of the money,
all the ships, and the heads of many of his associates.

This treachery enabled the king's officers quickly to

recover Syria.*^

Then Tachos became apprehensive that the con-

centrated strength of the Persian empire would be

exerted against himself. Long before the time of

the younger Cyrus we have seen Grecian mercenary

troops in extensive request in the eastern countries;

and the retreat of the Cyrean Greeks, and the suc-

cesses afterward of Agesilaus in Asia, would tend to

'** Artaxerxes Mnemon died about this time^ and Oclius suc-

ceeded, but after the business in Egypt below related, according
to Diodorus, 1. 15. c. 90. sqq. This however hardly holds together.

I^See note *
at the end of s. 1. c, xlv.]

"^^ That these were not improbable circumstances, though we
have them only from Diodorus, may be gathered from what

Xenophon relates of Persian affairs in his account of the expe-
dition of Cyrus. Nevertheless the omission of all mention of

them in his panegyric of Agesilaus may excite a doubt if the re-

volt was quite so extensive, or at least so complete, as the account

of Diodorus has represented it. Xenophon however mentions

the flight of the king of Egypt to Sidon, which marks revolt

there ; and Isocrates shows that a disposition to revolt was ex-

tensive among the maritime provinces. We shall in the sequel
find it also lasting.
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CHAP, increase the opinion of their value. The Athenian
xxviiL

^Qj^QYoi Chabrias, among the first in reputation of

this active age, had been at one time engaged in the

Diod. service of Acoris, predecessor of Tachos. With La-

i.i5.p.47i.^g^ggj^Q^ Tachos himself had alliance, not without

some claim of gratitude for assistance afforded. In

Xen. Ages, the general pacification, which had followed an ex-
c. 2. s. 29.

^gjjgjyg Qj^^ lasting war in Greece, troops of superior

value, and commanders of experience, probably might
C.2.S. 28. be readily obtained. Tachos applied to Lacedsemon

p/sok
^'
for a general, making large offers to Agesilaus, if he

would himself undertake the command-in-chief of his

numerous army ;
and he engaged Chabrias to com-

mand his fleet, consisting, according to Diodorus,

of two hundred triremes. Among the numbers whom
the cessation of war in Greece had left without em-

ployment and without income a large body of troops
was easily raised.

It may seem, on first view, an extravagant reso-

lution for a prince of the age of Agesilaus to under-

take the command of forces for a foreign sovereign,
at such a distance from his own country : but if we
consider the situation of a king of Lacedsemon in

peace at home, it will not appear so wonderful that,

retaining strength and activity, it should be his choice.

His views indeed, as they are reported by Xenophon,
were extensive, and seem to carry some indication

of an intention not to return to Greece ; where his

part of the divided royalty of Lacedaemon, little

inviting for him, might well be administered by
his son Archidamus. Agesilaus, says the philo-

c ll'Ar* ^^V^^^^> l^is friend, was pleased with the proposal from

Tachos, because he thought by the same expedition
he might requite the Egyptians for benefits conferred
on Lacedaemon, he might once more rescue the Asian
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Greeks from the Persian dominion, and he should sect.

have the satisfaction of revenge against the Persian

king, whose support to the enemies, while he called

himself still the ally of Lacedsemon, was the cause of

the loss of Messenia. The Lacedaemonian govern-
ment approved the measure ;

induced apparently by
the prospect that means to be furnished by the friend-

ship of the king of Egypt, and perhaps increased by
the spoil of Persian provinces, might lead to the re-

covery of Messenia; an inducement possibly still

assisted by the hope afforded to powerful families of

partaking in the spoil ; for, according to the practice

on former occasions, thirty Spartans were either piut. vit.

appointed by the government, or chosen by Agesilaus,
^^^^'

for his counsellors and attendants on the expedition,

not, probably, without expectation of sharing its re-

wards.

Whether the age and infirmities of the king Ar-

taxerxes, or what else impeded the exertions of the

Persian government, the measures against Egypt were

slow, and little vigorous. Tachos therefore, instead

of waiting for invasion, resolved to prosecute, as far

as circumstances would allow, the plan concerted with

the discontented in the maritime provinces, and carry
the war into Phenicia and Syria. But, with the relief

of his fears, a change took place in his disposition to-

ward his supporters. Instead ofthe command-in-chief

of all his forces, by the promise of which he had en-

gaged Agesilaus in his service, he allowed that prince

only the subordinate command of the Grecian mer-

cenaries: and committing the fleet to Chabrias, he

assumed the nominal command-in-chief himself. What

followed, barely touched upon by Xenophon, is va-

riously and very imperfectly and confusedly reported
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CHAP, by later writers.** According to Plutarch, Agesilaus

^^^^^^' submitted to attend the Egyptian prince into Syria,

and, together with Chabrias, bore long, though im-

patiently, his ignorance, petulance, and neglect. Not-

withstanding however the charges of Grecian writers

against him, we may conceive it very possible that

some good and even necessary policy may in part at

least have directed the conduct of Tachos. Never-

theless what very shortly followed marks some great

deficiency. While he was meditating conquest in

Syria two competitors for his throne arose in Egypt ;

and presently he was so deserted by his people that

he took refuge in Sidon. Agesilaus and Chabrias

then, courted on all sides, made no difficulty ofaban-

doning Tachos. Between the other two claimants

even Xenophon's expression implies that they were

decided by the more advantageous ofFer.*^^ Nectanabis,

a near kinsman of Tachos, had been the first to re-

volt. But his opponent, if we may judge from the

support he received from the Egyptian people, had

the fairer pretensions. A hundred thousand men

presently attended his standard. Perhaps that very

support was his ruin, leading him to hold himself

high, and to neglect the Greeks, or treat them with

haughtiness. Agesilaus and Chabrias were thus de-

cided to join Nectanabis ;
a man possessing apparently

neither ability nor courage, though otherwise not

* For the circumstances of the Egyptian war, very slightly
touched upon by Xenophon, and evidently ill related by Dio-

dorus, apparently Plutarch may best be trusted. His account,
the most particular remaining, is the most coherent, and most
consistent with Xenophon's.

** One was, according to Xenophon's phrase, fii(TiXXr]v, literally
a Greek-hater; the other i^CkiWriv, a Greek-lover.
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^vithout virtue. Little able either to estimate the sect.

value of Grecian troops, or to face danger with them, L-

he superinduced great danger by impeding their ex-

ertions. The pressure of his opponent's superiority

how^ever at length compelled him to yield himself

wholly to the guidance of Agesilaus and Chabrias.

Grecian valor and discipline and science then pi*e- ^^n.
Ages,

vailed against the irregular multitude of the enemy, piut. vit.

*

and Nectanabis was seated on the Egyptian throne.
p.n3o.t.2.

The reward to the Lacedaemonian king and the Athe-

nian admiral, from a prince who, by the testimony of

the Greek historians, showed himself not wanting in

probity or generosity, might perhaps best be estimated

by what has been obtained, in modern times, by merit

on parallel occasions from the princes of Hindostan.

Contemporary and later writers agree that it was

large.
^^

Though Agesilaus was thus finally successful in

Egypt, yet all the alluring prospects in Asia, which

seem principally to have led him to engage in that

distant expedition, were completely closed by the

unforeseen turn which things had taken. His view Xen. Ages.

therefore reverted to Greece ;
and it became again pi^t.' vlt!

the great object of his indefatigable mind to recover ^g^^-

'*^ It appears difficult to account for the numerous instances in

whichwe find Diodorus differing fromXenophonaboutthe names^
as well as the actions, of Xenophon's contemporaries. According
to him, it was Tachos himself that Agesilaus and Chabrias re-

stored to the Egyptian throne, instead of placing his competitor
Nectanabis upon it. If we could suppose for a moment it was

possible Xenophon could be so grossly misinformed, yet Plu-

tarch's accountj more detailed than that of Diodorus, would suf-

fice to restore his credit. Books, when Diodorus wrote, were

dear, cumbersome, and troublesome to consult; and hence per-

hapscompilers,whoconsulted many, might sometimes be tempted
to trust too much to memory in giving form to their materials.
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CHAP, yet, before he died, that better half of what had
^^^^^^-

been, for two centuries, the territory of Lacedaemon,

and ravished from it since he had been Lacedaemon's

king. In midwinter he sailed
; anxious, says Xeno-

phon, that no part of the following summer should

be unemployed against the enemies of his country :

but, sickening on the voyage, he put into a port of

the Cyrenaic territory, and died there. *^ His body,
embalmed in wax, it is said, because honey, ac-

cording to the established ceremonial for the Lace-

dsemonian kings, could not be immediately procured,

was carried to Sparta, and, with the usual regal

honors, there entombed.

Archidamus, son of Agesilaus, whom we have

already seen often commanding the armies, suc-

ceeded to his father's share of the divided throne

of Lacedaemon. That prince had, on many trying

occasions, earned the glory of personal valor; but

he seems to have possessed with it rather the quiet

prudence of Archidamus, his grandfather, than the

enterprising abilities of Agesilaus. Nor was this

alone what checked the prosecution of the purposes
of the late king. The defection of the Perioecian

Laconians, and the encouragement offered for the

flight of the numerous slaves, on whose labor Lace-

dsemon depended for subsistence, had induced the

necessity of employing mercenary forces. The con-

nexions which Agesilaus had formed in his Asiatic

command furnished means to assist the deficient

treasury of the state in supporting them. We learn

*'
According to Plutarch, Agesilaus lived eighty-four years^

of which he reigned forty-one. Xenophon, though personally

acquainted with him, does not undertake to be so precise: he

says Agesilaus was ahmt eighty, a^(fi ra oy^orjKovTa, when he
went to Egypt.

I
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incidentally from Xenophon that the powerful prince Xen. Ages.

of Caria, Mausolus, secretly an enemy, though vassal
^* ^* ** ^^*

of the Persian king, was among the wealthy friends

who afforded him pecuniary support. After his death

these means would probably fail. The riches how-

ever which he left, the fruit apparently of the Egyp-
tian expedition, seem to have been considerable.

All the aristocratical republics of Peloponnesus
moreover, Elis, Phlius, the Achaean cities, and some
of the Arcadian, were deeply interested in the support
of Lacedaemon. But the ruling parties in Argos,
and more than half Arcadia, with some smaller states,

reckoned their means for existence in their several

countries to depend on the maintenance of the re-

stored commonwealth of Messenia. Beyond the

peninsula Thebes was ever ready in the same cause,

and Athens was a very uncertain ally to Lacedaemon.

Under these circumstances apparently it behoved the

Lacedaemonian government to direct its utmost en-

deavours toward the preservation of its own peace,
and of the general political quiet of Greece

; and, in

peace, to direct its views toward the conciliation of

the Perioecian Laconians, and the preservation and

increase of its diminished stock of slaves, by whom
the agriculture was carried on through which Lace-

daemon existed. Thus the Messenian country was

finally lost to the Lacedaemonians; and the Messe-

nian state, though not acknowledged by LacedEemon,
became effectually re-established, as an independent
member of the Greek nation.

The pre-eminence, the empire, as it was often

called, which Lacedaemon so long held in Greece,
had been some time abolished by those treaties, to

which Lacedaemon was a party^ conceding equality
with her in military command to all the states of her
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CHAP, confederacy. It was now, by the loss of the best

^^^"^-
half of her territory, and the establishment of a

democratical commonwealth there, effectually de-

stroyed. A great change was thus made in the

system of Grecian politics. A leading state no longer

existed in Peloponnesus ;
a head of the aristocratical

interest no longer existed in Greece. With the fall

of Thebes, at the same time, whose extraordinary

sudden elevation had checked the progress of Athens

toward a recovery of empire through a leading in-

fluence among the democratical states, the demo-

cratical interest remained also divided and without

a head. The constitution of Greece at large, before

bad, by these changes became worse; the ancient

system of confederacy was dissolved, and no new

system arose : a jealousy, just as far as it was directed

to obviate an overbearing superiority, but, in its

extreme, adverse to all system, order, and peace,

became the prevailing political passion. Hostilities

indeed, upon any considerable scale, were, through

general lassitude and weakness, suspended. Thus,

though Lacedaemon gained opportunity to breathe,

and recover herself within her remaining narrow

territory, yet
'

indecision, and trouble, and con-

fusion,' in Xenophon's phrase formerly noticed, were

widely spread over the nation.
""^

^^ If Xenophon_, as victim of a party, though supported by
the whole tenor of the testimony of the universally respected

Isocrates, should be doubted, we have most remarkable con-

firming testimony from the great leader of the opposing party,
Demosthenes: rov yap <^ojkikov crvaTavTog ttoXe^ov (an event

occurring not long after that last mentioned in the text) irpwroy

fiey vfxeiQ ovtu)
hitcEiarde, &are ^Wfctae /xev PovXeadat aioQrivai,

KaiTTEp ov BiKaia Troiovvrag bptavreQ' Qr)jiaioLQ B' briovv av
ki^rja-

Brjvai TraOovffiv, ovk ctXoywc, ov5' a^iKMg, civrdlg opyi^ofievoi' oJq
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SECTION IX.

Illustration of the state of Greece: seditions, in Argos, Pkigalia,

Corinth, Megara, Sicyon, Phlius, Thessaly: prosperity of

Megara, Cos, Sicyon, Rhodes^ the Asiatic cities: circum-

stances promoting the cultivation of science, arts, and com-

merce: prosperity of Athens.

In pursuing history through the most interesting
sect

age of the Grecian republics, that age in which their 1

political importance among the affairs of nations was

greatest, while, among themselves, the display of

great abilities and great characters ennobled often

the contest with small forces for small objects, and

the perfection of science, art, and fine taste made

them, for all posterity, objects of attention, respect,

and admiration, we have the advantage of the guidance
of two contemporary writers of very superior abilities,

and very superior opportunities for information.

Nevertheless, those writers composing their histories

in banishment suffered from democratical policy, we

might fear to be misled by some bias thence arising,

did not the concurrent voice of antiquity speak to

the extraordinary impartiality of one, and, beside

the high character of the other, supported by the

internal evidence of his narrative, did not testimony

strongly confirming what, in that narrative, most

yap £VTV^r)K€(Tap kv fievKtpoiQ, ov fiErpitJ^ eKiyprivTO' eireid' r; IleXo-

TTOvyrjffOQ 6.Traaa ^iet<rTr]Kei' koI ovd' oi fiKTOvvreg AaKedaipoyiovQ

ovTijg 'ia^vov^ (jjcrre aveXeiv avrovg, ov&' ol irpoTepov ^l Ikeivojv dp-

)(Ovr£Q Kvpioi tCjv ttoXemv iiaav' aXXa tlq i]V aKpiTog Kal wapa
Tovroig Kal Trapa rdlg aWoig diraaLv "EXXT/ctv eptc koX Tapayjf'

De Cor. pp. 230. 231. ed. Reiske. [^On the concluding words

of Xenophon's Hellenics, see Mr. Clinton's remarks cited above,

p. 237.]

VOL. V. S
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CHAP, presses upon his political opponents, remain to us

XXVIII.
£j.Q^ contemporaries adverse, some to his politics

'

and some to himself. Occasion has already occurred

to observe that Xenophon, deeply interested in the

political events of his age, and directing his principal

attention to those which particularly affected either

Athens or Lacedasmon, has omitted notice of trans-

actions, among the inferior republics, of some im-

portance toward the modern reader's knowledge of

the state of the country at large. Where Xenophon
fails us the account of Diodorus will seldom be quite

satisfactory; yet some details preserved from him

will deserve notice, for confirmation of what Xeno-

phon has reported most adverse to republican prin-

ciples and practice, whether democratical or oligar-

chal, and for what they add toward a completion of

the general picture of the country.

In the contest for the sovereignty of Greece,

when Lacedaemon, by the overbearing confederacy of

the democratical interest against her, was humbled;

when Thebes, from oppression and servitude, rose

at once to a degree of imperial pre-eminence ;
when

afterward Arcadia would first contest that pre-emi-
nence with Thebes, and then assert equality with

Laeedasmon ; we may wonder where was the ancient

pride of Argos, and why her power, formerly so

considerable, and her energy in opposition to Lace-

daemon, commonly so ready, scarcely have occurred

to historical notice. In the silence of Xenophon on

this subject the information which we find from

Diodorus is valuable.

S- ^* 1% Diodorus refers to the second year of the hundred
Diod. 1. 15. J J 1

•

c. 67. and second olympiad a sedition, with executions en-
^' '

suing, such as, he says, were never elsewhere known

among the Greeks. The manner, he proceeds, was
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thus. The form of the Argive government being sect.

democratical, some ambitious men proposed to raise :—
themselves to power by exciting the multitude against

those of principal >authority, influence, and estimation

in the commonwealth. These had ruled hitherto

through popular favor. But the opposition drove

them to contrary politics; and, at length, finding

their situation uneasy and alarming in extreme, they
resolved upon the hazardous expedient of attempting
a revolution and establishing oligarchy. Before how-

ever they could prepare their plot for execution, sus-

picion of it arose among the popular party, and the

most suspected were seized and put to the torture.

The chiefs of the conspiracy then, aware of the hasty,

unscrupulous, and unmerciful temper of popular

sovereignty, to avoid greater misery, instantly de-

stroyed themselves.

The death of these men however, and the ensuing
confiscation of their property, rather excited than

satisfied the cruel jealousy and avarice of the mul-

titude. One of those under the rack having named

thirty others as privy to the conspiracy, the popular

assembly, sovereign, judge, and party, without form

of trial, sent all to the executioner, and ordered

their property to the public treasury. The popular
leaders then resolved not to lose any of the advan-

tages which this temper in the people seemed to

offer them. That a conspiracy for subverting the

dcTnocracy had existed being now notorious, it fol-

lowed, at least as a probability, that numbers were

more or less implicated in the guilt. To excite

suspicion among the people against almost any was

thus easy : suspicion sufficed to procure condemna-

tion
;
and accusations were extended till more than

twelve hundred of the principal Argive citizens were

s2
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CHAP, executed. At length the accusers became alarmed

at their own success. The people called for more

accusations and more confiscation. The demagogues
knew no longer either how to feed or how to still the

popular fury. In the prevailing disposition to sus-

pect, their hesitation appeared suspicious. The turn

among the multitude was observed by those who

still feared the progress of accusation, and they were

diligent in improving the opportunity. The people,

habituated to blood, nevertheless the farther they
went in fury became the more fearful of revenge.

In this temper they were easily persuaded that the

accusers were betraying them; and with the same

haste and informality with which such numbers, at

their instigation, had suiFered, the demagogues were

themselves all condemned and executed. Then, pro-

ceeds the historian, little commonly sedulous to ac-

count for what he relates most extraordinary, the

people became calm, and the former quiet and har-

mony in the city were restored. A circumstance

however, which he has reported, appears authen-

tically to mark, not only the manner of the popular

justice on this occasion, but also the excess of the

popular vengeance. Among the numerous seditions

of Argos this, for its enormity, obtained the distinc-

tion of a name; it was called the Scytalism, staff-

work or bludgeoning.
Whatever then may have been the harmony which,

according to the historian, was so instantly restored

upon the execution of the demagogues; yet a go-
vernment liable to such excess of disorder would be
little capable of taking the lead of the affairs of a

great confederacy. vStill more then, in the weakness

superinduced by its destructive political dissensions,
it would be likely to yield itself to the guidance of
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the able directors of the Theban councils, and submit sect.
IX

its forces, in common with those of the other com-
'

monwealths of the alliance, to be commanded in chief

by the great general of the Theban people.
It is a truly curious account, free from incon-

sistency and the marvellous, remaining from Diodorus,

of the consequences of that peace by which independ-

ency, under the patronage of Thebes supported by
Persia, was assured to all Grecian cities. The most

important particulars, unmentioned by Xenophon,

sufficiently accord with the tenor of Xenophon's .

narrative ;
and the whole deserves notice the more,

because, contrary to Xenophon, all Diodorus's par-

tiality was for the cause of Thebes and democracy.
The establishment of the sovereignty of the people Diod. i. is.

in every city,
*^

says the historian, produced great
^•^^* p*^^^*

divSturbances and numerous seditions; especially in

Peloponnesus. For, the people there having been

mostly accustomed to oligarchal government, their

new democratical authority was exercised with eager
but unskilful zeal.

^^

Many of the most respectable

men, in various cities, were driven into banishment:

many, through calumnious and interested accusations,

were executed ;
confiscated property, divided among

the people, was as a reward held out to incite hasty
and unjust condemnation. To obviate these evils

sedition soon grew busy ; and, to avoid them, emi-

gration abounded. ^^ The pressure fell much upon

*^ Metu Trjp (Tvy^^coprjdeiaay toIq ^rjfjLoiQ avTOVOfiiav .

*^
'ATTEipayddiog.

*' This translation of a passage written eighteen hundred

years ago^ and applying to times four hundred years before^ so

exactly describes what has just been occurring in France, that

it may almost be necessary to desire the reader to look at the

original, for proof that it is not a forgery. What follows wants

only the change of a name or two to make it apply equally to

the French as to the Grecian revolution.
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CHAP, those who had held the administration of their

J^^X!!L I'espective
towns under Lacedaemonian patronage.

For, as these had generally carried their authority

with some haughtiness, the multitude no sooner

acquired power than they exercised it under the insti-

gation of resentment. This passion of course became

mutual; and if those who had been injured and op-

pressed recovered power, little contented with justice,

they would use it for revenge.

Of this disposition the first, and a very remarkable

instance, occurred in the sedition of the little Ar-

cadian city of Phigalia. A nuftiber of its principal

people, driven away, whether by sentence of banish-

ment, or whether by fear of a worse condemnation,

or perhaps of massacre, seized a strong post within

the Phigalian territory. Before any effectual measure

was taken to dislodge them the season ofthe Dionysia,
the festival of Bacchus, occurred. We have already
had occasion to observe instances of the attachment

of the Greeks, passionate at the same time and

scrupulous, to those festive ceremonies of what they
called religion. The Phigalian people, newly be-

come sovereign, would not be debarred of their sacred

joys, or restrained in them. They were collected in

the theatre, intent upon its amusements, when the

exiles entered the town, and carried massacre among
them almost unresisted. According to the historian's

account their purpose would appear merely revenge ;

but probably they had a view also to plunder. To
hold the place however, when they had mastered it,

was totally out of their thought : against the powerful

confederacy of which Thebes was the triumphant
head, and the democracy of Phigalia a member, it

was too much beyond hope. Little beneficial there-

fore to themselves, this bloody deed brought great
inconvenience upon many of their friends, who had
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been allowed hitherto a residence in the city. Fearing sect.

that revenge, unable to reach the juster objects, might
'

fall upon them if they remained, all fled with the

exiles to Lacedaemon.

Nearly about the same time, among the Corinthians,

the democratical was the fugitive party. The new

prevalence of the democratical cause, under Theban

supremacy, encouraged these to hope that they might
not only revenge themselves on their opponents, but

establish themselves in their stead. A number of

them, refugees in the Argolic territory, communi-

cated with some still residing in Corinth, and a plot

was concerted for a revolution. To promote this,

many of the exiles returned into the city, hoping to

remain unobserved: but, suspicion arising among
those who held the government, measures were taken

so effectually for preventing their escape that, in

despair, they killed one another. Then those evils,

which the friends of the Phigalian exiles avoided by

flying with their conquering comrades, fell upon the

friends of the Corinthians, w^ho failed in their plot.

Accusations were numerous; many were in conse-

quence executed; and many, happy to find oppor-

tunity for flight, saved themselves only by a miser-

able emigration.
In the democratical government of Megara, an

oligarchal party attempted a revolution. Numerous

executions followed the failure, and many more were

avoided only by flight. In Phlius it was the demo-

cratical party that was compelled to fly. The de-

mocratical Phliasians, like the oligarchal Phigalians,

seized a strong post within the territory of their city ;

but, finding no such opportunity against the vigilant

aristocracy of Phlius as the wildness of democratical

sovereignty in Phigalia had afforded, they engaged a
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(;hap. body of those mercenary troops, which seem now to
^^^^^^'

have been always ready in Greece to accept pay or to

earn plunder in any service. Thus strengthened

they annoyed their adversaries in the city greatly : in

oneiaction they killed more than three hundred. But,

ere long, they experienced the danger of trusting

troops unconnected with them by any certain and

permanent interest. Opportunity was found to cor-

rupt their mercenaries. In a following battle they
were deserted by them, and in consequence were

defeated, with such slaughter that the miserable

remnant, unable any longer to hold the post in

Phliasia, (probably Tricaranum, mentioned by Xeno-

phon to have been occupied by Phliasian exiles,)

withdrew to Argos.
In a few general words only Diodorus notices the

sedition in Sicyon, of which an account has already
been given in some detail from Xenophon ;

and then,

concluding his review,
'

such,' he says,
* was the

' calamitous state of Peloponnesus.'
From this account ofthe consequences ofthe general

peace, which followed the battle of Leuctra and the

embassy of Pelopidas into Persia, we may form some

conjecture what were the indecision and trouble and

confusion, indicated only in those three words by
Xenophon, which, notwithstanding the pacification,
followed the battle of Mantinea. After then com-

paring the pictures remaining from the contemporary
historian, deeply interested in the aristocratical cause,
with those of the compiler who, between three and
four centuries after, adopted the prejudices of the

opposite party, and observing how they support one

another, the sketch of a contemporary orator, though
intended to serve a political purpose, may appear no
unfair summing-up of the state of things in Pelopon-
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The multitude in Peloponnesus,' says Iso- si:ot.

crates, speaking in the nameof Archidamus prince of

Lacedaemon,
* and all those whom we distinguish by

^^ocr

* the name of common people, though they heedlessly
*

enough engaged in the Theban cause, will I think, in

*

future, be more cautious. For nothing ofwhat they
*

expected has followed from the revolution which
*

they have been so eager to promote. Instead of
'

greater freedom they have acquired only a worse
' servitude : for, instead of the best of their fellow-

*
citizens, they are now subjected to the worst. In-

' stead of independency they have established a dread-
' ful lawlessness. Accustomed formerly to march
* with the Lacedaemonians against others, they now
* see others marching against themselves. Seditions,
' which formerly they only heard of in distant parts,
*

they now experience almost daily at home. Ca-
' lamities are so various and extensive that to decide
* who suffer most is impossible. Not a city remains
'

uninjured by its neighbours: lands are ravaged,
* towns plundered, private houses desolated; and
' those governments are overthrown, and those laws
'

abolished, under which formerly they were the
'

happiest of the Greeks. Mistrust and hatred hence
* are so become popular passions that no enmity can
* exceed what exists between fellow- citizens. Where
'

formerly was general plenty, and a concord pro-
'

moting general enjoyment, now the rich would
* rather throw their wealtji into the sea than give to
* the numerous poor; while these would be much less

*

delighted in finding a treasure than in stripping the
* rich of their property. Holy sacrifice is no longer
'

regarded, but murders are committed even on the
*
altars: and there are more exiles now from single

'
cities than formerly from all Peloponnesus.*
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CHAP. While such was the state ofthe southern peninsula,
^^^^"'

which, when unfted under the supremacy of Lace-

daemon, had taken the lead among the political con-

cerns of the nation, so that Peloponnesian was a name

of eminence among the Greeks, that northern pro-

vince, which possessed in the greatest degree the

natural advantages adapted to give political import-

ance, and which lately, under the guidance of one

extraordinary man, had actually acquired a threaten-

ing superiority, fell again into no enviable situation.

hT^t' The tyrant tagus of Thessaly, Alexander of Pherae,
s. 36. 37. after a reign of eleven years, was assassinated, through

a plot in which his wife was engaged. Her eldest

brother, Tisiphonus, a principal in the conspiracy,
succeeded to the supreme executive power, and held

it still when Xenophon put the finishing hand to his

i)bdor. Grecian Annals.^^ The delivery of his country from
^

M7 *^^ tyranny of Alexander, though by a base midnight
murder, gave Tisiphonus a gleam ofpopularity among
his fellow countrymen ;

for the advantage of the deed

they overlooked its foulness. But a country where all

conception of what can give stability to law and just

government is so wanting that assassination may find

public applause, in the supposition that assassination

only can obviate tyranny, will never long be free.

Tisiphonus, raised to the dignity of tagus, was al-

*^ Plutarch says that Thebe, wife ofAlexander, was daughter
of Jason. (Plut. vit. Pelopid. p. 534. t. 1.) Xenophon and Dio-
dorus both mention the wife of Alexander, sister of Tisiphonus,
as a principal in the conspiracy; Xenophon with very particular

circumstances, and Diodorus by the name of Thebe: (Diod. 1. 15.

p. 517.) both equally mention Tisiphonus, brother of Thebe, as

successor to Alexander in the dignity oftagus, but neither speaks
ofthem as children ofJason. This omission by the earlier writers

appears to afford strong presumption that Plutarch, as too fre-

quently was his way, wrote
carelessly.
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lowed to rule, like Alexander and Jason, by an army sect.

of mercenaries; because, with its defective ronsti-

tution, only so probably authority could be carried

throuo;h Thessalv. In such circumstances, not the

virtue only, but the ability of Jason would be re-

quisite to exercise sovereignty so as either to con-

ciliate or to deserve popularity. Tisiphonus wanted

either the ability, or the virtue, or both. Opposition,

repressed by military power, was punished by nu-

merous executions and banishments; and still op-

position was ready wherever it might dare to show

itself. Some of the towns obeyed the tagus ;
some

resisted him. Indecision and trouble and confusion

seem to have pervaded Thessaly, which had a con-

stitutional chief, not less than Peloponnesus, left

without a leading or connecting power: and thus

those, whose territorial advantages, as an able con-

temporary writer has remarked, should have made
J^^p^^^

them the most powerful of the Greeks, became p. 248. 1 2.

abroad insignificant and at home wretched.

It may afford some consolation, in contemplating
human affairs, that the pressure of evils, in one part
of the world, not uncommonly produces a flow of

prosperity in others. If, amid extensive confusion, se-

curity in civilized society can be found anywhere, the

favored spot will especially attract those whose ability

to be useful, giving them value, will make them wel-

come
;
and thus sometimes, in the wreck of nations,

all that is most valuable among men becomes con-

centrated. The spots where, in such circumstances,

security will most be found, will generally be

among those least favored by nature for the ordi-

nary purposes of life. Thus, in the middle ages,

the marshes of Venice, the mountains of Genoa, and
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CHAP, the scarcely accessible cliffs of Amalfi attracted what-
^•^^^"-

ever remained of most worth from the wreck of the

Roman empire ;^^ and, in those earlier times of which

we have been treating, amid the complicated trou-

bles of Greece, Megara, situated, like Genoa, on a

mountainous coast of the continent, and Cos, a small

isocr. distant island, florished singularly. The Megarians,

p!248.\2.
as Isocrates says of them, possessing really neither

Xen. Mem. \^^^ j^qj. port, and whoso mountains are destitute

c. 7.S.6. even of mines, nevertheless through the laborious

cultivation of their rocks, and by a diligence in manu-

w Venice and Genoa, with their local inconveniences^ have

local advantages, beyond that of mere security, which have as-

sisted to extend their prosperity through civilized ages; but the

local inconveniences of Amalfi are such that they repelled, as

soon as the security, derived from inaccessibility, was no longer

wanted: ^

Oppressed,' in Gibbon's phrase,
'

by the arms of the
' Normans, and sacked by the jealousy of Pisa,' (Decline and

Fall of the Roman Empire, ch. 56.) Amalfi never recovered

from the blow. Describing, with his usual liveliness of manner,

the extraordinary prosperity of Amalfi, Gibbon has omitted

notice of its local peculiarities, to which it was so much indebted

for its prosperity. Only thirty miles from Naples, and seven

from Salerno, there is scarcely any intercourse with Amalfi but

by sea. In summer the road over the mountains, whose snows

supply Naples with the ice which the habits of the people of all

ranks have made almost as necessary as bread, is barely prac-
ticable for a mule ; and in winter generally, it is said, imprac-
ticable, or to be attempted only by an able walker. In the town
itself winter is scarcely known; no north or east wind can blow

upon it; but the reverberated heat of the summer sun is such

that a particular construction of the dwellings, adapted to exclude

the beam and produce a draft of air, is required to enable even
the natives to breathe. Since the ruins of Paestum have been

pointed out to public notice, the picturesque beauties ofthe coast,

forming the northern boundary of the bay of Salerno, a coast

which Salvator studied, have engaged the attention of travellers

and students of
landscape-painting; and hence Amalfi has become

more known among English travellers than it was formerly, or

perhaps is now, to most Neapolitans.
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fiicture and commerce which overbore disadvantages sect.

of situation, profiting on the contrary from that situ-

ation to preserve the peace of their narrow territory

amid warring neighbours, had the wealthiest families

of Greece.^* It was in like manner among the general Y^^^'

^' ^^'

troubles, and apparently in consequence ofthem, that p. 49b.

the new town of Cos was founded in the island of the 1, u,°*

same name, and rapidly became very considerable. The ^' ^^^'

island, scarcely twenty miles long and five wide, for-

tunate in soil and climate, had the advantage of being
united in one republic ; but not without experiencing
the common bane of the Grecian republics, sedition.

It was distracted by parties when an earthquake over-

threw great part of the principal town. Able men, S;^j*^^|*

at the head of the party then holding the admini- Diodor.

stration, took advantage of this event for a bold un-

dertaking. Instead of restoring the old town, called

afterward Astypalsea, they removed, with all their

adherents, to a new one, which they founded on a

more advantageous part of their coast, and to which

th^y would give no other name than that of the

island.^^ They provided for its security by strong

fortifications, raised at great expense; and they im-

proved the advantages, which nature had afforded,

for a commodious port. By the opportunities thus

furnished for commerce, and by the benefits of a

wise administration, a large population was collected ;

private fortunes grew; public means became con-

siderable; and the newcity of Cos, not indeed among
**
Xenophon informs us that the great source of the wealth of

Megara was a manufacture of coarse cloth^ 'E^w/xt^OTrotm. The

Megarian citizens were master manufacturers; the journeymen
were slaves, bought barbarians. Mem. Socr. 1. 2. c. 7« s- 6.

*^ It appears probable that the name Astypalaea, synonymous
with the English Alton^ Aldborough, old town, was not in use

before the founding of the new town.
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CHAP, tlie largest, became however one of the most florish-

^^^"^'
ing, and was esteemed the best built and handsomest

of Greece.^^

Megara and Cos, seemingly the most remarkable,

were however by no means the only instances of

florishing communities among the troubles by which

the Greek nation was convulsed in the course of the

next half century following the Peloponnesian war.

In Peloponnesus itself Sicyon, notwithstanding its

passing disturbances, was a school of the fine arts ;

and, among the islands, Rhodes appears to have

set the advantageous example whence Cos profited,
strab. 1.14. Three principal towns there, lalysus, Lindus, and

Diod. 1. 13. Camira, from before Homer's time, had held their

separate political establishments. Toward the con-

B. C.408.* elusion of the Peloponnesian war they coalesced into

one government; for the seat of which a new city

was founded in a very advantageous situation, upon
a fine natural harbour. An Athenian architect, who
had gained reputation by his works at Piraeus, was

engaged to form the plan, design the walls, gates,

^^ The Count de Choiseul Gouffier, in his Voyage Pittoresque
de la Grece, describes Cos in the year 1776 thus: ' The town
' of Cos is on the shore; its port is commodious : the whole coast
'
is covered with orange and citron trees, which give it a most

'

delightful appearance ; the public place is singularly pleasant :

' a prodigious plane-tree in the centre overspreads the whole
' with its branches. Bending under their own weight, these
'

might suffer, without the attention of the inhabitants, who re-
'

gard the tree with a kind of religious reverence. In these
' countries everything offers traces of ancient gfandeur ; and so
' the props, which support the decrepit limbs of this respected
*
tree, are magnificent columns of marble and granite. An

' abundant fountain adds to the charms of this place, always
'

frequented by the inhabitants, who resort to it to transact their
*
affairs, and to enjoy its shelter against the heat of the climate.'

[* The Peloponnesian war ended B. C. 404. See vol. iii. p. 493.
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and other public buildings, and superintend the exe- sect.

cution. To obviate invidious distinctions no other
'

name was given to the new capital than that of the

island itself; a measure, among others, the example
of which was followed by the Coans. The distraction

of the oligarchal and democratical interests, with the

ensuing depression of the leading republics, though
adverse to the common power of the nation and its

means of opposition to a common enemy, and pre-
ventive of all civil quiet through the greater part of

proper Greece, seems however to have been favorable

to the peace and prosperity of some of the distant

colonies. When neither the higher people could any

longer hope for support from Lacedaemon in the exer-

cise of an oppressive oligarchy, nor the lower were

stimulated by Athenian politics to disturb all govern-
ment not subservient to Athens, the Rhodian con-

stitution settled into a liberal aristocracy. This

probably was not instantaneously established in the

full perfection which Strabo ascribes to it, nor was strabo,

it undisturbed in its growth; but, in the end, the"*^"*'

men of higher rank and fortune learnt so to govern
that the lower people, through a constant employ-
ment of their industry, a careful attention to their

wants, a strict and impartial administration of justice,

were happy, quiet, and zealously attached to their

country and laws. An extraordinary prosperity fol-

lowed, and lasted for ages.

For a complete picture of Greece in this age, if

memorials remained to direct the pencil, a con-

siderable extension of bright colors and fair forms

no doubt should find place among the gloomy tints

and horrid shapes that have been transmitted as the

principal constituents. But as in landscape stormy
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CHAP, skies, and rugged mountains, and pathless rocks, and
^^^"^'

wasteful torrents, every work of nature rude, and

every work of man in ruin, most engage the notice

of the painter, and offer the readiest hold for the

touches of his art, so in the political world war, and

sedition, and revolution, destruction of armies, mas-

sacre of citizens, and wreck of governments force

themselves upon the attention of the annalist, and

are carefully reported to posterity ;
while the growth

of commerce, and arts, and science, all that gives

splendor to empire, elegance to society, and livelihood

to millions, like the extended capital and the bound-

less champaign, illumined by the sun's mid-day glare,

pleases, dazzles, bewilders, offers a maze of delightful

objects, charms rather than fixes the attention, and,

giving no prominences, no contrast, no strongly

charactered parts, leaves the writer, as the painter,

unable to choose out of an expanse and a variety

whose magnificent whole is far too great for the

limited stretch of picturesque or literary design.

Nevertheless, among the playful sketches and in-

cidental remarks of ancient authors, we find tes-

timony to the prosperity of some of the extensive

settlements of the Grecian people. The western

colonies are objects for separate consideration. Con-

fining our attention here to the eastern, we may ob-

serve that Cnidus, on the Carian coast, appears to

have shared in the prosperity of the neighbouring
piin. island of Cos. The Cnidian Venus, by Praxiteles,

Lucian.
^'

^^a^^k^d by aucicnt description as the model of more
Amor. than one ancient statue preserved to us, tliough that

known by the name of the Medicean, first in merit,

is first in fame, was through all antiquity esteemed

among the most admirable efforts of the art of
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sculpture.^' It seems to follow, were other testimony sect.

wanting, that the community was florishing which

could adorn its temples with the most finished works

of artists the most eminent known to fame. In quiet

under Persian sovereignty prosperity seems to have

been extensive among the Grecian towns on the

Asiatic shore. Halicarnassus, the seat of the Carian Diod. i. is.

princes, for its florishing state, might deserve to be ^*

known better to us
;
and the Ionian and ^olic cities,

allowed the management of their own affairs in peace
while they paid the settled tribute to the Persian

government, and only forbidden war and disturbance,

produced philosophers, and artists, and wealthy mer-

chants, though they offered no statesmen or generals
for the notice of history.

The political circumstances of Greece, even the

minute division of territory, among all the troubles

they produced, had a tendency to promote the cul-

tivation of science and the fine arts. Eloquence was

so important in every state that no study by which

it might be improved could be indifferent. In de-

mocratical governments it was all-powerful ;
and even

in the oligarchal, not only for debate among the Few
who ruled, but for persuasion also among the Many,
whose obedience was to be ensured, and whose willing

service often to be engaged, it was of great moment.

Hence perhaps principally arose the habit of study

among the Greeks, and the passion for philosophy.
The customs then and the circumstances of the

country required, in every town, at least three public

buildings ;
a temple for religious ceremonies, a theatre

for public amusement, both sometimes used also for

^7 A statue of similar design is in the museum in the Capitol,
at Rome; larger than the Medicean, and of less winning delicacy,

but altogether of very considerable merit.

VOL. V. T
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CHAP, public business, and a gymnasium or place of public
^^^"^'

exercise, where, in shelter against summer heat and

winter storms, the youth, within the confinement of

a fortified town, might keep themselves in constant

preparation for military service, for which, with the

weapons of ancient warfare, strength, activity, and

personal skill were especially important.^^ In the

larger towns these buildings, the temples mostly be-

yond others, were multiplied; and baths, and the

stoa, portico, or shelter for walking and public con-

versation, were added. The common property of

the people, and accommodated to their favorite en-

joyments, it was the pride of every little community
to have these buildings of a solidity to withstand

time, and of a beauty to engage admiration. When

they were to be raised or repaired, no purse was to

strabo, be shut. The celebrated temple ofDiana at Ephesus,
' '^' '

one of the most magnificent among the Greek settle-

ments, being destroyed by fire little after the time of

which we have been treating, every fortune was to

be pressed, whether by voluntary contribution or a

tax enforced by authority, that it might be restored

with superior splendor: even the jewels and golden
ornaments of the women's dress were required, or

given, to assist the expense.
Hence principally the encouragement to the archi-

tect, and to the painter and sculptor, who were to

adorn the architecture. The progress thus of science,

arts, and fine taste, among those troubles of the re-

publican times of which we have large information,

'®
Tvfiydma, jcai ^edv vaovg, /cat raXXa ircivra irpog /3/ov at/-

6pu)7ni)p evcaijjiopiav virofivriiiaTa. Diod. 1. 5. Diodorus com-

monly retails ideas of writers of the republican times^ and so

seems to have been led to give the gymnasium the first place

among the requisites of civilized life.
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is far less wonderful than their rise in former ages sect.

of obscurity. How a Homer was enabled to acquire !

that judgment for the correction of his fancy, whence
Aristotle has pronounced him the model of all

eloquence ;
how the simple form of the Doric temple,

cleared from Egyptian and Asiatic sophistication,

became the source of pure taste for all the archi-

tecture of the nation, chastening still the artist's

fancy when in aftertimes he was required to vary
forms for the various purposes of civilized and

luxurious life, and to add the richest ornaments ; and

how that chastity and greatness of design became

endemial, which are striking in some of the medals

of times beyond the oldest historians
;
these are

objects of wonder among which conjecture is be-

wildered.

But, on the continent of European Greece, in the

height of its troubles, arts, commerce, and science

were not confined to the narrow limits of inferior

towns, Megara and Sicyon. A wider field was yet

open to them, in which not only they might ex-

patiate in some security, but find even peculiar ad-

vantages. Megara, and Sicyon, and Cos, and Cnidus

bore the characteristics more of civil communities

than of political powers. Leaving to others the care

of the great interests of the Greek nation, which

they could little influence, their administrations gave
their attention to preserve the peace of their own
little states as they could, and, in that peace, to cul-

tivate commerce and the arts. Wise, and perhaps

necessary, in their political impotence, such de-

pendence upon events would have been, for Athens,
a weak policy. The obvious danger of losing more

through acquiescence than would be hazarded by
T S
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CHAP, exertion impelled her to take an active part in the
^^^^"- common affairs of Greece. Liable thus, unavoidably,

to some degree of political turbulence, nevertheless

the administration, generally directed by able yet

moderate men, preserved peace, as we have seen,

within Attica, while the Athenian arms were seldom

unemployed abroad ; and, notwithstanding the vices of

the Athenian civil constitution, yet, in comparison with

many other parts of Greece, person and property in

Attica might be esteemed secure. To these then being
added the advantages ofan extent of territory, narrow

indeed, yet far superior to that of most Grecian re-

publics ;
of a powerful navy, and of that very political

importance which forbade perfect quiet ;
Athens be-

came the great resort of science, arts, and commerce.

isocPaneg. PiroBUS, as Isocratcs informs us, was the centre of the
^' * * '

trade ofthe age : he calls it the centre ofGreece
; and,

formaritime communication, it might notbe improperly
so called. Commodities, he says, scarcely to be ob-

tained elsewhere of one kind in each place, were

found in abundance, of every kind, in Piraeus. Elo-

quence then, from the nature of the government, and

from the manner of administering the law, was cul-

tivated as a qualification almost necessary to civilized

life
;
and philosophy engaged earnest attention as a

conductor to eloquence. Athens was the place in

Greece where means most occurred for the acquisi-
tion of wealth, where commerce had most expanse,
where the government offered most opportunities,
where even learning was a road to riches; and, though
great fortune could hardly be held there in quiet and

security, yet it might be spent with splendor. Wealth
and science were attended of course by the arts, to

which science assisted to give the embellishment of
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fine taste. Thus architecture, sculpture, and painting appen

continued to receive improvements during all the

turbulence which followed the Peloponnesian war;
and it was during that period that Plato wrote and

taught, Lysias and Isocrates pleaded, and Aristotle

and Demosthenes were studying, in Athens.

APPENDIX TO THE TWENTY-EIGHTH CHAPTER.

Memorials ofXenophon.

It is impossible for the compiler of Grecian history

not to feel a particular interest in the fortunes of an-

other Athenian of that age, the soldier-philosopher-

author, who has been his conductor, now through a

period of nearly half a century, among those trans-

actions in which he was himself an actor; and the

supposition will naturally follow that the reader will

not be wholly unimpressed with a similar sentiment.

Fortunately memorials remaining, though very in-

adequate to the gratification of a just curiosity, yet,

as far as they go, will perfectly coincide with the

purpose of Grecian history, and afford no unimportant
addition to the illustration otherwise afforded of the

actual state of Greece.

Whether an illustrious man was born in a high
or a low situation in society, however otherwise in-

different, cannot be entirely so toward a knowledge
of the character, either of the man, or of the times

in which he lived; and especially in Greece, where

the opposition between the higher and lower orders

formed the prominent point in the character of

the national politics, from times before connected

history till those when the country ceases to be an

object for history. But concerning the ancestry of
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CHAP. Xenophon ancient writers have left no farther in-

^^^^^-
formation than that he was son of Gryllus, an Athe-

Diog.Laert. nian, of that division of the Attic people which
vitxen.

^Qj^pQsg^ ^i^Q Erchian or Echrian borough of the

^gidean ward. Various indications however concur

in tendency to denote that his family was of some

consideration, and that he was born rather to affluence

than poverty. The scholars of Socrates were mostly

of the principal families of Athens ;
so much Xeno-

phon himself informs us ;
and he was a scholar of

Socrates, bred apparently without a profession. His

Xen. Anab. early lutimacy with Proxenus, who appears to have

s. ii! 1.^*2. been of an eminent family in Thebes, implies a pro-

j^^^ bability at least that he was of connexions not greatly

inferior in his own country.
^^ The same circum-

stance, together with his earnestness to leave Athens,

just after the restoration of the democracy, as his

friend had left Thebes apparently because prospects
were not pleasant for him under the prevalence of the

democratical party there, marks that his connexion

with the aristocratical interest, probably inherited,

was at least very early formed. The confidence then

with which Proxenus promised him introduction to

Cyrus, and the attention paid him by that prince;
his election, after the loss of both those patrons, to a

great military command, from no previous military

rank, by those who possessed the best claims of pre-
vious rank to that very situation; the respect with

which, unprotected by his country, he was treated by

«0 Proxenus, generally marked by Xenophon only as a Boeo-

tian, is distinguished in one passage ofthe Anabasis as a Theban.

(Anab. 1. 2. c. 1. s. 8.) He alone, of the Grecian generals in the
service of Cyrus, is styled a friend of the prince, <j)iXoQ, (Anab.
1. 1. c. 1. s. 11.) one admitted to familiar communication; the
others are called ^ivoi, guests received at his table.
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Spartan officers in the highest foreign commands, by appen.

the king, Agesilaus, and finally by the Lacedaemonian
^^^'

aristocracy; all these circumstances, though perhaps
each singly might be referred to another cause, seem

collectively to afford strong presumptive evidence

that he w^as not originally distinguished for his merit

alone, but that his birth and connexions had assisted

to introduce and give him consideration.

Xenophon, we are told, was eminently favored by Diog.Laert.

nature with elegance of countenance and person.
He was blest, as we learn from himself, with active Xen. Anab.

1 A

strength, and a constitution of a firmness fitting him,
'

for a soldier's life in any climate. The superior quali-

fications of his mind had apparently been already
observed by Socrates, when, meeting him in a narrow

way (if we may credit Laertius for the story) the Diog.Laert.

philosopher stopped him by putting his stick across,

and abruptly asked,
* Whence comes every good to

man ?' Answer being made to his satisfaction,he asked

again,
' How then are men mado honest and good?'

This producing hesitation, Socrates added,
* Follow

me then and learn.' When Xenophon was invited

by Proxenus to the court of Sardis, then about his b. c. 402.

six or seven and twentieth year, it remains marked ^^' ^^' ^'

in his own account that he esteemed Socrates his best

friend and most valuable adviser. Upon that occasion xen. Anab.

therefore he did not fail to consult him. Both were

aware that to engage in the service of Cyrus, the

ally of Lacedaemon, esteemed the enemy of Athens,
or at least of the democracy, would afford opportunity,
not unlikely to be used, for exciting popular resent-

ment against him. Socrates therefore advised him,
as in a case of both difficulty and importance, to

consult the Delphian oracle. What confidence the

philosopher really had in oracles, as formerly it has

1. 3. c. 1.

s. 4. 5. 6.
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CHAP, been observed, seems difficult to judge: but, as a
xxviiJ.

fQj-bidding response would probably divert his young
friend from a hazardous purpose, and an encouraging

one would give to that purpose a sanction which the

public religion acknowledged and the law respected,

the advice appears to have been unquestionably wise.

Both the doubt however, and the advice given upon

it, seem strongly to confirm the supposition, before

stated, that Xenophon was rich and of considerable

Xen. Symp. connexions. For restrictions upon foreign travel

attached only upon those of some eminence ; popular

jealousy was little to be apprehended by the needy
and obscure; and the Delphian oracle seems to have

been accessible only to the rich, and favorable almost

only to the profuse. Xenophon went to Delphi;
but, bent with all the ardor of youth upon new and

great prospects, and urged apparently by uneasiness

under the existing administration of his country, in-

stead of asking the oracle. Whether he should go to

Sardis; he asked. To which of the gods he should

sacrifice and pray for success in his projected journey.
The answer favored him with direct information,

which he reported to Socrates; who, he says, dis-

satisfied with the evasion of his advice, but neverthe-

less considering the response as amounting to a

command to go, recommended * to do as the god
*
directed.'

The expense of the journey to Sardis, of residence

at a court of much more than the Lydian satrap's
usual splendor, and of accompanying the army after-

ward on its long march into Upper Asia,, Xenophon
appears to have borne from his private fortune, un-

assisted by emolument from any appointment. Never-
theless that he lived upon a high footing, and made

^even more than common figure, is fully indicated.
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Without the pretensions of either military rank or appen-

civil office, he was in a situation to communicate
'

personally with the Persian prince. This is shown,

in the narrative, before he left Sardis, and again,

more particularly, on the day of the battle of Cunaxa.

When, after the circumvention of the generals, ach.23.s.2.

body of cavalry was to be formed, his horses are
^ * ^*

mentioned in a manner implying that they were more

numerous than those of any officer of the Grecian

forces, Clearchus only perhaps excepted. These con-

siderations then may assist to account for his eleva-

tion, at his early age, at once to the rank of general,

over all the officers holding commands in the body
under Proxenus, and by their election.

It was while Xenophon was in Asia, or about the b. c. 4oi.

time of his return, that Socrates, whose loss he has oi. 94! 4.

so affectionately lamented, and whose worth he has
^^^^- \:

so ably recorded, was condemned and executed. The ci.]

administration, we may be assured, under which such

an event could have place, was not friendly to Xeno-

phon. A decree of banishment was proposed against

him, and carried ; at what point of time is not ascer-

tained, but it seems to have been within two years

after the death of Socrates. In reporting the arrival ^"a^- J- 7-

ofthe troops under his command in sight of European

ground he takes occasion to mention his own earnest-

ness to return immediately to Athens. We have seen Ch. 23. s. 6.

how, first the request, and afterward the adverse con-
^

duct, of Anaxibius, the Lacedaemonian commander
on the Hellespontine station, interposed delays; and

how at length attachment to his ill-used little army,

concurring perhaps with some view of private advan-

tage, induced Xenophon to forego his purpose for a

I
* See Vol. IV. p. 138.]
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CHAP, time, and, in midwinter, engage in the service of the
^^^^^^'

Thracian prince Seuthes. In the following spring the

B.C. 399. opportunity so fortunately occurred for the troops to
^'^'

engage in the Lacedaemonian service, for the war

Anab. 1. 7. then resolved against Persia. On this occasion he

again declares his purpose of returning directly to

Athens; adding, that the decree of banishment was

not yet passe^ against him. The earnest request

however, he says, of some among his officers whom
he most esteemed, that he would retain the command
till he had in person delivered them over to the La-

cedaemonian commander-in-chief, Thimbron, induced

him again to delay his voyage.
It has been evidently among Xenophon's purposes,

in his account of the return of the Greeks, to obviate

the imputation of having improperly amassed private
wealth : an imputation seldom failing to be urged,
with or without foundation, in accusations of offences

against the commonwealth, at Athens. In relating
the entertainment given by Seuthes, immediately on

engaging the service of the Cyreans, Xenophon has

taken occasion to mention his poverty. It was usual,

it seems, for those received at the table of Thracian

princes to carry presents. Timasion of Dardanum,
from his store of Asiatic spoil, offered a silver cup
and a Persian carpet,^*^ the latter valued at forty

pounds sterling. Xenophon, who had brought from

Asia only one slave-servant, and the mere necessary
for his return to Athens, made a gratifying speech,
which seems to have been favorably received instead

of a present. His stipulated pay then, of hardly more

^^
Tairldag paptapiKag. Spelman has made an apology for his

translation, Persian carpets^, which it seems hardly to have
wanted.
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than four pounds sterling monthly, for his short appen.

service with Seuthes, would certainly not make him,

rich. When the Grecian troops passed into the La-

cedaemonian service, while it was still his purpose to

return to Athens, the Thracian prince repeated his Anab. i. 7.

former liberal oflPer of the lordship of the port ofc.2!s. 20.

Bisanthe, and a territory around, and stock for its

cultivation, with confirmation of the grant and as-

surance of support in it by giving him his daughter
in marriage, if he would remain with only a thousand

men, pressing the proposal with the observation that

he would be safer so than in returning to his coun-

try. Nor was this what could occasion hesitation as

a novelty; for, under the late empire of Athens,

many Athenians had possessed castles and estates in

Thrace,
^^ and some had married into the families of

Thracian princes. Among these the connexions and

possessions of Miltiades and Alcibiades in the Cher-

sonese, and of Agnon and Thucydides on the Stry-

mon, have been objects for historical notice. Xeno-

phon declares his positive refusal of the proposals of

Seuthes, without assigning his reasons
;
which perhaps

it might have been difficult to state so as to avoid

offence either to the Lacedaemonian or to the Athe-

nian government.
In relating his arrival with the army at Lampsacus c. 8. s. 1.

on the Asiatic side of the Hellespont he speaks again
of his poverty, and then he repeats, for the last time,
the mention of his purpose to return home

; whence
it seems probable that intelligence ofthe decree of ba-

nishment reached him not long after. His account of

these matters is strongly marked with caution against

^' Kat ev Tfj^E ry X^P^ 'i(r(t)Q a^iaxreie Kai relxv Xafi^dveiv, ojairep

Kui fiXKoL tCjv vfierepiop e\a€ov, Kaix^pav. Anab. 1. 7- c* 3» s. 9.
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CHAP, offence to the two really despotic governments of
^^^^^^'

Athens and Lacedaemon ;
on one of which he must

be necessarily dependent, and the control of neither

could he entirely avoid. It is nevertheless strongly

marked with candor. Evidently, in the outset of his

expedition, he was fond of expense and show : and, after

he was elected general, careless of saving, generous
rather to profusion, and ambitious of popularity, he

considered present expense as opening future means.

But the decree barring his return to his country pro-

bably depriving him of property, certainly cutting off

many hopes, made an alteration, necessarily almost

total, in views for his future life. Then it became a

matter of urgency to consider, less how he might be

great than how he might subsist. With alteration of

his economy, if he retained his military situation,

opportunity was apparently before him. His pre-

paration then to account for the acquisition of wealth,

by means without moral reproach in the common
estimation of the times, and not only allowed by the

religion, but specially warranted, as he asserts, by
the declared favor of the gods of his country, yet for

which he seems nevertheless with some anxiety to

apologize, will deserve notice.

Anab. 1. 7. At Lampsacus he met a friend whom he had known
in Attica, Euclides; a Phliasian by birth, and by

profession a prophet, whose father, Cleagoras, had

earned renown as a painter by his work called the

Dreams, in the Lyceum at Athens.^^ Euclides could

^*
Spelman has observed that no notice is found in any other

ancient author of this painter or of his works here mentioned,

though Pausanias has left a description of the Lyceum, and
from Pliny we have accounts of earlier paintings. Possibly the

works of Cleagoras may have been removed to Antioch or to

Kome, or, among the misfortunes ofAthens, they may have been

destroyed before the age of those writers.
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not believe Xenophon's declaration, though affirmed appen-

with an oath, that one who had been in so great a ..^__J11_

command, where others with inferior advantages, as

Timasion of Dardanum, and the soothsayer Silanus,

had acquired considerable wealth, could be under

any necessity to sell his horse for an immediate sup-

ply. The present of hospitality however from the

Lampsacene state, usually made to those in high Anab. i. 7.

public situations, enabled Xenophon to offer sacrifice.

Euclides attended the ceremony ; and, after inspecting

the entrails of the victims, declared that he had no

longer any doubt of the offerer's poverty.
' And I

* see it probable,' he said,
* that this will continue:

'
for, if opportunities of gain occur, some obstacle

' will intervene
; and, if no other, you will be your-

* self the obstacle.' Xenophon allowed that this was

likely.
* But moreover,' continued Euclides,

' Ju-
*

piter Milichius is adverse to you. Have you sacri-

' ficed to him, as I was accustomed to do with you
' at Athens?' He replied, that he had not sacrificed

to that god since he had left home. *

Then,' said

Euclides,
* do it, and benefit will follow.'

^^

On the morrow Xenophon proceeded with the »• 3.

army to Ophrynium; and there he sacrificed, ac-

cording to the ancient Attic rites, scorching hogs

whole, and the symptoms were propitious.^* On
the same day the Lacedaemonian Commissioners ar-

rived with pay for the troops. They entertained

®* We want information of the import of many ofthe titles of

the Greek deities. Milichius seems to have meant the character

of the supreme god as the kind father of men, in opposition to

that of the avenger of sin.

^*
Spelman has observed that, according to Thucydides, 1. 1.

c. 126. as explained by his scholiast, these were probably cakes,

formed in the shape of hogs.
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CHAP. Xenophon at their table; and, learning that the
^^^^^^-

horse he sold had been a favorite, they redeemed it

for him, and would take no compensation.
ch.23.s.6. After this the army proceeded, as already has
fthisHist, 1 . 1 •

-^ 1 ..1, rr •
1

•

been related m its place, across the Irojan plam
and over mount Ida to Antandrus; then along the

coast of the gulf to the plain of Thebe, and by

Atramyttium, Certonium, and Atarneus, to Per-

gamus on the river Caicus. Pergamus, afterward

the seat of a kingdom, was at this time the resi-

dence of those Grecian families, descended from

Demaratus king of Lacedasmon and Gongylus of

Ch.24.s.i. Eretria in Euboea, which have been already noticed

as holding hereditary lordships, derived from the

bounty of the Persian monarchs.^^ Both had en-

gaged with Cyrus in rebellion against the reigning

king, and therefore both would see with joy the

prospect of Lacedaemonian protection. Xenophon
was entertained in the house of Hellas, mother of

Gorgion and Gongylus, then chiefs of the Eretrian

Anab. family. From her he had information that Asidates,

5.4.5.^' a wealthy Persian, lord of the higher part ofthe rich

vale of the Caicus, was, with his family, in his castle

there: three hundred men, she told him, might
suffice to make all prisoners, whose ransoms, to-

gether with the effects to be found, would form a

very large booty ; and, if he would undertake it, a

** In the Hellenics (b. 3. c. 1. s. 4.) Pergamus, as well as

Teuthrania and Alisarnia, otherwise called Elisame, is men-
tioned as the lordship of the family of Demaratus. It appears,
in the Anabasis, that the family of Gongylus resided there;

perhaps because it was the most considerable town in that part
of the country. The fief, if it may be so expressed, of the

family of Gongylus was composed of the townships of Gam-
brium, Palaegambrium, Grynium, and Myrina.
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near kinsman, with others of her friends, should be appen-
• • DIX

his guides. This adventure, heretofore mentioned

cursorily in the general history, may, among the
of^th^fH^gt;

memorials of Xenophon, deserve more detail for its

representation of the manners and character of the

age.

The proposed measure appearing, to human reason,

practicable and promising, how far the gods would

favor it was to be inquired through sacrifice. Aga- ^^ab.

sias, an Elean prophet, officiated; and the kinsman s. c.

of Hellas, and another of her most confidential

friends, Daphnagoras, attended with Xenophon.
The appearances of the victims were highly favor-

able; and the priest declared, in direct terms, ac-

cording to Xenophon's expression,
' that the man

*

might be taken.' The expedition accordingly was

resolved upon. Xenophon selected from his own

army only the lochages whom he most desired to

favor : the rest of the party apparently was composed
of the Pergamenian lady's people. But, due secrecy

not having been observed, when they set forward

full six hundred obtruded themselves to follow, and,

when booty was in prospect, probably discipline was

difficult to enforce. The lochages however, sup-

posing the prey certain, and unwilling to have so

many sharers, pushed on with the guides, so that,

in the darkness of supervening night, they left the

greater part of the interlopers at a loss to find their

way.
About midnight the party arrived at the castle ;

s. 7.

and, depending upon the capture of Asidates him-

self, with the riches within, they suffered the slaves,

with much valuable booty without, to escape. But

the castle was stronger than had been supposed ;
the

circuit large, with projecting towers, the walls eight
«• »•
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CHAP, bricks thick, and lofty, and the defenders numerous
^x^^"- and able. By daybreak however a perforation was

completed; but the solid wall above remaining firm,

nothing resulted but a wound to the foremost of the

assailants through the thigh with a large spit ;
and

soon as dawn advanced, the well-directed arrows, from

the parapet and flanking towers made it dangerous
even to approach the wall. Meanwhile fire-signals

and cries had communicated alarm around, and

numerous succours approached; some Persian ca-

valry, some middle-armed foot, and some even

Grecian heavy-armed in the Persian king's pay.^^

In this, a private adventure, rather than a military

expedition, established order seems to have been very

deficient till, the multitude of the enemy gathering,
Anab. and danger pressing, fear enforced subordination,

si 9*.

^' *

and able command became acceptable. It was now

less an object to carry off booty than to retire in

safety: but the leaders were apprehensive of en-

couragement to the enemy and discouragement to

their own people, should they, by abandoning the

prey, give their retreat the character of flight.

Forming therefore a hollow square, with the cap-
tured oxen, sheep, and slaves in the middle, they
directed their march homeward. Nevertheless they
were so pursued with bowshots and slings that it

s. 10. 11. was with great difficulty they crossed the Caicus,

and before the annoyance ceased near half their

number was wounded. Probably indeed all might
have been cut off but for the support spiritedly led

from Pergamus by young Gongylus, who, against
his mother's inclination, marched to their relief, while

Procles also showed himself with his troops from

^
Thus, I think; the oirXirai (ppovpoi must be understood.
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Alisarnia and Teuthrania. Thus they brought in appen.
. DIX

about two hundred slaves, with cattle, according to „.

Xenophon's expression, just enough for a sacrifice;

meaning apparently a meal for the party and their

friends.

With the manner of this privateering or pirating

expedition Xenophon appears to have been utterly

unsatisfied; but he expresses no disapprobation of

the object. On the contrary, he resolved upon a

second attempt which should be under his own con-

duct. On the very next day he was careful to have Xen. Anab.

the preparatory rites of sacrifice duly performed ; s. i^^

and then, moving at night with his whole army, he

made a long stretch into Lydia, meaning to deceive

the Persian into the supposition that, the hostile

force which alone was formidable to him being far

off, his caution might be remitted. But Asidates,

receiving information that Xenophon had consulted

the pleasure of his gods about a second expedition
to be made with his whole strength, hastened to leave

the castle, apparently before intelligence could reach

him of the Grecian army's march; and, directing his

way up the country, he encamped in some villages

near Parthenium. The result is related by Xeno-

phon in very few words. Perhaps he made his

forced march not more to deceive Asidates than to

avoid a repetition of inconvenient interference from

his own troops, and probably he provided for intel-

ligence of all the Persian's motions. With a select

party he made the surprise complete. The unfor-

tunate Asidates was taken in his camp, with his wife,

children, horses, and all his effects;
* arid thus,' says

Xenophon,
* the indications in the first sacrifice were

accomplished.' The army then returned to Per- s. 13.

gamus, and great credit appears to have been given
VOL. V. u
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CHAP, to Xenophon for his conduct. According to his own
^^^^^^'

expression,
* he had no longer occasion to complain

* of the god,' apparently meaning Jupiter Milichius,
^ for the whole army, generals, lochages, and soldiers,
' and even the Lacedaemonians present, vied in select-

*

ing horses, cattle, and the best of every thing for

* his share of the booty ;
so that, instead of wanting

'
assistance, he was thenceforward in circumstances

* to confer benefits.'

With this account ofhis own acquisition of fortune

Xenophon concludes his narrative of the expedition
of Cyrus and its consequences ;

the arrival of Thim-

bron presently after, to take the command-in-chief,

putting an end to all separate and independent opera-
tions of the Cyreans. In his Grecian Annals, in

which their service afterward, under the several Lace-

daemonian commanders in Lesser Asia, is reported,
he makes no mention of himself. But in five or six

campaigns, mostly successful, in the richest provinces
of that rich country, though under the control, not

of the commander-in-chief only, but of a Lacedae-

monian officer specially appointed to the Cyreans,
who would of course share in all legal plunder before

him, yet, even in subordinate command at the head
of that body, the opportunities of adding, and in the

common estimation of the times creditably adding, to

his private w^ealth would be large. Had the successes

of Agesilaus produced any advantageous arrangement
of affairs in Lesser Asia promising to be lasting, Xeno-

phon perhaps might have chosen to settle there, even
were the return to Athens open to him. But the

B. c. 394. ^^c^l of that prince, with the requisition for the
01.96.3.

Cyrean troops to march into Greece, made a great
and anxious change for him. He was rich; but,
without a country, he was encumbered with his
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riches, both those his private property, and those appen.

committed to him in trust by the troops he had com-
'

manded. It is from the account which he has been

solicitous to give to the public of the execution of

that trust that we have our chief information con-

cerning his following fortunes, and with it some

pictures of the times of singular value.

We have seen that when the prize-money, acquired ch. 23. s. 5.

by the Cyrean Greeks in Upper Asia, was in their

return divided at Cerasus, a tenth was set aside for

the gods, and committed to the generals for dedi-

cation. The deities selected to be honored on the

occasion were the Delphian Apollo and the Ephesian
Artemis, or, in her Latin name, Diana. Though it

has been evidently a principal purpose ofXenophon's
narrative of the expedition of Cyrus to apologize for

himself to his country, yet we find there his free con- Anab.

fession that, being banished, he resolved to follow
][ ^

^' ^'

Agesilaus when he returned to Greece, and risk the

dangers of the war against that confederacy of which

Athens was a member. The dedication remained

then still to be made; and, in the deficiency ofmeans

for remitting large sums, and the hazard of keeping

them, especially for one in the employment of a

soldier and the condition of an exile, his difficulties

are likely to have been considerable.

But the commission for the dedication put him in

possession of what was, in the circumstances of the

times and in his circumstances, an inestimable ad-

vantage: it opened a favorable introduction to the

priesthood of the two principal temples of the Greek

nation, in Europe and in Asia. None were so rich,

and, unless that of Jupiter at Olympia should be

excepted, none so extensively venerated, as those of

Apollo at Delphi and Diana at Ephesus. On his
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CHAP, departure therefore he divided his wealth. Part, as

xxviir.
^j^^ g^^^ ^^ ^^ consecrated to Apollo, he carried with

Ch.25.s.i. him; and when, after the victory of Coronea, Age-
of this Hist,

gji^y^ made the magnificent dedication of the tenth

tT\ 3 0^ h^s Asiatic spoil at Delphi, Xenophon deposited
s- 6. his humbler offering in the treasury of the Athenian

people there, inscribing it, as he tells us, with his

own name and that of his deceased friend Proxenus.

The other part, probably equal, or perhaps larger,

as the portion of the Ephesian Diana, he committed

to the integrity of Megabyzus, sacristan or treasurer

of the temple of that goddess at Ephesus. The wor-

ship of Artemis or Diana, with the title of the Ephe-

sian, was, it seems, not confined to Ephesus, nor was

the dedication to her necessarily to be made there.

He therefore enjoined Megabyzus to remit the deposit

to him in Greece, should he survive the dangers of

the expedition he was going upon, but otherwise to

dedicate it himself, in whatever way he might judge
most acceptable to the goddess.

Diog.Laert. After the campaign in Boeotia Xenophon is said
vit. xen.

^^ j^^^^ accompanied Agesilaus to Lacedasmon*

Though victory attended that prince in Greece, yet,

Ch. 25. 8. Las we have seen, his recal from Asia was followed
'

by the almost immediate and entire overthrow of the

Lacedaemonian empire there, through loss of com-

mand of the intermediate sea. That revenue, by
which alone Lacedaemon had been enabled to main-

tain a large force of mercenaries and to wage distant

war, then ceased; and hence with the campaign in

Boeotia Xenophon's military life seems to have ended.

But Lacedaemon could hardly be made a pleasant
residence for a stranger, even by the friendship of a

king, and that king Agesilaus. Jealousy of strangers
was peculiarly a principle of the constitution; and

I
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the kings, liable themselves, even in private life, to apfen.

severe control always, could never calculate the tl—

\

amount or the kind of new embarrassment to arise

for them with every yearly change of the ephors.

Protection and patronage however, which the spirit of

the Lacedaemonian government, denying to strangers

within Laconia, prescribed for them everywhere else,

were liberally given to Xenophon. Opportunity arose Ch. 24. «. 2.

from the circumstances of the province of Triphylia,
°

between the river Alpheus and the border of Mes-

senia; whose people, claimed by the Eleans as sub-

jects, had been restored to a nominal independency

by the arms ofLacedasmon. Scillus, one of its towns, Xen.Anab.

ruined by the Eleans for rebellion, was rebuilt and \ ^{{'

^'

repeopled under Lacedaemonian auspices, and, ac- Pausan.

cording to Pausanias, given to Xenophon as a kind

of lordship, to hold under Lacedaemonian sovereignty.

There however he settled, under Lacedaemonian pa-

tronage, having already a family. His sons are men-

tioned by himself: of his wife we learn from his bio- Diog.Laert.

grapher only her name, Philesia.

Soon after he was established at Scillus, the faithful Xen. Anab.

sacristan of the Ephesian Diana, using the season ofg*. e/
the Olympian festival for a visit there, restored the

sum committed to his charge. Then Xenophon made
an extensive purchase of land near Scillus, in the name
of an estate for the goddess ; having previously taken

the very remarkable precaution to procure an oracular

response from Delphi, pointing out with the autho-

rity ofApollo the very land that should be purchased
for Diana. ^'^ Of this estate, and his management of

it, he has left us the following account.

*^
Xwptoj' wmrat ry 9fw, ottou avEikev 6 Qeog. Xen. Anab,

1. 5. c. 3. s. 8. /
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CHAP. * A brook flows through the estate, of the same
^^^"^- < name with that which runs near the temple of the

Xen. Anab. <

Ephesian Diana at Ephesus : both are called Sen-

s'. 9!*^ *nus;^^ both abound with fishes, and both have
* shell-fish.^ But the estate of the goddess near
« Scillus abounds also with beasts of chace of various

' kinds. From the sacred stock then Xenophon
s. 10. i

][)uilt a temple and an altar ; and he constantly set

*

apart a tenth of the produce of the land for a sacri-

*
fice to the goddess, with a festival in which all the

*

towns-people and the men and women of the neigh-
*

bouring villages partake. The goddess entertains
* with meal, bread, wine, confectionary, the meat of
* victims from the sacred pastures, and the produce

8. 11.
* of the chace. '^^ For the sons of Xenophon and the
*

youth of the town, with any of the older men who
* choose it, make a general hunting for the festival }

strabo,
* not only upon the sacred grounds, but extending

PausTn.^^^"
* the chace across the Alpheus, over the neighbouring

1.8. c. 24. < mountain Pholoe, on the border of Arcadia; and
Xen. qt ant, i i .i i i i*

they take wild boars, roes, and deer.

s. 12.
' The place

"^^
lies in the way from Olympia to

*

Lacedaemon, about twenty furlongs from the temple
* of Jupiter in Olympia. The sacred land'" has
*

variety of hill, dale, and woods, with plentiful pas-
^^

According to our copies, Xenophon wrote this name SfX-

X-qyovQ, Strabo ^eXivovg, Pausanias ^iXivovq.
^9

Perhaps crawfish.
'<>

Xenophon adds dpyvpm, a word to which I am unable to

assign a probable meaning, and the translators have omitted all

notice of it. [This word, which does not appear in some M8S.,
is struck out by Zeune, Weiske, and Schneider.]

'' 'O TOTTOg.

'* 'Evi ^' h T^ Upo) TOTTtp. Neither Xenophon nor Pausanias
has marked the distance of the sacred place from the town of
Scillus, which in all our maps is apparently too near the coast,
and too far from Olympia.
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' ture for swine, goats, sheep, and horses
;
so that the appen-

' saddle and draft cattle of those who come to the
^^^'

^ festival share in their way amply in the cheer. The
'

temple is surrounded by a grove of cultivated trees,
'

furnishing the fruits of every season. Its form,
'

comparing small things with great, is the same
* with that at Ephesus; and the image of the goddess
*
also resembles the Ephesian, as a statue of cypress-

' wood may resemble a statue of gold. Near the
*

temple is a pillar inscribed thus :
' This is the sacred

* * land of Diana. Whoever holds it and gathers from
* '

it, let him sacrifice the tenth yearly, and from the
* * remainder maintain the temple. Who fails thus
* *

to do will incur the deity's animadversion.'
'

In this very curious detail evidently, with much

said, the direct mention of much implied has been

prudentially avoided. We have already had frequent
occasion to notice, in Xenophon's writings, respect for

the religion of his age, uniformly and zealously ex-

pressed; and we have observed ground for supposing
that much of his esteem for it arose from observation

of the means it afforded, to the officer and to the

statesman, in the want of other sanction, for enforcing

duties, military, civil, and moral. At the same time

we have seen instances of both his humanity and his

skill, in directing superstition to purposes the most

charitable, and with effect very extensively beneficial.

How much, in the deficiency of civil establishments

among the Grecian republics, some resource was

wanting for giving security to private property, has

also in no small deo-ree fallen within our observation. ^J^-J^f:
'^•

T ^ xr 1 • P 11 of this Hist.

In (jrreece, Xenophon mforms u?, land was not

esteemed, as with us, the surest foundation of private

income, but rather any moveable effects that might
have protection within the walls of a town. In Athene
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CHAP, then property would be safer than perhaps anywhere

j; 1, else in Greece, unless in Lacedgemon. But how
"

precarious it was in Athens may be gathered from

the high rate of usury, in the most florishing times

there. Twelve for the hundred yearly was the

lowest usual interest for money; and the cautious

lender commonly required monthly payment. Thirty
for the hundred was ordinarily given by those who

borrowed for commercial adventure; and, on account

of the insecurity of contracts, the lender frequently

embarked himselfwith his money or the goods bought
with it, to be ready to take his principal again with the

interest in the first moment that the borrower should

have means of payment. Among commonwealths

more subject to foreign oppression, or to sedition

breaking out into action, to calculate a rate of interest

at all commensurate with the lender's insecurity evi-

dently must have been impossible.
In this state of things, with disadvantages enhanced

by his condition of an exile, it behoved Xenophon to

find means, if he could, for placing in some safety,

for himself and his family, the property he had had

the good fortune to amass and preserve. In very

early times the temples among the Greeks, and per-

haps other nations, had been resorted to for the safe*

ch. 3 8. 2. keeping; of treasure ; the common dread of violatinsj& C. 7. 8. 2. 1
. 1 . . -Til •

of this Hist, their sacredness constitutmg a considerable protection

L 5.°?."36.
^^^ ^^^ within their precincts. Generally treasure so

placed seems to have been in some degree, or at least

in some portion, dedicated to the deity ; yet not so

as to deny all future use for civil purposes. Probably
weaker states and individuals were obliged, or might
find it expedient, to pay higher for the good offices

of the priesthood, while an imperial state might com-

mand them. When the Athenians had established
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their empire over the maritime republics of Greece, appen.

so far as to exact a regular tribute from them, the L_

temple of Apollo at Delos was chosen for the com-
J^^^^^qq;

mon treasury; but the money was deposited there

professedly for profane purposes, and to be drawn

out at the pleasure of the Athenian governments

When, a few years after, the congress of the Pelo-

ponnesian confederacy was held at Lacedaemon to

consider of means for maintaining war with Athens, c. 112.

it \yas proposed to borrow, from the treasuries of

Olympia and Delphi, wealth deposited there for no

specific and no common purpose. Farther concerning
these sacred depositories of wealth remaining informa-

tion scarcely goes, except as Xenophon's account of

himself indicates how they might be made useful for

purposes of private life. Evidently he used the trea-

suries of Diana at Ephesus and Apollo at Delphi as

banks. The advantage of having such means ready,

equally in Greece and in Ionia, was so peculiarly

adapted to Xenophon's circumstances that it may
countenance the supposition of his having suggested
the double dedication voted by the army which he

commanded. For as dedication to Diana was not

restricted to Ephesus or Asia, so neither would that

to Apollo be limited to Delphi or Europe : and, had

Xenophon's meditated colony on the Euxine shore

been established, or had the successes of Lacedaemon

against Persia been less transient, possibly, instead of

carrying the worship of the Ephesian Diana into

Peloponnesus, he might have extended that of the

Delphian Apollo on the southern side of the -^gean.
When Agesilausleft Asianeither his hopes ofconquest,
nor perhaps Xenophon's views to settlement there,

were immediately abandoned. It was Conon's naval

victory off Cnidus that confined the arms of the one.
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CHAP, and decided the residence of the other, within the
^^^"^-

limits of Greece.

Then it became necessary for Xenophon to collect

his property, or at least to bring it within ready

reach; and, if it might be possible in his unfortunate

condition of an exile, and in times threatening more

than common turbulence in that turbulent country,

to provide with it an income of some security for

himself and his family, so that, if he must depend

upon a foreign government for protection, still he

need not depend upon it for subsistence. To assure

then to himself and to his posterity a permanence of

landed property, such as, under the civil law alone,

was perhaps hardly anywhere in Greece to be hoped
for, he recurred to religion for assistance. Using
the opportunity afforded by the commission from the

troops he had commanded in Asia, he procured the

estimation of sacredness for any extent of land, by

making himself and his heirs nominally trustees for

the goddess of what was very effectually their own

estate, burdened only with a certain quit-rent and

certain services. For, by the conditions expressed
in his inscription, they were bound to employ a tenth

only of the produce in sacrifice and public festival :

and whatever of the other nine tenths was more than

requisite to maintain the temple and its appendages
would be at their disposal. If then he paid largely
to obtain the sacred security, he might probably well

afford to do so
; because in the proportion that landed

property was otherwise insecure, it would of course

be cheap. The oracular response from Apollo, direct-

ing the circumstances of the purchase, a very strong
matter in itself, though dropping in a manner inci-

dentally in the report of the transaction, was probably
desired for two purposes: it would amount to. a de-
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claration of the god's satisfaction with the manage- appen-

ment of the sum which had been lodged in his trea- __J_^
sury, how after disposed of we are uninformed, while

it gave the most unquestionable authority for the

purchase of lands in Peloponnesus for the Ephesian

Diana, the exact propriety of which otherwise perhaps

might have been open to dispute. It furnishes more-

over the clearest indication that Xenophon was upon

good terms with the Delphian as well as with the

Ephesian priesthood.
The superstition of the middle ages, as much as it

has been a subject of indiscriminate invective, never-

theless had its evils not untempered with beneficial

effects. When law was unequal to personal pro-

tection, the asylum of a monastery, generally open,
and in almost all circumstances inviolable, was of

high value. But the religious tenets of those days,

calculated for the appropriation of temporal advan-

tages exclusively to the clergy, were no way appli-

cable to the security of family-property. Even the

baron's chapel, to be safe, must be within his castle-

wall. In this point the superstition of Greece was

more beneficial : Xenophon's chapel diffused a mys*
tical protection over his castle and his whole estate.

The advantages then of the situation of Scillus,

for Xenophon, seem to have been many, and some

of them very important. He was there under the

immediate protection of the Lacedaemonian govern-

ment, and yet he was beyond the sphere of its

Lycurgian rule, its censorial inspection, and its more

importunate jealousy. Separated by lofty mountains

from the countries most likely to be the seats of war,

and far out of any expected line of march of con-

tending armies, he was yet, by his neighbourhood to

Olympia, in the way of communication with all parts.
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CHAP, with every distant member of the Greek nation.
XXVIII.

£^gj.y fourth year Greece was in a manner assembled

in his immediate neighbourhood; and in case of

pressing danger arising from any unforeseen turn in

Grecian affairs, the sanctity of the Olympian altars

at hand might be a valuable refuge. Dependent
then as he was upon Lacedaemon, yet far removed

from the great seats of contention of oligarchy and

democracy, perhaps no man of his time in Greece

enjoyed great fortune with so many of the advan-

tages of independency. The circumstances of the

country itself moreover seem to have been, for a man
of his turn, singularly pleasant. According to an-

cient accounts, confirmed, since the first publication
of this volume, by modern, all the various beauties

of landscape met in the neighbourhood of Scillus.

Immediately about the town and the adjacent temple,
with their little river Selinus, enclosed between the

hilly woodlands, Diana's property, and the barren

Xen. Anab. crags of Typaeum, whence, according to the Olym-
Pausan.

*

pian law, or report perhaps intended to have the pre-
1. 5. c. 6.

ygntive effect of law, it is said women intruding at

the games were to be precipitated, we may conceive

the finest classical compositions of the Poussins. Up
strabo, L 8. the courso of the Alpheus and its tributary streams,

Pautfm^^* toward Erymanthus and the other loftier Arcadian
1. 5. c. 6.

mountains, the sublimest wildness of Titian and Sal-

vator could not fail to abound; while the Olympian
hill, with its splendid buildings among its sacred

groves, the course of the Alpheus downward, the

sandy plain, stretching toward Pylus, Nestor's ancient

seat, diversified with its pinasters,
^^ the sea in dis-

"
ilirvQ aypias. Pausan. 1. 5. c. 6. The tree commonly

called Pinaster (for its quick growth and picturesque beauty,
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tance one way, and all the Arcadian mountains the appen-

other, would offer the various beauty, the rich gran- .

deur, and the mind-filling expanse of Claude."^*

In this delightful retreat Xenophon is said to
^^j-

^e

have written most of his works, of which all of prin- p. 1070.

cipal note remain to us. Here, while he meditated
t. 2. ed.'

on the past, or viewed in secure distance the passing ^j/'^^J'gj.t^

storms, which gave occasion for most of the graver, vit. Xen.

the immediate circumstances of his own happy situa-

tion would at intervals lead to the lighter; those on

his amusements, field-sports; the management of

horses and agriculture ; agriculture only incidentally

treated, though evidently a favorite topic. In most

and also for the value of its timber^ deserving the attention ofour

planters, though, like that beautiful tree the oriental plane, on

account of some unaccommodating qualities for their purpose,
disliked by our nurserymen) is distinguished by our botanists

by the name of Pinus sylvestris. Since the first publication of

this note it has advanced in favor, principally through its power
of withstanding the most violent winds, experienced especially

in Cornwall.
7* Chandler visited Olympia in the unhealthy season, in haste

and in fear. Like some of the most beautiful and interesting

parts of Italy, the wooded hills about the lake of Bolsena, and

the rocky coast of Baia, of which otherwise it may be still truly

said in the words of Horace,

NuUus in orbe locus Bails praelucet amcenis,

it seems the western coast of Peloponnesus is at this day, in

the autumnal season, proverbially unhealthy. Chandl. Trav. in

Greece.

If Mr. Hawkins, who has had far greater opportunities,

should be induced to publish an account of his travels, the world

will be better informed concerning that interesting country.
The Arcadian mountains, and especially their western steeps,

remained, when he visited them, still finely wooded. The rest

of Greece, where Herodotus and Thucydides mention extensive

woods, have been laid nearly bare, like the once wooded borders

of England and Scotland.
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CHAP, parts of Greece soil and climate did much for the

-^^^'"^V cultivator; but, among the ravages of war and sedi-

tion, frequently occurring, ever threatening, the ex-

ertions of art would be hasty and little systematical.

The fair lot of the countryman, the loved subject of

faithful eulogy for the fortunate poet under the wide

shelter of the Roman empire, was hardly a matter

even for imagination amid the insecurity of the Gre-

cian republics.^^ It may be worth while to compare,
with his enchanting description of plenty poured
from the earth, arms remote, and justice reigning,

the portraiture which Xenophon has left us of the

husbandman's life, not indeed at Scillus, but in two

separate districts oi the largest and most fruitful pro-
Anab.L 6. viucc of Greccc. It occurs in the description of an

entertainment given by the officers of the Cyrean

army, while encamped near Cotyora, to the ministers

of Coryks, prince of Paphlagonia. Among both

Greeks and Barbarians, as among the eastern nations

at this day, the meal was commonly succeeded by
dances and pantomimes. After a pantomimical dance,

performed to the music of the flute by two Thracians,

armed in the manner of their country as targeteers,

some ^nians and Magnetes, people of the southern

and northern borders of Thessaly, stepped forward,

and, in the full armour of the phalanx,^^ exhibited

the dance called the Carpaean.
* The manner of it,'

says Xenophon, was thus :
' Flutes playing, and time

*

being observed in all motions, one advances as a
' husbandman. Grounding his arms, he sows, and
* drives his oxen, often looking around as if in fear.

75 O fortuBatos nimium^ sua si bona norint,

Agricolas ! quibus ipsa, procul discordibus armis,
Fundit humo facilem victum justissima tellus, &c.

ViRG. Georg. 1. 2. v. 4C0.

'® 'Ev roiq oirXoiQ.
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* Another approaches as a robber. The husbandman appen,
*

seeing him, runs to his arms, and a combat ensues.

The robber prevails, binds the husbandman, and
' drives off the cattle. Then the dance is varied

;

* the husbandman is victorious, binds the robber's
' hands behind him, yokes him with the oxen, and
* drives all off together.'

The Magnetos inhabited the dales of Pelion, strabo,

along the ^gean shore, and the northern bank of ^^'^;^'^^*

the Peneus, under the heights of Olympus, against p- '^^i).

Macedonia. The ^^nians held the upper part of

the valley of the Sperchius, and the northern roots p- ^^y.

of CEta, to the border of ^tolia. They boasted the

purest blood of Grecian race ;
but neither this proud

claim, nor their title to support from the Thessalian

confederacy, nor the valor and skill in arms of every
husbandman among them, exercised in the daily care

even of his draft cattle and his seed-corn, nor the

strength of their highland fastnesses, in the end

availed them. Among the wars of their more power- iwd.

ful western neighbours, the ^tolians, Acarnanians,

and Epirots, all Greeks, the jEnians, according to the

geographer, were extirpated. Of their neighbours,
the Dorians, on the southern side of the ridge of

CEta, a remnant just sufficed to keep the name from

perishing.
In Laconia, Elea, Attica, and some other parts of

Greece, the situation of the husbandman was less

unfortunate. To plough in arms was not commonly
necessary ;

the ploughman and his cattle were at least

not liable to attack from the solitary robber. Yet,

if we consider the state of the country altogether,

we shall hardly wonder if what remains from the

Greeks of the republican times upon agriculture is

not among the most valuable of their writings, and
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CHAP, if it affords little instruction for the cultivator under
^^^^^^'

any mild government, long established, only mode-

rately well administered, and able, by its own strength,

or its political connexions, to keep foreign enemies

at a distance.

More than twenty years Xenophon seems to have

resided at Scillus, personally undisturbed, though

observing often, doubtless with much anxiety, the

various turns of the contention between the demo-

cratical and aristocratical fnterests in Greece, excited

anew by the injurious haughtiness of Lacedaemon, so

soon after her complete triumph over the democra-

tical opposition. But the battle of Leuctra made a

B.C. 371. great and unfortunate change for him. Then the

Eleans, hitherto repressed by an overbearing power,
ch. 27. s. 2. gave vent to their indignation and their ambition ;

*

and, when a general peace was proposed by the Athe-

nians, upon the terms that all Grecian people should

be independent, they alone dissented, with a de-

claration of their resolution to assert their sovereignty
over the Triphylians. Mindful of the gross evils

which can scarcely fail in the subjection of people to

CI %^^^d P^^P^^> *^^ Triphylians resisted ;
and they solicited

of this Hist, from Arcadia that protection which Lacedaemon could

no longer with the former certainty give. War fol-

B. c. 365.
loy^^ed between Arcadia and Elis

;
violence and con-

fusion superseded law and order, more or less during
seven or eight years, in that before peaceful and

happy part of Greece; and at length, as we have
B. c. 364. seen, the sacred precinct itself of Olympia became a
Ch.28.g.6. n 11 ri ^^1

^ ^ ^
of this Hist, "eld ot battle.

Disturbance to Xenophon's quiet could not fail

among these troubles
;
in which however he seems to

have avoided taking a part. According to the bio-

^i^^'^' g^^Pl^^^' b"* ^* what time is not said, he sent his

I
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family to Lepreum; he went himself to Elis, ap- appen-

parently to solicit, plead, or negotiate ; and finally,
—

with his family, he removed to Corinth. It would
be a very advantageous circumstance for him, after

the violent contention of the Eleans, that" the aristo-

cratical party remained completely masters
; and this ch. 28. s. 4.

would be greatly improved by what presently £01.0^*^^^^^^*'

lowed, the renewal of alliance between Elis and La-

cedaemon. These facts, authenticated by himself,

give probability to the report of his journey to Elis
;

and both together have a confirming consonance to

what is related by Pausanias, that the Eleans re- Pausan.

covered Scillus
; that, a prosecution being instituted

against Xenophon before the Olympian council for

interference with their dominion under claim of

authority from a foreign power, he was either ac-

quitted or pardoned ;
and that, under protection of

the Elean government, as before of the Lacedse-

monian, he was allowed to continue his residence at

Scillus, and to preserve his property J'^

When, about two years after the battle of Leuctra, ^- c- ^ea.
. . 01. 102. •^.

the Athenians, abandoning the Theban alliance,

' *
'^'

took a decided part with Lacedaemon, there remained

apparently no political motive to prevent Xenophon's
restoration to his country. Then therefore probably ifiogLaert.

it was that, according to the account preserved by
Laertius, the same orator, Eubulus, who, in the

vehemence perhaps of youthful politics, had proposed
the decree for his banishment, with the maturer

judgment and softened temper of thirty added years,
moved in the Athenian assembly, with equal success,

for its reversal. Such a residence however as Xeno-

" This seems fully implied in the expressions—rvxotra U
irapa 'HXetwj/ ffvyyvojfiriQ^ ctdewg kv SfctXXovvrt ohfjaat.

VOL. V. X
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CHAP, phon himself has described Athens for eminent and
^^^^^^-

wealthy men, we shall not wonder if, after an absence

of more than thirty years, at the age of near sixty,

he was not very eager to return to it : Corinth was

more commodiously situated for communication with

his property at Scillus, or negotiation concerning it.

But, though he avoided needlessly to expose his

own elderhood, and the property that was to support
his family, to the unbridled intemperance of a mis-

ruling multitude,'^^ yet he desired that his sons should

not omit those duties of Athenian citizens which, of

their age, the Attic law required. Both are said to

have fought in the Athenian cavalry on the great day
of Mantinea, where the elder, Gryllus, earned a glo-

rious death : the younger, Diodorus, survived.

For himself, in his declining age, Corinth probably

might be a residence preferable to Scillus. That his

connexion with that city, and at least his occasional

residence there, were of some duration, is implied
in an epigram preserved by Laertius, apparently
selected from many relating to him. It runs thus :

*

Though, Xenophon, the Athenians banished you
* for the friendship with which you were distinguished
*

by Cyrus, yet hospitable Corinth received you. There
*

you were kindly treated; there you found satis-

*

faction; and there finally you resolved to reside.' '^^

Occasionally perhaps visiting his estate in Triphylia,
but mostly under the liberal aristocracy of Corinth,
he seems to have passed, in a dignified ease, the re-

mainder of a life, by all accounts long, and, accord-

's Civium ardor prava jubentium. Hor. Od. 3. 1. 3.

79 Et Kai (Te, "EivoipSiu, KpavaS KeKgoirds re woXlrai

^evyeiv Kareyvwv rod <pi\ov X'^P^v Kips,
'AAAi KdpivQos ^Sckto <pi\6^€Vos, ^ ffv (jyiXfiSuv
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inff to the report of Lueian, protracted beyond his Ludai . de

ninetieth year.

^ I will own myselfnot inclined to give any credit to the date

assigned, in our copies of Diogenes Laertius, as the term of

Xenophon*s life, namely, the first year of the hundred and fifth

olympiad, about two years only after the battle of Mantinea.

Barthelemi, in a note to his fifty-ninth chapter of the Travels of

Anacharsis, observing that the battle of Mantinea was fought in

the year before Christ 362., about which I believe there is no

difference,* adds that Xenophon's history goes five years far-

ther, to the year before Christ 357. What he has meant by
the phrase Xenophons history, he has not explained. Xenophon's
narrative in his Grecian Annals ends with the battle ofMantinea.

His panegyric of Agesilaus goes farther, including the death of

that prince; the time of which is not precisely ascertained, but

is generally set (perhaps a year or more too early) within two

years after the battle of Mantinea. This however alone I think

sufficient to invalidate the date of Xenophon's death, as it stands

in our copies of Diogenes. But in the Grecian Annals a fact is

stated, the succession of Tisiphonus to the tyranny of Pherae in

Thessaly (Hel. 1. 6. c. 4. s. 37-):, which, according to Diodorus,

and to Xenophon too, in Dodwell's reckoning, happened in the

fourth year of the hundred and fifth olympiad, the year before

Christ 357., just five years after the battle of Mantinea; and per-

haps Barthelemi has had this obscurely in his mind, unwilling
for the trouble of farther looking after it, Xenophon's mention

of the succession of Tisiphonus does not imply its recency, but

rather the contrary:
'

Tisiphonus,* he adds,
'
still held the go-

' vernment.* Hence the inference seems reasonable, that Xeno-

phon lived a considerable time after the accession ofTisiphonus,
in the year before Christ 357. [B. C. 359. CI. See Fasti Hel-

len. p. 288.]

[* On the contrary Blair, the Tables in vol. vii. of Anacharsis, and Bell, in

his much-improved English edition of Bredow's Chronology, place the battle of

Mantinea B. C. 363. : yet
' what is more remarkable,' as Mr. Clinton observes,

' Mr. Mitford himself,f overlooking his own former opinion, dates the accession
* of Philip B. C. 360.,

' in the summer of the third year after the battle of Man-
* '

tinea, which was fought in autumn.' And in a subsequent page \ he gives the
< date B. C. 363.' Fasti Hellen. p. 278. B. C. 362. is Mr. Clinton's date of this

battle, as already given.]

[f Chap, xxxiv. s. 4. \ Chap. xxxv. s. 2.]

X 2
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CHAP. The estimation in which, living, as well as after-

ward, Xenophon was extensively held, is marked by
some pleasing testimonies. The death ofGryllus gave

!>»<«• occasion to many. Epitaphs and panegyrics upon that

vit. Xen. young man, as Laertius reports from Aristotle, prin-

cipally intended as compliments to his father, were

Pausan. numcrous. The Mantinean state rewarded his merit

&^iL
^*

with more costly honors : an equestrian statue of him,

placed near the theatre in Mantinea, remained in the

time of Pausanias, who travelled through Greece be-

tween four and five hundred years after. Even to

that time the fame of Gryllus was cherished among
the Mantinean people. They attributed to him the

first merit in the great battle in which he fell; the

second to Cephisodorus, who commanded the Athe-

nian cavalry ;
and the third only to their own highly

respected fellowcitizen Podares. Among the Athe-

nians, already in Xenophon's age, the practice was

growing, in paying compliments, and in everything,
to run into extravagance. The Attic cavalry, having
been the only victorious part of the army of their

confederacy at the battle of Mantinea, had a fair

claim to public honor. A picture of the battle was
therefore placed in the Ceramicus, which Pausanias

mentions as remaining perfect when he visited Athens.
In this picture it was resolved to honor the memory
ofGryllus; and, whether with fair picturesque licence

may perhaps be disputed, but against all authority in

history, Gryllus was represented giving the mortal

wound to Epaminondas.^i Pausanias also found the

8i.. --_.. Pictoribus atque poetis
Quidlibet audendi semper fuit aequa potestas.

HoR. Art. poet. v. 10.

According to all accounts ofGryllus, he fought in theAthenian

cavalry. Xenophon, in his narrative of the battle, makes no

I

1. 6. c. 6.
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memory of Xenophon's residence preserved by tra- appen-

dition among the Triphylians, and cherished among
'

the most informed of the Eleans. Scillus was then

again in ruin; but the temple of Diana remained;
and near it a monument of marble, which Pausanias

knew to be from the quarries of mount Pentelicus in

Attica, with a figure which the neighbouring in-

habitants asserted to be of Xenophon.

mention of his son; but he marks clearly that the Athenian

cavalry was not engaged till after Epaminondas had received

his death-blow.
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CHAPTER XXIX.

Affairs of the Grecian settlements in Sicily and

Italy; from the Athenian invasion, to the settle-

ment of the Syracusan government under Dio-

nysius and Hipparinus,

SECTION I.

Authoritiesfor the sequel of Grecian history, Sicilian affairs

following the Athenian invasion. Administration and legis-

lation of Diodes at Syracuse.

CHAP. Whoever may engage in the investigation of

1- Grecian history among the original authors, whether

writing for others, or only reading for himself, must,
at the period where we are now arrived, feel the loss

of regular guidance from those contemporary with

the events, citizens of the republics they describe,

conversant with the politics and warfare of the time,

eyewitnesses, or generally acquainted with eyewit-

nesses, of the facts they relate. After the death of

Epaminondas, with which Xenophon's narrative ends,
the only account of Grecian affairs, aiming at con-

nexion, is that of the Sicilian Diodorus, who lived

above three hundred years after, in the time of Au-

gustus Caesar. In this long interval, the establish-

ment, first of the Macedonian, and afterward of the

Roman empire, had so altered and overwhelmed the

former politics of the civilized world that they were
no more to be gathered but from books, in the age
of Diodorus, than at this day.

Many valuable works of elder writers were indeed
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extant, of which a few sentences only, preserved in sect.

quotations, are now known to exist. Very interesting
'

portions of Sicilian history were published by men of

eminent abilities, whose means of information were

not inferior to those of Xenophon and Thucydides,
but whose interests and passions, according to re-

maining report, more tinged their narratives. Dio-

dorus, who had these materials before him, was a

scholar of some eloquence, and apparently a well-

meaning man; but very ill qualified, either by ex-

perience in politics and war, or by communication

among statesmen and military men, or by natural

acuteness of judgment, to sift the truth from the

various falsehood and sophistication in which party-

writers would studiously enwrap it. The circum-

stances of his age also led Diodorus to prejudices.

Roman liberty, never assured by a good constitution,

was just then, after many bloody struggles, finally

crushed by a military despotism pervading the civi-

lized world. Men of letters, indignant at the event,

were compelled to silence about it
; yet when none

could any longer oppose openly the gigantic tyranny,
a kind of masked war was waged against it, in treat-

ing sometimes of early Roman, but oftener of Grecian

history. This purpose, which may be observed ex-

tensive among the writers of both nations in the first

ages of the Roman empire, is conspicuous in Dio-

dorus. Warm in the cause of civil liberty, he has

adopted, without discrimination, the party prejudices
of those whom he supposed animated in the same way;

though their principal object has too often been only
to promote the interest, or veil the crimes, ofa faction.

In abridging then, as his extensive plan of universal

history required, often he has evidently missed the
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CHAP, meaning of political
and military writers whom he

^^^^-
proposed to follow: but, far worse than this, he has

often omitted leading and connecting facts, the most

necessary toward a right understanding of following

matter. In remark, rarely deserving attention, he

is sometimes even puerile. His honesty nevertheless

gives him value; and even the contradictions into

which, in collecting materials from different authors,

he has fallen, though vexatious and disgusting to a

hasty reader, yet, while to a careful observer they

often evince his honesty, they sometimes also show

those truths which a more ingenious writer, with the

same prejudices, would not have afforded opportunity

to discover.

For the deficiencies of Diodorus's generally concise

and frequently broken narrative Plutarch offers, for

detached portions of history, the most copious supply

remaining. Plutarch, living about a century and half

later than Diodorus, possessed yet probably all the

stores of former knowledge undiminished. In Sicily

men versed in civil and military business had been in-

duced, by the interest they felt in the wars and re-

volutions in which they bore a share, to transmit ac-

counts ofthem to posterity. Meanwhile another de-

scription of writers had arisen and florished in various

parts of Greece. The numerous schools of philosophy
had long been the seminaries to prepare youth for high
fortune through political or military eminence. Lately

they had opened means for the acquisition of great
wealth by merely teaching eloquence and politics.

Ingenuity, incited by the desire of gain, proceeded
then to find new channels, and literature itself was
made a trade

; a branch of which, perhaps the most

profitable, was something analogous to modern news-
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writing. The principal difference was that, as the sect.

news of the day could not be circulated by writing as L__

by the press, the writer was obliged to take a more

extended period; and, like our monthly and annual

publishers of news, to digest his matter with more

care, whence his work became dignified with the title

of history. But nothing more invites the curiosity

of the many than the private history of eminent per-

sons. Panegyric will have charms for some : but satire

of eminent living characters, managed with any dex-

terity, is always highly alluring to the multitude, and

forces the attention even of the calumniated and their

friends. Greece then, divided into so many states,

jealous each of its separate jurisdiction and peculiar

jurisprudence, afforded extraordinary opportunity for

safety to libellers
;
and safety not only against penalties

of law, but also against that conviction of falsehood

which, by overthrowing reputation, might ruin the

author's trade; because, while in every republic

curiosity was alive to accounts of persons eminent in

any other states, means to sift the truth of any account

were generally v/anting. Writers of what was called

the history of the times became thus very numerous,
and men of great talents and acquirements were in-

duced to engage in the business. As then the ge-

neral licentiousness was excessive, the falsehood, most

invidiously and wrongfully attributed by some Roman
authors to Grecian history without reserve, has been

fairly enough charged against those of the ages after

Xenophon, who, with exception for Polybius, and

perhaps some others whose works have not reached

us, might perhaps be more fitly called news-writers

and anecdote-writers than historians.

With such materials abounding before him, Plu-

tarch, in the leisure of the Roman empire, under
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CHAP, the benignant government of Trajan, conceived the

design of showing the principal characters of Grecian

history in advantageous comparison with the most

eminent of the Roman. Viewing then with just

regret the degraded state of mankind under the

existing despotism, and from horrors recently past,

notwithstanding the advantageous character and con-

duct of the reigning prince, foreboding the proba-

bility of a renewal of them, his purpose appears to

have been to spread, with the fame of his own

nation, a spirit of revolution and democracy. It

has been, injuriously for him, too extensively held

among modern writers that he was to be considered

as an historian whose authority might be quoted for

matters of fact with the same confidence as that of

Thucydides or Xenophon, or Caesar or Tacitus.

Sometimes indeed he undertakes historical discussion,

or, relating different reports, leavesjudgment on them
to his reader. When truth thus appears his object
his matter is valuable for the historian. But gene-

rally to do justice to his great work, his Lives, ap-

parently it should be considered that, next at least

to panegyric of his nation, example, political and

moral, was his purpose, more than historical informa-

tion. Indeed he has in plain terms disavowed the

office of historian : he writes Lives, he says, and not

Histories.^ Yet to produce striking characters, his

constant aim, he appears much to have sought pri-
vate history. Authorities however for this are rarely
to be found of any certainty ; and, little scrupulous
as he has shown himself about transactions the most

public, concerning which he often contradicts, without

reserve or apology, not only the highest authorities,

• Ovre yiip hoplag ypafofiep, dXXa ftiov^. V. Alex. init.
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but even himself, it can hardly be supposed that sect.

he would scrutinize with great solicitude the testi-

monies to private anecdotes, if even sometimes he

did not indulge his invention.^ With the same

political principles and prejudices and purposes as

Diodorus, far more ingenious, he has been however,
in political and military knowledge, equally deficient.

Diodorus, though a zealot for democracy, or what,

having never seen it, he supposed democracy to be,

has sometimes described its evils in just and strong
colors. Plutarch is yet more unequal and uncer-

tain. When led by his subject to exercise his judg-

ment, he could see that civil freedom can be no way
secure but through a balance of powers in a state; or

possibly he may have followed Cicero's authority in

asserting that a combination of democracy, aristo- piutarch.

cracy, and monarchy would make the best govern-
^* ^^'*"-

ment; for at other times we find him an incon- v.Themist.

siderate and even furious advocate of the pure demo-
^'^^'^^^•

cratical cause.

The partialities then of these two writers being
considered, together with the indifference of one of

them to historical truth when illustration or panegyric
was his object, we may generally gather where to

trust and where to doubt them. When they report

* Plutarch's deficiencies^, as an historian, can escape none who

may have occasion to examine him critically. The notice taken

of them by some writers has been mentioned on former occasions.

I will add here that of a learned and acute critic, the baron

de Sainte Croix: ' Personne n'ignore que les vies des hommes
' illustres sont des tableaux peu corrects; ou Texpression est su-
'

perieure a I'ordonnance. Get historien (Plutarch) ne rassemble
' des faits que pour donner des le9ons, et ne raconte que pour
' avoir I'occasion et le droit de reflechir. Un pareil plan ne peut
' etre que fort nuisible a I'exactitude. Quelle confusion aussi ne
' trouve-t-on pas dans les differens recits de cet historien !' Exa-
men critique des historians d'Alexandre, prem. sect.
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CHAP, facts adverse to their known partialities, which hap-
^^^^'

pens often from the honesty of Diodorus, and some-

times from the carelessness of Plutarch, credit will be

given them. But when the tale, conformed to their

prejudices, bears appearance of exaggeration, dis-

tortion, or invention, whether their own or of others

from whom they have gleaned, we must inquire if it

accords with the course of history, with well-attested

events and well-attested characters ;
if it is consistent

with all that the author himself has related; and

more especially if it is in any degree either supported
or contradicted by those earlier extant writers, some

of them contemporary with the transactions, from

whom occasional and in some instances large assistance

remains; and such must always be of high value.

One more writer, Justin, may require notice here,

only because he is commonly quoted with the others.

His general abridgment is too scanty and imperfect
to be of much use to the historian, and his selection

of more detailed matter, to enliven it, is too com-

monly of extravagant tales, unknown or uncredited

by other authors.

Among the deficiencies of historical materials, not

least to be regretted, is the failure of means for

tracing the causes of the wonderful prosperity of

some of the Sicilian cities; a prosperity so extraor-

dinary that we might perhaps reasonably deny belief

to report of it, the best attested, did not monuments

yet existing, which have survived, some of them two

thousand years, the ruin of those cities, afford proof
incontestable. And here strikingly appears what
before we have had occasion to observe, how much
misfortunes, and crimes, and miseries, engage and
force the notice of the contemporary recorder of
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events, more than blessings and virtues, and the sect.

happiness of nations. The sources of the calamities,
'

.

for which the Sicilian, even more than most of the

other Grecian settlements, w^ere remarkable, are in

large proportion opened to us; but to account for

their prosperity, more wonderful from the frequency

and magnitude of interfering troubles, we are left to

conjecture, and even for conjecture sometimes hardly

find probable ground.
We have formerly observed the Grecian settle-

ments in Sicily divided into many small republics ;

and the same consequence resulting as in Greece

itself, the inability of each to maintain the inde-

pendency which was the favorite object of all. Syra-

cuse was generally the leading state of Sicily, as

Lacedsemon of Greece. When all the Grecian in-

terest in the island was threatened with subjugation

by the imperial democracy of Athens, the govern-
ment of Syracuse was democratical, and, perhaps as

nearly as any ever was, a pure democracy. The

necessity for new subordination, arising from the

pressure of the Athenian arms, produced some im-

provement of so licentious a constitution, and placed
Hermocrates son of Hermon at the head of affairs.

But as a keen feeling of great evil, and anxious fear

of greater impending, alone brought the sovereign

many to that temper which enabled so excellent a

man to take the lead, so, immediately as calamity
and alarm subsided, others prevailed against him.

In vain he opposed the nefarious decree for the death
J^\^3°p iq

cf the Athenian generals, and for the atrocious cruelty
which followed to the captive army. The author of

that decree was Diodes, already eminent for favor

with the multitude, acquired by turbulent forward-

ness in asserting their absolute sovereignty, and vio-
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CHAP, lent invective against all in power. Success led to
^^^^-

farther success, and Diodes quickly overthrowing
Aristot. tiie government established by Hermocrates, which

c 4. Aristotle has described by the respectable title of

Polity, restored that tumultuary government by which

the Syracusan affairs had been administered before

the Athenian invasion. Under such circumstances

a foreign command would be for Hermocrates a

refuge. Accordingly he promoted a decree for the

Syracusan state to pay its debt of gratitude to Lace-

daemon by joining in offensive war against Athens ;

B. C.412. and the armament was in consequence equipped
which we have formerly seen earning honor for its

country under his orders in Asia.

Ch.i9.s.3. The result however, as also formerly seen, was
"^ '^ *

unfortunate for himself. In his absence his adver-

saries so prevailed in Syracuse that, within the

twelvemonth, he was superseded in his foreign com-
B. c. 411. mand. Still parties were so balanced that his friends
01 92 2 1

presently procured his restoration. But soon after

a more violent effort of party not only deprived him

again of his command, but condemned him, and
those most attached to him, to banishment. The

principal officers of his army were included in the

sentence, and numbers of the citizens at home, whe-
ther by a positive decree, or by fear of consequences,
were also driven from their country.
The power of the party adverse to Hermocrates

being thus established, and the deficiencies of the

Tia'^'c 63 ^.^^
^^ restored government being abundantly ob-

*

vious, Diodes took upon himself the office of legis-
lator. The democratical form was retained as the

basis of his constitution. Of his laws one only re-

mains reported, denouncing death against any who
should enter the place of civil assembly in arms.
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This law exhibits a striking feature of democracy, sect.

and it appears to mark in the legislator a zeal for

that form of government, accompanied with a con-

viction of difficulty and almost impossibility to carry
it through in practice. Aristotle evidently con- Aristot.

sidered the change from the constitution of Hermo- c. 4.

crates to that of Diodes as a change greatly for the

worse ; and Diodorus, not a panegyrist of Diodes

himself, though a friend to his party, speaks of the

new code as remarkable for nothing so much as the

severity with which it was executed. To keep order

in a democracy may require more severity than in

other forms of government; and there seems ground
for believing that the constitution of Diodes was

not without ability adapted to the purpose. It is

evident that he established some constitutional re-

straint upon popular extravagance: it appears even

that he raised a kind of aristocratical body to great

weight in the government; and, how far it was pro-
vided for by law, is not said, but he so managed
that, in fact, one chief held the supreme executive

authority, civil and military, and he was himself that

chief.

SECTION II.

Divisions among the Sicilians. Carthaginian invasioti under

Hannibal. Sieges of Selinus and Himera. Return of Her-
mocrates to Sicily.

But whatever may have been the merits of the

legislation of Diodes, the revolution, which gave
occasion for it, produced very unfortunate conse-

quences for the whole Grecian interest in Sicily,

Under Hermocrates that interest had been united.
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CHAP. When the democratical party prevailed against him
^^^^-

in Syracuse, the aristocratical, though in other cities

shaken, yet did not equally fall ; Syracusan influence

could no longer hold all united, and the Grecian

cause was broken,

ch. 18. of A war, it will be remembered, between two little

republics at the farther end of the island, led to

that scourge of Syracuse and of Sicily, the Athenian

invasion. The people of Egesta, overborne by the

people of Selinus, who obtained assistance from Syra-

cuse, were without resource but in external aid, which

was sought and received from Athens. While then

the Athenian arms pressed upon the Syracusans and

their allies, the Egestans were relieved ; but, with

the catastrophe of the Athenian forces, followed by
the downfal of the influence of Hermocrates, their

situation became even more perilous than before;

inasmuch as the exasperation of their enemies was

increased, the hope of liberality from Syracuse was

lessened, and all prospect of a protecting power any-
where among the Grecian states was done away.
One glimpse of safety only remained: though all

chance of Grecian protection failed, yet it might
be possible to obtain the patronage of a barbarian

power; and this was a resource which had not been

scrupled sometimes by people of purer Grecian blood

Ch. 5. s. 2. than the Egestans, who were a mixed race. The
s. 1. of this rival city itself, Selinus, though boasting a population
^^^

completely Grecian, had been, as we have formerly
Ch. 10. 8. 1. seen, the ally of Carthage against Syracuse; and
ofthisHist. ., , i.1, 1. c n 1 . r tt-

It was the resort of an expelled party from Himera,
also a Grecian city, to the same barbarian power, that

produced the formidable invasion which was repressed

by the memorable victory obtained under the conduct
of the illustrious Gelon.
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Since that victory, now above seventy years, the sect.

Carthaginian government appears to have made no
'

considerable exertion for the recovery of its do-

minion in Sicily. The protection of its suffering

allies of Egesta afforded no unreasonable pretext for

interfering again in arms. In the third summer after b. c. 41o.

the conclusion of the fatal expedition of the Athe- ^odtai^*

nians against Syracuse a Carthaginian army ar- ciiron. Xen.

rived, not less powerful perhaps than that whose

defeat raised Gelon's military fame. The historian

Ephorus, following apparently the more extravagant
of the accounts which passed into Greece, ventured

to state the infantry alone at two hundred thousand
; Diod. 1. 13.

the horse he called four thousand. But Timasus, a
^* ^^—^^•

Sicilian, likely to have had means of information,

without partialities of a kind to induce him to under-

rate the Carthaginian numbers, reckoned the whole

force little more than one hundred thousand. With Xen. Hei.

this account Xenophon's judgment led him so far to
g] 27.^

^*

concur that, in cursory mention of the expedition,
he calls the Carthaginian army a hundred thousand

men, apparently still extravagant. Possibly however

it may have amounted to that number, were slaves

added to it who would desert to it on its arrival.

The commander-in-chief was Hannibal, grandson, Diod. 1, 13.

according to Diodorus, of Hamilcar, who fell in the ^* ^^'

battle of Himera. The force brought from Africa

was landed at the western extremity of the island,

near Lilybaeum. Hannibal was presently joined by
the Egestans, together with the Sicilian subjects of

Carthage, and he proceeded to revenge its allies by

marching against Selinus. The port, situated at

the mouth of the little river Mazara, yielded to his

first assault, and siege was laid to the city.

What Selinus was remains to this day testified by
VOL. V. Y
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CHAP, ruins, among the most magnificent of human works
^^^^'

existing, though near two thousand years ago Strabo

described the town as destroyed, and the place almost

a desert. How a people commanding so narrow a

territory, without remaining fame for commerce any
more than for politics or war, acquired means to

raise such works information fails. But we learn

that the public wealth, which, to a large amount,

whencesoever arising, they certainly possessed, was

employed more in public ornament and popular

luxury than in what should have given strength to

the state. Temples, baths, processions, and festivals,

consumed what should have raised fortifications and

maintained military discipline, which might have

given security in more moderate enjoyments. Aware
of the insufficiency of their own means to resist the

might of Carthage, the Selinuntines implored help
from all the Grecian cities of their island

; urging,
with evident reason, the interest of all to save them

from the threatened ruin. But though their solicita-

tions were kindly received, and the justness of their

representations acknowledged, yet the many inde-

pendent republics feared each to give its single

assistance, and to bring them to co-operation was a

complex business and slow. Agrigentum and Gela,

though marked by situation for the next attack,

waited for Syracuse; and Syracuse waited to collect

the force of all the towns in which it had command
or influence, likely all to be little enough for the

occasion.

While succour was thus delayed, after a siege of

only nine days, the walls of Selinus were forced.

The greater part of the men in arms, assembling in

the agora, were overpowered and put to the sword.

Amid rapine and every sort of violence, an indis-
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criminate massacre followed, of both sexes and all sect.

ages. On such an occasion an army composed, after
'

the common method of Carthage, of troops en-

gaged by hire from various barbarous nations, was

not to be readily restrained. The humanity of the

general was neither slowly nor ineffectually exerted,

and yet sixteen thousand persons are said to have

perished. Five thousand men were nevertheless Diod. 1. 13.

spared as prisoners, and orders for abstaining from

all violence toward the multitude of women and

children who had sought refuge in the temples were

duly respected. Between two and three thousand,

of both sexes, escaped by flight to Agrigentum.
Information of the fate of Selinus struck terror c 59.

throughout the Grecian cities of Sicily. The Agri-

gentine and Syracusan governments agreed in the

resolution to try negotiation. A mission from them,

liberally received by the Carthaginian general, failed

however of its object. The subjugation of the island

indeed seems to have been Hannibal's purpose; in

the prosecution of which his conduct was that of the

officer of a great and civilized state, and not of a

leader of barbarians. The Carthaginians appear to

have been not strangers to the generous policy, which

we have seen ordinary among the Persians, for holding
a conquered people in subjection. There was a party

among the Selinuntines, apparently subsisting from

Gelon's age, disposed to friendly connexion with

Carthage, and averse to those measures, whatever

they were, which, with the vengeance of that powerful

state, had now superinduced the ruin of their city.

Empedion, a principal man of that party, was among
those who had fled to Agrigentum. Upon the failure

of the mission from that city and Syracuse, his fellow-

y 2
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CHAP, fugitives desired to commit their interests to him.
XXIX.

'pj^gy found themselves then not deceived in their

hope of Hannibal's liberality. All were restored to

their homes and possessions ; required only to pay
an annual tribute to Carthage, and forbidden to re-

build the demolished fortifications of their city.

Among the many Grecian republics in Sicily,

claiming independency, it was seldom that some one,

either through illiberality of the government, or

lawlessness of the people, was not by some injustice

offending the Sican and Sicel tribes, which still held

the centre of the island. Generally therefore those

unfortunate barbarians preferred a connexion with

the powerful state of Carthage. The Sicans, who
held the western parts, had mostly joined Hannibal

on his arrival. His success against Selinus brought
the rest, with many of the Sicels, to solicit that they
also might be admitted to alliance. Strengthened with

their forces, he proceeded to lay siege to Himera.

Though Syracuse held at this time no decisive lead

among the Sicilian Greek cities, yet, in the pressure
of danger, all looked to it with a disposition to respect
its claims to authority as the most powerful state.

Diodes, possessing the civil supremacy there, com-

manded the means for adding to it the military ;
and

DM. 1. 13. thus he became general-in-chief of the combined
forces which marched to relieve Himera. On his

C.60. 61. arrival he ventured a battle, in which, with some

slaughter of the enemy, he was however finally un-

successful, and forced to seek shelter within the city
walls.' Rumor there met him, that the Cartha-

' In this unsuccessful battle, for such it is acknowledged to
have been, six thousand Carthaginians were asserted by Timseus
to have fallen, and Ephorus did not scruple to say more than
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ginian fleet was gone to Syracuse. In vehement sect.

alarm, probably apprehensive of some party move-
'

ment not less than of the foreign enemy, he resolved

to lead his forces home. Fearing however the pur-
suit of the victorious Carthaginians if he went by

land, he commanded the attendance of the fleet,

consisting of twenty-five triremes from different cities

of the confederacy, which lay in the harbour. In vain

the wretched Himer^eans solicited the continuance of

that protection which it was the purpose of the allied

cities, furnishing the fleet, to afford them. In vain

it was urged to him that the bodies of many Syra-

cusans remained on the field of battle unburied. The

insufficiency only of the vessels to receive at once his

whole force induced him to leave half of it till the

fleet might return. Some of the wives and children

of the Himeraeans however were taken aboard. He
sailed himself with the first division.

This desertion of the man charged with the su-

preme care of the Grecian interest in Sicily seems

to have produced that kind of dissolution of military

discipline and civil order among the unfortunate

Himeraeans which made the defence of the place im-

possible. On the same night on which Diodes fled

in safety by sea, numbers of the Himeraean people

engaged in the hazardous attempt tojly by land; and

it appears that many succeeded. Nevertheless the

remainder defended the town through the next day.

On the following morning, the returned fleet, after

having landed Diodes, was already in sight, when

the Carthaginian engines had made a breach in the

twenty thousand. Diod. 1. 13. c. 60.—We might excuse some

moderate exaggeration in Timaeus as a Sicilian, but the extrava-

gance ofEphorus in stating numbers, on this and other occasions,

cannot but a little weaken his general credit.
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CHAP, wall sufficient for storming, and assault through it

^^'^'
was successful. The same horrors ensued as on the

capture of Selinus, only less extensive, as the town

was smaller, and the population lessened by flight.

The authority of Hannibal however again gene-

rously exerted stopped the slaughter. Too often we

find the Greek not less than the Roman writers

venting most illiberal invective against the Cartha-

ginians, and especially imputing atrocious cruelty.

In loose imputation Diodorus is as vehement as any ;

but his honesty in narrative, correcting the injustice

of his declamation, shows eulogy due where he directs

his invective. What he proceeds to relate however

may be not unfounded. Hannibal, he says, diligently

inquired for the spot where his grandfather Hamilcar

fell in the battle with Gelon ;
and with solemn cere-

mony he sacrificed there three thousand prisoners.

Exaggeration may be suspected in the number
;
but

the principle, we are well assured, was familiar^ not

only with the Carthaginians, but also with the early

Greeks, and something very like it with the Romans
even in their highest civilization. Hannibal then

establishing garrisons for the security of the country
he had subdued, and of the people who had engaged
in alliance with him, returned to Carthage.

It was in these critical circumstances that Her-

mocrates, furnished by the generous satrap Pharna-

bazus with money for the express purpose, according
Xea. HeL to Xcnophou, of procuHug a naval and military force

8.22.* that might re-establish him in his country, arrived

at Messena, where the government was friendly to

him
; and it appears probable that intelligence of this

had contributed to decide Diodes to his hasty and

uncreditable flight from Himera. The name of

Hermocrates, alarming to Diodes and his immediate
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partizans, gave new hope to numbers, before despair- sect.

ing of the Grecian cause in Sicily. Those Himeraeans
'

who had succeeded in the hazardous measure of flying

by land, instead of going to Syracuse, whither the

fugitives favored by Diodes with the passage by sea

were conveyed, preferred putting themselves under

the protection and command of Hermocrates at

Messena.

So far the uncommon virtue of this party leader

has been rewarded with uncommon good fortune

that writers of all parties have borne testimony to his

merit, and not one has imputed to him an evil action.

The troops who served under him in Asia were ready
to go all lengths with him against the party in Syra-

cuse which had driven him into banishment ;
but he

declared to them his resolution to use no violence

against the existing government of his country, how-

ever unjustly he and his adherents might have suffered

from it. Not only Xenophon, who esteemed him

highly, bears this testimony expressly, but Diodorus, Diod.

whose prejudices were strong in favor of the opposite

party, shows that a resolution so becoming a virtuous

statesman of enlarged views, and so singular among
Grecian patriots, controlled the measures of Her-

mocrates. At Messena, favored by its government,
he built five triremes and engaged about a thousand

soldiers for pay. About an equal number of fugitive

Himeraeans resolved, without pay, to follow his

fortune. He hoped that the mere reputation of this

force might have the effect of enabling his numerous

friends in Syracuse to regain the ascendancy in the

general assembly; but that hope failing, he turned

his views another way, still with the same purpose of

enabling his friends to prevail against his adversaries

in legal course, through the interest that he might
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SECT, acquire by essential service to his city against its

foreign enemies, without violence against itself.

This view was opened to him through his ancient

interest among the Grecian cities, among the Sicels,

and in general throughout the island. Hannibal, in

returning with his victorious army to Africa, left the

town of Selinus to those of its citizens, with Empedion
at their head, who had shown a disposition to the

Carthaginian connexion. The more eminent and

active of the opposite party were in exile, the fortifi-

cations in ruin. We have seen it a common policy

of the Athenians, for holding conquered places in

subjection, to demolish their walls; and such seems

on this occasion to have been the policy of the Car-

thaginians. The need of Carthaginian protection

would make those who held Selinus a faithful, though
a weak garrison for Carthage.
On a knowledge of these circumstances, Hermo-

crates formed his plan. While it was yet winter he

marched bythe less practised inland road ;
and coming

upon the town unexpectedly, entered it unresisted.

The exiles were of course restored. No violence ap-

pears to have followed to Empedion's party, except
that of course the powers of government passed into

the hands of the friends of Hermocrates. For security

against the Carthaginians fortifications would now
be indispensable. But the numbers that could be

trusted were unequal to the defence of the wide

extent of the old city. A convenient part only there-

fore was refortified, and thus a strong hold was pro-
vided for the friends of the Grecian cause on the

verge of the Carthaginian part of the island.

Hermocrates proceeded then to carry hostility

against the general enemies of the Greeks. He plun-
dered successively the Motyene and the Panormitan
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territories; and, the people of each risking action sect.

with him separately, he defeated both. After this, no J—
force venturing beyond the protection of walls to

oppose him, he plundered and ravaged the whole of

the country acknowledging the sovereignty or alliance

of Carthage. Laden thus with spoil, he led back his

troops highly gratified, both those who had engaged

gratuitously in adventure with him, and those to

whom he was bound for pay, to enjoy the rest of the

winter in Selinus.

It appeared to the Sicilian people of all descriptions

an interesting phenomenon, when the united Grecian

interest, with the powerful Syracuse at its head, had

been unable to prevent the overthrow of two principal

Grecian cities by a foreign power, that, immediately

after, an exile from Syracuse should not only recover

one of those cities, but carry war successfully through
the enemy's country. An impression strongly in

favor ofHermocrates followed throughout the Grecian

states and in Syracuse itself. He resolved to im- b. c. 408.

prove the impression, especially in Syracuse. Early
*

93* 1*

in spring he went to Himera, and inquiring diligently Y^^^^'
^^'

for the spot where the Syracusan troops under Diodes

had fallen, he caused the bones to be carefully col-

lected. Placing them on carriages splendidly de-

corated in funereal style, he conducted them, with a

strong escort, to the Syracusan border. With osten-

tatious respect then for the laws of his country, avoid-

ing to go himself any farther, he committed the

procession to others not involved in the decree of

banishment.

The arrival of this extraordinary funeral pomp at

the gate of Syracuse excited strong feelings in the

city. The people assembled. Diodes endeavored to

evince the absurdity of paying honors to relics sent
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CHAP, by an unhallowed exile, which might be those, he said,
^^^^'

of other exiles, or of any other rather than of loyal

ut sup.

Syracusans. He could not however overcome the

popular sentiment, which was so excited that not

only a public burial was given to the relics, the

whole people attending, but Diodes was obliged to

abscond. An effort was then made by the opposing

party to procure a decree for the restoration of Her-

mocrates; but the artful eloquence of the partizans

of Diodes prevented. The merit of Hermocrates
Diodor.

they did not deny ;
but a great superiority, even of

merit, they affirmed, was dangerous in a democracy.
If he, while an exile, by his single authority and in-

fluence could raise a force to do more against the

Carthaginians than all the Sicilian cities together,
what could oppose him in Syracuse, were he once re-

admitted there? It was evident that he not only

could, but would, and to secure himself perhaps

must, they said, assume the tyranny.

Again thus disappointed, Hermocrates persevered
in the resolution to avoid all violence, and withdrew

quietly to Selinus. But it is unlikely that his friends

in Syracuse, after what had passed, could rest in quiet
there. It is unlikely that his opponents would re-

main satisfied with their civil victory, so hardly gained,
and not follow it up with measures against their ad-

versaries, which might secure their tottering power.
Thefriends ofHermocrates therefore urgently claimed

the assistance and protection which the force at his

command enabled him to give. Their entreaties and

remonstrances at length induced him to march three

thousand men through the Geloan territory to the

Syracusan border. Still however he would not enter

the Syracusan territory with any appearance of hos-

tility. Leaving his troops on the frontier he went.
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attended by a few friends only, to Syracuse. His sect.

friends there had taken care to secure his entrance -

by the gate of Achradina; but it seems to have been

his own resolution still to avoid force, and trust him-

self to the assembled people. That he had not mis-

calculated his interest with the people appears from

the mode of opposition used by his adversaries. In

defiance of the law of Diodes an armed body entered

the agora, and Hermocrates was killed. Many of

his friends fell with him, and the rest saved themselves

only by flight or concealment. An assembly of the

people, such as might be where an armed force com-

manded, was then held, and decrees of death or

banishment were issued, as the authors of the suc-

cessful violence directed.

Whether Diodes was personally concerned in these

transactions we have no direct information, nor does

any mention occur of him after the death of Her-

mocrates. We can only on conjecture therefore

attribute to this time the remarkable account given
of his death by Diodorus, in treating of his legislation.

Diodes was leading the Syracusan forces out of the Diod. i. is.

city, says the historian, not mentioning against what
^*

enemy, when information was brought him of tumult

in the agora, with indications of sedition. In alarm

he hastened thither, armed as he was, thoughtless of

his own law, by which the penalty of death was de-

creed against those who should enter the agora with

arms. Some one observing to him that he seemed

to scorn his own statute, he was so stung with the

reproach that, with an oath averring he would show
the force of his law, he drew his sword, and killed

himself. This story, with or without ground, his

friends would be likely to propagate, if he fell, as

seems not improbable, in the tumult which deprived
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CHAP. Syracuse and Sicily of the invaluable life of Her-
XXIX.

^

mocrates.

Nevertheless, gathering as we best may from the

uncertain light afforded by Diodorus, Diodes seems

to have been a man o
"
more honest zeal in the cause

of democracy than vvas often found among leading

men in the Grecian republics ;
and thence perhaps

the party-writers of the times, whom Diodorus and

Plutarch followed, have reported his actions with less

warmth of panegyric than those of some others pro-

fessing the same principles, who, with less real defer-

ence to them, promoted more the private interest of

their supporters. His political successes however

appear to have been more owing to a forward, active,

undaunted, and indefatigable boldness, than to any

great talents; and as a military commander he was

clearly deficient. Very unequal to the lead of the

affairs of Syracuse and of Sicily, in the existing crisis,

yet of a temper incapable of acting under a superior,
his fall seems to have been rather a relief than a loss,

perhaps even to his own party.

SECTION III.

Second expedition of Hannibal into Sicily. Prosperity of Agri-
gentum. Siege of Agrigentum,

By the death of Hermocrates the fair hope of union

among the Sicilian Greek cities, which with peace
within might have given strength against enemies

without, was instantly dissipated, and all the ad-

vantages which his exertions had gained to the

B.C.407. ^y^^^^"
^^"^^ were presently lost. Selinus and

v\ci\H-6 ^^"^^^^ ^^^l^^ga^n
under the dominion or into the

c.W ' ^^'
interest of Carthage. Report came of new prepara-
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tions in Africa. Alarm arose everywhere, and no- sect.

where was found a man on whose talents and character !—
there w^as any public disposition to rely. The Syra-
cusans sent a deputation to Carthage, deprecating
war. Prayers are not commonly efficacious for such

a purpose. The Carthaginian government dismissed

the deputies with a doubtful answer, and the pre-

parations were continued. Presently after a multi-

tude from Africa was landed on the Sicilian coast,

at a place called, from some springs of hot water,

Therma, within the Selinuntine territory, now subject

to Carthage, but on the border of the Agrigentine.
No hostility was committed, but it was alarming

enough to the Greeks, and especiallythe A grigentines,

to find that this multitude was to establish itselfthere

as a Carthaginian colony.*
Soon however it became manifest that the purpose

of the Carthaginian government was not limited to

this peaceful way of extending empire. Information

arrived of a vast army collecting, in the common way
of Carthaginian armies, from the various shores to

which the Carthaginian commerce extended, ofAfrica,

Spain, Gaul, Italy, the Balearic islands, and perhaps
Sardinia and Corsica, though of the islanders the

Balearians only were of fame. A large fleet was at

the same time prepared, and the whole armament
was committed to the orders of Hannibal, who had

commanded the late expedition into Sicily. Age Diod. 1. 13.

and growing infirmity, it is said, induced that ge-
^' ^^*

neral to desire excuse, but he obtained indulgence
*
Probably the Carthaginians had another name for their

colony. The Grecian appellation Qepiia v^ara, was rather a

description, till the first word came to be, for colloquial con-

venience, used alone as a name. We read of another Therma,
near Himera.
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('HAP. only SO far that his kinsman Imilcon/ son of Hanno,

.

XXIX.
^^g appointed his second in the command. We are

however too much without information, equally of

the state of politics and parties as of the interests of

individuals at this time at Carthage, to appreciate

the little remaining from Diodorus about them.

What became notorious to the Greeks was the des-

tination of this great armament for Sicily.

Among the Grecian cities of that island political

connexion was far too defective for any adequate

OL93.|. preparation against the threatened storm. Measures
*

of precaution indeed were not wholly neglected, but

they appear to have been taken under no clear or

Diod. 1. 13. digested plan. A fleet of observation was sent out,
c 80.

chiefly of Syracusan ships. Off the headland of

Eryx it fell in with a Carthaginian fleet of nearly

equal force. A battle ensued
;
the Syracusans were

victorious, and took fifteen ships ;
and yet this event,

as a decided beginning of war, seems to have diffused

^ This name^ Imilcon, is found variously written in the copies
of Diodorus^ where the same person is unquestionably intended.

It is first Imilcon, then Imilcas^ then Amilcas^ then it becomes

again Imilcas, and finally resumes the first form Imilcon. Dio-

dorus has probably, in gathering his narrative from different

writers, copied the different attempts of Grecian pens to re-

present one and the same Phenician name, which the Romans
wrote Amilcar or Hamilcar, differing only in the use or omission

of the prefixed aspirate. All these forms appear to have for

their root the Hebrew word Melek, now in Arabic Melk, or

MalJcj signifying King. The name which, from Carthaginian
pronunciation, the Greeks wrote"Avvwv, and the RomansHanno,
seems to be the same with that which from Hebrew pronun-
ciation they wrote 'lioavvriQ, and Johannes, John. Bal, Baal, or

Belus, was an added title or dignity, signifying lord ; so that

Hannibal was equivalent to Johannes dominus, lord John, and
Asdrubal to Esdras dominus, lord Esdras.
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more alarm than encouragement among the Sicilian sect.

Greeks.
'

Impelled by the pressure of circumstances, the

Syracusan government now assumed a lead in the

direction of the political and military concerns of the

island. This was facilitated by the prevalence of

the democratical cause in most of the cities as in

Syracuse, and by a sense of the same pressure in all.

Ministers were dispatched to every one, to exhort, Diod. 1. 13.

says the historian, and encourage the multitude.^
^*

Embassies were sent also to the Italian states and to

Lacedaemon
; urging the former as implicated in the

danger, the latter as the patron state of the Grecian

name, and especially of the Dorian. These measures

appear to have been, in a general view, what the

circumstances required; but the able mind, capable
of conciliating adverse interests, arranging and sim-

plifying complex and divided businesses, engaging

confidence, and inciting energy, was wanting, and so

the effect was small. Meanwhile, according to in-

formation which the Greeks received, the naval vic-

tory gained by them had not at all checked the

Carthaginian preparations, which were ofa magnitude

indicating that the purpose could not be merely to

support the new colony, and defend the present pos-

sessions of Carthage in Sicily, but rather to make
the conquest of the whole island sure.

Numerous circumstances marked Agrigentum as

the city likely first to feel the coming storm. Agri-

gentum was among those phenomena of political

prosperity, concerning which we might most desire

and least possess information. Far more known by
historical fame than Selinus, yet the wonderful relics

^ "EiTTE'^eWov Tovg TfapopfAriffavras ra TrXrjdrj.
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'chap, of its ancient magnificence are not needless tes-

^^^^-
timonies to the truth of what history, silent about its

means of acquiring, or little better than silent, has

Diod. 1. 13. told of its wealth and splendor.'^ The fertility of its

'^' ^^'
soil and the good management of its oliveyards and

vineyards are mentioned without being described.

More however certainly was wanting; there must

have been commerce of some other kind, to draw

the concourse of freemen resident in Agrigentum,

who were not Agrigentine citizens. If we may trust

Diodorus, the free inhabitants were two hundred

thousand; and of these the citizens were only a

tenth part.
If the slaves then were only four hun-

dred thousand, the proportion would be lower than

in many other Grecian republics; but we are given

to believe it was higher than in most. Such then

was the public wealth that the public buildings, not

even now wholly destroyed, exceeded all that had to

1. 13. that time been seen in Grecian cities. The pillars

of the temple of Jupiter were so vast that a man

might stand in the flutings. This was esteemed the

most magnificent of the edifices of Agrigentum,

though wanting a roof, which the ensuing misfortunes

1. 11. c. 25. of the city prevented its receiving. An artificial lake

without the walls, as a luxury singular in its kind,

had particular celebrity. It was six furlongs in

circuit and thirty feet deep ;
fed by aqueducts with

perpetual springs; stocked wdth fish and aquatic

birds, especially swans. While thus it contributed

largely to the public banquets, it was for the exercise

of swimming, and for the amusement of walking on

its banks, a favorite place of public resort. Agrigen-

' Arduus inde Acragas ostentat maxima longe

Mcenia, magnaminftm quondam generator equorum.
ViRG. iEn. 1. 3. V. 704.
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turn was also remarkable for a kind of building ofDkxi. i. n.

most important use in great cities, which yet seems
^*

to have been little common in Greece. Not however

the novelty only, but the magnitude and excellent

construction of its sewers, brought fame to the archi-

tect Phaeax, so that his name became the common
Grecian term for a sewer.

While the public wealth of the city was thus ad-

vantageously employed, the magnificence of indi-

viduals among the citizens furnished anecdotes, not

only to incite panegyric in their own day, but to

engage the notice even of those who lived amid all

the extravagance of public splendor and private

luxury in the last days of the Roman republic and

first of the empire. The hospitality of Gellias was

celebrated by poets and historians. His house had *' ^^' ^' ^^'

numerous apartments appropriated to the reception
of strangers, and servants were employed to inquire
for those who were not fortunate enough to bring a

recommendation to the magnificent owner. Where

hospitality was so extensive, men on military service

would not fail of attention. A body of five hundred

horse arriving once from Gela in a violent storm, '^'^^d. ut

Gellias not only entertained all, but supplied every
^"^*

man with a change of clothing.^ For this anecdote

Diodorus has claimed the authority of Timaeus, a

Sicilian writer nearly contemporary. Another writer

* Though this may appear to the modern reader a most extra-

vagant wardrobe, it was, according to Horace, far below that of

Lucullus :

.... Chlamydes Lucullus, ut aiunt,

Si posset centum scenae praebere rogatus,

Qui possum tot ? ait : tamen et quaeram, et quot habebo

Mittam: postpaulo scribit, sibi.millia quinque
Esse domi chlamydum ; partem, vel tolleret omnes.

Epist. 1. 1. fi. 40.

VOL. V. Z
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CHAP, quoted by him, Polycletus, called by military duty to
^^^^'

Agrigentum, had personally profited from the hos-

c. 84,

pitality of Gellias. In a history of his time, which

he afterward wrote, he described the extraordinary

extent of the cellars ofhis magnificent host, excavated

in the rock on which the town was built, and the

prodigious quantity of wine stored in them.^

Gellias seems to have been unrivalled in the per-

manent splendor of his establishment
;
but instances

are recorded ofextraordinary occasional magnificence
in others. Antisthenes, at his daughter's wedding,
entertained all the Agrigentine citizens, and invited

besides the persons of higher rank from neighbour-

ing cities. More than eight hundred carriages went

in the nuptial procession. The time, as usual, was

evening twilight. In the moment of the bride's

Diod. 1. 13. moving, attended by innumerable torches, all the

altars in all the temples, at a signal given, and those

numerous in the streets, fraught with supper for the

multitude, blazed at once, producing a splendor as

gratifying as it was uncommon. The return of

Exaenetus, victor in the chariot-race of the ninety-
second Olympiad, six years only before the Car-

thaginian invasion, was celebrated in a manner showing
rather extensive wealth among the Agrigentines than

his own magnificence. Of very numerous carriages
in the procession, no less than three hundred were

drawn by white horses; a color particularly esteemed

for parade, and therefore sought at high prices.
There seems indeed to have been, within the

narrow bounds of the Agrigentine states, as for-

merly in Holland, an excess ofprivate wealth beyond

9
According to Polycletus, three hundred cisterns, cut in the

rock, were commonly kept full of wine.
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easonable objects of expenditure ;
and the indications sect.

III.
of it were not of a passing kind, like the Dutch

tulip-gardens, but, in the spirit of the Greek passion
for lasting fame, calculated to bear testimony for cen-

turies. The public magnificence, guided by that

just taste which in this age was national among the

Greeks, raised those monuments of which ruins,

marking what once they were, yet exist. But archi-

tects and statuaries derived also great encouragement
from the wealth and taste, and in one remarkable

instance from the capricious fancy, of individuals.

It became common to raise splendid monuments in '^'^^^' ^- 13.

the public burying places to the memory of favorite

brutes; not only horses, which might have acquired
renown with the reputation of something sacred, by
victory in the public games, but also birds dnd various

domestic animals.

In an independent state consisting of a vast city,

commanding a territory scarcely equal to one of our

smallest counties, with a public so wealthy and in-

dividuals so extravagant, twenty thousand citizens

^sovereign over a hundred and eighty thousand free

subjects, sovereigns and subjects both having in-

dividually under them slaves unnumbered
; what w^as

the . government, how property was secured, how

justice administered, how faction and civil disturbance

obviated, inquiry among ancient writers is vain. In
the endeavour to gain some idea from analogy, looking
to Athens we find many resembling circumstances,
but also many characteristical differences. That

Agrigentum however had wise institutions, ably

adapted to circumstances, cannot be doubted. The
amount of its prosperity may alone prove it to have

long enjoyed civil quiet, rare of any duration among
z S
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CHAP. Grecian cities. Hence a philosopher-poet of the

age, celebrating the splendid hospitality of Gellias,

called his house * the respected resort of strangers,
* which evil had never reached/ ^^

But, in a state where the citizens were so wealthy,

and, compared with the whole population, so few;

where the distinction between a citizen and a free

inhabitant not a citizen involved, in regard to some

important points, a total separation and even oppo-
sition of interest

;
where citizens and free inhabitants

not citizens were equally served by slaves more nu-

merous than both, how was public defence to be pro-

vided for? How were the wealthy citizens to be

made soldiers, or those not citizens, or not w^ealthy,

to be trusted with arms ? The expediency, or ne-

cessity, for the wealthy to be guardians of their own

property, was obvious and generally admitted
;
and

in the pressure of war they might be brave and dili-

gent: but to bear continually, or to be liable con-

tinually to the requisition for bearing, the fatigue
and restraint and privations incident to a soldier's

duty, they might as well not be rich. Accordingly,
on being put to trial, the inconvenience arising to

the service from the indulgences which the Agri-

gentines on military duty would provide for them-

selves was such as to make a law necessary specially
to restrain it. It was decreed that no soldier, on

night duty, should have a bed more furnished than

with one mattress, a bolster and pillow, a blanket,

and a curtain.^^ This, says Diodorus, being reckoned
the hardest manner of resting to be required of a

^" Uilvwv alSo7oi \ifJL4u€s, KaK&rriTos &ireigoi.

Emped. ap. Diod. 1. 13. c. 83.
»'

Perhaps a mosquito-net, or gnat-net.
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private soldier on duty, it may be guessed what was sect.

the attention to ease, and the refinement of luxury, '.—
where not so limited.

Such, as far as may be gathered from accounts re-

maining, was the internal state of Agrigentum. In

regard to external politics the Agrigentines appear
to have stood at this time much insulated among the

Sicilian Greeks. Their government had maintained

close connexion with the Syracusan while Syracuse
was under the administration of Hermocrates, and

both cities were connected with Lacedaemon. But,

when Hermocrates was banished, the connexion be-

tween the Syracusan government and the Lacedae-

jnonian seems nearly to have ceased. At the time of

which we are treating Dexippus, a Lacedaemonian,

charged with the care of the Lacedaemonian interests

in Sicily, was residing at Gela.^^ From the same

period the Agrigentine government had no cordial

connexion with Syracuse ;
but its connexion with La-

cedaemon remained unimpaired, and its communi-

cation with the Lacedaemonian minister in Sicily un-

interrupted. When therefore the Agrigentines found

themselves particularly threatened by the preparations
at Carthage they applied to Dexippus, who gave

readily his personal services. He accepted a com-

^2 Diodorus says fcara<?a^ftc viro ^vpciKOvmioVj 1. 13. C. 93.
* stationed at Gela by the Syracusans.' This he has gained pro-

bably from his partial guide Timaeus, whom he before quotes
for an account of Dexippus^ c. 85, Beside the improbability that

the Syracusan government, in its circumstances at the time,

could direct the residence of the Lacedaemonian commissioner in

Sicily, all that precedes and all that follows, in his own history,
combine to show that the fact was otherwise. It is observable

that Wesseling, in his Latin translation, has passed by the phrase
vTTo ^vpaKovffitov, which he has nevertheless noticed in a note, and

yet has not a word to account for his omission of it in translating.
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CHAP, mission for raising a force of mercenaries, for which
^^^^-

the Lacedaemonian name would at that time afford

great advantage, and with a body of fifteen hundred

Diod. var. ^e passcd to Agrigcutum. In this age Italians, under

the name of Campanians, are found commonly ad-

venturing for hire in the Sicilian wars. Eight hun-

dred, who had been in the Carthaginian service, were

now engaged by the Agrigentines for their defence

against the Carthaginians.

Diod. 1. 13. The army under Hannibal and Imilcon at length

01^93 2 landed on the Sicilian shore, entered the Agrigentine
B.C.406.

territory unopposed, and encamped near the city.

The historian Ephorus did not scruple to report it

Diod. L 13. three hundred thousandmen ;
but the Sicilian Timseus,

with more respect for probability, reckoned it only a

hundred and twenty thousand. The first measure of

the Carthaginian generals however was not of hos-

tility : they sent a deputation to the Agrigentine go-
vernment with the liberal proposition of alliance and

society in arms ; or, that being unacceptable, peace
and neutrality. How far a magnanimous and provident

policy, or how far party interest decided the Agri-

gentines, means for discovering fail, but both the

proposals were rejected.

Improvement in the art of attacking fortifications

was much restrained among the Greeks by the general

public poverty of their numerous little states. The

Carthaginians were not so limited. A principal species
ofthat artillery, which the Greeks afterward improved
and the Romans perfected, was, according to Dio-

dorus, already familiar with them. Moving wooden
towers and

battering-engines were prepared to force

the walls of Agrigentum : but the garrison, in one
successful

sally, destroyed all. Measures were im-

mediately taken for replacing them ;
but a pestilential
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sickness arising in the besieging army checked ex- Diod. 1. 13.

ertion. Hannibal himself fell under it
j
but Imilcon

^

nevertheless, as far as the weakened state of his army
would allow, continued to press the siege.

Though between the Agrigentine government and

those who since the expulsion of Hermocrates had

ruled Syracuse there was no cordiality, yet the storm

which was falling on Agrigentum too nearly threat-

ened Syracuse to be observed with indifference there
;
iwd.

nor probably could the Syracusan administration avoid

censure among the Syracusan people, if, in the existing

crisis, they wholly omitted to support the ancient

pretension oftheir city to be the head and protectress

of Sicily. Communication therefore was held with

all those Sicilian and Italian cities which had been

accustomed to act in subordination, or were disposed
to act in concert, with Syracuse. Auxiliaries came

from Messena and from some of the Italian states.

Strengthened by these, the Syracusan army marched

under the orders of Daphnaeus. The Camarin^ean

and Geloan troops arranged themselves under him as

he passed their towns. And with a force thus alto-

gether, it is said, of about thirty thousand foot and

five thousand horse, Daphnaeus hastened to relieve

Agrigentum.
The Carthaginian army, after all the loss by sick- «• 87.

ness, if we may trust the historian, was yet so strong

that, without any interruption of the siege, Imilcon

could send a force outnumbering the Greeks to meet

them. A battle ensued at the passage of the river

Himera, on the border of the Geloan territory. The

Greeks, completely victorious, pursued the Car- '

thaginians to their own camp, which they deserted

for refuge within the besieging division's lines. Daph-
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CHAP, nfieus occupied the camp, and thence commanded

communication with the city.

For the deliverance of Agrigentum now a pause

of civil strife only and some military subordination

seem to have been wanting. But the Agrigentine

constitution, adapted to the sunshine in which it had

been nurtured, was unfit for a season of storms. The

triumphant arrival of the relieving army, under de-

mocratical leaders, encouraged the party in opposition

to that which actually held the government ;
and the

popular mind, impatient under the evils of the siege,

was prepared for irritation. When the flight of the

enemy's defeated army was observed from the walls, the

exulting multitude was impatient to be led out ta

share in the honor of victory. Admonition of danger
from the superior force of the besieging army, watch-

ing opportunities from within its lines, was heard with

indignation. Even the authority of Dexippus, sup-

ported as it was by his military reputation, with the

added dignity of the Lacedaemonian name, could

hardly enable their generals to restrain them. Re-

pressed at length for the occasion, in the first inter-

course with the relieving army this temper (how far

instigated by party art we are uninformed) broke out

again with violence. Corruption was imputed to the

generals. Dexippus supported them, his character

was reviled with theirs, and such tumult followed

that civil rule and military command failed together.
At length, whether from the habit of attending to

debate, or through influence of the democratical

leaders, who might see opportunity for directing the

tempest, the riotous crowd took some regularity of
form as a popular assembly. A stranger, Menes, com-
mander of the Camarinaean forces, was the principal
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speaker. In a violent invective he accused the Agri- sect.

gentine generals of treachery. In vain they desired !—
to be heard in their defence; clamor overbore their

voices
;
noise presently led to action

;
four were mas- .

sacred on the spot, and the fifth was spared, it is said,

only in pity of his youth.
After this infuriate act of popular despotism, the

multitude were not readily to be brought again to

the moderation which their instigators now desired.

Elated at the same time with the success of the re- i>iod. 1. 13.

lieving army against the foreign enemy, and with

their own triumph over their unfortunate generals,

and jealous of all superiors, they would submit to no

restraint. Public stores were spent without economy ;

and what individuals possessed none ventured with

any authority to inquire. Nor does there appear to

have been any combination in effort with the relieving

army, which, under the orders of Daphnaeus, was

active, and sometimes successful, in harassing the be-

siegers. Imilcon nevertheless, within his lines, which

the Greeks dared not attack, prosecuted his works

regularly and steadily ; so that, in the eighth month
^'S\^x

of the siege, winter being already set in, they were

completed.
Thus want came upon the city when means of sup-

ply by land were stopped. The sea however was yet

open, and the Syracusan government did not neglect
allies whom, more particularly since the massacre of

the generals, they considered as their partizans. A
large convoy of provisions was sent; supposed in

security under escort of the Syracusan fleet, because

it was understood that the Carthaginian fleet was

laid up in the harbours of Motya and Panormus

for the winter. But Imilcon, watchful of events, had

ordered his fleet round.- The Greeks, as they ap-
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CHAP, proached Agrigentum, were attacked by a superior

1. force : eight of their ships of war were sunk, the rest

forced ashore, and the whole convoy was taken.

The besieging army, before suffering from scarcity,

was relieved by the prizes made, and the state of the

besieged was rendered hopeless.^^ Neither the mer-

cenaries, nor the Italian auxiliaries, together no in-

considerable portion ofthe military force in the place,

appear to have had either share or interest in the

massacre of the generals and the revolution ensuing.
Of course they reckoned themselves not bound to

bear famine for those with whom they were little

satisfied, in a cause now become forlorn. Accordingly
the Campanians withdrew, and, having formerly been

in the Carthaginian military service, offered them-

selves for it again, and were accepted. The other

Italian Greeks, observing opportunity for retreat yet

open, marched to their several homes. This is said

to have been concerted with Dexippus, who with-

drew at the same time, and report was farther cir-

culated that he took a bribe of fifteen talents (about
three thousand pounds) from the Carthaginians for

this service. But the circulation of such a report was

a mode of party warfare so easy, and, among the

Greeks, so ordinary, that the mere circumstance of

its circulation cannot entitle it to credit, and other

motives for the conduct of Dexippus are obvious.

After the assassination of the Agrigentine generals
not only his situation as an individual must have been

uneasy, but, in just consideration of his public charac-

ter, it might be necessary for him to quit Agrigentum.
*3 Though we may believe there was some scarcity in the

Carthaginian camp ; yet Diodorus's account of it is evidently ex-

aggerated, for the sea was always open to Imilcon's fleet, as the
land was also to his army.
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The force however still in the place was equal to sp:ct.

the defence of the walls, and more easily to be sub- !—
sisted and more at the disposal of those who had

obtained the lead, in consequence of the absence of

those who had withdrawn. The scarcity however

being notoriously such as to threaten famine, the

popular will no longer opposed inquiry about the

remaining stock, and it was found insufficient for the

support of the remaining numbers for many days.

Favorable terms of capitulation, little usual, were

unthought of. Flight, under cover of a midwinter

night, appeared practicable. It was accordingly re-

solved upon by the leading men, and seems to have

been ably conducted. With necessity for their plea,

and fear for their instrument, obviating opportunity

for public debate, they announced, in the day, that

the city must be evacuated that very evening. The

desire of saving life, though with the loss of all besides, j).^,^, j^ ^g.

operated upon the multitude; and the greater part of c- s^.

the citizens with their families, those able to bear

arms forming a strong escort, arrived in safety at

Gela. Some however, infirm through age or sick-

ness, were unavoidably left behind
;
and some refused

to move
; preferring death, according to the historian,

from their own or friendly hands, witl^ all the com-

forts of their former state yet about them, to a pre-

carious life in exile and indigence. Most of these

seem to have been of the higher ranks, and of the

party of the massacred generals; little hopeful of just

measure, had they joined in the emigration, either

from the ruling party of their own fellowcitizens, or

from the democratical republics to which the flight

was directed. Possibly indeed participation in the

flight was denied to them. The wealthy and worthy
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CHAP. Gellias^* was among those who could not or would
^^^^'

not fly.
With some friends he repaired to a temple

of Minerva, not without hope,which might be founded

on experience at Selinus and Himera, that its sanctity,

or rather the humane consideration of the Cartha-

ginian general for unarmed suppliants, would protect

them. In the first moments of victory however,

violence being threatened, possibly from the unruli-

ness of Spanish, Gallic, or Numidian troops, the sup-

pliants themselves set fire to the place, and perished
with it.

The honesty of Diodorus, amid his prejudices,

shows Imilcon as little in any other quality as in

cruelty that barbarian which the illiberality ofRoman
writers would represent all the Carthaginians. All

valuables, of any considerable bulk or weight, had

been necessarily left by the fugitives. Statues and

pictures, bythe best Grecian artists, abounded in Agri-

gentum. The most esteemed of these were selected

by Imilcon to adorn Carthage. The town he care-

fully preserved for winter quarters for his army.

SECTION IV.

Consternation of the Sicilians. Rise of Dionysius. Change of
the administration of Syracuse.

Di^
L 13. Intelligence of the fate ofAgrigentum spread terror

through the Grecian towns of Sicily. The second
of the island having fallen, it was generally appre-
hended that there could be security nowhere, unless

TeWiaVf Tov TrptarevovTa rdv TroXiTCJv ifkovTU) koX KoXoKayadia.
Diod. 1. 13. s. 90.
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perhaps in the first, and hardly there. Many sent sect.

their families and moveable property to Syracuse, '.

and many, for surer safety, to the Grecian towns of

Italy. Fear then being more apt to be impatient
than wise, there appeared everywhere a disposition to

criminate past conduct of public affairs, but nowhere

any just measures, and hardly proposals for a better

course. The Agrigentine refugees had been removed

from Gela to Syracuse; where, amid their wants and

dependency, they were vehement in invective against

their leaders, for whom they had massacred those

under whose guidance they had prospered. Mean-

while the Syracusans, everywhere courted, were every-

where unpopular ;
all concurring in blame of the

Syracusan administration, while all, through con-

sciousness of inability to defend themselves, were

anxious for Syracusan protection.

Nor was Syracuse itself more united or more

satisfied. So were those at the head of affairs aware

of their own insufficiency for the existing crisis that

all avoided a leading part in popular debate. They
waited the orders of the sovereign people ;

and the

people, unadvised by any in whom there was general

confidence, could give none. Nor perhaps should

this be considered as marking any great deficiency,

either of ability or courage, in the individuals; for in

the actual state of parties it would be difficult for

them, even with very considerable abilities, to hold

that leading influence among the Sicilian cities, that

commanding situation with regard to the common

politics, without which, to conduct the common con-

cerns of the Grecian interest advantageously must be

impossible. Hermocrates had been on the point of

uniting Sicily when, by his death, his party lost an

influence which their opponents did not gain, and the
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CHAP. Grecian interest through the island remained like
^^^^

limbs without a head.

Fortunately the Carthaginians thought it necessary

for their mercenary troops, not less than the Greeks

usually for their citizens, to rest from warfare during
winter. While then, observing the hesitation and

indecision of those accustomed to hold the lead, all

sober men in the Grecian cities looked forward with

much anxiety for the events of the coming spring, a

youth of Syracuse, Dionysius, by the boldness and

fluency of his eloquence drew attention and acquired
consideration in the assembly there. Born in the

middle rank of citizens, Dionysius had been very well

educated. ^^ At the age of only twenty-two he had

attended Hermocrates on the unfortunate occasion

when he lost his life, and had himself been then so

severely w^ounded as to be left on the spot for dead.

Possibly this circumstance saved him from the general

proscription of the friends of Hermocrates, and consi-

deration for his youth may have assisted toward his

Diod. 1. 13. complete pardon. In the following year he served
^^^

in the Syracusan army under Daphnasus against
the Carthaginians, and distinguished himself by his

activity, courage, and military skill. Among the

friends of his earliest years was Philistus, a youth

*^ ' Bonis parentibus atque honesto loco natus^ etsi id quidem
' alius alio modo tradidit.' Cic. Tusc. 1. 5. c, 20. Aiovvmog,

TToWo-^OQ u>v ^vpaKovffiojv, Kal tS yeVet, Kai Ty ^6^r}j /cat role aWoig.
Isocr. ep. ad Philipp. p. 350. t. i. ed. Auger. So Oliver Crom-
well might be described as 7roXXo«?oc. DemostheneS;, disposed
to revile Dionysius, calls him ypafx/iarevQ. Or. in Leptin. p. 606.

ed. Reiske. Diodorus describes him Ik ypafxiiaTSioQ koX tov

rvx6vT0Q idiujTov. 1. 13. c. 36. It seems equally improbable that

his birth was either very high or very low; but that his edu-
cation was of the best, and his introduction early to the society
of the first men of Syracuse, appears unquestionable.
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nearly of his own age/^ of one of the wealthiest sect.

families of Syracuse. Philistus was eminently en-

dowed with talents military, political, and literaiy, Diod. i. is.

but not with powers of eloquence to command a ^* ^^*

popular assembly. Dionysius, through his ability

for supplying this deficiency, could, at the age of

twenty-four, stand forward almost at once as leader

of a party, in opposition to those actually at the head

of affairs.

Neither the common practice of the Grecian re-

publics, nor the example of the opponents of Her-

mocrates, nor the usual temper of his years, would

lead Dionysius to moderation in his opposition. He

daringly imputed to the Syracusan generals cor-

ruption from the enemy; and with advantage, and

probably with truth, he turned against them the

accusation which they or their party had been wont

to urge against Hermocrates. * As for the cause of Diod. ut

* the many,' he said,
*
it is but a pretence for ac- ^"p*

*

quiring power, and they had long abandoned it.

* Power and the advantages of military and civil

* eminence are their objects. These attained, demo-
*

cracy, oligarchy, monarchy, all are equal to them ;

*

they will scruple nothing that may promote their
* individual interests.' Such invective, assisted by
the general acknowledgment of necessity for new
and improved measures, made an impression on the

public mind which encouraged the young orator to

a very bold attempt :
*

Imminent,' he said,
*
as the

* ruin is which threatens Syracuse and all Sicily,
* while Sicily is looking to Syracuse for preservation,
' the regular expiration of office and command ought

^® The age of Philistus may be nearly gathered from that of

Dionysius, whom he outlived many years.
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CHAP. * not to be waited for. Not a moment longer should
^^^^' « the welfare and existence of the state be trusted to

« weak and corrupt hands. If Syracuse and Sicily
* are to be saved, the people must exert their un-

*

questioned power, and the present generals must
* be displaced. Their successors then should be
'
chosen, not among those, or the friends of those,

*

already tried, and found unable or false; they
* should be known friends of the people, taken from
*

among the people.'
^'^

Against this violent proposal the generals and

magistrates exclaimed, as not only, in its tenor,

seditious, but a direct breach of a positive law. A
prosecution was accordingly instituted against Diony-
sius, and he was condemned to pay the fine which

the law imposed for the offence. He was however

so supported by his party that not only the fine was

immediately paid for him, but he was encouraged to

repeat his invective in the next assembly, and even

to renew the offensive motion. His party gained

strength : the generals were compelled to yield their

situation, and Dionysius, the leading orator of the

assembly, was appointed among their successors.

Such is the amount of information, all derived

*7 It has been supposed, by some modern writers, that Dio-

nysius, who confessedly began life in the party of Hermocrates,

changed sides when he came forward as an orator, because he

professed himself advocate for the power of the many against
the men in administration. But for this there seems no ancient

authority, nor is the conjecture at all warranted by known cir-

cumstances. Dionysius, for himself and his partizans together,

sought popularity against a party which had risen by popularity;

just as with us, in the two first Georges' days, the Tories, in

opposition, asserted Whig principles, while the Whigs, in power,
were accused of Tory measures, the parties remaining still the

same.
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ftom writers adverse to Dionyslus, of a revolution by sect.

which that party in Syracuse was overthrown which ^

.. .'

had been powerful enough to drive Hermocrates

into banishment, to give a new^ constitution to the

republic, and to hold the government five years. In

this partial information however is fully implied
what honorably distinguishes this among Grecian

revolutions, that neither bloodshed attended it, nor

expulsions, nor any violence upon the constitution.^^

The just, humane, generous, and truly patriotic

spirit of Hermocrates appears to have survived

among his friends, and to have influenced all their

measures. The next transaction, of which notice

remains, was a measure of beneficence adapted to

strengthen their new power and obviate the necessity
for severities so usual among the contests of Grecian

faction. Numbers ofthe party of Hermocrates were

yet living, in exile. To move their recal in the

general assembly, where their opponents had so

lately borne the sway, was undertaken by Dionysius.
' Those unhappy men,' he said, speaking of it as a

known fact,
' had evinced the sincerity of their pa-

* triotism by refusing very advantageous offers from
* the Carthaginians. How much then, in the exist-
*

ing crisis, their assistance was wanted to oppose
* the danger impending from the enemy of the
' Grecian name, was too strongly and universally

*^ The worst irregularity that the defeated party could impute
was that Dionysius repeatedly incurred the penalty for proposing
the removal of the generals before the expiration of their term,
and that Philistus had the insolence to declare himself ready to

pay it as often as it might be incurred. That Philistus would
be so imprudent seems unlikely enough; and that such a course

would produce, as the simple Diodorus affirms, the abandon-

ment of the prosecution by tiring the prosecutors, cannot ap-

pear very likely.

VQL. y. A A
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CHAP. * felt to need that he should enlarge upon it. The
^^^^- «

very fact that the aid of all the Grecian states

« around, as far as Italy and Peloponnesus, had been

«

importuned by Syracuse, would alone suffice for

*

proof. It could not therefore but be most impolitic
* to deny to citizens of approved merit their anxious

* wish to join in the defence of their country and of

* the Grecian cause.' The arguments of Dionysius

prevailed, and the measure was regularly and quietly

carried.

If indeed we might believe Diodorus for the cha-

racter of the recalled exiles, they were worthless

vagabonds, of the lowest of mankind. But the tenor

of his own narrative sufficiently shows that this de-

scription, copied from Timaeus and others, deeply

interested, and therefore violent in opposition to the

party of Dionysius, is utterly unjust. Such persons

could have been introduced to the rights of Syracusan
citizens only to support violences, which are not im-

puted, or to produce a change in the constitution,

which evidently was not made. The popular con-

stitution, and the jurisprudence adapted to such a

constitution by Diodes, after the expulsion of Her-

mocrates, as far as any accounts tell, remained un-

altered. We cannot but regret the want of the

history of Philistus, though it would probably have

its partialities, to confront with these accounts. In

collating however all that remains, even from the

opposite party, we find it satisfactorily shown that

the principal supporters of Dionysius were the prin-

cipal persons of the party of Hermocrates, and that

the exiles restored by him were mostly banished for

their attachment to that party, and most for some

eminence in it.^^

»» Diodorus himself relates the banishment of the friends of

Hermocrates, and we have no account of any other exiles.
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SECTION V.

Faction at Gela : Lacedcemonian authority there superseded by

Syracusan. Violence of the opposition party in Syracuse.

Dionysius and Hipparinus elected autocrator-generals of

Syracuse,

The new administration having thus attained some sect.

stability, it was among their most pressing duties,
^*

and indeed the very pretence and purpose of the

change, to look around Sicily, and, using with dili-

gence and prudence the state of parties in the Gre-

cian cities, to form a confederacy under the lead of

Syracuse, that might suffice to prevent the farther

progress of the arms of Carthage. On the Agri-

gentine, the territory last conquered by the Car-

thaginians, bordered the Geloan. At Gela, on 01.93.3.

retiring from Agrigentum, the Lacedaemonian mi-
^:^^* ^^^^

nister, Dexippus, had resumed his station. But his <•• '^'

authority did not suffice to still the storm of faction

there. He seems indeed not to have been a man of

talents equal to his situation. The mercenary force

he commanded, instead of preserving peace, was a

principal cause of disturbances. The failure of pay,
due from the late Agrigentine government, was the

ground of uneasiness and pretence for tumult
; while,

not only to prevent disorder, but to have that force,

if possible, zealous in the Grecian cause, was highly

important ;
for Gela, next in course for attack, could

ill hope with its own strength to withstand the Car-

thaginian arms. Dexippus urged to the Geloans the

pressure ofcircumstances, which required the liquida-

tion of the debt, confessedly a just demand, though
not precisely due from them. One party among the

A A 2
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CHAP. Geloan people admitted the reasoning ;
but their op-

^^^^'
ponents persuaded a majority of the short-sighted

multitude to disregard the policy, and, considering

the naked right only, to reject the demand.

The situation of Gela now became most critical.

Threatened by a foreign foe, of such preponderant

power that successful resistance could hardly be

hoped from the best united efforts of its people, not

only they were divided among themselves, but within

their walls was a body of mercenaries readier to join

the enemy than assist them. In these distressing

circumstances some of the principal men addressed

the Syracusan government, as the old and natural

head of the Sicilian Greek interest, soliciting its

exertion for the preservation of a city so important
to the Grecian cause.

Though unnoticed by the historian, it appears

probable that the Syracusan government was already

prepared for the event. Dionysius was appointed
commissioner to assist in settling the affairs of Gela

;

Diod. ut and a force of two thousand foot, with four hundred
'*'•

horse, was placed under his command for the pur-

pose. On his arrival at Gela an assembly of the

people was summoned. Both Dionysius andDexippus
attended; but information fails how far either in-

terfered, while apparently in all constitutional form

Geloan citizens, in considerable number, were accused,

condemned, and executed. Thus that party which

had supported Dexippus in his requisition for the

arrears due to the mercenaries was established in

power, and a decree of the people followed, directing
that the property of the seditious, who had been

executed, should be confiscated for the purpose.
The business of the commissioner of Syracuse, as

head of the Grecian interest in Sicily, on such an
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occasion would be ofgreat difficulty and delicacy. It sect.

was most important to court popularity. If he could .

obviate violence by soothing, it were well
;
but he must

not directly and openly thwart the popular inclina-

tion. He had then another difficulty, to reconcile

his authority with that of the Lacedaemonian com-

missioner Dexippus, who was sent by his state to

assume a superiority over every other stranger, in

every republic of the island. In this alone he was

unsuccessful. Vexed apparently at his own expe-

rienced inability to carry his own important purpose,

so connected with the safety of Gela and of the

whole Grecian interest in Sicily, vexed at his obliga-

tion to a Syracusan, whose superiority, however dis-

claimed, was too unavoidably apparent, but especially

vexed at the gratitude demonstrated by his own

mercenaries, for justice obtained through the inter-

ference of the Syracusan which he had insisted upon
for them in vain, the proud Spartan returned all

civilities with coldness, and even with indication of

disgust. On the other hand the Geloan people, or

at least the party which obtained the rule in Gela,

carried far their demonstration of satisfaction wath

the conduct of Dionysius. After having decreed

him great honors in their own city, and transmitted

to Syracuse testimonies of their approbation the most

unqualified and most flattering, they proceeded to

evince their confidence in him by requesting that he

would stay among them, to direct the defence of

their city against the formidable attack expected.
Circumstances in Syracuse would ill allow this; but

he assured them of his readiness to return in the first

moment of their danger, and of his hope that it might
be with a force sufficient to give them security.
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01. 93. ,«. Of the colleagues of Dionysius, remaining vested

DiS. 1.^13.
with the supreme executive power in Syracuse, a

c. 93! 94.
majority were not his friends. The failure of extant

ancient writers to name any of them may indicate

that none were of great eminence. Their actions

are equally unnoticed, and remain indicated only by
what is reported of the conduct of Dionysius on his

return. His invectives were vehement, imputing to

them at the same time weakness and treachery; and

he went so far as to declare that he could no longer
hold community of counsel and responsibility with

them; either they must be removed, or he must re-

sign his situation. In an assembly of the people,

held for debate on these important questions, the

contest of oratory was so long and so equally main-

tained that decision was referred to the morrow.

The superiority of the party of Dionysius at length

becoming manifest, some of his adherents exclaimed,
* that the dismissal of the other generals ought not
*
to satisfy the people; they should be prosecuted

' for their misdeeds.' Dionysius himself however

and his more intimate friends, holding the principles
of liberality and moderation which had always cha-

racterized the party of Hermocrates, objected to this :

'

Hasty prosecutions,' they said,
' were apt to involve

*

injustice. Nor was the present a season for in-

*

quiries which wanted leisure, when an enemy power-
*
ful as the Carthaginians might be daily expected at

* their gates. A remedy for existing evils, which
*

experience recommended, was in their power; it

* was no more than to appoint one efficient general
' with full authority, not to be thwarted in his mea-
* sures for the public good by perverse or corrupt
*

colleagues. So it was that their forefathers, under
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* the illustrious Gelon, had defeated the countless sect.
* host of Carthage at Himera/ ^'

This motion was received with acclamation. In-

deed for example of a single person at the head of

the Syracusan affairs, civil and military, it were

needless to seek back so far as Gelon, had not the

popularity and glory of his name invited ; a complete

precedent seems afforded in the administration of

Diodes. The existing board of generals accordingly
was abolished; but, whether the authority of others Diod. ut

checked the popular extravagance and the ambition piut.vit.

of Dionysius, or his own prudence, weighing the
^^T^q

objections to his youth and mediocrity of birth, and ed. foi.

the advantage to be derived from an associate supe- Arist. Poiit.

rior in years and family consideration, he was not^'^**^^*

raised alone to the first magistracy; Hipparinus,
first in rank and property among the Syracusans,
was appointed his colleague. To them together the

supreme power, civil and military, was committed,
with the title of autocrator-generals ;

a title and

power, analogous to those of dictator at Rome, which
we have seen not uncommon among the Grecian re-

publics, in arduous and threatening circumstances.^^

^ Diodorus makes Dionysius sole autocrator-general under
the circumstances ofpopular election related in the text, without

any mention of Hipparinus. We owe to Plutarch the positive
information that Hipparinus was his colleague, without which
the mention of their political connexion by Aristotle would be
less certainly intelligible. The appearance of negative evidence,
in the account of Diodorus, will be enough known, by those

who may have compared his narrative of Grecian affairs with

those of Thucydides or Xenophon, to be of no weight. Indeed
it is little likely that Plutarch, who has so labored his panegyric
of Dion son of Hipparinus, and his invective against Dionysius,
would have reported so close a political connexion between his

favorite hero's father and the object of his obloquy, unless the
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CHAP. The state of parties in Syracuse now appears to

^^^^'
have been nearly this. The friends of Hermocrates,

some with more, some with less favor toward a youth

of five-and-twenty, who had so extraordinarily risen

to the head of them, supported the new government.

The party of Diodes, of whom Daphnaeus, the late

general in chief, was among the most eminent, sub-

mitted to it, but with minds most hostile. Dionysius

had won from them the favor of a large majority of

the many, whom Diodes had so successfully courted.^^

It became of course their imputation against the new

government, that it was supported only by a worth-

less or infatuated multitude. Calumny, so ordinary
a mode of civil warfare throughout the republics,

would tinge the reports of Sicilian affairs passing to

Greece, the exact state and character of which would

be little likely to be very well known anywhere. Nor
Aristot.ut have we means to appreciate the intimation of Ari-

stotle, that Hipparinus was led by the embarrass-

ment of private affairs, produced by extravagance,
to associate himself in political situation with Dio*

nysius.

But the Sicilian historian, honest amid his pre-

authority for it not only was good, but generally known, and

not to be discredited. This ray from the biographer, inci-

dentally thrown on a dark, yet interesting portion of Grecian

history, is indeed of high value, as it assists our judgment not a

little in proceeding among shapes often of uncouth and often of

uncertain
appearance, in (he narrative of the only remaining

historian.
**

Ta)(u ^E TtSp TroWdJVj &aTrtp elwdaertv, ettl to x^^pov psTTOVTdJV,

AiopvaiOQ aiTeZei'^Br} Tparj^yoe avTOKpcLTtDp. Diod. C. 94. This foul

slur upon democracy, provoked from a zealous partizan of de-

mocracy, strengthens the evidence to the fact, if corroboration

indeed could be wanted, that Dionysius now was supported by
the great body of the Syracusan citizens, which formerly sup-

ported Diocleg.

ant.
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judices, shows, in his narrative of facts, that a ge- sect.

nerous and mild spirit, becoming the successors of '-—
Hermocrates, guided the measures of the new ad-

ministration. Severity against opponents was avoided.

None were even driven to flight. It appears to have

been the purpose on the contrary by extensive con-

ciliation of friends to obviate the necessity for violent

repression of even the most determined enemies.

In the general assembly Dionysius proposed an in- Diod. 1. 13.

crease, Diodorus says a duplication, of the ordinary
^*

pay to citizens for military service. The measure,

gratifying to the many, was readily carried. This in-

deed was a kind of extensive bribery. But it had

many examples among republics wealthy enough to

have means for it, and by no statesman perhaps had
been carried farther than the great Pericles

;
nor are

means apparent for ascertaining whether it was more

likely to produce political evil, or whether, in the

existing circumstances, it might not have been bene-

ficial, and even necessary.

Such measures having been taken for quiet within

Syracuse, the administration proceeded in those be-

gun for establishing, throughout the Grecian towns,
such order as might best give them means to oppose
the foreign enemy. The Leontine territory was held

by a mixed Grecian population, of which the unfor-

tunate refugees from Agrigentum were now perhaps
the largest part. That population formed a separate

republic, under that uncertain kind of subordination

to Syracuse which we have seen so common among
the smaller Grecian states. Its affairs requiring the

interference of the superintending government, Dio-

nysius marched from Syracuse with an escort, and

encamped midway for the night. Before morning
^^

22 Diodorus relates the story of the nightly attack as ifhe had
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CHAP, he was attacked by a force from which he was com-

pelled to fly, and, being pursued, he took refuge in

the castle of Leontini. Intelligence of his danger

quickly reaching Syracuse, a powerful body arrived

next day, and his assailants dispersed. The enemies

of Dionysius afterward asserted that this nightly at-

tack was a mere fiction. The story altogether is the

very counterpart of that ofthe similar attempt against

Pisistratus at Athens, and the result was the same.

The Syracusan people believed the assault to have

been real, with the purpose of assassination and re-

volution ; and, to give security to their commander-

in-chief against future attempts, they voted him, in

general assembly, a guard for his person, to the

amount, it is said, of six hundred men. This mode
of security for men in the first situations in a com-

monwealth, though affected to be considered by
writers of the opposite party as marking Dionysius
thenceforth decidedly a tyrant, was however neither

then new, nor afterward reckoned, as we shall have

occasion very particularly to see, an example unfit to

be followed, or involving in any discredit the most

zealous assertors of freedom. The late attempt then

being esteemed proof that the liberality of the new

government had gone beyond prudence, and that

stronger measures were necessary to obviate the plots
of the disaffected, some officers who had been of the

adverse party were removed from their commands in

the Syracusan troops,
^^ and a body of mercenaries

was brought from Gela.

found it told so as not quite to suit the purpose of the enemies
of Dionysius. Apparently in the desire to improve it, he has
made his detail very incoherent and indistinct, and, in some

parts, where intelligible, very improbable.
2» Diodorus says all were removed who were not ofknown at-
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These measures of precaution being taken, a capital Diod. 1. 13.

prosecution was instituted against the two principal
^*

men of the opposition, Daphnaeus and Demarchus.

What specific crime was alleged against them, the

account coming only from the friends of their party,

is not indicated, but, from that partial account, it

appears to have been in all constitutional form that

they were tried, condemned, and executed. Accord-

ing to the same account, they were the first who suf-

fered from their political conduct after Dionysius
came into power ;

and they suffered now, not in con-

sequence of the revolution, but for measures directed

to the overthrow of the new government, already

legally and without any violence established.

It was discovered that Dexippus, the Lacedae-

monian minister, had taken part in the plot ofDaph-
naeus and Demarchus. That his connexion with them

was new is evident from his conduct in the Agrigentine

war, and it appears to have been unauthorized by his

government. The Syracusan government required
him immediately to quit Sicily ;

and this strong mea-

sure, far from producing resentment, seems to have

led to a renewal of the old connexion of Lacedaemon

with the party of Hermocrates. The alliance of the

Lacedaemonian government with the Syracusan under

Dionysius proved lasting.

At the early age of four or five and twenty Dio-

nysius had now shown himself, in eloquence and in

political business, the first man of Sicily, and perhaps
of the time; and he had given promising hope of

those military talents, of which the war impending
from Carthage would pressingly want the exertion.

To his party he was, no doubt, necessary, as his party

tachment to the ruling party ; but in the sequel he shows, as we
shall see, that it was not so.
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CHAP, was necessary to him. It seems therefore to have been
^^^^'

not without the purpose ofbinding them more closely

together, that two weddings, at any rate very cre-

ditable to him, were about this time concluded. He
Diod.L 13. jjjj^gglf married Arete, daughter of Hermocrates,
Hut yiu and he gave his sister to Polyxenus, brother of the^ ""''

widow of that revered patriot.

I
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CHAPTER XXX.

Affairs of the Greeks in Sicily and Italyfrom the

settlement of the Syracusan government^ under

Dionysius and Hipparinus^ to the restoration of
the Syracusan supremacy over the Sicilian, and
its extension over the Italian, Greeh cities,

SECTION I.

Siege of Gela by the Carthaginians; evacuation of Gela and
Camarina. Atrocious violence of the Opposition at Syracuse.
Peace with Carthage.

Scarcely was the government of Syracuse brought
sect.

to some consistency under the administration of.

Dionysius and Hipparinus, and a rallying point thus
qi %'^4^'

provided for the Grecian interest in Sicily, when the

movement of the Carthaginian army from Agri-

gentum spread alarm throughout the island. Imilcon,
if we should believe Diodorus, in quitting Agri-

gentum, increased the general terror by a measure

apparently adapted to that only purpose, and little

consistent either with the common policy of the Car*

thaginians, or with his own previous conduct: he is

said to have completely destroyed the town. The
direction of his march, not deceiving the apprehension

long entertained, was to Gela.

The fortifications of this city were probably suf-

ficient for its defence against any ordinary Grecian

power; but its government was aware that they were

not equally to be trusted against the force under

Imilcon, provided with an artillery far superior to
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CHAP, what was common among the Greeks. It had there-
^^^'

fore been resolved that the women and children

c. 109.

should be sent for better security to Syracuse ; and as

soon as the movement of the Carthaginian army and

the direction of its march were ascertained, measures

were taken for their removal. But the apprehension
of separation from the male part of their families, to

be committed to the care of strangers, operated upon
the minds of the women so much more forcibly than

the fear of sharing their fate that they resisted with

vehemence and even with tumult. Assembling in

the agora, clinging about the altars, and urging en-

treaty with wailing and tears, the feeling excited,

and a just aversion to the use of violence, prevailed

against a resolution dictated apparently by a just

prudence, and they were allowed to remain.

Diod^L
13. The Syracusans meanwhile had not neglected pre-

paration for the common defence of themselves and

the Grecian interest in Sicily; and it appeared that

the estimation of their government abroad was not

diminished by the revolution of the preceding winter.

Auxiliary forces were obtained not only from all the

Sicilian, but from several of the Italian, Greek cities;

and the army which marched under Dionysius to

relieve Gela was, according to some writers, fifty

thousand strong. We may however, on this occasion,

perhaps better believe the enemy of his fame, Timseus,

who reported the foot thirty thousand, and the horse

one thousand. A fleet of fifty ships of war attended

the movements of the army.
Such however was the force under Dionysius, and

such the known superiority of the Grecian heavy-

armed, that the Carthaginian general with his less

regular troops, though numerous and brave, would
not meet them in the field, but, secure within his
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lines, contined to press the siege. During twenty sect.

days Dionysius, with the patient prudence of a veteran,
'

abstaining from attack, directed his measures to in-

tercept supplies while he watched opportunities. The

temper of a part of his army then compelled him to

change his plan. Arms seem to have been denied to

no Syracusan citizen; the new administration ap-

parently hoping that, however experience had shown

the inconvenience of their first lenity and liberality,

the recent execution of the chiefs, Daphnaeus and

Demarchus, might suffice to deter farther sedition.

But the quiet watching of an enemy's motions we
have often had occasion to observe borne by the

troops of the Grecian republics with an impatience
subversive of discipline, and the chiefs of the opposi-
tion were sedulous in using the opportunity for

fomenting the ready discontent.

Dionysius thus, to obviate opportunity for sedition

and mutiny among his own people, was urged to

quick decision against the foreign enemy. Having
determined then upon the hazardous measure of

attacking the superior numbers of the Carthaginians
within their lines, his disposition for it seems to have

been able. Three assaults were to be made at once Diod. 1.13.

by the infantry of the army, and a fourth by the^"^^^*

crews of the fleet, while the cavalry was to protect

retreat, should it become necessary. But either

through mistake, or rather, as the sequel shows pro-

bable, through treachery, concert was not duly kept.
The Italian Greeks, faithful to their engagement,
forced the Carthaginian lines on the side next the

sea. Failing however of expected support, they were

overpowered and driven out again ; more than a thou-

sand were slain, and, but for relief from the fleet, all

would have been cut off. A body of Sicilian Greeks,
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CHAP, attacking on the land side, was equally overpowered,

and, after losing six hundred, compelled to withdraw

into the town. The cavalry stood, looking on, till

the enemy approached them, and then they also with-

drew within the walls.
^

Dionysius, with the body
under his more immediate orders, all opportunity of

advantage being clearly gone, was the last who

retired.

Though his attack was really defeated, yet the

state of his own army, rather than any amount of

advantage the enemy had gained, made his circum-

stances now highly critical. Avoiding therefore to

notice any misconduct, Dionysius assembled his con-

fidential officers, together with those principal men
of Gela, in whose fidelity he trusted, and all agreed
that it was inexpedient to persevere in defending the

town. Capitulations, in any degree favorable to a

besieged place, were then little known; but it seems

to have been held a part of the law of nations, among
the Carthaginians, not less than among the Greeks,

to grant a truce, upon solicitation from the enemy,
for burial of their slain. On this was founded a plan
for evacuating the city. In the evening a truce for

the next day was applied for, to which Imilcon con-

sented; in the same night the whole Geloan people
moved under escort of the army, and, while two

thousand light-armed remaining in the town deceived

the enemy by lighting fires and industriously keeping

up the appearance of population, they reached Syra-
cuse unmolested: Dionysius marched to Camarina.

Thither at morning dawn the troops left in Gela

*

Comparing Diodorus's account of the conduct of the cavahy
in the battle and after it, there seems no room to doubt but their

inaction on the former occasion arose from the same motive as

their exertion afterward.
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followed, leaving the unpeopled town to the Cartha- sect.

ginians. Staying only to see Camarma evacuated,
'

which under terror of the Carthaginians was done in

zealous haste, Dionysius proceeded with the people
under his escort for Syracuse.
The calamity thus befalling two Grecian cities,

which Dionysius was sent to protect, afforded oppor-
tunities industriously used for exciting discontent in Diod. 1. 13.

the army. Misery, among both sexes and all ages,

abundantly occurring to observation, was attributed

to the ambition, or the negligence, or the corruption
of Dionysius. There was a set of men among the c. 112.

cavalry, as the historian friend of their cause avows,

who proposed to assassinate Dionysius on the march ;

but, though he avoided any show of precaution, yet
the attachment aad attention of a large majority of

the army deterred the attempt.
It seems to have been his humane care of the un-

fortunate Camarinseans which afforded opportunity for

enormities not to be foreseen or suspected. Disap- Dio^- "«

T • .^ . '
. 1 ' 1 ant. Plut.

pomted m then* purpose agamst his person, the con- vit. Dion.

spirators hastened to Syracuse ; and, finding nothing

prepared to resist them, went directly to his house,

forced their way in, and directed their worse than

brutal vengeance against his wife, the unfortunate

daughter of Hermocrates, to whom calumny itself

has left no ill imputed. The insult with which they
abused her was so shocking (historians have avoided

the disgusting report of particulars) that, unable to Pi^t. vit.

bear the thought of again meeting her husband and

friends, according to Plutarch, she destroyed herself:

Diodorus only says that she was destroyed. It is Diod. 1. u.

remarkable that such an abominable tale comes from
^* '^'^'

the revilers of Dionysius, advocates for his enemies,

VOL. V. B B

1
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CHAP, advocates even for the detestable authors of the horrid

atrocity, as friends of liberty and patriots.

When Dionysius was informed of the secession of

certain persons from the army whom he had occasion

to suppose unfriendly, he collected instantly a select

body, and proceeded to Syracuse, a distance ofnearly

fifty miles, it is said without halting. About mid-

night, arriving at the gate of that quarter of Syracuse

called Achradina, he found it shut against him.

Hostility was thus enough indicated, but there ap-

peared no sufficient guard to oppose his entrance if

he could force the bar. At hand was a large pile of

dry reeds, collected for burning lime, and with these

he made a fire against the gate, which destroyed it.

Meanwhile the infantry of his detachment arriving,

he entered the town with a force which, added to

that of his friends within, sufficed to overbear what

his enemies had been able to collect. The tragedy
within his own house was already complete. The

conspirators were endeavouring, in various parts of

the extensive city, to gain the people to their party.

Information that he had entered spreading alarm

among them, they hastened to assemble in the agora.

There, after an ineffectual resistance, most were put
to the sword. Some smaller parties, found in arms

in other parts of the town, met the same fate. When

opposition ceased, the most eminent and active ofthe

survivors were sought in their own houses, or where-

ever they might be found, and some were put to

death. But, in the tumult unavoidable, and amid

passions so provoked, the bitterest enemies of the

successful party (and it is from their enemies only we
have the account) seem to have found no ground for

imputing to them any cruelty or excess of vengeance.
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Then at length they, who had so long had a majority sect.

in the general assembly, retaliated, only in a con-
^'

stitutional way, upon such virulent opponents, pro-

curing a decree of banishment against the more emi-

nent of those who had escaped the swords which they
had so incited to vengeance.

This mad effort of the defeated party, so wild in

plan, so abominable in fact that, did it not come

reported by their decided friends, we might perhaps

reasonably withhold our belief of it, seems to have

been singularly calculated for putting all Sicily at

the mercy of Carthage. Even the talents of Dio-

nysius might have been unable to maintain the

Grecian cause, had not a pestilential sickness broken

out in the Carthaginian army, so rapidly fatal that

Imilcon was induced to make overtures to the Syra- Diod. i. is.

cusan government for an accommodation. Dionysius
^' ^^'**

gladly met the proposal ; and a treaty of peace was

concluded, embracing all the interests of the island.

Selinus, Agrigentum, and Himera remained under

the Carthaginian dominion; Camarina and Gela

were restored to their former possessors, to hold

under their own laws and government, but paying a

tribute to Carthage, and forbidden to restore their

fortifications
; the Sicans were to remain under the

protection of the Carthaginian government ; neither

Greeks nor Carthaginians were to control the Sicels ;

the Leontines together with the Messenians were to

be independent ; Syracuse was to remain subject to

Dionysius. The last article is expressed evidently
in the phrase of faction ; the historian's own narra-

tive abundantly showing that Dionysius's power in

Syracuse never depended in any degree upon any

support from Carthage, but, on the contrary, was

always the greatest obstacle to the extension of the

B B 2
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CHAP. Carthaginian dominion in Sicily. For the rest the

^ treaty went to establish nothing but what circum-

stances had produced. Selinus, Agrigentum, and

Himera would remain subject to Carthage, because

the Greeks were too much divided immediately
to reclaim them. The return of the Camarinaeans

and Geloans to their towns, situate at a distance

from the other Carthaginian possessions, could not

be prevented without a force constantly employed
for the purpose, such that the stipulation for tribute,

agreed to as the price of their future safety, was a

more advantageous bargain for Carthage. The civil

strife in Syracuse best secured the independency of

Leontini, Messena, and the Sicels.-

SECTION II

Fortification of the port, and improvement ofthe naval arsenal at

Syracuse. Division of lands. Extensive combination against
the administration of Dionysius. Siege of the citadel ofSyra-

cuse. Defeat of the insurgents. Catastrophe of Entella.

The deliverance of the Greeks of Sicily from the

threatened dominion of Carthage being thus to a

degree beyond recent hope effected, two pressing
cares remained for the Syracusan administration.

While they were to provide means for resisting future

attempts of the foreign enemy, the urgency was still

greater for them to secure themselves against the

2 One must live among republics, or at least in a free country,
to understand the language of party among republicans. Dio-
dorus did not understand it. Formerly the republican Greek

political dialect was unintelligible through the far greater part
of modern Europe; best understood in England, yet little

generally even there. France, in her late revolutions, has done
much toward illustration of it.
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measures of the defeated faction, and obviate the re- sect.

petition of enormities which, as the care of civil, .

social, and moral order, and the peace of their own

families and of those of their fellow-citizens, were

their duty, it was incumbent upon them to the

utmost of their power to prevent. Diodorus, fol-

lowing Timaeus and other party-writers, has im-

puted to Dionysius the design, from the moment of

his appointment to be general, to render himself

tyrant of his country, and the actual exercise of

monarchal authority, and assumption of royal state,

from the dismissal of his first colleagues and his ele-

vation to the dignity of general-autocrator ; or, at

least, from the decree of the people for a guard for

his person. This imputation, with every added ca-

lumny that party could invent and propagate, suited

the purpose of Plutarch when, wanting the character

of a Grecian hero and patriot to compare with the

celebrated Marcus Brutus, he selected that of Dion,
son of Hipparinus, who became the principal oppo-
nent of the family of Dionysius. But hitherto, in

the strange mixture of narrative so candid with in-

vective so illiberal as those of Diodorus, not one evil

action appears fixed upon Dionysius ;
while on the

contrary there appears in his conduct, and that of his

party, a liberality and clemency unheard of in contest

of faction among the Greeks since the time of the

magnanimous Pericles. It will be still the duty of

the modern investigator of ancient history, avoiding
to be led by declamation, to pursue facts and unfold

them, so that thence a just estimate may be formed

of characters.

The naval force of Syracuse had been formerly

very considerable, and to give any security to Sicily

against an enemy so powerful by sea as Carthage,
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B. c. 404. a naval force was now absolutely necessary. To this

Diid.\ H. poin*^
therefore the administration diligently directed

c-7.* their attention. The great port of Syracuse, even

for modern navies, is one of the most commodious in

the world. For fleets of the ancient construction,

the galley kind, drawing little water, and moved by

oars, the little harbour, with all its circumstances,

especially when the object was defence against an

enemy of overbearing power, had singular advantages.

Separated from the great harbour by the island, the

site of the original city, it might be entered by two

passages, but both so narrow that they might be de-

fended by a small force against the greatest, and it

was capable of containing sixty of the largest vessels

of war of the age. The island itself had singular

advantages for the site of a citadel, to protect the

naval arsenal and both the ports.

To improve these natural advantages art was dili-

gently and ably employed. In the island a strong
citadel was built, provided with whatever might best

enable a garrison to sustain a protracted blockade.

Barracks, sufficient to lodge a large force, were par-

ticularly admired for their porticos or covered gal-
leries

; highly important in a hot climate, for the health

of numbers in confined space. From the citadel a

bridge or dam was thrown across the inner entrance

of the little harbour, by which it communicated with

the great port. The entrance from the sea was
secured by gates, admitting one vessel only at a time ;

and a wall was carried from one entrance to the other

on the mainland side, so that the vessels in the port
were in fact within the garrison. The navy, while

measures were thus taken for its security, was dili-

gently increased with new ships.
The writers under the Roman empire, to whom

I
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we owe all account of these measures, have men- sect.

tioned them as singularly calculated to rivet the '.

chains of the Syracusans, and sufficient of themselves

to mark the tyranny of Dionysius. But abundant

assurance remains, from the far better authority of

those who lived among the republics, that the just

inference is directly the reverse. At Athens, at

Corinth, at Argos, everywhere in Proper Greece,

the democratical party always desired to make the

state a maritime power, and, with great expense and

labor, would connect the city with its port, generally
at some distance, by fortifications. The oligarchal

party on the contrary always, and tyrants, unless the

tyrant were a demagogue, endeavoured to withhold

their people from maritime affairs, and were highly
averse to long walls, as they were commonly called,

for connecting the city with its port. At Syracuse
therefore a residence, not in the island in the midst

of the seafaring multitude, which was the place ap-

pointed for the generals, but rather in Epipolae, or

on the height of Euryelus, would have been their

choice. A navy, on its own account, they would have

dreaded ;
but still more, as its expense would neces-

sarily very much lessen their means for maintaining a

great land force of assured fidelity, which alone could

give security to tyrannical power.
The next measure of Dionysius and his party was Diod. 1. 14.

a division of lands among the people. This has been ^ ^*

generally a favorite measure of democracy, even where

involving the grossest violation of property, and of

every principle on which civil freedom can have any
secure foundation. Whether property was taken from

any on occasion of the division of lands at Syracuse,

is not said: the historian's expression is simply that

much land was given. Confiscated estates perhaps there
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CHAP, were, of Daphnseus and Demarchus who had been
^^^'

executed, and of others, slain or banished in conse-

quence of the sedition through which the unfortunate

Arete perished. Probably also there were lands

distant from the city unoccupied, because occupation

would have been too insecure till, by a better admi-

nistration, security was now provided. This measure

took place a little before Critias divided the lands of

Attica, under that scheme of atrocious and narrow

policy of which we have noticed the overthrow and

punishment. Far from any similar project, the party

of Dionysius persevered in avoiding even that extent

of banishment most ordinary in civil contest among
the Grecian republics; pursuing still their former

purpose of obviating the necessity for extensive

severity by the better policy of conciliating friends

enough to overbear disaffection, and by creating an

extensive interest in supporting the existing govern-
ment. The lands were given to citizens, to domi-

ciliated strangers, and to manumitted slaves; to

citizens evidently of all parties ;
for even the partial

writers, from whom Diodorus drew his materials,

appear to have furnished him with no other ground
for invective against Dionysius on the occasion than

that his friends obtained the fairest portions. Never-

theless, after having assigned several periods for the

beginning of the tyranny, he finishes with this demo-

cratical measure of the distribution of lands : thence-

forth, Dionysius, he says, was supported only by a

mercenary army ; but with his usual honesty he pro-
ceeds immediately to show that it was otherwise, and

that the
liberality of the Syracusan administration on

the contrary still overstepped its policy.
An interest in the contest between the parties of

Herinocrates and Diodes, as already observed, ex^
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tended widely among the Grecian cities of Sicily, sect.

The revived contest, in which Dionysius, Hipparinus,
'

and Philistus were opposed to Daphnaeus and De-

marchus, had hitherto shown itself almost only in

Syracuse. But the party of the latter meanwhile

had been neither inactive nor unsuccessful among the

other cities of the island. The focus of their strength
seems to have been the city of Rhegium in Italy.

Through measures taken there it seems to have been Diod. i. u.

that the neighbouring cityofMessena, where formerly
^' ^'

a party so warm in the interest of Hermocrates pre-

vailed, was gained to their cause. Nor was it ap-

parently without support from these two states that

those Syracusans, who fled on occasion of the sedition

in which the unfortunate daughter of Hermocrates

suffered, had established themselves in the town of

-.^tna, on the southern side of the vast mountain of

that name. Thence they held communication with

the neighbouring Sicel tribes, and maintained cor-

respondence with those of their party remaining in

Syracuse.
These measures were so little suspected by the

Syracusan government that, when some inroads of

the Sicels for plunder produced the resolution to send

an army against them, no selection was used in en-

rolling citizens for the service. Ordinary as it was

among the Grecian republics to deny arms to a de-

feated party, the liberal administration of Syracuse
admitted citizens without distinction. The army
marching, in approaching the Sicel territory the

generals were assassinated. Through previous con-

cert the refugees of -^tna were at hand. Those of

the army loyal to the existing government were thus

completely awed; new generals were elected, and

the march was turned directly back to Syracuse. So
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CHAP, well had matters been concerted, or so fortunate was

the coincidence, that, just on their arrival, a fleet of

eighty triremes from Messena and Rhegium entered

the great harbour. The land force, proceeding im-

mediately against Epipolae, the strongest and most

commanding, but least populous quarter of the city,

took it with little opposition. The surprise was such

that Dionysius and the principal men of his party,

uncertain how far the spirit of disaflPection might
have been prepared among the large and various

population of Tyche and Achradina, withdrew within

the strong fortifications of the island, where they
were presently blockaded by land and sea.^

Of the population remaining in the three large

mainland quarters of Syracuse, a great part, and per-

haps the greatest, was unfavorable to the party of the

insurgents. Strong and rapid measures were therefore

necessary for the completion of that success which

their able conduct and good fortune had already car-

ried far. While therefore they prepared to press the

siege of the island, they proclaimed rewards for the

assassination of Dionysius and the chiefs of his party,
with assurances of kind treatment to all others who

^
Pursuing and arranging, not without difficulty, the facts

which Diodorus Spears to have honestly recorded, and dis-

missing his observations, we get a tolerably consistent account
of this sudden overthrow ofa triumphant administration, which,
on a first view of his narrative, may appear utterly unintelligible.
In the course of the narrative however we find remarkable proof
of the inconsistency, so usual with him, which seems to have
arisen from no dishonest intention, but from deficiency of judg-
ment in collecting and assorting his materials. He attributes

the war against the Sicels to Dionysius, and assigns^ as the cause

of it, that they co-operated with the Carthaginians; and yet we
find him frequently attributing the power ofDionysius in Syra-
cuse to the support of the Carthaginians. The absurdity of the
latter imputation is obvious.
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would desert him. This nefarious mode of warfare sect.

however seems to have been as ineffectual as it de-

served to be. On the other hand, what Dionysius
and those with him wanted was time to look about

them, and means to communicate with those well

disposed toward them. Proposing capitulation, their

proposal was attended to; whether with any fair pur-

pose by those whose advocates have avowed their en^

couragement of assassination, may perhaps not un-

reasonably be doubted. * The purpose of Dionysius

probably was only to gain time. It is said he asked

permission to quit Sicily with his friends,^ and that

4 The expression of Diodorus would rather imply that the

treaty was concluded; but the sequel of his narrative more

clearly implies the contrary.
* Who were the confidential advisers of Dionysius^ and what

their characters^ might be known, though what each said, on cri-

tical emergencies, would be little likely to come very exactly

reported to the public. Thucydides and Xenophon, who had

opportunities superior to most men for information, have rarely
undertaken to report any but public orations of their contempo-
raries; but writers, Greek and Roman, who lived three, four, or

five centuries after, have not scrupled to give words spoken in

private as if they had taken them in writing on the spot. Dio-

dorus attributes to a poet, Heloris, on this distress of Dio-

nysius, what we find by a much earlier and more authoritative

writer ascribed to an unnamed person on a later occasion. It

was consulted among the friends of Dionysius whether safety

should not be sought either by flight, or by a composition with

the enemy. Heloris, or some other, observed, that ' a royal sta-

' tion was a noble sepulchre;' and thus Dionysius was confirmed

in his resolution to maintain his post. It seems likely that the

saying originated rather among the enemies than the friends of

Dionysius, in conversing on the obstinacy of his defence, and

that the story, whatever may have been its foundation, was im-

proved in Greece, so as to become such as, in the next age, it

was reported by Isocrates; and moreover that when Diodorus

took it up, three centuries after, it had received the farther orna-

ment of a speaker's name, the poet Heloris, and that the siege of

the island was preferred as the fittest season for it.
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CHAP, he was allowed to go in safety with persons and ef-

^^^'
fects as far as five triremes might carry. During the

negotiation opportunities were gained for communi-

Diod. L 14. cation, while among the besiegers, not a regular army,
^' ^'

but a collection of volunteers, relaxation of effort,

and remissness of watchfulness grew. Meanwhile a

body of Campanian hors^, to the number of twelve

hundred, which had been trained to war in the Car-

thaginian service, passed to Agyrium, a Sicel town

near the Syracusan border, whose chief, Agyris, was

friendly to Dionysius. Opportunity being then taken

for proceeding by a rapid march to Syracuse, the town

was entered by surprise, and the way forced (not
without slaughter ofsome who attempted opposition)
clear through into the island, the gate of whose for-

tification was opened to receive the welcome strangers.
Soon after this, three hundred foot, engaged by Dio-

nysius, found means to reach him by sea.

These re-enforcements, especially the cavalry, were

important ; less as increase of garrison to the island

than as they would give means to carry war out of

it; and especially as the knowledge of the acquisition
would afford encouragement to numerous friends yet

living in the quarters of the city possessed by the

enemy. Some of these began now to venture the

expression of sentiments, not of attachment to the

party of Dionysius, but of dissatisfaction with the

conduct of those who ruled them. The siege of the

island, they said, was vain and ruinous. Treaty
should be opened again with those who held it, and
more liberal terms offered. The spirit of discussion,

put in motion, quickly pervaded the people, and con-

trary opinions were contested with heat. The po-

pular disposition being thus tried, and the strength
of parties nearly ascertained, information of the state
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ofthings was communicated to the island. Dionysius
then led out his forces in time and circumstances so

chosen that, with little resistance, he became master

of the city. The slaughter on the occasion, says the

historian, as candid in relating facts as illiberal in vili-

fying characters, was not great ;
for Dionysius rode

about forbidding it. More than seven thousand thus

escaped unhurt to ^tna.
After this rapid and great success it was among the

first cares of Dionysius to have all the slain, without

distinction of friends and enemies, buried with due

funeral pomp as fellow-citizens. The piety of this act

was what Grecian minds would be very generally

ready to acknowledge : its generosity, uncommon, as

we have had too much occasion to see, could not but

be striking, and its policy is obvious. Singularly

adapted to soothe Grecian prejudices, and not less

wanted perhaps to soften the vindictive spirit of the

party friendly to him than to allay the apprehensions
of their adversaries, it was a most advantageous pre-

parative for conciliation, enabling him to extend to

the living the generosity which had been shown to

the dead. All the fugitives were invited to return

to Syracuse with assurance of pardon. Most of those

who had families and possessions accepted the offered

boon; and none, says the historian, found occasion

to repent of their confidence in the faith oftheir op-

ponents. Nevertheless some in the bitterness ofparty

spirit, and some in the spirit of adventure, adverse to

settlement under a regular government, rejected it,

and replied to the arguments of those commissioned

to press their acceptance of it with indecent insult.

* The favor,' they said,
* which Dionysius had shown

* to their slain comrades in granting them burial was
*

precisely that which they desired he should receive ;

SECT
II.
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CHAP. * and they prayed the gods it might be soon.' Whe-
^^^^'

ther this, exactly as related, or not without some im-

provement, became a popular story, its circulation

tends to mark the temper of those with whom Dio-

nysius had to deal, and from whom almost alone any
account of him has reached posterity. Yet even from

those who cherished such a story we learn that he

had magnanimity enough not to shut the door of

mercy against the scorners, but that on the contrary
he continued, not indeed directly, but obliquely, to

invite their repentance.^

Matters being composed, the Campanian cavalry
were to be dismissed; and they left Syracuse well

satisfied with the reward they received. Accustomed

however to adventure, and probably to waste, they
seem to have had no mind to return home to subsist

on their scanty savings. Possibly therefore hoping
to be received again into Carthaginian pay, they re-

turned toward the Carthaginian settlements at the

western end of Sicily. On their way they were re-

ceived into quarters in the Sicel town of Entella as

friends. Whether then quarrel arising with the un-

^ We have no intimation from Diodorus that he ever followed

Philistus, or any other writer friendly to Dionysius. Neverthe-

less his narrative throughout his Sicilian history, from the Athe-

nian invasion to the death of Timoleon, is so at variance with

his remarks, whether he eulogizes, or whether he detracts, that

they can hardly have been collected from the same sources. That
narrative has evidently been taken, though mostly from a party-
writer, yet from one of considerable candor; but the remarks

appear to have been drawn from a declaimer, intent only on good
stories and strong expressions, and regardless of foundation for

his invective. The declaimer nevertheless has probably been

eloquent, and his work in esteem for that merit; whence pro-
bably, for it is difficult to account for it otherwise, the obloquy
of Dionysius in the works of Cicero, Seneca, and other Latin
writers.
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fortunate people, or the simple desire of possessing sect.

what belonged to others instigated, they slew all the

men, took the women for their wives, divided the

slaves and other booty, and settled themselves in the

place.

SECTION III.

Ministersfrom Lacedcemon and Corinth at Syracuse. Sedition

at Syracuse. Measures for the security and prosperity of

Syracuse. Refugees expelledfrom Mtna.

It was in Ihe year in which these great and rapid b. c. 404.

turns of fortune in the contest of parties occurred in
* *

Sicily, that in Greece the Peloponnesian war was

concluded by the surrender of Athens to the Lace-

daemonian arms. The Lacedaemonian government
then extended its interference, with the purpose of

extending command or influence, to every member
of the Greek nation. Aristus was sent as its minister

to Syracuse. The assumption of authority, such as

Lacedaemon exercised among the smaller Grecian

states, was not there attempted ; no title of harmost

was assumed : the business of Aristus seems to have

been precisely that of a modern foreign minister, to

cultivate a good understanding with Dionysius and

his party, which was the party of old connected with

Lacedaemon, and to which a good understanding
now with the Lacedaemonian government, the proud
head of the Greek nation, could not but be flattering

and advantageous.

But, in the moment when all those republics
which had formerly been adverse to Lacedaemon were

brought under its supremacy, a disposition to en-&ch.24.
*

mity and resistance, as formerly observed, had arisen
this' Hist
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CHAP, among those previously most attached to it, and espe*
^^^'

cially in Corinth. That respect, which the people of

Syracuse had always a disposition to pay to Corinth

as their parent city, we have also formerly had occa-

sion to notice. In Corinth then, under all the ex-

isting circumstances, some jealousy of the interference

of Lacedaemon at Syracuse could not fail; and in

Syracuse the party adverse to that which was con-

nected with Lacedaemon would of course become the

Corinthian party. Accordingly, in the year follow-

B. c. 403. ing that in which the Peloponnesian war was con-

Diod. i. H. eluded, Nicoteles, a Corinthian, was residing in
c. 10.

Syracuse, apparently not without some public cha-

racter. He engaged however deeply in the politics

of the city, and he endeavoured to gain Aristus to

the party in opposition to the existing government.
Aristus thus obtained information of sedition, which
he communicated to those in administration; and,

whatever privilege Nicoteles might claim, whether as

a minister or simply a Corinthian citizen, he was

condemned to death and executed.

Hitherto a scrupulous respect for all the forms of

a free constitution, according even to the accounts of

the most adverse writers, and a lenity singular among
Grecian governments, had marked the administration

of Dionysius. After such repeated experience of

the inefficacy of a generous forbearance to conciliate

the disaffected, or induce them to rest, measures
more coercive were judged indispensable; but still

the extensive executions, and even the extensive ba-

nishments, ordinary among the Grecian republics,
were avoided. To obviate necessity for these it was
resolved to disarm the disaffected. For this strong
measure the season of harvest was chosen. It was
usual for the great mass of the population then to



government.
It was so usual among the Greeks for every party

in a state to assume exclusively the title of the

PEOPLE, and to stigmatize as tyranny every thing
adverse to their own power, that, without adverting
to these circumstances, no just estimate can be formed

of the value of such expressions as those with which

Diodorus and Plutarch would characterize the admi-

nistration of Dionysius. Looking to the facts re-

lated by them, and especially by Diodorus, the systems
oflaw and of magistracy established by Diodes appear
to have remained little if at all altered; nor is any
essential difference marked between the power of

Dionysius in Syracuse and that which Pericles held

so long in Athens. One material change indeed

had been growing among the Grecian republics, but

not peculiar to Syracuse or the government of Dio-

nysius, the employment of mercenary troops instead

' Diodorus says that all the Syracusans were deprived of

arms ; but he soon after shows that it was not so.

VOL. V. C C
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leave the city, and live for the time in the fields. In sect,

some of the southern parts of Europe the harvest

management is nearly the same at this day. Farm-

houses, as in England, are not seen; even villages

are rare. In a good soil and favoring climate few

hands do the business of a very imperfect, and yet
not unproductive husbandry, till harvest. Then the

towns pour forth their inhabitants ; the corn is cut,

and the grain, immediately trodden out by cattle in

the field, is alone brought in. This opportunity then

being taken by the Syracusan administration, a ge-
neral search^ for arms was made through the city,

and all found were carried to the public armoury, to

be given out for use only under direction of the
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CHAP, of trusting military service to citizens only. This
^^^'

change was threatening enough to the freedom of

all Greece; and yet, wherever the government was

liberally administered, advantages attended it so satis-

•

factory to individuals on the score of present ease

that danger in distant and uncertain prospect was

comparatively disregarded. A force of mercenaries

at the disposal of the administration of a republic

enabled it to avoid pressing upon friends for military

duty, and moreover to be lenient to foes. For, in a

republic, where parties were nearly balanced, govern-

ment could hardly go on. Those who held the ad-

ministration must be watchful as if a foreign enemy
was within the walls ;

and thence the frequent resort

to those extensive banishments which we have seen

so ordinary. But if a mercenary force was main-

tained always ready at the orders of government, the

adverse might be deterred from moving, though the

friendly citizens rested. In consonance then to the

practice of all the republics, the mercenary troops in

the Syracusan service were increased, and perhaps
not unnecessarily, were the purpose only to resist

attack threatened from Carthage. The power of

the ruling party would ofcourse by the same measure
'

be rendered more secure, and this double purpose
was farther promoted by the addition of a second

wall to the fortifications of the citadel.

The attention of the government meanwhile was

directed, and it seems to have been urgently required,
toward those most implacable enemies, the refugees
in ^tna; formidable apparently not by their own

numbers, but by their connexion with Messena and

Rhegium, and by their situation overhanging the

Syracusan territory. They had however ill measured

their means altogether when they added contumely
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to scorn of their adversary's clemency. Their for- Diod. i. i4.

tress was besieged and taken. What befel themselves
^' ^'*'

the historian, their friend, has not said
; and we may

thence conclude that it was no way uncreditable to

Dionysius. From the sequel it appears probable that

upon surrendering the place they were allowed to

withdraw, and that they were mostly the same per-
sons who will recur to historical notice as Syracusan

refugees settled in Rhegium.

SECTION IV.

Farther extension of the authority of Syracuse in Sicily. War

of Rhegium and Messena against Syracuse. Establishment

of the Syracusan empire among the Sicilian and Italian

cities.

The distinction of the Dorian and Ionian branches

of the Greek nation, as we have formerly seen, was

maintained in Sicily; and in Sicily, as in Greece, a

superintending power to lead in war and arbitrate in

peace, among so many little independent govern-
ments of one people, with whatever inconveniences

and dangers attended, was found to be often advan-

tageous, or even necessary. Accordingly the Dorian

cities, Camarina excepted, were generally ready to

concede the supremacy to Syracuse, as the most

powerful of the Dorian name
;
but the Ionian, called

also Chalcidian, as having originated mostly from

Chalcis in Eubcea, were generally jealous of this, and

often adverse to it. None however of the Ionian

cities was eminent enough to pretend itself to any

supremacy. For the common defence of the Grecian

interest against an enemy powerful as Carthage there-

fore, if circumstances appeared at all threatening,
c c 2
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CHAP, and the Syracusan government at the time was of a
^^^'

character to command respect and confidence, they

would acquiesce. Circumstances afforded leisure now
for the Syracusan government to attend to this, with

which domestic troubles had hitherto greatly inter-

fered*

Of the Ionian cities Leontini was nearest to Syra-

cuse, and bordering on its territory. The governing

party favored the Syracusan opposition and the re-

fugees, but there was an opposing party friendly to

B. c. 403. the Syracusan administration. Dionysius led an army
Ol. 94. 2. . . „

Diod. i. 14. to the Leontine border, in the hope that his appear-
*^' ^^'

ance alone might suffice to give superiority to the

friendly in the popular assembly. Disappointed how-

ever, he proceeded to the Sicel town of Enna, where

a strong party was adverse to Aimnestus, whom Dio-

dorus calls tyrant of Enna, and through their disputes
he became master of the place. He put the popular

party in possession of the government, and delivered

the tyrant to their mercy ;
. and then, to their great

surprise, led his army away without requiring a con-

tribution, which they had supposed, as usual among
the Gr^eeks, the principal object of his expedition.
The temper of the writers from whom Diodorus

drew the materials of his Sicilian history, for he seems

to have had little original opinion, may be gathered
from his observations on these transactions. The
merit of the conduct of Dionysius, in deposing a

tyrant, restoring a free government, and forbearing
to use the power in his hands for taking, after the

common practice of the Greeks, his own reward, he

could not but acknowledge ; yet he denies all merit

to the man
; because, he says, his conduct was founded

on no regard for justice, but merely on a view to

future advantage, from the credit to be acquired and
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the confidence that would accrue. It is obvious that sect.

virtuous motive might on the same pretence be denied
^^*

to all the virtuous deeds ofmen; nor should it escape
observation that deposing a tyrant to establish a po-

pular government could hardly be a tyrant's policy,
but rather marks the popular leader of a popular
government.

This liberality, likely to extend the reputation and

influence of Syracuse, appears immediately to have

produced its just reward. Dionysius proposed terms

to the town of Erbita. Archonidas, its chief, op- Diod. 1. 14.

posed the reception of them, but they were grateful
^'

to a majority of the people. Archonidas niigrating
with those particularly attached to him, founded a

new state at Alesa, which took from him the name
of Archonidium. The terms proposed by Dionysius
were then acceded to by the Erbitasans, and they
were numbered among the allies of Syracuse.^

Catana and Naxus, the two principal cities in Si-

cily of the Ionian name, were the next objects of

the Syracusan general. He succeeded in negotiation
with both, Diodorus says, through corruption of their

generals. Here first we find reported of him mea-

sures of rigor which might give some countenance to

the invective with which his fame has been sullied.

The adverse party of the Catanaean and Naxian

people were sold to slavery ;
the town of Naxus was

destroyed, and its territory was given to the neigh-

bouring Sicels. In Catana a colony of Campanians
was established; the town and territory probably

8 Diodorus says that Dionysius made peace with the Erbitaeans

after an unsuccessful attempt against them ; but in a few sen-

tences after he shows that Dionysius's purpose was fully an*,

swered, as related in the text.
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CHAP, being given them as payment for military service, to
^^^'

- hold under the supremacy of Syracuse. The his-

torian has omitted to say what became of that party

among the Catanians and Naxians who had sup-

ported their generals in acceding to the Syracusan

terms, but it may apparently be gathered from what

he proceeds to relate of the Leontines. The reputa-
tion and the power accruing to Dionysius from his

late successes, and his liberal conduct amid them,
seem to have enabled the friendly in Leontini to gain

proselytes to their party, so as to obtain a majority
in the general assembly. The policy of Dionysius
then was the same which we have seen formerly

practised by Gelon. He abolished the Leontine go-

vernment, and admitted the people to the rights of

citizens of Syracuse.
Excessive virulence of faction, which appears to

have been the common ground of this policy, may
have produced the circumstances concealed by the

historian, or rather perhaps by those from whom he

drew, which occasioned the rigorous treatment of the

adverse Catanians and Naxians. In a small city,

with contending parties of nearly equal strength, no

man could sleep secure. The removal of the whole

population to such a town as Syracuse would remove,
in a great degree, the objects contended for, and a

powerful superintending government might repress
the ebullitions of ordinary virulence. But Grecian

history will give readily to conceive a spirit of party
so violent, and provocations so immoderate, that

nothing less than separating the parties completely
could prevent fatal consequences; and the general

spirit of the policy of Dionysius, as appears even in

the accounts of writers so adverse to his fame as those
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from whom alone we have report of it, would not sect.

lead him to useless severities.^
'

To the same adverse pens also we owe all account b. c. 402.

of the unexampled prosperity which Syracuse, under Diod. 1. 14.

the administration of Dionysius, about this time at-
^" ^^'

tained
;
a prosperity, even in their account, sufficiently

marking that his administration must have been not

only able, but liberal, beneficent, and such as alto-

gether clearly infused a general confidence, both

among those living under it, and among foreign states.

Nothing indeed among the deficiencies of Sicilian

history seems so much to be regretted as the failure

of information of the measures that produced this

prosperity ; which, in the loss of memorials from the

party friendly to Dionysius, might have remained

wholly hidden from us, but for the evils following
from the revived ambition of Carthage. In relating
the effects of that ambition, and the resistance to it,

some display of the power and resources of Syracuse
was unavoidable. It was generally believed, among
the Sicilian Greeks, that a pestilential sickness, de-

solating Africa, had occasioned the delay of attack

upon them, long ago threatened. The Syracusans,

already enjoying a prosperity which was the envy of

surrounding people, were aware that, as they had

most to lose, so it behoved them to exert themselves

most in guarding against the impending evil. Powerful

as they were among Grecian states, their inferiority

9 Diodorus speaks of the selling of the Catanians and Naxians,
as if the whole of both people were sold; but, as we have already
had frequent occasion to observe, the people, in the language of

party-writers, was a title only for those of their own party. That

it was so on this occasion the historian himself shows ; for he

mentions friends ofthe generals who were Catanians and Naxians

of the opposite party.
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CHAP, yet to the force of Carthage was such that defensive
^^^'

war must obviously be their business, and even the

means of maintaining a siege among their first cares.

Pressed by these considerations, they very generally

looked to Dionysius as the only man who had shown

himself qualified, by his talents and energy, to direct

public measures in such threatening circumstances.

Accordingly the authority of general-autocrator,

which had been committed to him for the purpose of

quelling sedition at home, and giving peace to Syra-
cuse against Grecian enemies, was now continued to

him for the purpose of providing defence against the

formidable foreign foe. At what time he lost his

colleague Hipparinus we find no mention ;
but this

we gather with certainty, that his friendly connexion

with the familyofHipparinus remained uninterrupted,
and that, within his party, there was no schism.

The works that were executed, under his direction,

at the expense of the Syracusan commonwealth, were

of a magnitude before unknown among Grecian

states. Provision had been made, as we have already

seen, for the security of the island, with its port,
naval arsenal, and citadel, the last resource in mis-

fortune. It remained to give safety to the population

occupying the three large quarters of the town on the

mainland, which experience had shown to be very
insecure. Dionysius had observed that the craggy
hill of Epipolae, overhanging the town on the northern

side, might either give the greatest advantage to a

besieging army, or most effectually prevent a complete
blockade. Toward the country its height was hardly
accessible. Its less precipitous parts wanted fortifica-

tion
; and to provide security for its communication

with the rest of the town was important. The best

military architects of the age, wherever to be found
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among Grecian states, were engaged to design the sect.

plan, and direct the execution. Sixty thousand Syra- !

cusan citizens, if Diodorus might be credited for the

number, gave their voluntary labor to the business of

building only, while another multitude wrought the

stone, and attended six thousand yoke of oxen em-

ployed in drawing it. Dionysius, laying aside the

severity of manner and tone of dignity which in the

office of general he usually assumed, was indefatigable

in the difficult task of directing just arrangement,
and preserving regularity in the distribution of w^ork

among such numbers; present wherever difficulty

occurred, careful to provide ready relief for the tired,

and bearing, together with his friends and associates

in the administration, every hardship, whether of

fatigue or weather, incident to the business of ordi-

nary overseers. Such zeal altogether was excited for

the accomplishment of the work that many of the

laborers would not cease with daylight, but continued

their toil through a part of the night. Thus in twenty

days a wall of squared stones, sufficiently lofty, and

of thickness to defy battering engines, with towers at

short intervals, was carried the length of thirty stadia,

(between three and four English miles,) and then the

city was supposed impregnable. If there may be here

some exaggeration of the hands and of the dispatch,
the testimony however to the ability, and still more

to the popularity of Dionysius, is liable to no sus-

picion.
^^

^° The fortifying of Epipolae having been not only popular,
but a work effected only through an uncommon amount of

popularity, it is obvious that the previous fortifying of the island

could not have been the result of tyranny, or any indication of

it. Diodorus has had no purpose of deception, or he would have

reversed the order ofhis story; for had he related that Dionysius,
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B. c. 401. The quiet of Syracuse and of Sicily was now so
OL 94. f £^j. established that, for the year following that of the

fortification of Epipolae, distinguished by the expe-
dition of the younger Cyrus against his brother the

king of Persia, we find no transaction within the island

recorded; and for the year after again, only a work

of peace and prosperity, the founding of a town by

Dionysius at the foot of mount -^tna, which, from

a temple of some previous fame there, was called

Adranum. That prosperity which afterward became

remarkable among the Sicilian Greek cities in general,

already thus overflowing in Syracuse, seems to have

been in this season of leisure extending itself together
with the popularity and consequent power of Diony-

having acquired an undeserved popularity, first led the people
to approve and promote zealously the fortifying ofEpipolae, and

then, throwing off the mask, had fortified the island to secure

the tyranny, it would have been so far not inconsistent; but the

incongruity of the contrary course is such that it seems to be

accounted for only by the probable supposition, that Diodorus

followed one writer for one transaction, and another writer for

the other.

Rollin evidently has been greatly puzzled by the utter dis-

cordance of numerous facts, reported by Diodorus and Plutarch,
with the invective against Dionysius, in which those writers

abound. To make his own narrative consistent, it was necessary
to choose between them, or it would be impossible not to con-

tradict the character he has given of the tyrant by report of his

actions. Whether tragical effect then allured, or he was in any
degree biassed by a disposition to decry monarchy, which had

already long infected men of letters in France, he has adopted
all the invective, and omitted most of the good actions, reported
of Dionysius. But he could not omit all without leaving his

narrative offensively bare, so that he has not at last avoided

greater inconsistency. Indeed, in this part of his work we no

longer see the faithful and even judicious historian, which he
has shown himself in his account of the earlier times of the re-

publics.
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though, in progress, as commonly happens, it

escaped the notice of historians. The extent of his

power, and of his popularity, to which he owed his

power, is marked by Diodorus in the title attributed

to him where he reports the extraordinary works

which confessedly his popularity in Syracuse enabled

him to accomplish there : he calls him not simply

tyrant of Syracuse, but tyrant ofthe Sicilian Greeks."

Nevertheless those violent partizans of the ad-

ministration of Diodes and Daphnaeus, now in exile,

whom no invitation could conciliate, no generosity

soften, had been, with the merit at least of courage,

zeal, and activity, not wholly unsuccessful in exciting
enemies to the florishing government of Syracuse.
The ruling party in Rhegium, one of the most

powerful of the Italian Greek towns, appears always
to have favored their cause. The Rhegians were aCh.6.s.2

mixed people, Dorian and Ionian
;
and as by their

Dorian blood they esteemed themselves allied to the

Syracusans, so by their Ionian, derived from Chalci-

dians of Euboea, they held as kinsmen the expelled
Naxians and Catanians. Common misfortune then

uniting the Dorian exiles from Syracuse with the

Ionian from Naxus and Catana, their joint influence

decided the Rhegian people to assert their common
cause against the existing Syracusan government, and

of this Hist.

" 'O ru)v ^tK€\i(i)TU)p TvpavvoQ. Diod. 1. 14. c. 11. The Greeks

distinguished between I,iKeXi(OTr}e and SikeXoCj the former mean-

ing always a Greek, and the latter the old Sicel inhabitants of

the island, who were not Greeks; a distinction in which the

Latin language failed. Diodorus seems to have given titles as

he found them in the works from which he gathered, where they
would vary according to the author's party. His most common
description of Dionysius is 'tyrant ofthe Syracusans,' but some-
times he substitutes the title of dynast, 'ZvpaKnaliau ^vydrrji:.

1. 14. c. 103. & 107.
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CHAP, especiallyagainstDionysius, as a tyrant whose growing
^^^'

power it behoved them, for their own security, to check

before it became irresistible. In the neighbouring

city of Messena a large majority were satisfied with

the Syracusan alliance; but some men who held lead-

ing situations undertook, through what appears to

have been really a conspiracy, to bring their state to

connexion with Rhegium against Syracuse.

Matters being concerted, the Rhegian army crossed

the strait into Sicily, to the amount, according to

Diodorus, of six thousand foot and six hundred horse,

attended by a fleet of fifty triremes. The Messenian

leaders, aware of the unpopularity of war with Syra-

cuse, and fearing, even now, to propose it in the

general assembly, ventured with the authority of office

alone to order the people under arms. The order

was obeyed ;
about four thousand foot and four hun-

dred horse marched, and thirty triremes joined the

Rhegian fleet.

On the march however, before the army reached

the Messenian border, opportunity occurring for com-

munication, the dissatisfaction generally felt at the

arbitrary conduct of their generals and magistrates
was made known from one to another, and the army
assumed to itself to be the popular assembly, whose

authority the generals and magistrates had taken upon
themselves to supersede. Laomedon, the principal

speaker on the occasion, urged so impressively both

the illegality of the order for their assembling and

inarching, and the inexpediency of the proposed war,
that the resolution was taken to refuse obedience to

the generals, and to return home ; which accordingly
was done. The Rhegian chiefs, disappointed of their

expected support, no longer hoping to prevail against
the power of Syracuse, ministers from both cities were
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sent to treat of accommodation. Dionysius, following
still a wise and liberal policy, readily forgave, and

persuaded the Syracusan people to forgive, the in-

jurious conduct of the Rhegian many and the Mes-

senian few. The historian's silence implies that no

severity was insisted on, even against the refugees,

those inveterate enemies who excited the mischief.

His whole account of the treaty is comprised in three

words of large expression,
' Peace was made.' The

result appears to have been that the influence of the

Syracusan government, or, in the phrase which has

been commonly used to express a similar influence of

the Athenian and Lacedaemonian governments, the

Syracusan empire, was extended very generally over

the Grecian towns of Italy ; and thence Dionysius,
in his capacity of autocrator-general of Syracuse, has

been called sometimes tyrant, sometimes dynast,

sometimes king, of Sicily and Italy.

SECT.
IV.
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CHAPTER XXXI.

Affairs of the Sicilian and Italian Greek cities

from the estahlishment of the Syracusan empire
to the death of Dionysius,

SECTION I.

Motives and preparationsfor war with Carthage. Marriage of

Dionysius with the daughter qfXenetus of Locri. Injurious
treatment of the Carthaginian subjects in the Grecian townS'

Successful beginning of the war.

CHAP. The whole Grecian interest in Sicily being thus

placed in circumstances oftranquillity and prosperity,

ol95!l' each city holding its separate popular goverament
under the superintendency of the Syracusan admi-

nistration, and the confederacy strengthened by ex-

tension to the Italian cities, alarm nevertheless re-

mained and was increasing from the power and the

policy, the liberal and seducing policy, of Carthage.
For though it appears that the advantages were great,

and among the Greeks uncommon, which the ad-

ministration of Dionysius provided for the Sicilian

Diod. 1. 14. towns within the Grecian line, yet numbers of Greeks

were induced by greater advantages or more flattering

hopes, offered in the towns under the Carthaginian

dominion, to establish themselves there. It is in-

teresting to find from a prejudiced adversary, for such

Diodorus was to the Carthaginians as well as to

Dionysius, this substantial and unsuspicious testi-

mony to the liberality and good faith of a great
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people, whose fair fame, not probably exempt from sect.

real stain, has however suffered singularly from in-
'

vidious and base detraction.

Had the history of Philistus remained, we should

probably have gained information of other circum-

stances which induced or impelled Dionysius to

disturb the tranquillity, to check the prosperity, and

to risk the utter overthrow of the Grecian interest

in Sicily by beginning war with Carthage. In the

want of this there might appear some wildness of

unjustifiable ambition in the measure, if the omis-

sion of Diodorus, and all other writers, to impute

any blame to him on the occasion did not carry

strong implication that they had nowhere found any

imputed, and that none was imputable.

Carthage, according to Diodoru^, was yet weak Diod. i. u.

from the pestilence which had widely desolated Africa;
^' ^^'

and throughout the Sicilian Greek towns there was a

strong disposition to engage in the war, with a desire

that Syracuse should take the lead in it, and that c. 44.

Dionysius, who was universally popular, should com-

mand the forces. Thus, in the avowal of his ene-

mies, there appears to have been enough to invite

ambition. But there was probably farther cause.

The power of Carthage, growing abroad by policy
even during its weakness at home, could not but hold

out encouragement to ambition for those who ob-

tained the direction of it. Meanwhile the Greek

cities, the more they florished, were, under popular

government, the more difficult to be kept in order.

If then popular discontent grew, as the historian's

account indicates, at the migrations to the Cartha-

ginian towns, war might have followed from the in-

discretion of some one state, which must in the

end have involved all, or left the Grecian interest
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CHAP, weakened by the loss of one or more members, which
^^^^' would have endangered all.

But whatever were the aggregate considerations,

Dionysius resolved to use the concurring oppor-

tunities of the weakened state of Carthage and his

own popularity in Sicily, with the general disposition

of the Sicilian Greeks toward the measure, for at-

tacking rather than await attack. He did not how-

ever involve his country in a measure of so much
hazard without the most careful circumspection, and

the most diligent exertion of his own uncommon
abilities in preparation. From all parts of Sicily,

Italy, Greece, and even from the Carthaginian domi-

nions, were invited men of science to devise and

direct, and artizans to execute, whatever might give

superiority to the Syracusan armies and fleets. All

the porticos or public galleries, all the gymnasia or

places of exercise, and even the vestibules and opis-

thodomes of the temples, were filled with such men
and their works. Two great improvements in the

ancient art of war, one for the land service and one

for the sea, according to Diodorus, had hence their

origin. That artillery, which afterward so much

promoted the victories of the Roman armies, ma-

chinery for shooting darts and stones of size far

beyond the strength of man's arm to throw, (Dio-
dorus calls it the catapeltic,) was now either in-

vented, or first perfected so as to be valuable for

practice. Dionysius is said himself to have devised

the last great improvement of the ancient marine.

Holding to the principle of the trieris or trireme,

hitherto the most powerful vessel of war, against
which no other could stand in contest, he improved
the application ofthat principle byadding two benches
df oars on each side of the galley. Thenceforward
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the trireme could no longer resist the impulse, supe-

rior both by weight and swiftness, of the penteris

or quinquereme. Timber was brought from ^tna,
whose sides, at this day nearly bare, then abounded

with pine ; and from Italy, a country yet affording

in plenty the finest oak, of which France, partly

owing to greater population, partly to its colder

winters, requiring larger supply of fuel, has been

long exhausted. Syracuse possessed a hundred and

ten ships of war. These were put under repair,

and the construction of two hundred more, some of

the superior rate, was undertaken. Already a hun*

dred and fifty receptacles for securing ships against

injury from weather, a sort of larger boat-houses, were

among the conveniences of the naval arsenal. To
make the increased strength of the navy lasting,

a hundred and fifty of superior construction, and

mostly capable each of containing two ships, were

now added. Syracusan citizens were appointed to

make half the complement of this great fleet; the

other half it was proposed to supply by mercenaries.

While these things, under favor of a most extra- b. c. 398.

ordinary zeal among the Syracusan people, were pro-
' ^'^' ^

ceeding rapidly, Dionysius directed his view dili-

gently to all the Greek towns of Sicily and Italy,

and was generally successful in cultivating their

friendship.
' His greatest anxiety, as his greatest

^
Diodorus, in his account of preparation for wat with Car-

thagC;, drops many strong expressions showing the popularity
of Dionysius in Syracuse and throughout the Greek towns of

Sicily, and the general zeal to act under his orders: 'ATrapTujy

ffTTEvdoyTOjy TEXeaai to Terayfxivov iroWrj /lev epig kyivero

ToaavTT] (TTTOvBr] toIq irXiiQeaiv eveireTTTwicei, 1. 14. C. 18. 2vyu7r/3o-

dvfiovfiivojv ^E rutv Svpafcovd/wv rrj rov ^lovvaiov Trpoaipeaei,
ttoX-

\t)u crvve€aiv£ yevicrdai Trjv (piXoTifiiav^ C. 41. SvyfcaratVovs

VOL. V. D D
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CHAP, difficulty, was to secure the fidelity of Messena and
^^^^'

Rheffium to the common cause of the Greeks:

having great reason to suspect that the party in

those towns, connected with the Syracusan refugees,

would not scruple to join the Carthaginians." He
succeeded with the Messenians by giving them a

considerable tract of land (from whom acquired the

historian hath not said) as an addition to their terri-

tory. No similar opportunity being open for culti-

vating popularity among the Rhegians, he proposed
to form a connexion of interest with them in a very
different way.

Ch. 26. s. 2. We have already had occasion to notice that re-

publican jealousy which restrained social communi-

cation among the Greeks, and, especially by the in-

terdiction of marriage between those of different re-

publics, insulated the people of each, and made all,

more than is common between great nations even of

different languages, foreigners to each other. Such

eXd^e rove ^vpaKOvaiovg, c". 45. Tale Kara r^y vfjaop TroKein
(})iX^

avdpbJTTUiQ 7rpO(TE<p£p£TO, TTJV EVVOiay aVTOJV EKKoXoVfiEVOe, C. 44.

^vvEarpaTEvovTO yap avro) TrpoOvfiug atravTEQ^ c. 47. These senti-

ments, if they were his own, or these expressions, whencesoever

borrowed, are evidently of a different source from the obloquy
with which he abounds against Dionysius. It seems as if he
had quite forgotten his foregoing assertion that the Syracusans
showed themselves ready to bear anything rather than obey the

tyrant.
® We cannot but give credit to Diodorus for so honestly con-

fessing that his favorite party was guilty of that very crime which
he so repeatedly and so inconsistently imputes to Dionysius.
The confession is explicit enough: Tovq WVriyivovQ te koX Mco--

crtjviove bphiv licav^v Zvvafxiv E^oyrag (rvvTErayfiEyrjv, Ev\at>ElTO fx^
fTorE Tuiy Kap-^^-q^oyiioy ^la^dyTioy eIq St/ceXta?/ ekeLvolq Trpocrdcjyrai.
"A Ct) Xiay ayuyiuiv 6 Aioyvaioe, toIq MEffffrjyioie £^u)K£ TroWijy rfig

ofxopov X^P^^i l^lovQ avTOVQ KaraaKEvd^ojy Toig EVEoyEolaiQ. Diod.
1. 14. c. 44.
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SECT.
I.

illiberal jealousy, and every prejudice tending to pro-

duce it, could not but operate to the hindrance of

the political union necessary to maintain a nation in

independency, and especially necessary now to sup^

port the Grecian interest in Sicily against the threat-

ening superiority of Carthage. It seems to have

been with a view to prepare for a union of the Sicilian

and Italian Greek cities that Dionysius proposed to

set an example for diffusing family connexions among
them. Whether the Olynthians, in their yet infant

'

confederacy, gave the example, or whether they owed

it to Dionysius, is a question involved in the same

obscurity with many much more important which

occur for reasonable curiosity about both the Olyn-
thian and Syracusan governments. Nearly twenty

years however before that war which produced the

overthrow of the Olynthian system, and gave occa-

sion for all the information remaining concerning

it, Dionysius made a formal application to the Rhe- Diod. i. u.

gian people for permission for himself to marry Joy. stmb.

the daughter of a Rhegian citizen. Without having pj^^P;!^^^*

observed how unusual the thing was among the Dion.

Greeks it might appear equally strange that such

application should have been necessary, and that it

should have met, as we are assured it did, with a

denial. But though it was in Rhegium that he par-

ticularly desired to cultivate an interest, yet he might

promote his general purpose by taking a wife from

any of the principal Italian Greek cities. Applying
therefore at Locri he found more liberality. Never-

theless there, equally as at Rhegium, the people were

to be assembled, and their decree was to authorize the

permission. This being obtained, Xenetus, the most

illustrious of the Locrians, readily betrothed his

daughter Doris to Dionysius. While all the writers,
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CHAP, from whom mention of these remarkable transactions

remains, call Dionysius tyrant of Syracuse, every

circumstance in their report indicates a studied

deference to popular government.

Dionysius also married Aristomache, daughter of

Hipparinus, the most illustrious, wealthy, and power-r

ful of the Syracusans, his colleague in the high office

of captain-general. The story seems to have been

some ages after popular that he married both these

ladies on the same day; but, though adopted both by
Diodorus and Plutarch, whose prejudices it suited,

it appears highly improbable. The marriage with

the daughter of his colleague, the first man of Sy-

racuse in family dignity, were no prejudices shocked,

were offence of no kind given by peculiar circum-

stances attending it, would of course carry those ad-

vantages which one in the situation of Dionysius
would seek. The extension of nuptial connexion to

other cities also, though against the general habits

and prejudices of the Greeks of his own day, was but

a revival of what was enough known to have been the

practice of their forefathers of the heroic ages ;
and

a great and liberal policy is obvious in it, such as,

according to all accounts, would be likely to be the

policy of Dionysius. The writers who report this

bigamy mention no violence attending it, no offence

taken at it. On the contrary, it appears in their ac-

count that the families ofboth the ladies were always

upon good terms with Dionysius; so that by one

match he actually strengthened his interest in Sy-
racuse, and by the other, in Italy. According to their

account also children followed immediately his mar-

riage with the Locrian lady, but not till after some

years by the daughter of Hipparinus. It seems then

altogether every way probable that Doris, mother of
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the younger Dionysius, was dead before the nuptials sect.

took place with Aristomache, mother ofthe younger
'

.

Hipparinus ;
and that the story of the bigamy ori-

ginated, from something perhaps at first loosely said

in the violence of the party heat which we shall see,

some years after the death of the elder Dionysius,

afflicted Syracuse, and, through Syracuse, all the

Grecian interest in Sicily.^

Another imputation against Dionysius seems better

founded, being in some degree confirmed by the

venerable Athenian rhetorician his contemporary, Iso-

crates. Like Themistocles, a love of splendor was

the weakness of his great mind. Probably however

this has been exaggerated; though the gilt galley

which is said to have brought one bride from Locri,

and the chariot with four white horses, which con-

ducted the other from the house of her own family
in Syracuse, imply nothing that will appear to the

modern reader either very invidious or very extraor-

dinary. We might therefore excuse the writers who
dwell on these matters their omission of all informa-

tion about the sources of private income which could

supply the magnificence, if they would have given us

some account of the public revenue which afforded

means for the vast preparations, naval and military,

at the same time made, and afforded encouragement
to undertake the various expenses of the arduous war

^ Should it be reckoned that a supposition^ howsoever sup-

ported by probabilities, ought not to be maintained against the

positive assertions of Diodorus and Plutarch, with whatever im-

probabilities embarrassed, unless some warrant of ancient au-

thority can be found, I would refer to Cornelius Nepos, whose

account of Dionysius appears clearly to involve a virtual contra-

diction of the bigamy.
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CHAP, to ensue. But on this interesting subject also the

1. information remaining is unfortunately defective.

Notice of it, such as it is, may best remain for the

sequel.

According to the explicit declaration of Diodorus

himself, Dionysius at this time was in no shape or

degree tyrant, in the ancient any more than in the

modern sense of the word. The guard for his person,

formerly decreed by the people, was evidently but a

temporary resource, usual among the Grecian de-

mocracies, which the necessity of the moment jus-

Diod. 1. 14. tified. As general of the republic, without a guard,

^]^'
^^'

and without any pomp, he superintended the business

of the fortifications, the dockyards, and the armories,

conversing familiarly with the artizans, receiving those

of superior merit at his table, inciting thus a zeal and

diligence of which even his enemies spoke with wou-

der, commanding general respect through mere supe-

riority of character, and establishing a popularity
such as Grecian history nowhere else exhibits, not

B. c. 398. even in the great Pericles. In circumstances thus fa-

^j^^i^j^
vorable preparations being sufficiently forward, by

c 46. virtue of his office he summoned the people to as-

semble, and proposed war with Carthage :
' It was a

*

war,' he said,
' not of ambition, but truly of self-

*

defence, to which the critically advantageous op-
*

portunities of the moment invited. For that am-
' bitious republic was yet weak through the ravages
* of the pestilence, and its command over the con-
'

quered Grecian cities, loosely held, might by a
*

vigorous effiart be snatched from it. But its pui-poses
* ofconquest, necessarily intermitted, were not aban-
*

doned, and the means of opposing them, which the
*

present moment offered, if now neglected, might
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* never recur.' The Syracusan people, predisposed sect.

to the sentiments of their general, assented with zeal,
'

and the decree for war was voted.^

^
^v^TTpoQvixovjxivijiv ^e Kal rdr 'ZvpaKovcrUov rrj rod Aiovvffiov

TTpoaipiffei, K. r. X. c. 41.

The incongruity into which Diodorus has been led, apparently
in collecting narrative from one writer and invective against Dio-

nysius from others, is often curious, and not least so here. After

declaring that the government ofSyracuse, under Dionysius, was

perfectly mild and highly popular, 'ATrerWero yap rj^rj ro TriKpdv

rffg TvpavvidoQ, koi, juera€a\Xo/i£VOc elg eTrielKeiav, (j)t\apdpi07r6repoy

^PX^ rwv vTTOTerayixivojVj
—

T-a^v avyKaraivovQ eXa^e tovc ^vpaKov-
aiovQ, c. 45; that the general zeal to obey his directions and gra-

tify his wishes was extraordinary, c. 18; that the mildness of

government was extended to all, without distinction of party;
that all the citizens were armed; that Dionysius avoided to use

the authority of his office for engaging mercenary troops till the

moment when they were wanted against the foreign enemy; and

finally, that the great object of all his preparations was war with

Carthage; after all this the historian proceeds to tell us that Dio-

nysius owed his power in Syracuse to his army of mercenaries

and the support of Carthage; that the Syracusans acceded to the

proposal made by him for war with Carthage because they hated

the Carthaginians for supporting him, and because they hoped
that, as Dionysius allowed them arms, the chance of war would
furnish opportunity for recovering their liberty.

The inconsistencies of Diodorus, where the thread of history

depends upon his narrative, are often very vexatiously per-

plexing; and, in his general business ofabridging, he rarely avoids

some confusion; but still more, whenever he undertakes to com-

pound, a mass of incongruity is apt to result. Nevertheless as in

copying he seems always to have been faithful, not only he shows

often plainly what a more artful writer, with his prejudices,
would have concealed, but sometimes he furnishes a thread's

end, discoverable on careful examination, to help toward some

unravelling of his incongruities. Such a thread's end appears in

his observation, that the Syracusans hoped, with the possession
of arms, to find, among the chances of war, opportunity for re-

covering their liberty: "HXiti^ov eavTOvg, Kvpievffavrag ottXwv, eav

i] rvj(r} dS Kaipop, avTi\rj\pEffdai Tfjg eXevdepiag. Applied to the Sy-
racusans generally, there is no guessing what this can mean in
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CHAP. On the dismissal of the assembly then, after having
XXXI.

^^^^ exercised their sovereign authority in legal

form, the ill-thinking many, feeling their power above

law, with heated minds, would exercise it in their

own way. Many Carthaginian traders, residing in Sy-

racuse, had large property in their warehouses, and

many Carthaginian vessels, some richly laden, were in

the harbour. Warehouses were forced, vessels were

boarded, and Carthaginian property, wherever found,

was the prey of unprincipled rapacity. This violence

of the Syracusans was as a signal for the other Grecian

towns of Sicily ; and in many places the people, not

confining themselves to robbery, treated the persons
ofthe Carthaginian traders and residents with wanton

and extreme cruelty. It was not indeed the proper

sovereign that did this
; for, in a regular democracy,

then only the people were properly sovereign when

they were assembled according to law, and voted

any connexion with what has preceded: it is as incongruous as

the notion that Dionysius depended upon Carthage for his power
in Syracuse while he was taking measures for war with Carthage,
and that he would quarrel with his supporters to give oppor-

tunity for resistance to his dominion. But if we take the term

Syracusans to mean only the relics of that party in Syracuse
which had been so obstinately and bitterly opposing him, who,
in the way of party, would call themselves eminently the Syra-

cusans; and if we take the term liberty to mean, as it so gene-

rally did, the power and prevalence of the party; then the ob-

servation will be found probably just; and the inference will be

that numbers of the adverse party were yet living in Syracuse,
and that all were trusted with arms. Combining it then with

what precedes, we gather that, while all joined in pretending
union in political sentiment with the majority of their fellow-

citizens, and satisfaction with the government administered by
Dionysius, the gall of party remained in their minds, and they
were still always ready for sedition.
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according to law
; but it was so large a portion of those sect.

in whom unlimited sovereign power was by the con-
'

stitution vested that restraint upon them was im-

possible. Diodorus, who with the too commonly
illiberal spirit of both Greek and Roman patriotism,
seems rather to have approved the villany, allows

Dionysius credit for a share in it no farther than that

he took no effectual measures of prevention.
This gross violation of the law of nations and of

common honesty did not immediately lead to actual

war. Probably some negotiation followed, and some

apology may have been made by the government for

the lawless violence of the populace, though Diodorus

says no more than that Dionysius considered of send-

ing ministers to Carthage. In the next spring a b. c. 397.

herald was sent formally to announce to the Cartha- Di'od. \. u,

ginian government the decree of the Syracusan
^ '^'^'

people for war
; proposing, as the only condition on

which it might be avoided, the renunciation of all

claim over Grecian towns in Sicily. This minister,

notwithstanding the atrocious conduct of the Greeks,
was received by the Carthaginian government as be-

came the government of a civilized and great people.
He was allowed to deliver the writing he bore to the

executive magistrates, who regularly communicated

the contents to the senate and the popular assembly.
Deliberation was held on the contents : the proposal
was rejected, and the herald was dismissed.

, On the return of the herald to Syracuse regular ibid,

war began. The forces of all the Greek cities of

the eastern part of the island, being assembled under

Dionysius as commander-in-chief, marched by the

southern coast : a fleet of two hundred ships of war

and five hundred store-vessels attended. Well-con-
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CHAP, ducted negotiation among the towns previously swayed
^"^^^'

by the authority or influence of Carthage had pre-

pared all to concur in the Grecian cause. The

strength of Camarina, Gela, and Agrigentum joined

Dionysius as he passed ;
that of Himera crossed the

island to meet him. Even Selinus was gained, and

iMod. the Sicels seem to have contributed largely to swell
1. 14. c 63.

j^jg numbers, reported to have amounted to eighty
thousand foot with more than three thousand horse.

The purpose was evidently no less than to drive out

the Carthaginians, and make Sicily completely a

Grecian island. At the approach of so formidable a

force, no succour appearing at hand, all the Sican

tribes hastened to make submission, and the town of

Eryx surrendered on the first summons. Motya
seems alone to have prepared for resistance. That

town, singularly well built, strong by situation on a

small island connected with the main by a causeway
six furlongs in length, was the principal residence of

the wealthy traders of Carthage in Sicily. Diony-
sius, having disposed everything for the siege, left

the prosecution of it, with a sufficient land force, to

his brother Leptines, commander-in-chief of the fleet.

Himself, with the main body of his army, marched
to collect plunder ;

a measure to his day from that

of Homer generally not less necessary for maintain-

ing an invading army than politic as distressing the

enemy. Having overrun without resistance the ter-

ritories of Ancyrae, Solus, Egesta, Panormus, and

Entella, he returned to press the siege of Motya.
c 47. It appears that Dionysius had not less well chosen

his time than well arranged his measures. Carthage
was not yet prepared to meet his extraordinary
exertions. But Imilcon, again appointed commander-
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SECT.
T.

in-chief for the Sicilian war, showed no small amount

of spirit and ability in the conduct of an inferior force

against him. Instead ofpressing to the point attacked,

when he could give no effectual relief, he sent ten

ships to surprise the harbour of Syracuse itself while
Y^Iq

^'

the fleet was absent, and the bold attempt succeeded.

Much shipping was destroyed, and the assailing

squadron withdrew little injured. Probably he hoped
for greater effect from his success. But Dionysius
was too well assured of the people at home, too well

prepared with his plans abroad, and altogether too

firm to his purpose to be diverted from it, as Diodes

had formerly been from the relief of Himera. Imilcon

then, having collected a hundred ships, resolved to

attempt the relief of Motya. But for this also ma-

nagement and surprise were necessary: he could not

yet face the Grecian fleet at sea. But he found op^

portunity to fall upon a detached division of it at

anchor, of which he destroyed a part and disabled

most of the rest. Seizing then the favoring moment,
he boldly pushed into the harbour, where, according
to the usual way of the ancients, the rest of the

galleys of war were hauled upon the beach. All the

ability of Dionysius was wanted, so complete was the

surprise, to repel this well-conducted attack upon a

very superior fleet, within ready reach of support
from a powerful land force. His resource, instead

of risking to launch his galleys, and get his crews

aboard amid the tumult of action, was to bring down
his land force, supported by his new engine, the

catapelt, and to drag his vessels to the other side of

the causeway, where his crews might be collected

and naval action prepared for in some leisure. His

engine is said to have been of great service by the

execution it did, and still more by the alarm of the

14
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CHAP, enemy at a power so new to them. Imilcon, dis-
^^^^'

appointed in his daring attack by the effect of this

new implement of war, and by the mode of retreat

adopted by Dionysius, and justly judging it im-

prudent to wait till a superior naval force could be

brought against him, withdrew and returned to

Africa.

The Motyenes, left thus to their own strength,

defended the place through the summer. Toward

winter, through the improved art of Dionysius,
Diod. seconded by abundant force, it was carried by assault.

*

The cruelty ofthe Sicilian Greeks then spared neither

age nor sex. By the confession of their fellow-coun-

tryman and panegyrist, Diodorus, it was enormous.

Dionysius exerted himself to restrain it, but every

attempt to interfere directly by authority proved
•vain. Nevertheless, not abandoning his humane

purpose, he sent heralds around proclaiming to the

troops thattheplunder of the town, from which their

rage for blood had diverted their attention, was theirs,

and at the same time directing the wretched sup-

pliants and fugitives to the temples which the Greeks

were most likely to respect. Thus a miserable rem-

nant of the Motyenes was saved from slaughter, but

only to be sold to slavery. Some Greeks, found

bearing arms for the Carthaginians, were crucified.

Dionysius seems to have had little credit with his

fellow-countrymen for his humanity toward their

enemies; but his liberality and judgment in reward-

ing merit, wherever it had been conspicuous in his

own army, were acknowledged. Having arranged
other matters, he trusted the care of Motya to a gar-
rison composed mostly of Sicels, but under a Syra-
cusan commander. A hundred and twenty ships of

war then being left under the orders of his brother
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Leptines, with a land force, for the blockade of En- sect.

tella and Egesta, he returned home with the rest of
'

the army and fleet for the winter.

SECTION II.

Great preparations of Carthage. Campaign in Sicily, De-
strnotion of Messena.

If Dionysius, in beginning the war under no more

pressure of immediate necessity than Diodorus has

stated, may appear to have miscalculated the resources

of Carthage, this will hardly afford ground for think-

ing lightly of his abilities or foresight. Political

arithmetic had not then the grounds which the cir-

cumstances of modern Europe afford; and even in

modern Europe events have often baffled all previous
calculation. In the spring following the taking of B.c.aoo.

Motya the Carthaginian government had collected a ^^^' ^ ^'

force greater than was probably supposed within

their means. Diodorus has been desirous of credit Diod. 1. 14.

for the report which made the troops for the Sicilian
^' ^^'

war three hundred thousand foot and four thousand

horse; though he confesses that the contemporary
Sicilian writer, Timaeus, reckoned the army which

passed from Africa only one hundred thousand,

strengthened however afterward by thirty thousand

Sicilians. Imilcon, still the commander, was raised

on the occasion to a dignity familiar to the Car-

thaginian constitution, which the Greeks often ex-

pressed by their term which corresponds with their

title of King.^
^ Isocrates says that in Carthage, as in Lacedaemon, the civil

government was oligarchal, the military kingly. Nicocles,

p. 118. t. i.
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CHAP. While this great armament was yet preparing,
xxxr.

pjQjjysius opened the campaign by marching again

to the western end of the island, and repeating or

extending plunder and waste of the territories yet
Diod. 1. 14. holding for Carthage. The Halicyaeans obviated the
**^

evil by offers of submission, which were accepted.

The collection of booty having been carried as far as

conveniently might be, he sat down before Egesta, of

which it was much his object to become master. But

the garrison was determined, and the operations of

the siege were greatly checked by a well-conducted

sally, in which fire was so spread about the station of

the cavalry of the besieging army that most of the

horses perished by the flames.^

c- 66. Meanwhile the passage of the Carthaginians to

Sicily had difficulties peculiar to the ancient naval

system. The ships of war and the ships of burden,
from the wide difference in their construction, were

ill qualified to keep company. The former, long

ships, as they were called, all row-galleys, could go

any way at pleasure in a calm ;
but a wind the most

direct in their course, unless very moderate, was

formidable. On the contrary the latter, round ships,

as the Greeks termed them, in form approaching our

vessels for ocean navigation, wanted wind, and could

bear it. Imilcon sailed with a favoring breeze, suiting
both his long ships and his round ships, and it was

the more necessary for them to hold company on ac-

count of the extreme deficiency ofburden of the long

Twv o' lir'ireti)v oi TrXei'^oi ralg aKrivouq avyKareKavdrjffav*
Rhodoman has ventured to render [intEwv by the word equorum.
Wesseling has ill altered this by substituting equitum. The dif-

ficulty of saving horses from fire surrounding them is well
known ; and it seems little doubtful but the copy of the original,
and not the translation, wanted correction.
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ships, which denied room for almost the smallest sect,

quantity of stores. But the wind shortly increased, '.—
so that the ships of war could no longer safely keep
their course. The fleet therefore separated. The

ships of war, bending eastward, ranged the African

shore
; which, with shelter from the blast, gave them

also smooth water. The ships of burden meanwhile

profited from the gale to cross the deep. But, to

reach the Carthaginian harbours of Sicily, all on the

northern coast, they must pass Motya, now the

station ofthe Grecian fleet
; and, wanting the compass,

it was hazardous not to assure themselves of their

course by sight of the western promontory, before

they turned eastward for Panormus, their appointed

port. To see, they must of course risk being seen,

and Dionysius, watchful at all points, obtained in-

telligence that they were approaching, unprotected

by ships of war. Leptines, with a ready squadron,
hastened to intercept them. Had the weather fallen

calm, he might probably have given an important
check to the Carthaginian expedition. Adverse as

the roughness of the sea was to his operations, he

sunk some of the ships by the stroke of the beak, but

the greater part sailed from him. On the first abate-

ment of the wind Imilcon followed the Greeks with

a force too great for them to meet, and he joined his

transports and storeships in the harbour of Panormus.

The very fame of the arrival of such a force made
a great change in Sicily. The fidelity of the Sicans

to their new engagements with the Syracusans was

at once shaken; the Halicyaeans hastened to atone

for their recent defection by demonstration of zeal

to renew their connexion with Carthage. These ad-

vantages having thus accrued without effort, Imilcon
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CHAP, directed his first measures to the recovery of Motya,

critically situated for communication with the African

shore, or, in an enemy's hands, to prevent communi-

cation between that shore and all the Carthaginian

possessions in Sicily. Dionysius was pressing still

the siege of Egesta. Imilcon, passing almost in sight

of that place in marching to Motya, gave him no

disturbance. Hasty decision by battle was not ne-

cessary to either general, as commonly it was among
the little republics of Greece ;

and Imilcon, not less

than Dionysius, seems to have been aware of a superior

mode of warfare.

But the very superior force of the Carthaginians,

by sea and by land, while the people of the western

end of Sicily, always disposed to a preference of the

Carthaginian to the Grecian connexion, wanted only

such encouragement to declare it, at once reduced

Dionysius to great difficulties. He could not relieve

Motya without a battle, in a country now to a great

extent hostile, against a force which he could not

prudently attack. The reduction of Egesta, if he

might hope for it, would no longer answer his former

views. The Sicans having universally declared for

the Carthaginians, some of the Sicel tribes would be

likely to join the rising power, and in all the Grecian

towns the party adverse to the existing administration,

a party, as we have seen, in some places holding com-

munication with the Carthaginians, would be moving.
Under these and probably still other considerations,

Dionysius resolved to raise the siege of Egesta.

Leaving Motya to its fate, in whose garrison of Sicels

perhaps he had no perfect confidence, he proceeded
to direct his more immediate care to the eastern parts
of the island. Motya then soon yielded to the Car-
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thaginian arms
; nor is any retaliation for the cruelties sect.

exercised there by the Greeks imputed by the Greek
'

historians.

Free communication with Carthage being thus Diod.i. u.

restored for the Carthaginian armament, Imilcon
^' ^ '

resolved to proceed, as immediately as conveniently

might be, against Syracuse itself, whose fall would

involve that of all the rest of Sicily. The situation

of the Carthaginian possessions led him to take the

road of the northern coast, on which those possessions

extended near half the length of the island. His

vast fleet attended the motions of his army. The
submission of Himera, offered on his approach, was

favorably received. Cephaledion, Solus, and some

other small places were little capable of resistance.

All the northern coast of the island yielded almost

without a blow; and the Messenians, at its extremity,
debated whether to follow the example of Himera.

After warm contest however the resolution to resist

prevailed.

But this resolution seems to have been the result

of party feelings rather than of any just consideration

ofmeans. Long ill-governed, and distracted by faction,

Messena was very deficiently fortified. On the western

side indeed, by which the Carthaginians approached,
the mountain ridge of Peloris formed a very advan-

tageous rampart, leaving only one practicable pass,

another Thermopylae, against the sea. That pass

was occupied, but to little purpose ;
for Imilcon, c. 57.

halting his army, sent his fleet forw^ard, which en-

tered the harbour of Messena unopposed. The pre-
vious removal of families and effects fortunately had

made the defence of the town of less importance.
In the vain attempt a few only of the remaining gar-

rison fell : the greater part escaped by flight to the

VOL. V. E E
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CHAP, neighbouring mountain fastnesses. Above two hun-
^^^^-

dred, whose retreat by land was intercepted, threw

themselves into the sea with the purpose of swimming
to the Italian shore. About fifty succeeded ; the rest

were drowned.

Diod.i. 14. The superiority of the Carthaginians being thus
^^'

substantially demonstrated, the Sicels hastened to

follow the example already set, not only by the Sicans,

but by so many even of the Greeks, to make terms

for themselves; the Assarine tribe alone holding

faithfully their engagements with the Syracusans.

Three-fourths of the island might now be considered

as subdued; and the possession of the harbour of

Messena gave great opportunity for intercepting
ch.i8.s.3. succour to the remaining: Greek possessions, not only
of this Hist. ^ T 1 , T ,1 T n

from Italy, but, accordmg to the ordmary course ot

Grecian navigation, also from Peloponnesus. The
means of Syracuse for defence thus were so narrowed

that its fall seemed nearly assured.

Dionysius meanwhile had been diligent in arrang-

ing what yet remained in his power. The policy of

Pericles, in the Peloponnesian war, voluntarily to

abandon the country and confine all measures of de-

fence to the walls of Syracuse, could not be his policy.

However the walls might resist assault, the superiority

of the Carthaginian fleet, excluding supplies by sea,

would make such resistance finally ineffectual. But

the Syracusan territory, larger than that of most of

the states of Proper Greece, was not, like many of

them, without refuge for its people but within the

walls of the capital : it abounded with castles for the

protection of its fields
;
each capable of strong resist-

ance with a very small garrison against great numbers

using the ancient manner of attack. These he sup-

plied largely with provisions. The Syracusan ter^
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ritory, including the subject lands of Leontini, Catana, sect.

and Naxus, was also advantageously bounded for
,

defence. Dionysius therefore gave his particular

attention to the northern border, where the mountain

^tna divided it from the Messenian, whence attack

was expected. He carefully strengthened the citadel

of Leontini as a central post, and made it a magazine
whence other places might be supplied. He per-

suaded the Campanians, whom he had established in

Catana, a place ill-fortified, and as a post less im-

portant, to remove to the town of ^^tna, lately the

strong hold of the Syracusan exiles. He was not

equally fortunate in maintaining his influence with

the Sicels, to whom he had given the town of Naxus,

critically situated near the point where the northern

root of the great mountain meets the sea. For, as

Imilcon's power was alarming, so his liberality was

alluring. At his invitation they broke faith with

Dionysius, and, moving from Naxus, a place of little

strength, they fortified for themselves a post on the

neighbouring height of Taurus. Hence originated the

town afterward called Tauromenium, now Taormina.

To obviate then, as far as might be, the evils of this

defection, Dionysius took his own station at Naxus,
with an army said to have been of thirty thousand

foot and three thousand horse; the fleet of a hundred

and eighty ships of war attending to co-operate with

him.

Imilcon, pursuing his purpose against Syracuse, Diod. 1. 14.

moved his fleet and army at the same time from
^' ^^'

Messena southward. But before he reached the

Naxian territory, an eruption happened from ^tna,
and the fiery matter, pouring toward the sea, com-

pletely stopped the march of his troops. It thus

became necessary to part from his fleet, making a

E E 2
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CHAP, long circuit round the mountain's base, whose eom-
^^^^'

plete circumference is estimated one hundred miles.

In choice of dangers for Dionysius an opportunity

thus was offered beyond his hope, though yet little

affording any fair prospect of success. He never-

theless resolved to use the advantage, such as it

might be, for engaging the enemy's very superior

Diod. 1. 14. fleet during the army's absence. Leptines com-
^ ^'

manding led the charge with a courage that earned

the eulogy of those bitterest of enemies, party-ene-

mies; but the unfortunate result gave ground for

blaming his conduct. He w^as defeated, with the

loss, it is said, of no less than a hundred ships, and

two thousand men. Catana, immediately occupied

by the conquerors, was made their naval station,

whence, more conveniently than from the greater

distance of Messena, operations might be carried

against Syracuse. Whether to punish any ill-faith

of the Messenian people and hold out an example
of terror, or with what other view, remaining accounts

little show. Their town was, according to Diodorus,
e. 58. with singular accuracy of destruction levelled with

the ground.^

7 In the narrative of Diodorus occurs frequently what may
indicate that, after gathering indiscriminately from different

authors, telling the same story with different views and dif-

ferent prejudices, he never revised his work. He says Imilcon

was anxious to take Messena for the singular convenience of its

port and its situation for purposes of importance to his views;

and then proceeds to tell that, as soon as he was master of it,

he would not let one stone stand upon another, lest it might be

of future use to the Greeks. It is more likely that this destruc-

tion took place after than before possession was taken of Ca-

tana: and it seems very unlikely that Imilcon then appre-
hended that Greeks or others could make any vise of Messena
which he should disapprove.
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SECTION III.

Siege of Syracuse. Retreat of the Carthaginians.

In addition now to contention with a force very sect.

superior by land, and completely victorious by sea,
^^^'

all the difficulties incident to federal armies, volun- Diod. i. u.

tary service, and popular governments pressed upon
^' ^^'

Dionysius. A part of those under him, dreading
the waste of their lands and the certain evils and in-

calculable dangers of a siege, were earnest for trying
the fortune ofthe field against Imilcon's very superior
numbers. But Dionysius, considering the hazard

that would hang over Syracuse from the enemy's
fleet, even while a victory might be gaining by the

army, and the certainty of its fall, should the event

of a battle be less than victory, resolved to risk all

the inconveniences of withdrawing within those for-

tifications which with so much expense and labor he

had made, in common opinion, and he hoped well-

founded opinion, impregnable. The result probably
he in some degree foresaw. Immediately his com-

mand over a considerable part of his army ceased.

Some hastened to their several cities: some threw

themselves into the forts of the Syracusan territory

for the better chance which they hoped for there of

means to choose their farther measures than if they
went into the town, where immediate blockade was

to be expected. He prudently avoided to attempt

any violence upon their inclinations. Confident in

the attachment of numbers through their own clear

interest sufficient for the garrison of the city, he had

taken hostages only from the Campanians who held

jEtna
;

a select body of whose best soldiers he also
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CHAP, required to march with him to re-enforce the garrison
^^^^'

, of Syracuse.
Meanwhile the general conduct of Imilcon was

not that of a merciless barbarian, but of a mild and

politic conqueror. Having made the circuit of ^tna
with his whole army, on arriving near the town of

the name he sent proposal of very liberal terms to

the Campanians in garrison there, and referred them

to their fellow-countrymen settled in Entella, for tes-

timony to the good faith of the Carthaginian govern-

ment, and the advantages enjoyed under its pro-

tection. The Campanians, well disposed to accept
his offers, were restrained by consideration for their

hostages in the hands of the Syracusans.
Diod. 1. 14. Avoiding to waste time on small objects, Imilcon

left the Campanians in their strong hold, pursued
his march to Syracuse, and encamped with his nu-

merous army about two miles from the city. His

fleet, entering the great harbour unresisted, seemed

to fill its ample space. He had hopes that Dionysius

might be rash enough, or that the people's impatience
would force him, to come out and venture a battle.

But the Syracusans appear to have been, under the

administration of Dionysius, not subject to passionate

counsels, as when the Athenians first invaded their

country. The patience of a people under reverses is

indeed the best test of the popularity of a govern-
ment. Not even the actual ravage of their territory,

which Imilcon gave up for plunder to his army during

thirty days, overcame their prudent forbearance. The

siege was then regularly formed, and, before long,
the division of Achradina was taken by assault.

We want the history of Philistus to do justice to

the conduct of Dionysius in these arduous circum-

stances ; but even in the account of Diodorus much
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foundation is shown for that eulogy of it by the Poiyb.

great Scipio Africanus, which Polybius has reported. p\ 721.

Early in the pressure of his affairs under the over-

bearing force of the Carthaginian armament he had

sent his kinsman Polyxenus through the Italian

Greek cities, and on to Corinth and Lacedaemon,

to solicit assistance; urging for their own sake to

exertion for preventing the threatened overthrow

of the Grecian interest in Sicily by a barbarian

power. Polyxenus succeeded so far only as to col-

lect about thirty triremes from different states, but

with the advantage of a Lacedaemonian of rank, Pha-

racidas, for the commander; and he was fortunate

enough to avoid opposition from the Carthaginian
fleet while he conducted them into the small harbour.

Though Achradina was lost, the fortifications of

the other parts of the city seemed capable of resisting

the combined force and art of the besiegers, so that

famine was the evil principally to be guarded against.

This was a point of so much importance, and at the

same time of so much difficulty, as to induce Dio-

nysius to leave the charge of the city to others,

while he went himself with Leptines to bring in a

convoy. In their absence a vessel laden with corn

for the enemy being observed approaching without

any ready protection, five triremes issuing from the

little harbour took possession of her; but before they
could recover their port with their prize they were

attacked by a superior force. Assistance however

hastening to them, while none was equally ready for

the enemy, they were finally victorious, and triumph-

antly brought in their prize.
^

^ Such appear the probable circumstances in the wild ac-

count of Diodorus, which has evidently been gathered from
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CHAP. Under the privations, hardships, and alarms inse-

parable from a siege, uneasiness among the people,

such as produced a temporary disgrace for the great

Pericles in the beginning of the Peloponnesian war,

though Athens was not actually besieged, could not

fail to press upon Dionysius. In his absence his

adversaries endeavoured to profit from the late naval

success for party purposes :
' The pretence that his

'talents were necessary for the republic's service,'

they said,
' was now demonstrated to be unfounded.

* His permanence in the office of general-autocrator
* was not only unconstitutional, but evidently disad-

'

vantageous to the conduct of public affairs, and
*

injurious to better men.' The same opportunity
of his absence was taken to excite dissatisfaction and

alarm at the employment of some gold taken from

the temples for the public exigencies.
* How could

* the divine favor,' it was asked,
* be expected for

* the republic's arms, under the conduct of an impious
*
man, notoriously guilty of sacrilege ? The force of

' united Sicily flying from an enemy, Motya, Himera,
' Messena taken, the Sican and Sicel alliances lost,
* the fleet defeated, Syracuse itself besieged, all these
'

clearly indicated the indignation of the gods against

some most unconscionable party-writer and puffer ofthe Greeks.

Though a considerable part of the half-ruined fleet of Syracuse,
in its best state very unequal to the Carthaginian, was absent

with Dionysius and Leptines, yet the small remainder, accord-

ing to Diodorus, not only took the Carthaginian admiral's ship,
and destroyed or took twenty-four more, but, unsatisfied with
this reasonable good success, went into the great harbour, and

provoked the vast fleet there to battle; and so were the Cartha-

ginians astonished at the heroism of which they had just been
witnesses that they feared to stir; and all this heroism was

owing to the absence of Dionysius. We shall see presently the

testimony of the same author to what his presence could do.
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* the individual commander, while the victory just sect.

' obtained under others, by so small a force against
'

* so vast an armament, satisfactorily proved their
' kind disposition to the commonwealth, if separated
' from the individual.' Pericles, we have seen, gave Thucyd.

his sanction to the application of the gold of the ch. 14. s. i.

statue of Minerva to public purposes, and had the
*'^^^^^^'^**

good fortune to escape, probably not the invective

of faction at the time, yet all censure from posterity.

Dionysius, not fortunate enough to find equal candor Cic.de Nat.

\ . 1 1 -^
• Deor. 1. 15.m posterity, was happy however, it appears, m a popu- p. 83. 84.

larity which enabled him to overbear the invective of

the day. On his return, learning what had passed,

in virtue of his office of general he summoned the

people to assembly. In addressing them he liberally

praised those who, in his absence, had restored the

oppressed glory of their country's arms. He com-

mended all for their patience under the unavoidable

evils of the siege ;
a patience which had saved the

city, and ofwhich the advantage would soon be better

seen ;
for he had already knowledge of circumstances,

and a view to measures which, he was confident,

would shortly give them complete relief.

The reply made to him by the leader ofthe inimical

party, Theodorus, reported by the Sicilian historian,

marks very satisfactorily the state of the Syracusan

government at the time
; showing completely that,

far indeed from being tyranny in the hands of Dio-

nysius, it was on the contrary a popular government,

open to all the licence of Athens in the age of

Pericles. Theodorus did not fear to use the most

illiberal invective, or to make the most hostile pro-

positions, against the general-autocrator : he called

him the wickedest of citizens, the bitterest of tyrants,

the most cowardly of generals ; and, in conclusion.
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CHAP, moved for his banishment and that of his principal
^^^^'

supporters. The popularity ofDionysius, it appears,

enabled him to consider foul words against him as

vain breath. His revenge, and the whole conse-

quence of the transaction, is reported by Diodorus

himself thus: ' After this, Dionysius made himself
* familiar with the people in easy and obliging con-
*
versation, and some he honored with presents, and

* some he invited to his table.' ^

Diod. L14. Meanwhile Imilcon, master of Achradina, found

the skill of his engineers unavailing against the

strength of the other quarters of the city and the

vigilance of its defenders. Dionysius harassed him

with frequent and often successful sallies, and the

fortifying of Epipolae had made a complete blockade

® Diodorus has reported Theodorus's speech at some length,
and it is an ingenious and well-written piece of party oratory.
But the story altogether is among the most inconsistent of the

many inconsistent ones of that historian. The tyrant himself, as

he always calls Dionysius, summoned the assembly, in which
such licence might be used, and such propositions made. If the

people was sovereign, and Dionysius constitutional general, this

was in course; but a tyrant who, as Diodorus often says, while

continually showing it otherwise, could command all by his mer-

cenaries, would surelyhave done no such thing. Theodorus then,
amid abundant invective against his measures, could call Dio-

nysms itoXlrrfv [jlev Trovriporaroy, rvpavvov ^e Trijcporaroj/, <^paTYiyov
^€ irdpTtov ayevri'^arov, and proceed to propose his banishment
and that of all his principal associates in the administration. The

prevention of this is attributed to the fear in which the mer-
cenaries held an armed and high-spirited people, irritated by the

pressure of the war, and at the same time flushed with recent

success. Dionysius however, it appears, no way revenged him-
self against this virulent opponent and his supporters but by the

opposite kind of conduct related in the text: Metcl Be ravra,

<})i\avdpw7roiQ \6yoiQ XP^o-a/^fvoc, KadojfJLiXeL r^ 7rXr]det, Kui rivag

fiev diopedig krlfia, TLvag Be em ra avcxairia irapekaatave. Died.
1. 14. c. 70.
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difficult, if for his numbers it was not impossible, sect.

Nevertheless the introduction of provisions, sufficient
'

for the numerous population within, could hardly be

effected by land while a superior army was watchful

without. To prevent supply by sea was what princi-

pally required the attention of the besieging army.
The same views therefore led Imilcon to fix his camp
and fortify posts on the unwholesome ground along
the bank of the Anapus and the shore of the great

harbour, which had directed Nicias to the same

measure seventeen years before. The same calamity

followed; an epidemical sickness, produced by the

alternacyof the suffocating mid-day heat and chilling

nightly damps ;

^° and with a violence far exceeding
what the Athenians had experienced. The historian Diod. i. u.

describes it beginning generally with a catarrh and a
^* ^^*

swelling of the throat. An eruptive fever followed,

often attended v/ith dysentery. The agony was ex- c. 71.

treme, and the patient commonly died on the fifth

or sixth day. The supposedmalignity of the disorder

soon deterred both attendance upon the sick and

burial of the dead
; for either of which, among hired

troops of various nations, in such circumstances the

general's commands might be difficult to enforce.

The putrifying corpses thus, tainting the air, not a

little enhanced the evil, and the mortality was very

great.

Perhaps Dionysius foresaw this calamity, or pos-

sibly had intelligence that it was already begun,
when he ventured to promise his people speedy relief

from the siege. Informed however now how the

TfJQ avpaq /xsra vddnav, (ppiiCT) Karei'yE to, (Tw/JLara, Kara ^e Ttjy fxecr-

ri^t>piav 7j depfxoTrjf; 'inviyi, C. 70.
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CHAP, besieging army was weakened, and what discontent
^^^^'

and despondency pervaded the part yet healthy, he

formed a plan of complex attack, apparently worthy
to have been described by Xenophon or Thucydides,
and even in the account of Diodorus marking in no

small degree the able commander. The fleet, now

amounting to only eighty ships of war, was com-
Diod. 1. 14. mitted to Leptines conjointly with the Lacedaemonian

Pharacidas. Dionysius took himself the command
of the land force. A dark night was chosen. He
marched out by the gate farthest from the Cartha-

ginian camp, and, dividing his forces by the way,
his infantry reached the enemy's lines about day-

break, nearly at the same time, in two important

points considerably distant from each other. The

surprise was complete, and the cavalry keeping the

Carthaginians in check in the intermediate space,
the attack was successful in both places. Co-opera-
tion had been so well concerted that, in the critical

moment when unexpected assault on the land side

had engaged all the attention of the enemy, the

fleet from the little harbour had already entered the

great harbour, and, raising the shout of battle, at-

tacked the Carthaginian fleet in its station.

c 73- Success in this point being the great object of

Dionysius, he had taken upon himself the direction

of that division of the army which was more imme-

diately to co-operate with the fleet. While then

Leptines and Pharacidas were effectually assailing

many of the ships at anchor with the stroke of the

beak, his troops set fire to a division of forty, hauled
on the shore. In vain a Carthaginian force, ample
to have defended that division against the enemy,
was quickly assembled, and exerted itself to extinguish
the flames

j for the conflagration, favored by the wind.
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spread to the ships at anchor, and a large part of the sect.

fleet was destroyed. The success, at the same time,
^"'

against the debilitated land force sufficed to en-

courage Dionysius, instead of withdrawing within the

city walls, to encamp overagainst the enemy, near

Olympieum.
Such altogether were the eflPects of this well-con-

certed action that the Carthaginian general's hope to

take Syracuse was gone, and it became a pressing
consideration how to avoid, for himself and those

under him, the calamitous fate of the Athenians

under Nicias and Demosthenes. His fleet was no

longer sufficient to convey his land force, nor could

it any longer command the sea, but must make its

way either by flight or by doubtful contest. To reach

the Carthaginian settlements by land there was choice

between a mountainous way through the wild country
of the Sicels and Sicans, and a circuitous way by either

coast
;
the shortest of considerable length, the easiest

of various difficulty, and both of abundant hazard.

Under all these considerations, Imilcon resolved to

propose treaty. Dionysius gladly listened to him
;

but the Corinthian party in Syracuse, now principal
in opposition, stimulating the ready propensity of the

popular mind to pass from despondency to pre-

sumption, made negotiation difficult. Nevertheless

a treaty was concluded, in pursuance of which Imilcon

paid three hundred talents, (about sixty thousand

pounds sterling,) for permission for his armament to

withdraw, engaging to quit entirely the Grecian part

of Sicily. The conditions appear such as prudence

among the Syracusans should have rejoiced in. But

the leaders of opposition inciting, such became the

fury of the multitude to destroy the Carthaginians,
as their forefathers had destroyed the Athenians,
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CHAP, that Dionysius was unable to provide for the exact
^^^^'

performance. The fleet however remaining to Imilcon

sufficed to carry all the Africans, the first objects of

Syracusan vengeance.
^^

Imilcon, cautiously conceal-

ing, as far as might be, the intended time of his de-

parture, embarked by night ;
and yet the inflamed

Syracusans, watchful of his motions, without any

regular authority, launched some triremes, pursued

him, and damaged some of his vessels. In the same

night the Sicels and Sicans of the besieging army pro-

fited from their knowledge of the country to outstrip

or elude pursuit. But a large remainder was at a

loss which way to fly. The Spaniards declared firmly

their determination not to quit their arms while they
had life

j
but they were willing, they said, with their

arms, to serve the Syracusans. This proposal was

accepted, and they were taken into Syracusan pay.
The various other troops surrendered themselves to

Dionysius; who, though unable wholly to restrain

the usually greater licentiousness of the Grecian

marine, had kept order in his army : and, as nothing
is said farther of their fate, it was probably, for the

character of the times, not severe.
^"

" The historian's account proves that the Africans were the

principal objects of vengeance^ though the party-writers^ guides
of his faithj have led him to insinuate the contrary.

'* The treaty with Imilcon was an event apparently considered

by the enemies of Dionysius as affording very favorable oppor-
tunities, which they did not fail to use against them. Diodorus,

following the writers of the partyj, says that Dionysius received

a bribe of three hundred talents from Imilcon; and has under-

taken to know what Dionysius answered to the proposal, pri-

vately made, and when and how the money was conveyed ; but
he has totally omitted to say where he got information so little

probably authenticated. A following remark strengthens the in-

dication, which the story bears within itself, of its having been a

party fabrication. Dionysius, says the historian, desired to pre-
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SECTION IV.

Difficulties of the Syracusan administration. Mercenaries settled

in Leontini. Peloponnesian Messenians settled in Sicily,

Messena restored. War of Rhegium with Syracuse. Defeat

of Dio7iysius at Tauromenium.

When Syracuse and the Grecian interest through- sect,

out Sicily were thus fortunately delivered from sub- 1_

jugation or extermination, at one time seeming their b. c. snc.

only alternative, no small difficulties remained for

those at the head of the government. The first and

vent the complete overthrow ofthe Carthaginian power in Sicily,
that so the Syracusans, in continual fear of it, might not have
leisure to recover their liberty. It appears meanwhile, from his

own honest narrative of facts, that licentiousness was the great

enemy to freedom in Syracuse; that the regular government,
even under the administration ofDiony sius, was not always strong

enough to prevent great disorder; that the mob was the real

tyrant of Syracuse, and Dionysius the steadiest enemy of Car-

thage. Nevertheless it seems likely that the outline of the story

may have been true, though with a shadowing and coloring

wholly false. That Imilcon would desire to treat rather with

one able man at the head of affairs, than with the wild assembly
of the Syracusan people, is perfectly probable; and that he
would propose to pay for quiet retreat is not impossible. But
that the treaty was public, and that Dionysius communicated

with the general assembly of the Syracusan people and their

allies before anything was concluded, Diodorus has himself

clearly shown; for he says
'

Dionysius informed Imilcon that
' the Syracusans and their allies would not consent to permission
' for the quiet retreat of the whole army, but for the Cartha-
'

ginian citizens it would be allowed,' c. 75. This sentence, his

own, suffices to show that all he has said of the tyranny of Dio-

nysius and the slavery of the Syracusans under his administration

has been merely the party language of the day, which he adopted.
If farther evidence were needful, it is furnished in his account

of the lawless pursuit of the Carthaginian fleet, which Dionysius
could not prevent.
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CHAP, most pressing business was to satisfy and discharge
^^^^'

the large body of mercenary troops, whose valor and

discipline had contributed greatly to the happy result.

Diodorus states their number at ten thousand. Many
of them were Grecian citizens from the mother-

country, commanded by Aristoteles, a Lacedaemonian.

There is perhaps no one matter for which we should

more desire and less can gather information than the

revenue which enabled the Syracusan government
under Dionysius to do more than the Athenian under

Pericles, when Athens commanded tribute from every
island of the ^gean, and almost every town of its

surrounding shores; and the want of such informa-

tion is the more to be regretted, because strong pre-

sumption of the merit of the financial management
arises from the failure of censure of it among writers

eager to seize every pretence for calumniating Diony-
sius. The mercenaries would of course rate their

services high in some proportion to the final success
;

and they might also have some view to their own
Diod. 1. 14. strength in forming the computation. Aristoteles,

with apparently somewhat of that arrogance which
we have seen comm^on at this time among Lacedae-

monians in foreign command, encouraged them in

extravagant pretensions, and menaced the Syracusan
administration. Dionysius checked the mischief by
the bold measure of sending away Aristoteles to

Lacedaemon to account for his conduct. The mer-
cenaries at first showed some indignation, and threat-

ened violence. But it was much to have deprived
them of a Lacedaemonian leader. None remained

equally supported by the reputation of the government
whence he derived his authority, nor any who could
fill the large void by his personal reputation. Dionysius
fortunately found means not only to pacify but to
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conciliate them. The town of Leontini, with its rich ^^}^^'

territory, wanting inhabitants and cultivators, was .

given them for a settlement. Thus much and no

more the historian tells. But it is obvious that such

a present could be little advantageous for military-

men without the addition of means to use it
;

slaves

and cattle must have been given, or money which

might purchase them. ^^

This difficult and hazardous business however being

successfully adjusted, the Syracusan administration

had leisure to direct their attention to external con-

cerns, which, both for the security of Syracuse itself,

and of the general welfare of the Grecian interest in

Sicily, pressingly required it. A great change in the

state of politics everywhere had ensued from the

Carthaginian invasion. In those towns of the northern

coast which had yielded to the Carthaginians the

party most adverse to Syracuse would of course be

most favored by the conquerors. In the more populous
and powerful cities of the southern shore the extreme

^' Diodorus says that, after disbanding these mercenaries, to

the amount of ten thousand, Dionysius immediately engaged
others, in sufficient number to hold the Syracusan people in

unwilling subjection to himself as their tyrant. But, having
told us before that the whole Syracusan people were armed, he

should have informed us how Dionysius held his authority when
the mercenaries were mutinous, and what gave him means to

send their powerful commander out of the island. It is evident

that the practice of arms and discipline, which he had introduced

among the Syracusan citizens, together with his sure popularity,
alone could give security to them or him against such a force as

that said to have been under the command of Aristoteles, and

that, when that force was disbanded, it was impossible for him
to raise such another without the approbation of the armed Syra-
cusan people. But writers of the day would call their freest

armed fellow-citizens, of an adverse party, mercenaries ; and this

would suffice for Diodorus.

VOL. V. F F
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CHAP, suffering and expected ruin of Syracuse would give
^^^^'

great advantage to the same party. When, on the

retreat of the Carthaginians, Syracuse, without any

change of administration, was restored to a condition

to aspire again to the lead of the Grecian interest,

this party was not insulated in every town, but con-

nected through all. It seems however to have been

least proportionably strong in the cities ofthe southern

coast. Of these therefore, on account of the weak-

ness of the party, and in those of the northern coast,

on account of the inferiority of the cities, none could

pretend to a general supremacy. But Rhegium in

Italy, which, not having suffered, had perhaps pro-
fited from the Carthaginian expedition, became the

head of the interest adverse to the Syracusan.
Under this consideration, among others, it was a

great object for the Syracusan government to restore

Messena ; a work of charity which, had any common

charity for one another prevailed among the Grecian

cities, or any just consideration of the opposition of

Grecian to barbarian interest, could not but have had
also the advantage of popularity. But the Messenian

people, as we have seen, were themselves much divided

in politics, and a large part, inimical to Syracuse, was

closely connected with Rhegium. The Syracusan
administration then, adhering still to their liberal

principle of avoiding the extensive proscriptions so

common among the Grecian republics, would never-

theless, in restoring the Messenians generally, provide
for a preponderance among their friends. On the

Diod. L 14 recent conclusion of the Peloponnesian war six hun-
dred families of descendants of the ancient Pelopon-
nesian Messenians had been expelled by the Lacede-
monians from their settlements at Naupactus and in

Zacynthus. These unfortunate wanderers Dionysius
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collecting, established them as a valuable accession of sect.

population and strength in the Sicilian Messena.
'

Had the Rhegians alone objected to this charitable

measure, some reasonable ground for their jealousy
of it would be obvious. But the efficacious persecutors

of the unfortunate vagabond Messenians were still

the Lacedaemonians, at this time lords of Greece.

They objected to the establishment of only six hundred

homeless families in a place so distant from them,

because its port was of uncommon excellence, and

because, for the sake of their ancient country, an in-

fluence might attach to them, which, it was appre-

hended, they would use against the interest of Lace-

dagmon. Dionysius conceded so far to the wishes of

the Lacedaemonians, his powerful and steady allies,

as to remove those Messenians from Messena. But
he gave them a territory to themselves, on the northern

coast of Sicily overagainst the Liparean islands, where

they founded a new city which, with some reference

apparently to some ancient tradition concerning their

original Peloponnesian country, they called Tyndaris
or Tyndarium.

Adversity, it appears, had not depressed, but on

the contrary stimulated, the vigor of mind, while it

chastened the manners, of these unfortunate people.
With superior militaryknowledge and practice, gained
in long service with the Athenians against the Lace-

daemonians, they appear to have brought a spirit of

civil order and a habit of regular administration far

above what was common in the Sicilian Greek cities.

The advantages of that order, which made at the

same time their strength and their happiness, enabled

them to increase their strength by extending the

same happiness to others. They were not afraid to

admit numbers, who desired association, to the rights

F F 2
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CHAP, of citizens of Tyndarium, and shortly they had more
^^^^'

than ^ve thousand able to bear arms. But, with this

military force, possibly their justice toward their Sicel

neighbours, whom they called barbarians, may not

have equalled their liberality and punctuality among
Greeks. They made frequent inroads upon the Sicel

lands, and they took the Sicel towns of Smeneum
and Morgantinum. With some of the Sicel tribes

however they made treaties and kept faith. Enna,
one of the principal towns of the Sicel nation, was

put under their dominion by a party among its people,

induced by the joint consideration of their general
fair conduct, and of aversion to their own actual

rulers. The Greek towns of Cephaledion and Solus,

which had yielded to Imilcon, and perhaps were still

governed by a party in the Carthaginian interest,

passed to them in the same way. This account of

the Messenians of Tyndarium, not unworthy at any
rate of place in a history of the Grecian republics,
becomes the more valuable from the extreme de-

ficiency ofremaining information concerning the other

measures by which Dionysius proceeded to restore

empire to Syracuse, and prosperity among the Grecian

B. c. 395, towns of Sicily. The year next after the retreat of

Diod.

*
^' ^^^ Carthaginians appears to have been employed,

B.^c 394^'
^^^^^"*^ material interruption from foreign or do-

oi. 96. f. mestic enemies, in preparing that prosperity. In the

c. 87*.

* '

year following we find his influence extended as far

as Agrigentum,
But the restoration of Messena, notwithstanding

the removal of the Peloponnesians, gave great un-
easiness in Rhegium. The return of the people to

repossess their lands and rebuild their town was not
a matter of avowed dissatisfaction: the Rhegian go-
vernment might hope to establish its own authority
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over its weak neighbour, and thus profit from its sect.

future convalescence as well as its past misfortune. _.

But the measures taken under the patronage of

Syracuse to make Messena florishing, and especially

the restoration of its fortifications, gave them great
offence. Nor was this a sentiment of party only : it

was popular among the Rhegians. Often indeed it

appears difficult to decide how far blame should

attach to the appearance of envy and narrow spirit

among people so uneasily situated as the Greeks in

their little republics. Messena had often been a

troublesome neighbour to Rhegium; sometimes a

dangerous rival. The great superiority of its port

gave it advantages which its proximity made annoy-

ing; and altogether its fall could not but be relieving

to the Rhegian people, and its restoration alarming.

The liberality therefore of the government of Syra-

cuse, under the administration of Dionysius, not only
far above that of the Rhegian, but superior to what

we have seen ordinary in the Athenian and Lacedae-

monian, in promoting the re-fortification of a city

possessing the second port of the island, if indeed

their own was the first, cannot but earn our esteem.

The leaders of the party in Rhegium then, find-

ing encouragement in the state of things around, re-

solved to use the spirit of resentment toward Syracuse
for engaging their people in measures, not imme-

diately of avowed hostility, but which could scarcely

fail to bring on war. It was probably expected that

the might of Carthage would not long acquiesce
under its late heavy disappointments ;

or perhaps it

was known that preparations were already making
for revenging it. Meanwhile the arms of Syracuse
were engaged in a little but troublesome war, in

which they had been baffled beyond all expectation.
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ch.30.8.4. The Sicels, who had received the fair settlement of

f^2^of^^* Naxus from the bounty of the Syracusan government,
this Hist and then, deserting to the Carthaginians, had seized

the strong and commanding, post of Tauromenium,
refused still, after the retreat of Imilcon, to quit

that post. Probably they were not without en-

couragement both from the Carthaginian officers in

Sicily and from the Ilhegian government. The

Rhegians however resolved to profit from the cir-

cumstances. Professing the purpose of rivalling the

Syracusan government in generosity and charity,

they assembled the dispersed Catanians and Naxians,

whom Dionysius had expelled, and established them
at Myla3, on the western verge of the Messenian

territory, in a situation to intercept the communica-

tion of Messena with the new colony of Tyndarium.
This measure being executed without opposition,
and the Sicels resisting still successfully in Tauro-

menium, the Rhegians judged the season favorable

for proceeding to open and offensive war,* in which

they invited by proclamation all banished Syracusans
to join them. To demonstrate then how much they
meant to make common cause with the Syracusans
adverse to the existing government of their own city,

they elected a Syracusan, Heloris, distinguished for

the vehemence of his animosity against that govern-
ment, to command their forces. Without loss of

time they crossed the strait, with all the strength

[*
' The Rkegian war began in the archonship of Aris-

'

tocrates, about B. C. 399. Diod. xiv. 40. and continued till
' the year of Theodotus, B. C. 387- Diod. xiv. 112. cf Polyb.
'

i. 6.* Clinton, Fasti Hellen. p, 97- The subsequent dates there-

fore, to the reduction of Rhegium, p. 455., must be received
with caution, as it is assigned to a wrong period, according to
Mr. Clinton's chronology.J
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they could raise, and laid siege to the yet incom- sect.

pletely fortified Messena.
'

Dionysius, notwithstanding the trouble which the

Sicels gave, did not neglect to send assistance to the

Messenians. The besieged, thus re-enforced, attacked

the besiegers, and put them completely to rout.

Marching then to Mylae, and offering at once liberal

terms to the new settlers, yet ill-prepared to resist

them, they recovered the place. Thus the ill-con-

certed hostilities of the Rhegians contributed to ex-

tend and confirm the influence of Syracuse in all that

part of Sicily next the strait.

Nevertheless the obstinate defence of the Sicels Diod.i. 14.

in Tauromenium disappointed, and in some degree

distressed, the Syracusan government. It had been

expected that men bred in the warm temperature of

the Sicilian plains would be unable to persevere long

through the winter season, ill-provided as they were,

in a station occupied in haste on a bleak mountain

summit. Midwinter however came, and no disposition

to surrender appeared. Dionysius then, to relieve

his troops from the pressure of a winter campaign,
resolved himself to lead an attempt to surprise and

storm the place. He chose a dark tempestuous night,

with snow falling. The first outwork on the hill-

side was carried; but such was the change of atmo-

sphere in ascending, and so violent the storm, that in

proceeding up the steep not only his people suffered,

but his own eyes received lasting injury from the

chilling assault of the driving sleet. Nevertheless he

persevered in his purpose till, leading an attack upon
the enemy, he received a blow which felled him.

His armour turned the weapon, so that the wound

was itself unimportant, but he narrowly escaped being
made prisoner. Compelled then to retreat, under
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CHAP, the complicated disadvantages of craggy ways, snow
^^^^'

lying, storm beating, and an enemy occupying com-

manding eminences, more than six hundred men were

lost, and the rest, for easier flight, mostly abandoned

their arms. Himself saved only his cuirass. Re-

port of this discomfiture, spread with exaggeration,

excited everywhere the hopes and the industry of

the party adverse to the Syracusan administration;

and in Agrigentum that industry was so successful

that a revolution was effected.^*

SECTION V.

War renewed hy Carthage against Syracuse. Insubordination

in the Syracusan army. Able conduct of Dlonysius ; and

peace with Carthage. Reduction ofthe Sicels of Tauromenium.

Settlement of mercenaries.

Diod. 1. 14. Since the retreat of Imilcon from Syracuse the
^' ^^'

energy of the Carthaginians in Sicily had been

checked by troubles in Africa. But Magon, to whom
the chief command was left, appears to have been

well qualified for his difficult situation. Humane
and liberal, as well as politic, (for to so much even

Diodorus, generally vehement in undistinguishing
invective against the Carthaginians, gives testimony,)

Magon preserved the attachment of the greater part
of the Sicels. Enabled, with their assistance, to raise

a sufficient army, he marched into the Messenian

^* In our copies of Diodorus Messena is added ; but we find,

in the sequel of his narrative, strong reason to believe that the

name has been corrupted in transcription; for, in the repeated
mention of Messena, soon following, we find it always indicated

that the government was in the hands of the party friendly to

Dionysius, and nowhere that any change had taken place.
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territory, ravaged it, and withdrew with the booty, b. c. 393.

Dionysius, having collected the Syracusan forces,
' * '*

followed him into the territory of the Abacene Sicels,

where a battle ensued in which the Greeks were com-

pletely victorious. Present security being thus given
to the allies of Syracuse in Sicily, Dionysius sailed

with a hundred ships against the Rhegians, his im-

placable enemies. Failing in an attempt upon the

city, he however enriched his armament with the

plunder of the territory, collected without resistance.

Wants on both sides then produced a truce for a

year, and Dionysius returned to Syracuse.^^

In the next spring the Carthaginian government ^j ^•/^2-

sent such large re-enforcement to Magon as to put
^

the Grecian interest in Sicily again in danger. But

Dionysius had ably profited from the delay of this

measure for preparing obstacles to its success. In

giving liberal assistance toward the restoration of the

Grecian towns, which had suffered in the invasion

under Imilcon, he had so extended the influence of

Syracuse that the Grecian interest was now more

united than ever before perhaps since the time of

Gelon ; and, not confining the liberality of his policy

to those of the Grecian name, he had succeeded

against the ability and liberality of Magon in con-

ciliating the greater part of the Sicels.

Against this policy, with more powerful means,

^^ It is little among the inconsistencies of honest Diodorus

that he accuses Dionysius of connexion with the Carthaginians,

while he shows it to have been really the great object of his

politics to oppose the Carthaginians, and that to him in truth was

owing that Sicily was not subdued by the Carthaginians. In

the sequel we find him imputing war with the Carthaginians to

the ambition of Dionysius. That the Rhegians, the irrecon-

cilable enemies of Dionysius, had connexion with the Cartha-

ginians is fully implied in his narrative.
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CHAP, Magon directed his first measures. Instead of making
^^^^-

his way toward Syracuse, as Hannibal and Imilcon

formerly, by the line of Grecian towns on either

coast, he proposed first to gain to his interest or under

his authority the whole midland country, whence he

might choose how he would direct operations against

any of the Grecian settlements around. The allure-

ment of his promises, assisted by the fear of his power,
succeeded with most of the western Sicels, but he

was not equally successful with the eastern. He re-

solved therefore to carry his arms against Agyris,

chief of Agyrium, the principal potentate of the

eastern hills, whom he found immoveable in his en-

gagements with Dionysius.
B. c. 392. The Syracusan general hastened to support so

Diod. L 14. steady an ally, in whose uprightness he had so much
c 95. 96. confidence that he did not fear to trust himself within

his garrison with a very few attendants for the pur-

pose ofconcerting measures.^^ It was resolved between

them to avoid a battle, and direct all their operations
to cutting off the enemy's supplies. In both purposes

they succeeded, and Magon was reduced to distress.

But the difficulties which had often pressed upon
Hermocrates, when in the same office, now bore

upon Dionysius: the sovereign people in arms would

not always obey their general. The apparent want of

energy in his conduct, the real wisdom ofwhich they

^° Diodorus describes Agyris as a tyrant, who amassed wealth

by the murder of the richest men of his little dominion. For
this imputation it may be believed that he had authority from
writers of the opposite party. His honesty has led at the same
time to abate its venom, by showing the confidence of such a

person as Dionysius in the integrity of Agyris, and the zeal of
his own subjects in his service. Partizans of Agyris, reporting
the matter, would assert that disturbers ofthe public peace were

justly executed, and their property justly confiscated.
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PEACE WITH CARTHAGE.

could not see, afforded opportunity for the adverse sect.

party to excite and spread discontent. The outcry .

became extensive against this tedious and inglorious

warfare;
'

they would be led to battle,' they said,
* and conquer and go home.' Dionysius firmly re-

fusing to yield to their rash requisition, a large body

actually seceded, and returned to Syracuse. Dionysius,

avoiding all violence against the mutineers, employed
his diligence to encourage the sound remainder, to

increase its real strength as far as circumstances would

allow, and to obviate, as far as might be, the evils of

deficiency by keeping up appearances which might
assist toward holding the enemy in check. He armed

a number of slaves, (according to Diodorus, those of

the seceders,) promising them the rank of citizens as

the reward of good conduct. The measure very com-

pletely answered his purpose. Magon, fearing to force

an action on disadvantageous ground, and unable to

procure supplies for his army, sent proposals for

peace; and thus Dionysius, without any effusion of

blood, obtained the effect of victory. A treaty was

concluded, by which it was stipulated that Carthage
should interfere no more among the Sicels, and that

for the rest things should remain nearly as before

the war.^^

^''Hca^'^e avydfiKaL TO. fxep aWa Trapa-rrXriaiai rale ifporepop,

IiiKeXovQ de Zuv viro Aiovvffiov TeraxBai. Those from whom Dio-

dorus took this account^ if they used the phrase vwo Alovvolov

TETd^Qai, can have meant no other subjection of the Sicels to

Dionysius than such as that of the Corinthians and other allies

to Lacedaemon, the head of their confederacy. With regard to

former treaties^ to which the first member of the sentence may
refer, two have been already noticed; one with Hannibal, after

the taking of Gela and Camarina, and the other with Imilcon,

previous to his retreat from Syracuse. The former, according to

Diodorus, left the Sicels to the Grecian alliance; of the other he

has not given the terms.
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CHAP. The immediate danger from the foreign enemy
^^^^'

being thus obviated, Dionysius returned to Syracuse,

and seems to have been not less successful in repress-

ing the movements of faction without violence and

without severity. He not only avoided all harsh mea-

sures against those who had so irregularly withdrawn

from the army at Agyrium, but, according to Dio-

dorus, he restored to them their slaves; how con-

sistently with his promises to those unfortunate men
is not said by the historian, who nevertheless has not

imputed to him the blame of any breach of engage-
ment. The quiet of Syracuse however appears to

have been completely preserved, so that the govern-

ment, having leisure to direct all its energy against

Tauromenium, the Sicels there, deprived of assistance

and hope from Carthage, were reduced before the

end of the same summer. A grant of the place, with

the surrounding lands, rewarded the service of the

mercenaries in the Syracusan army, who seem well

to have earned it by the share which their courage,

discipline, and fidelity had contributed to the suc-

cesses of the war.

Diodorus calls the seceders from the army at Agyrium the Sy-
racusans, as if they were all the Syracusans of the army. If so,

the success of Dionysius against the Carthaginians would have
been indeed extraordinary. But, in the mean time, if Dionysius
was the hated tyrant, as Diodorus seems to have been persuaded
to believe, what prevented a revolution in Syracuse he has totally
omitted to show. It is evident that a large majority of the Sy-
racusans supported Dionysius, and that the historian has used
the language of the minority.
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SECTION VI.

Peace throughout Sicily. Confederacy of the Lucanians against
the Italian Greeks. Ill-constituted confederacy of the Italian

Greeks. War of Thurium with the Lucanians. Thurimn gained
to the Syracusan confederacy. War of Rhegium a?id Crotona

with Syracuse. Generosity ofDionysius. Siege ofRhegium.

During the year following the treaty of Agyrium sect

and the taking of Taiiromenium, the quiet of Syra-
cuse and of the Grecian interest throughout Sicily, qI^q^^V'
under the administration ofDionysius, seems to have

denied materials to the historian ofwars and troubles.

In the next year affairs in Italy called the attention b. c. 390.

ofthe Syracusan government. The Greek settlements,
^^•^^- ^•

both in Italy and Sicily, had been made, as we have

formerly seen, by forcible intrusion upon the former

inhabitants. These, in Sicily, surrounded by foreign

establishments, Greek or Carthaginian, had been re-

duced to an impotence from which they had no means

to emerge. But in Italy they had larger range : and,

while every Greek city, in captious jealousy even of

fellow-countrymen, insulating its political existence,

would be an independent state, the Lucanians, robbed

of their coast and confined to their mountains, but

improved in policy by the necessities oftheir circum-

stances, and in military art by practice against the

intruders, had instituted a confederacy such that no

single Grecian city of Italy was any longer able to

contend with them.

Polybius attributes the first example of confederate Poiyb i. 2.

government among the Grecian republics, (not such ^' ^^^'

as that of Lacedsemon, Athens, and Thebes, where

one was supreme and the others subordinate, but con-

federacy upon equal terms,) to the Achaeans of Pelo-
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CHAP, ponnesus. In imitation of these, and borrowing their
^^^^'

laws of union, he says, the Crotoniats, Sybarites, and

Caulonians of Italy formed a confederacy, and for

the place oftheir assembly dedicated a piece ofground
with a temple to Homorian Jupiter, the Jupiter of

those who lived within one common boundary. Whe-
ther the historian speaks of the ancient Sybaris, de-

stroyed by the Crotoniats, or of a remnant of its

people of a faction friendly to the Crotoniats, and

settled elsewhere under their protection, is not clear;

but from Diodorus it appears that afterward other

confederacies were instituted, of the most powerful of

which Rhegiurn was a principal member. Here how-

ever we find nothing of the wisdom of the Achaean

constitution. Widely and variously as the govern-
ments of the Grecian republics differed, they seem

to have had this almost universally in common, that

in time of war the commander-in-chief was first-ma-

gistrate. Among the Italian republics then a very

extraordinary responsibility was imposed upon those

military first-magistrates : if any republic of the con-

federacy was attacked by the Lucanians, the generals
of all the others were to answer with their lives for

the omission, or even delay, of assistance. The

strange confusion of powers, here indicated, is per-

haps less to be attributed to deficient penetration or

deficient judgment in the leading men than to the

inherent and irremediable inconveniences of the

Greek republican system.

Rhegium we have seen always vehemently adverse

to Dionysius. The Grecian confederacy in Italy next
in power was that of which Locri was the head, and
there Dionysius had always maintained friendly con-

nexion. Among these circumstances arose causes, not

explained to us, which induced Dionysius to lead an
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armament against Rhegium. He debarked and plun- sect.

dered the territory, but a storm so injured his fleet
'

as to disable him for besieging the town. The expe-
dition nevertheless was not fruitless. Withdrawing
to Messena he entered into negotiation with the Lu-

canians, who, it appears, were not altogether averse

to friendly connexion with Greeks, and an alliance

resulted.

It was about the time of this transaction that the Diod. 1. 14.

Lucanians invaded and ravaged a part ofthe Thurian
^*

territory, perhaps esteeming the whole properly their

own. Thurium was a member of the Rhegian con-

federacy ; but, being able to take the field, it is said,

with fourteen thousand foot and a thousand horse,

the people, impatient for revenge, would pursue the

Lucanians without waiting for their allies. Entering
the Lucanian country they took a fastness, where

they found considerable booty. Not however thus

satisfied, but rather incited, they resolved to proceed
to the enemy's principal hold among the mountains,
where they expected great plunder. Entering incau- c. 102.

tiously a narrow valley, they were at once opposed
in front and attacked in flank from every height that

commanded the way. More than ten thousand are

said to have been killed, either on the spot, or in their

flight, which was directed toward the coast. The re-

mainder reaching advantageous ground near the sea,

were encouraged to vigorous resistance by the sight
of a fleet at hand, supposed to be of their Rhegian
friends. A small number, by a bold effort, gaining
the shore, swam aboard, but, to their utter conster-

nation, found it the Syracusan fleet, under the com-

mand of Leptines. That gallant officer however pre-

sently calmed their fears; not only receiving them
with kindness, but immediately interposing his friendly
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CHAP, offices with the Lucanians in favor of their comrades,

,

^^^^- who were yet defending themselves, but without hope
of sustaining the contest much longer. The Lucanians

consented to their redemption as prisoners at a mina

a head, and Leptines generously engaging for the

payment, the Lucanians were satisfied, and the pri-

soners were set at liberty. The opportunity thus

afforded, by a very extraordinary and most un-

expected emergency, to extend the credit and in-

fluence of the Syracusan government, Leptines, with

equal readiness of ability and liberality, seems to

have profited from to the utmost: mediating be-

tween the Lucanians and the Thurians, he established

peace between them.^^ Thurium thus was gained to

Diod. 1. 14. the Syracusan alliance
;
but Rhegium not the less

persevered in enmity, in which it was seconded by
Crotona, the most populous and powerful of the

Italian Greek cities.^^

Ofthe state and views ofparties in those cities, and

how party-connexion extended thence through the

Grecian cities of Sicily, some idea may be gathered

^^ Diodorus says Dionysius was so dissatisfied with his brother

for this liberal and truly politic conduct that he removed him
from the command of the fleet, which was committed to another

brother, Thearides. It was the desire of Dionysius, he adds, for

the purpose ofholding the Italian Greeks at his devotion, to have

unceasing enmity between them and the Lucanians. But all this

is sufficiently contradicted by the sequel of his own narrative,

which represents Dionysius presently following up the every

way excellent policy of Leptines, and Leptines again in high
command under his brother. That the fleet, or a division of it,

was.committed to another brother for a particular expedition, is

no proof of any quarrel with Leptines.
*9 Rhegium was in the territory called by the Roman writers

Brutium or Bruttium. Diodorus extends the Lucanian name
over that country, though, in the sequel of his history, (1. ] 6.

c. 15.) he relates the origi*! of the name Bruttium.
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from the circumstance that the governments of Rhe- sect.

gium and Crotona concurred in appointing to the
^'

chief command of their united forces, not one of their

own citizens, not an Italian Greek, not even one

whom former success could recommend, but the Sy-
racusan Heloris, who had already been defeated in

the attempt against Messena, and whose merit seems,

in the account of Diodorus, to have consisted wholly
in the vehemence of his animosity against the existing
administration of Syracuse. But the specific objects

of the Rhegian and Crotoniat governments the de-

fective narrative of Diodorus does not unfold. It is

however evident that the friends of Syracuse in Italy
were threatened when, in the spring of the year fol- b. c.389.

lowing the defeat of the Thurians by the Lucanians, Diod. i.t4.

Dionysius led n powerful armament for their pro- j'^^^^*

^^'^'

tection. Stopping at Messena, he detached his bro-

ther Thearides to the Liparean islands in quest of a

Rhegian squadron often ships, which were all taken,

with their crews. Passing with his army then into

Italy, he laid siege to Caulonia, a town on the coast

between Loeri and Scyllacium. Heloris marched to

its relief with superior numbers. Dionysius, well

provided with intelligence, attacked him on the way
with such circumstances of advantage that Heloris

-was killed and his army put to flight. A large body

gained an eminence where it could not easily be forced.

Dionysius disposed his troops in blockade around,

and so rested. The Rhegians and Crotoniats, destitute

of both food and water, sent next day to treat for

their surrender. Dionysius required that it should

be unconditional. At this they hesitated
; but toward

evening, worn with hunger, and still more with thirst,

they submitted themselves to his mercy. Being com-

manded to march in regular order down the hill,

VOL. V. G G
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CHAP, their numbers were ascertained, as they passed, to be
^^^^'

more than ten thousand. When all were assembled

at the bottom, Dionysius addressed them, and to

their surprise scarcely less than to their joy told them
* that he should neither detain them prisoners, nor
*

require ransom; they were all free.'

This generosity, so superior to any thing heard

of in his own, or reported of any former age, pro-

cured him at the time the credit its just due. Thanks
Diod. 1. 14. the most cordial and panegyric the most sincere were

profusely poured; and golden crowns, often given,

as it became popular to remark, to other conquerors

by those for whom they conquered, were presented
to Dionysius, with grateful hearts, by the conquered
themselves. His generosity to individuals he pro-
ceeded to follow up by liberality to their several

cities, granting favorable terms of peace, without

an attempt to press upon their independency. But

this humane and magnanimous policy, so much above

the common temper of his age, is not all that we
have to admire on this occasion in Dionysius. We
want information how he found means to exert virtues

which perhaps others in eminent stations possessed,
unable equally to show them. We have seen Athe-

nian generals cruelly called to account by the sove-

reign people for very inferior generosity, and we
have seen the Syracusans perhaps exceeding the

Athenians in
illiberality, and even Hermocrates un-

able to lead them to a better temper.
^^

20
Diodorus, though often before candidly reporting the

generous, humane, and popular conduct of Dionysius, while he
was calling him a cruel and detested tyrant, seems nevertheless

here astonished at what he had to report, and laboring for ex-

pression that might obviate the appearance ofgross inconsistency,
while he honestly related facts, without retracting his opinion of
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The generosity of Dionysius seems to have subdued Dimi. i. u.

the enmity of all the Italian Greeks, except the Rhe-
^'

gians. Closely connected with the Syracusan exiles,

they persevered in hostility till threatened with a

siege. Aware then, as the historian their partizan con-

fesses for them, that, should they persevere farther,

and finally be overcome, no pretence to ask mercy
would remain, they resolved to endeavour to use

what opportunity might yet be open. Even now

they did not hope that a proposal for negotiation

upon any equal terms could claim attention. They
addressed therefore an humble petition to Dionysius,

invoking his humanity, and leaving the conditions

for him to name. He required all their ships, with

three hundred talents (about sixty thousand pounds)
for the expenses of the war, and a hundred hostages.

Dionysius staid the winter in Italy to make the c. 107.

various arrangements likely to ,be wanting toward

the permanence of civil order and political union

among so many independent cities, with two parties

in every one, each holding communication through
all. He removed the people of the two small towns c. 100. 107.

of Caulonia and Hipponium to Syracuse, and gave
their territory to the Locrians. We have observed

many similar instances of removals, and we have yet
no more than ground for some conjecture about the

general policy of them. No severity has on this

occasion been intended to the people removed ;
for

they received not only the rights of Syracusan citi-

character, which they so directly contradict: kcu itavTMv avrov

vTzoTTTEvovTiav TO ^TjpiojhQ, K. T- X. c. 105. Always bcfore giving

Dionysius the title of tyrant, he has avoided it here, and con-

cludes the account vi^ith coldly remarking, that ^ this was esteemed
'

altogether the finest action ofDionysius's life/ Indeed I believe

a parallel to it is not to be found among all Plutarch's worthies.

G G ^
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CHAP, zens, but the privilege of exemption from taxes for

five years ; a privilege of which, not less than of the

policy of the removal, we should desire an explana-

tion which the ancient writers have not given.

But the measures of Dionysius for ensuring the

peaceful conduct of the Rhegians apparently did not

suffice. Diodorus, copying his traducers, says that

he made peace with them only with a view to break

it, when, through the possession of their ships and

hostages, he could make war on them more advan-

tageously. But all the facts, which he proceeds

honestly to report, continue to mark good faith and

liberality in Dionysius, and to throw every suspicion
of ill faith on those who led the Rhegians. Diodorus

avows that against compact they refused a market for

the Syracusan troops, while the peace was yet un-

broken; and, on the contrary, Dionysius, when he

resolved upon renewing hostilities against them, not

only showed himselfanxious that his measures should

appear just and dignified in the public eye,
^^ but gave

a new instance of uncommon generosity, in restoring
to them all their hostages.
The Rhegians meanwhile had so provided them-

selves that they seem not to have been without

ground for some reasonable confidence of being able

to resist successfully the siege of their town, which
was presently formed. In one of their many vigor-
ous sallies Dionysius was wounded in the groin
with a spear so severely that his recovery was slow,
and for some time doubtful. His perseverance how-
ever was firm; and about the eleventh month pro-
visions began to fail in the place. A bushel of wheat

*'
'Ei^T^TSi Trpocpaffiv evXoyor, ^l ^g oh xapa rrjv a^av rrjy Idiar

3o^€t XeXvKivai rdg rrvvdriKar.
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had been sold for five mines, (about fifteen guineas,) B.C. 385.

and was now no longer to be bought. The horses
^^'J^'

^'

and all domestic animals were consumed. The p* ^^^-^

despair nevertheless, arising from consciousness of

having forfeited all claim to mercy, still incited to

resistance, while leather was sodden for food, and,
all herbage within the place failing, men would occa-

sionally venture out, at the risk of their lives, to

snatch the grass and weeds on the outer foot of the

walls. This however was no sooner observed than

the besiegers destroyed the resource by turning cattle

under the walls at night. Thus at length worn out,

the besieged surrendered to the mercy of the con-

queror. In number more than six thousand they
were sent prisoners to Syracuse; but not, as former

prisoners, condemned to perish by slow torments in

the stone-quarries, all were allowed to redeem them-

selves at the price of a mina (scarcely three guineas)
each. Those unable to raise so small a sum, little

able of course to find an honest livelihood in freedom

where hire for labor was rare, were sold to slavery.
^^

Phyton, who commanded during the siege, was alone

reserved for a severer fate. If Diodorus might be

believed, he was put to death under the immediate

direction ofDionysius, with circumstances of cruelty,

not only the most illiberal, but the most impolitic ;

having shocked the soldiers appointed to attend it.

What cruelty may not have been retorted, on such

an occasion, by a democratical army or a democratical

2« We find mention of the sale of the Rhegians^ by Aristotle,

with the addition that it was against his word given. Aristot.

CEcon. 1. 2. p. 688. t. 3. ed. Paris. That such report might

pass to Greece from the enemies of Dionysius is quite likely;

but the Sicilian historian's account appears ample refutation

of it.
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CHAP, assembly of the people, the tenor of Grecian histoiy,
^^^^-

and especially of Syracusan history, will make diffi-

cult for satisfactory conjecture; but the tenor of the

conduct of Dionysius, and the result of his conduct,

as reported by, unfortunately for his fame, his only

remaining historian, show it very improbable that any

cruelty, but especially such impolitic cruelty, could

be fairly imputed to him.^^

23 It is remarkable enough, in the account of Diodorus, that

the first instance of cruelty in Dionysius which, in following

the writers of adverse party, he has been able to specify, is the

destruction of the vegetables under the town-wall of Rhegium ;

and the manner in which he has noticed the fact, especially

considering what has preceded and what follows, is truly curious :

* So far,' he says,
' was Dionysius from pitying those whose

'

sufferings drove them to such resources, that he sent cattle to
' consume their last remaining relief. Thus, overborne by dis-

'
tress, they surrendered themselves and their city to the tyrant's

'

mercy/ He proceeds then, with simple honesty, to show that

the tyrant had mercy, which not only the Syracusans but the

Athenian democracy too often wanted, as he had before shown

how little those with whom the tyrant had to deal often deserved

mercy. For this honesty we cannot but give him credit, even

while we recollect that he has related the horrid treatment of

the daughter of Hermocrates without expressing any disappro-

bation, and the massacre of the Carthaginians of both sexes and

all ages in Motya as matter of glory.

When, after the death of Dionysius, it became the object of

a powerful and at length triumphant party to vilify his fame,

excessive animosity against the Rhegians was ascribed to him,
and attributed to a very puerile cause. When he applied to

the Rhegian people for leave to take a wife among them, it is

said, he received for answer, in pursuance of a vote of their

assembly, that he might have their hangman's daughter. The

story perhaps is as little creditable to the Rhegian people as to

Dionysius; but, beside its inherent improbability, the omission

of all notice of it by Diodorus in its proper place, and the

insertion of it afterward, seems to mark that he had not found

it in any regular history, but among some popular anecdotes
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SECTION VII.

Peace throughout the Grecian settlements of Sicily and Italy.

Piracy of the Tuscans repressed. Invasion of Sicily and

Italy by the Carthaginians . Treaty with Carthage.

By the reduction of Rhegium the power of the sect.

party which banished Hermocrates and murdered !

his daughter was suppressed,
^* and the result was

Qj^^g^f
*

peace, internal and external, for all the Grecian Diod. 1. 15.

cities of Sicily and Italy. It was about the same [h.'c. 337.

time that the treaty of Antalcidas gave a short and ^^2b. s. 7.

imperfect repose to Greece.''^ Prosperity attended of this Hist,

the better tranquillity of the Italian and Sicilian

cities. Even Rhegium, however the historian's ac-

count of its capture may appear to imply its deso-

lation, florished, as we learn from the sequel of his Diod. 1. le.^
c. 16.

only. Nevertheless it may have been not wholly groundless.
A passionate speech of a violent party man^ in the assembly or

out of the assembly, at the time or long after, reported from
mouth to mouth, may have been gradually, and yet perhaps

rapidly, improved into the story which has been transmitted.

The real object of the Rhegian war appears, in the result,

fairly enough, though defectively, reported by Diodorus.
^* The murder of the daughter was the immediate act of only

a few, but the manner in which it is mentioned by the writers

friendly to the party too strongly marks a general concurrence

of that party in the disposition and principles which led to it.

** Diodorus places the peace of Antalcidas and the taking
of Rhegium in the same year. Dodwell, in his Xenophontean
chronology, ascribes the negotiation of Antalcidas at the Persian

court to the year to which Diodorus gives the taking ofRhegium,
and the establishment of the peace in Greece to the following

year. Diodorus adds to the remarkable events of this year the

sack of Rome by the Gauls. [^It has been already shown that

the peace of Antalcidas was concluded B. C. 387- according to

Mr. Clinton. See vol. iv. p. 449.]
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CHAP, narrative, under the administration of that party

1_ among its citizens which was friendly to Dionysius.
The extensive popularity of the Syracusan admi-

nistration meanwhile is evinced by the effects which

it produced. Formerly the advantage of living

under the Carthaginian government was alluring
Diod. 1. 15. even to Greeks. Now, on the contrary, even old

allies and subjects of Carthage showed a preference

for the Grecian connexion, and some entered into

negotiation for engaging in it.

How far Dionysius was honest or how far politic

in the encouragement which he is said to have given
to this disposition among the allies of Carthage,
which would scarcely fail to superinduce a new rup-
ture with that preponderant power, the very defective

account of Diodorus will scarcely enable to judge.
But as it was hardly possible but rupture with that

power, whatever caution were used to avoid it, would

sooner or later come, Syracuse and the whole Grecian

interest of Sicily and Italy seem to have owed much
to the ability, the diligence, the provident circum-

spection, with which Dionysius sought and used every

opportunity to provide means for effectual resistance.

Among these the most important by far was that

which also most contributed to the prosperity and

happiness of the Greeks among themselves, the con-

cord produced and maintained among all their esta-

blishments throughout Sicily and Italy, which brought
that high eulogy remaining from the contemporary
Athenian, the patriotic Isocrates proposing Dionysius

IdTiim'^*)
^^ ^^ example for Philip king of Macedonia to follow

for the benefit of Greece. After this, what in re-

maining accounts appear most prominent, are his

measures for raising the Sicilian navy to a force un-

known before
amonj^ the Greeks. He established a
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colony at Lissus, on the Italian shore, where naval sect.

stores abounded. He cultivated alliance with the
^^^'

Illyrians ofthe opposite shore of the Adriatic, whose Diod. 1. 15.

country was fruitful in similar production, and he
^*

extended still the Syracusan interest on that continent

by co-operating in the restoration of Alcetas, the ex-

pelled prince of the Molossians.

But the relics of the party of Diodes, active still

in slander when impotent for other exercise of

enmity, endeavoured to excite alarm by representing
it as the purpose of Dionysius to gain access for an ibid,

army, which he would send from Sicily, to plunder
the temple of Delphi. The simple historian, who
believed this absurd calumny, has proceeded fairly

to show the real purpose, by relating what was done,
and what followed, marking the just policy which

directed the measures. The advantages derived from

the colony of Lissus, abounding with ship-timber,

gave means for building two hundred ship-houses
around the Syracusan harbour, and ships to occupy
them : the colonies and connexions in Italy and on

the opposite shores of Epirus and Illyria commanded
the communication with Greece; and this, provided
the temple of Delphi were respected, and public faith

maintained with the principal Grecian republics,

might, in case of pressure from Carthage, be of in-

calculable advantage.
Occasion has occurred formerly to observe that ch. 10. s. 2.

the Tuscans were principal pirates of the western parts
^^ t^^sHist,

of the Mediterranean. As the trade of Syracuse in-

creased, their depredations becoming more annoying, Diod. l is,

Dionysius undertook himself an expedition to sup-
^' ^^•

press them. He was successful, and, after the ordi-

nary manner of ancient war, much booty was taken,

But in the course of the expedition a temple, of some
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Diod.utsup. ftime for its wealth, was plundered by his troops.

Hence occasion was taken, by the enemies of his

Aristot.

^ fame, to spread report in Sicily and in Greece, that

the sacrilegious robbery, meditated against Apollo at

Delphi, had been actually executed against the rich

temple of Leucothea in Tuscany. That the man who

had united under his command the Sicilian and Italian

Greeks, repressed the might of Carthage, made Syra-

cuse the first city of the Grecian name, and prepared
the way for the very uncommon political tranquillity

which followed, would leave to others the care of his

great interests at home for the little, uncreditable,

and apparently impolitic purpose of plundering a

temple on the Tuscan shore, seems too obviously im-

probable to need refutation. "^ The pillage which we

may believe to have been sacrilegiously taken by a

licentious part of his army, his command over the

sound, we are told, enabled him to make them sur-

render; but whether his farther disposal of it was

2^ The passage, coming from such a reviler of Dionysius, who
had just before stated robbery and sacrilege as the only purpose
of the colonization on the Adriatic shore, is, in its own language,

very remarkable:

OvTog (o ^lovvaioo) airoidap cnre'^aXKijjg eig roy 'A^piav ov

rroWoXg Trporepov eTsariv, eiCTiKiits -^y rijv TroXiy ttiv oyofia^ofiepriy

Aiffffoy. *Ek ravTtjQ oZv bp^ijyievoQ Aioyvffiog, cf^^oXriv ayiay,

KareaKevaae vewpta ^laKoaiaig rpLTipeaij Koi rel^og Trepii^aXe t^

TtoXei^ TTjXiKOVTO TO fxiyedog &<^e ry ttoXei yeviadaL rov irepi^oXoy

^eyi^ov Twy 'EXXr^vt^wv TroXewv KareffKEvacre Be koi yvfiydaia

fieyaXa Trapd roy "Avairoy Trorafjidy' ^eSJv re vaovg KarecrKevaffe,

Kal raXXa rd avyTEivoyra Trpog av^rjffiv TroXEojg kcu Bo^ay.

It is sometimes the unfortunate fancy of learned men to show
their talents by maintaining absurdities : the very learned Cel-

larius would have it that this description relates to Lissus, a new

colony in a wild country. Wesseling has well observed that

Syracuse alone can have been, and most clearly has been
intended.
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Iionorable or otherwise, remaining accounts will hardly sect.

warrant any judgment.
~

27

In the scarcely avoidable clashing of the Grecian
^j^^-^^^l*

and Carthaginian interests in Sicily a new rupture
with Carthage was now impending. Diodorus attri- Diod. 1. 15.

butes this to encouragement given by the Syracusan
^'

government for allies and subjects of Carthage in Sicily

to desert the Carthaginian for the Grecian connexion
;

implying thus that the Syracusan government bore

at least the character of mildness and beneficence. A
requisition was made by Carthage with which the

Syracusans refused to comply, and war was declared.

Magon, who had succeeded Imilcon in that high
rank which the Greeks described by the title of king,

took the command of a very large force, with which

Sicily and Italy were at the same time invaded. Dio-

nysius provided effectual resistance in both countries.

He himself opposed Magon in Sicily, and the armies

coming to a general action at Cabala, he gained a

complete victory. Magon was one often thousand

said to have been killed ;
and five thousand are re-

ported to have been made prisoners. Nevertheless

the power of Carthage enabled the son of Magon, in

the same summer, according to the historian, to re- Diod. 1. 15.

venge his father's death. He met the Greeks at
^'

Cronium, and directing his great effort against the

wing commanded by Leptines, brother of Dionysius,
he overpowered it, and Leptines himself fell. Dio-

nysius, unable either to protect the defeated part of

his army, or to oppose eflPectual resistance to the

conquerors, retreated, and, the Carthaginians giving
no quarter, the Sicilian slain are said to have been

^^7 Farther notice of the passage of Aristotle, mentioning this

sacrilege, will be found in a note shortly to follow.
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CHAP, fourteen thousand. The loss of Leptines, whose great
^^^^'

and good qualities appear to have been universally

acknowledged, would alone have been heavy to the

Grecian cause in Sicily, and especially to Dionysius,

in whose confidence none equalled him, unless perhaps
Diod. 1. 15. Philistus. It seems however probable that the battle

was very obstinately fought, and that the loss of the

conquerors also was great; for, instead of pursuing

success, the Carthaginian general withdrew to Panor-

mus and sent proposals of peace. These Dionysius

readily met, and a treaty was soon concluded. If

Diodorus may be trusted for the terms, Selinus and

that part of the Agrigentine territory which lay west-

ward of the river Halycus were yielded to Carthage :

the Grecian interest was confirmed where else it had

before extended; but a thousand talents (about two

hundred thousand pounds) were paid to the Carthagi-
nians for the expenses of the war.

SECTION VIII.

Peace of sixteen years. Syracuse enlarged and embellished.

Syracusan revenue. Literature eficouraged. Assistancefrom
Syracuse to Lacedcemon against Thebes. War renewed between

Syracuse and Carthage. Truce. Death ofDionysius.

Though the historian's account of what led to the

treaty of peace is very defective, yet his report of the

terms, as an outline, carries the appearance of being
reasonable and correct, and we derive from him tes-

timony of very high value for what followed. The
Grecian cities of Sicily and Italy, united under the

superintending administration of Syracuse, enjoyed

during the long period of sixteen years such quiet
that a perfect void in the military and political history
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of those countries ensues
; only for their prosperity sect.

we find them noticed by ancient writers. The cir-

cumstances are unparalleled in Grecian history, and,

for the tranquillity alone, were there no evidence of

the prosperity, might be esteemed a phenomenon of

the rarest and most worthy of admiration. In the

loss of all accounts from the party friendly to Dio-

nysius we owe to the method only of Diodorus,

arranging his narrative in the way of annals, the

unsuspicious information that a period so fortunate

and of such a length existed. Without this sort of

negative history, the allusions to such a golden age,

found among other writers, and especially the con-

temporary Athenian Isocrates, would have appeared

inexplicable.

Able, active, and intrepid as, according to all accounts,

Dionysius was in war, it is yet not lightly indicated

that he had a stronger inclination for the arts of peace.

Among all the troubles ofhis preceding administration

we find him executing great works for the improvement
of the town of Syracuse. But hitherto the necessary

object was to give it strength : now he could attend

to its embellishment. Florishing in peace it acquired
that extent which vestiges even at this day show,

and that population which made it the wonder then

and of aftertimes. Under the direction of Dionysius,

temples were built, and whatever else, in the historian's

expression, for convenience or for splendor, became

the greatness of the city was done. Nor did the wide

circuit of the walls suffice for the public edifices:

magnificent places of exercise, of the kind called by piod. i. u

the Greeks gymnasia, were raised without it, on the
^' ^^'

bank of the Anapus. In extent altogether of build-

ings, in extent of fortifications, in population, in

number of ships of war, and in every convenience of
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CHAP, ports and naval arsenals, Syracuse, under the adnii-
^^^^'

nistration of Dionysius, was unequalled throughout
the countries occupied by the Greeks.

The revenue, through which such mighty things

were done, in peace and war, by a state of very nar-

row empire, is much an object of curiosity, for which

remaining means of gratification are very scanty.

Xenophon's treatise on the Athenian revenue, whence

best a general idea of the financial systems of the re-

Ch.21.8.1. publics may be ejathered, has been formerly noticed.
of this Hist. ^, ,.,

1 IT ' ' rIhe little work on public revenue remaining from

Aristot. Aristotle, not a treatise, but rather notes for a treatise,
*

principally ofexpedients used in emergencies by many
different governments, notices some used by Dionysius
of Syracuse. Of the ordinary revenue of the Syra-
cusan state unfortunately no mention is found. When

public purposes required money beyond what the

ordinary revenue supplied, recourse, it appears, was

had to the general assembly. Thus it is fully indicated

that the government under Dionysius was democra-

tical.^^ We have already seen largely, in the history
of Athens, and the sequel will yet largely show, how
difficult was the task of the minister of a democracy
when public exigencies required that money should

be raised from the people ;
how hardly consent could

be obtained for any burden upon the people at large ^

what heartburnings arose in consequence between the

rich and the poor; what evasions were practised by
some of the wealthy; what frequent and violent

*®
AiovvaiOQ Supa/coutnoe, (jovXofiEPog '^pijfiaTa avvayayelvf

£KK\r]aiav 7rot//(rac, £(pr)(Tev Tpirjpeie ^e vavTnjyfjffeiy fxiXXiop,

^cei on ^EoiaoLTO
'yp-qixartav. '^KKXrjalap ovv avvayayibv, E(l>r)

OvK EVTTopG}v ^£ cLpyvpiov, vofiiffjjia EKO-ij/e Kaacnripov^ koi avvayay^v
eKKXrjfftar, ttoXXcl rov KEKOfifiivov vofiiafiaTog VTrEpelirep* ol 3'

i\pri(j)laavro. Aristot. GEcon. 1. 2. p. 688. t. 3. ed. Paris.
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VIII.
oppression fell upon others. With this we have seen sfxt

also another inconvenience ;
how rarely that secrecy, ,

in communication with friendly states, or in purposes

against the hostile, could be preserved, which, for

any reasonable hope of success, was often indis-

pensable. The measures of Dionysius reported by
Aristotle, as worthy the notice of future politicians,

are all of a tendency to obviate the inherent evils

of democracy, without trenching upon democracy
itself.

A poll-tax appears to have been a common ex-

pedient of the Syracusan government in emergencies.
This concurs with other circumstances to mark that,

though the form was democratical, the higher orders

had considerable weight in the Syracusan govern-

ment; for a poll-tax is comparatively light on the

rich, and heavy on the poor; but it brings money
immediately, and in amount nearly certain. Ap-

parently for the Carthaginian war,^^ some command
of such a resource for emergencies being needful,

Dionysius had recourse to an artifice. Assembling
the people he told them that opportunity offered of

most important advantage for the state, no less than

to gain a considerable city to the Syracusan con-

federacy, if the treasury might be sufficiently supplied
for the purpose ; and he accordingly desired a con-

tribution of two staters (perhaps two pounds sterling)

from every citizen. His arguments and his character

prevailed: the decree for the contribution passed,
and the money was paid. A few days after, as-

sembling the people again, he told them that adverse

circumstances, not to be foreseen, had defeated the

^^
Tpi7ipei£ vav'Kr]yy](juv jjLiWcjy, is the want assigned by Ari-

stotle.
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CHAP, project, but every contributor should immediately
^^^^'

have his money returned
;
and this was done punc-

tually. None could tell what had been really in view
;

but the consequence was a general confidence in

Dionysius/^ such that, in following emergencies,
without disclosing the secrets of administration, a

poll-tax could always be obtained.

But, in a republic, to obtain from the wealthy
their reasonable share, without resorting to the

violences practised at Athens, artifice seems to have

been necessary. At a time therefore when money
was much wanted for public purposes Dionysius de-

clared, in the general assembly, that he had seen the

goddess Ceres, who required that the women should

deposit all their jewels and golden ornaments in her

temple. The women of his family, he said, had

already obeyed the divine behest, and those who
failed would assuredly incur the goddess's anger.
General obedience io the injunction being thus ob-

tained, he made a solemn sacrifice, at the conclusion

of which he declared that the goddess had kindly
consented to lend the dedicated valuables for the use

of the republic. The ground thus gained he pro-
ceeded to use as foundation for a permanent tax, in

its kind certainly the least possibly oppressive, enact-

ing that women, who would wear costly ornaments,
should pay to the goddess a sum equal to their

value.

c Free gifts also, as at Athens, were in use at Syra-
cuse. But it was the misfortune of this mode of

taxation, especially in a government less arbitrary
than the Athenian, that, while real patriots paid, the

*^
'Ai/fKrri^oraro tovq TroXhaQ. A stronger phrase to express

general popularity the Greek language itself would hardly
furnish.
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disaffected avoided payment. Free gifts being pro- sect.

posed, many, of supposed wealth, pleaded poverty.
'

Dionysius gave out that he also was poor, but he

would nevertheless find means to contribute to the

support of the commonwealth. Accordingly direct-

ing the most valuable of his moveable effects to be

put to auction, pretenders to poverty were found to

be among the purchasers. It was then ordered that

the price paid should go to the public treasury, and

that the goods should be restored to Dionysius's

house.^^

In a time when a real scarcity of money prevented
the necessary exertions of government he proposed a

coinage of pewter to pass at the value of silver. Much

31 It is obvious that such a measure, as applicable generally
to the citizens^, if at all practicable^ could not be within the

policy of the man to whom public confidence was so great an

object, and so successfully attained, as is indicated in the pre-

ceding example. But used against a disaffected or disingenuous
few only, it would obtain ready confirmation from the decrees

of a majority in the general assembly. So it may be observed

also of a measure of military discipline, reported by Aristotle of

Bionysius, on occasion of the plunder of a temple in Tuscany,

already noticed in the text. He commanded that every man
should deliver up one half of what he had so irregularly taken.

The plunderers, hoping, from the terms of the order, that they
should not only escape punishment, but be allowed to retain the

other half, with more or less exactness obeyed the requisition.

But Dionysius, having thus gained a considerable amount of

the information he wanted, then issued a second order for the

other half to be brought in. For Aristotle's purpose, in a col-

lection of notes, it sufficed to mention the soldiers or sailors ge-

nerally. But such a measure, calling a whole armament to

account, would evidently have been impracticable. Of course

therefore the words must be taken as applying only to a dis-

solute part of an armament, whose general good discipline and

good disposition alone could give means for carrying such a

measure into execution against any part.

VOL. V. H H
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CHAP, argument was necessary to prevail upon the assembly
^^^^'

to ratify this measure : the people, says Aristotle,

chose rather to have silver than pewter ; yet Diony-
sius at length obtained the decree he desired. Per-

haps in no other way that the circumstances of the

age admitted could he equally have attained for the

Syracusan state the modern advantage of papermoney.

If, on another occasion, to pay a public debt he used

the more exceptionable method of requiring the

current coin to be taken at twice its former value, it

should be considered what the difficulties of admi-

nistration must have been in the pressure of a Car-

thaginian war.

A tax on cattle, which of course would excite un-

easiness among landowners, appears, in the philo-

sopher's account, to have carried more impolicy than

any of the others. Several successive regulations
became necessary to obviate great inconveniences,

and even to make it productive 5 but, in the end, it

should seem that Dionysius succeeded. Such a tax,

levied in the way of tithe, and bearing the name,
seems to have been, ordinarily among the Greeks,

imposed only on conquered countries. ^^

Possibly this

tax, however regularly laid by a decree of the general

assembly, and however necessary toward preserving
all the lands of the Sicilian Greeks from such an

impost under the arbitrary order of a Carthaginian

general, may have contributed largely to extend the

title of tyrant as a common addition to the name of

Dionysius.

Among reports which passed to Greece from the

3^ Aristotle reckons this tax in that class which he distin-

guishes by the title of OiKoyofxia (rarpaTriKri, of which is fj ano
T&v

poarKTi^aTiov, kiriKapTtia koX AEKATH KaXovfiivrj.
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adverse party, it was said that distress only, arising sect.

from waste of private fortune, induced Hipparinus
^^^^'

to connect his political interest with that of Diony-
sius. It is not improbable that the pride of Hippa- ^"st.PoHt.
rinus may have been hurt at finding it expedient, ed. Parist

*

whether from private or political necessities, to be-

come in a manner dependent upon the abilities and

popularity of one so inferior in years and in family

importance. Nevertheless the silence of the adverse

historian, and the still more adverse biographer, not

lightly implies that no discord between the auto-

crator-generals interrupted public business. The

marriage of Dionysius with the daughter of Hippa-
rinus, unless his consent to that also should be at-

tributed to private necessities, (which other accounts,

especially Plutarch's, tend to contradict,) would mark

rather private esteem as well as political concord.

When Hipparinus died we do not learn; but it seems

likely to have been before his son Dion was of an

age to warrant any pretension immediately to offer

himself for popular choice to succeed to the first civil

and military office of the republic. Former pre-

cedents were rather in favor of one than of two in

that high situation; those especially of Gelon and

Hieron formerly, and latterly of Diodes and Daph-
naeus. Dionysius however, after the death of Hippa-
rinus, remained without a colleague in the supreme

magistracy. If in this invidious situation he had

cause to fear the interfering pretensions of any,

Dion apparently would be the foremost object of his

jealousy. Nevertheless that he remained the friend

of the family of Hipparinus, that he was kind to

Dion, that, whatever may have been the derange-

ment of the father's affairs, the son inherited and en-

joyed a very large patrimony, and was put forward,

H H 2
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CHAP, by the surviving general-autocrator, in civil and in
^^^ *

military office, is allowed by the most adverse v^riters,

and denied by none.

Dionysius had a strong propensity to literature ;

and the busiest life commonly affords portions of

leisure, in which an active mind will still be em-

ployed, and the change of employment serves for

relaxation and rest. He delighted particularly in

poetry, and was himself a poet. The weakness of

his character seems to have been, like that of the

great Themistocles, vanity and ostentatiousness. Like

his predecessor in command, Hieron, he would send

his chariots to the Olympian games. The power of

his arms by sea and land so commanded the Adriatic

strab. 1. 5. sea and its shores that, according to Strabo, his prin-
^' ^*^'

cipal breeding stud was in the Venetian territory.

But this, in itself doubtful, seems rendered more so

p. 241. by what the geographer also relates, that Ancona
was a colony of Syracusans who withdrew from his

tyranny; unless indeed they withdrew with his con-

sent; which indeed may seem implied in the in-

s. 7. of this formation that Ancona, like Lissus, on the same
^ ^^'

coast, was settled under the protection of the Syra-
cusan government.

But Dionysius is said to have been most anxious

to shine as a poet ;
and probably his poetical talents

isocr. were considerable; for Isocrates mentions that a
^^^"

tragedy of his composition won the prize in the great
field of contention for poetical fame, the theatre of

Athens. At Olympia he was less fortunate, having
Diod. 1. 15. apparently sent both his verses and his horses thither

in untoward season, when politics would be likely to

interfere with the decision on poetical merit; for

those who then held the Elean government and

swayed the Elean people were, together with the
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greatest part of Peloponnesus, highly hostile to La- sect.

cedgemon, then in close alliance with Syracuse. If !_
besides literary fame, and the simple glory of a victor

in the games, he had a political purpose, which is

probable, neither was he in that successful; for an

invective against him, composed by Lysias, the ce-

lebrated rhetorician, and pronounced before the meet-

ing, coinciding more with the political sentiments of

the majority, he was abused as a tyrant, and his

poetry was reviled.

Gratified however with the conversation of lettered

men, he gathered about him all the principal li-

terary characters of the time
; drawn perhaps less by

his munificence than by the superior quiet and se-

curity of the residence of Syracuse in that troubled

age. A most improbable story is told of his treat-

ment of Plato, who was among the visitors he most

honored. In consequence of offence puerilely taken,

it is said he caused the philosopher to be exposed in

the common slave-market, and actually sold. But
the accounts of the same writers show that the society
of literary men remained in Syracuse and about Dio-

nysius ;
and that, as far as the influence of his admi-

nistration extended in Italy as well as in Sicily, the

towns were seats of learning, with exception for

Athens only, more than any others of the Greek
nation. The tale indeed involves its own contra-

diction; proceeding to say that Plato was redeemed

by a subscription of philosophers residing in the

Sicilian and Italian cities
;
of course under the pro-

tection of that superintending government, by the

chief administrator of which it is pretended the in-

jurious violence was committed.^^

^' The story of the sale of Plato^ as given by Diodorus^ has
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CHAP. For these sixteen years of settled peace and pros-

perity, which the malice of disappointed faction

seems to have resented more than actual injury, we

especially want the history of Philistus. Of poli-

tical and military occurrences within Sicily or Italy,

during the term, no information remains. In Greece

such confirmation as it may derive from the letters attributed to

Plato himself, and printed with his dialogues. Those letters

seem to have been acknowledged by Plutarch, and thence pro-

bably have obtained credit among the modern learned. Bar-

thelemy has admitted them implicitly, note, p. 548. 13. ed. 8vo.

Their authenticity, so supported, it cannot but be hazardous to

question ; and yet, the character of spuriousness they exhibit

being to my mind convincing, I should be wanting in the duty
I have undertaken if I attributed any authority to them, and

perhaps if I wholly declined saying why I refuse it. Not how-
ever to enter into long argument, it should seem that to Dio-

dorus, though he tells the same story of the sale of Plato, they
were either unknown, or known to be spurious : for they tell of

three voyages made by Plato to Sicily, and Diodorus believed

in only one. But the very inanity ofthose letters seems enough
to mark them for supposititious. Considering the person pre-
tended writing, the persons addressed, the subjects of the letters,

and the circumstances of the times, it is surely impossible to

read them without the utmost disappointment. Is it imaginable
that such letters could have been written by Plato, not contain-

ing one syllable of information that might not have been written

as well four hundred years after, by any sophist, the most

ignorant, not only of the private affairs of the individuals con-

cerned, but of the public circumstances of Sicily and Greece in

their time? Between the ages of Diodorus and Plutarch to

arraign arbitrary power directly we know was necessarily to be
avoided ; but oblique attack, a kind of velitatio, under the mask
of Grecian story, was much in vogue. The letters then ai-e in

consonance with Plutarch's purpose in his life of Dion, and with

Barthelemy's in his Anacharsis. But the whole story of the sale

of Plato, and his redemption by the philosophers, unmentioned

by the contemporaries Xenophon, Aristotle, Demosthenes, and

virtually contradicted by Isocrates, seems too absurd almost to

deserve even the notice here taken of it.

I
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the paiise of arms, produced by the peace of Antal- sect.

cidas, immediately preceded it. That pause of hardly
three years, though without settled peace throughout
the republics, was, for that country of troubles, an

uncommon period of quiet. Soon after the settlement

of the peace of Sicily, it was partially interrupted by
the war which Lacedaemon carried against Olynthus;
and presently all was embroiled again, through the

seizure of the citadel of Thebes by the Lacedaj-

monians, producing, in a long series of complicated

hostilities, the fatal consequences which we have seen

to Lacedaemon itself.

Sicily, and the Grecian settlements in Italy, had b. c. 373.

already enjoyed six years of tranquillity, when the
^^* ^^^' '^'

Lacedaemonians, pressed by the united arms ofThebes
and Athens, and fearful of the preponderance of the

Athenian navy and the extension of the Athenian

influence among the islands of the western sea, applied
to Syracuse for assistance to prevent them; urging
not only the claim of an allied power, but the clear

interest of the Sicilian Greeks as requiring it. Ac-

cordingly ten ships were sent to re-enforce the La-

cedaemonian fleet at Corcyra; but, immediately onch.2G.s.8.

reaching the island, nine were intercepted by the able
° * ^^

Athenian commander Iphicrates. Soon after this the

Athenians renounced the Theban alliance, and en-

gaged in confederacy withLacedaemon against Thebes.

Then Syracuse also seems to have become the ally of

Athens, and Dionysius was so received into favor by
the Athenian people, that, on what precise occasion Ep. Phiiip.

we are uninformed, the privileges of an Athenian
ap.

citizen were given to himself and all his posterity.
i>en^osth.

Of any farther auxiliary force sent from Syracuse no

notice occurs till about eight years after, in the heavy

pressure upon Lacedaemon after the fatal battle of
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CHAP. Leuctra, and its sequel the invasion of Laconia, when
^^^^-

Epaminondas a second time entered Peloponnesus

oi^io^o^^4.
'with th^ assembled strength of the Theban con-

ch. ItTs. 4. federacy. Faithful then to its ancient ally in distress,
of this Hist.

^^^ Syracusan government sent twenty triremes and

a body of foot and horse; the foot Spaniards and

Gauls, possibly those which had been received into

the Syracusan service on the retreat of the Car-

thaginian besieging army ;
the horse probably native

Syracusans, who compensated the smallness of their

number by their activity and the superiority of their

discipline.
B. c.366.» About two years after, when Greece was in that
01. 103. ^' . ...*^*

confusion ofwar and politics which preceded the em-

bassy of Pelopidas to the Persian court, war broke

out between the Sicilians and Carthaginians. Dio-
Diod. 1. 15. dorus and Plutarch impute the calamity to the am-

piutarch. bitioH of Diouysius ;
careless of reconciling this with

p! 693?" their imputations against him of dependency upon

Carthage. Diodorus however acknowledges the pre-

tence at least of a just cause, in the incursions from

Carthaginian settlements upon Grecian lands; and

Plutarch proceeds to assert, what cannot but be

esteemed eulogy of the Syracusan administration,

that the Grecian forces, which it could now assemble

and carry into action, amounted to a hundred thou-

sand foot, ten thousand horse, and five hundred ships

[* Mr. Clinton places the death of the elder Dionysius B. C. 367.
' He died

' after a dramatic victory at the Lencea : Diod. xv. 74. : consequently after An-
<
thesterion, or the eighth month ofNausigenes. [Feb. B. C. 367-] He was still

*

living when the Syracusan auxiliaries were in Peloponnesus: (^ Seirrepa ^o-fjOeia.
' Xen. Hel. VII. 1, 28.) which also brings down his death to the end of the year
' of Nausigenes. V^^'hen succours were sent a third time, in the next campaign
* B. C. 366., Xenophon Hel. VII. 4, 12. attests that Dionysius was dead: (rx^dhv
*

Tregl rovrov rhv xp^vov [the conclusion of the peace between Corinth and Thebes]
'
T6T€\€VT7)/c(^Tos ^Stj toO TTpoTepov Aiovvffiov, 6 vlhs avTOv TTefJiirei fioridaay,*

FastiHellen. p. 114.]
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of war. Diodorus states the armament, which actually appen-

moved under the orders of Dionysius, to have con-
,

sisted of thirty thousand foot, three thousand horse,

and three hundred ships of war
; which may perhaps

be no great exaggeration. Selinus, Eryx, and even

Entella, which had formerly baffled his efforts, now

yielded to him. In an attempt upon Lilybaeum he

failed
;
and the stormy season then approaching, its

dangers for the ancient vessels of war induced him

to remand the greater part of his fleet to Syracuse.
The Carthaginians, in an unexpected attack upon the

squadron left in the port of Eryx, took several ships.

In the course of the winter negotiation was opened,
which produced a truce; and soon after Dionysius
was seized with a disorder of which he died.

APPENDIX TO THE THIRTY-FIRST CHAPTER.

Of the character of the elder Dionysius, and of his

government.

Though it has been carefully endeavoured, in the

three last chapters, to give the fairest account that

could be elicited from ancient memorials of an inte-

resting portion ofthe Grecian republics during an in-

teresting period, yet it may be not wholly unnecessary,
both toward establishing the faith of the foregoing,
and clearing the way for the coming narrative, to

take some farther notice of obscurities left and ex-

travagancies warranted by writers of high authority,

through which this part of history ha^ been singularly

clouded and disguised. Already much has been no-

ticed, and in the sequel much more will appear, of

the origin of those odious pictures of Dionysius which

have been transmitted, incidentally however only,

and without historical connexion, by most respectable

DIX.
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CHAP, ancient authors. It requires observation, and occasion
^^^^-

will occur to repeat the remark, that even under the

republics, while history was scanty and books alto-

gether rare, the numerous philosophers, and even

the greatest, wanting a statement of facts for ground
or for illustration ofan argument, took ordinarily any

popular report, without care of its authenticity. When
books afterward multiplied, the despotism, first ofthe

successors of Alexander, and then much more that of

the Roman empire, stopping the political career which

was before open, the busy-minded, educated for that

career under the philosophers, turned their talents

and their ingenuity to idle disputation. Stories in-

vented by party malignity, offering the highest-colored

pictures, seem without regard for their origin generally
to have been preferred ;

and for this merit those dis-

seminated by the enemies ofDionysius appear to have

CicdeOrat earned singular favor. Even Cicero gave in to this
1 2. c. 13. . . .

deCiM-. Or. practico of the philosophers, with whom he was fond

deDivin.
of associatiug himself, and example of it remains from

1. 1. c. 20. him not a little remarkable. Philistus, the friend, the

asssistant in peace and war, and the historian ofDio-

nysius, is mentioned, in Cicero's didactic and critical

works, as among the first historical writers
; not only

admirable for his style and manner, but worthy of

confidence for his ability, diligence, and means of

acquaintance with the facts he related.^* Nevertheless

when, among his philosophical questions, he wanted

3* '

Syracusius Philistus^ qui^ cum Dionysii tyranni familiaris-
' simus esset, otium suum consumsit in historia scribenda,
'

maximeque Thucydidem est, sicut mihi videtur, imitatus.'

Cic. de Orat. 1. 2. c. 13. '
Philistum, doctmn hominem et dili-

'

gentem, et aequalem temporum illorum.' De Divin. 1. I.e. 20.
' Catonem cum Philisto et Thucydide comparares? quos
' enim ne e Graecis quisquam imitari potest' De Clar. Or. c. 85.
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an example of a horrid tyrant, setting aside Philistus, appen-

he gives from the opposite party-writers, with all the

deformity of their coloring, the odious pictures that

his immediate purpose required. He does not in-

deed there profess to write history ;
he merely draws

example, such as he found to his immediate purpose

among historical writers, and not without acknowledg-
ment that different representations existed. These

stories, thus related by Cicero, afford very satisfactory

evidence that they were in his time extant in works

of literary merit eno'ugh to have fame, but none that

he gave them credit against the contrary testimonies

also extant.

Plutarch's account however must be otherwise

considered. Not professing to write connected his-

tory, he professes nevertheless to extract from it the

lives of eminent men, and represent their characters

fairly. Of the public conduct of Dionysius, how he

acquired his power, how he administered the com-

plex affairs of a state or confederacy composed of all

the Sicilian and Italian Greek cities, how he ma-

naged its revenue, how he combined and directed

its force, so as to excite the admiration of the great

Scipio Africanus at his success in the wars with Car- ^oiyb.

thage, and to draw confession, even from Plutarch, p. 721.

of the singularly florishing state of Syracuse under

him, Plutarch appears to have thought himself not

at all bound to show. But he has entered into the

private life, the domestic affairs and the closest con-

versations of this extraordinary tyrant, which he has

undertaken to know, without at all saying how they
became known. The man whom Scipio professed to

admire as one of the greatest men, not only of his

own but of any age, who, in the testimony of Cicero, .

governed Syracuse eight-and-thirty years, who, haying 1. 5. c. 20!
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CHAP, defended his country in arms against the most formi-
^^^^'

dable power then upon earth, maintained it in a peace
and tranquillityunknown elsewhereamong the Greeks,

and provided so that this happy period should extend

far beyond his own life, this man Plutarch has repre-

sented as a compound of the foulest vices and basest

piut. vit. weaknesses. * So suspicious,' he says,
' and fearful

* of all men, was the first Dionysius, that he would
' not allow scissors to be used about his head, but his

* hair was kept in form with a burning coal. No
*

person, not his brother, not his son, was allowed to
* come into his presence without previously stripping
* himself before the guard, for assurance against se-

* creted weapons. His brother Leptines, for taking
* a spear from an attending guardsman to point out
* the situation of places in a country which was the
*

subject of conversation, incurred his heavy dis-

*

pleasure, and the guardsman was put to death for
*

parting with his spear. Marsyas, whom he had
' raised to a high military command, relating that he
* had dreamed of having killed Dionysius, was exe-
* cuted for the evil disposition so indicated.'

Aristot.^
To refute such tales it is hardly necessary to refer

c. 5.

' ^'

to the account of Diodorus, confirmed by Aristotle,

^392.^
^*
^^ ^^^ popularity by which Dionysius acquired his

power, and of his free and confidential communica-

tion with all ranks of people when in full possession
of it : the poet's reason, formerly noticed, might
suffice against the philosophical biographer's extra-

Sophoci. vagancies,
* Is it not absurd to aim at sovereignty

V.640.
^ * without friends and without popularity?' What little

circumstances may have assisted invention for such

tales it were waste of time to inquire. One only,

reported by Cicero, for its intrinsic merit, through
which it has acquired a just celebrity, may deserve
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notice, that of the feast of Damocles. If, in con- appen-
DIX

versation at table, Dionysius only said,
* Could you,

*

Damocles, enjoy the most delicious feast, in the
* most engaging company, with a sword suspended
* over your head by a single horse-hair V the founda-

tion would be abundant for the ingenious story which

has been transmitted to posterity.

From the earlier and more impartial Roman bio-

grapher we have, not a life, but a character of Dio-

nysius, which may deserve to be reported as nearly
as may be in his own words— '

Dionysius,' he says, ^^^^ ^ep.
' was among the princes known to history most emi- ^^ regibus.

' nent for the glory of their actions; a brave soldier,
* an able general, and, what is rarely found in a
'

tyrant, above the temptations of lust, luxury, ava-
'
rice, and every other vice, except the thirst of

*

sovereign power, which led him to cruelty. In
' his constant purpose of strengthening his authority
* he spared the life of none whom he suspected of
*

plotting against him. Nevertheless the tyranny
' which he acquired by his virtue and bravery he
' retained with extraordinary felicity, and, dying at

' the age of more than sixty years, left behind him
* a florishing kingdom.'

Here we find a man described who might defend

Sicily against Carthage, and gain the admiration of

a great Roman. Yet it seems due to the character

of Dionysius to observe that, in the whole detail of

the Sicilian historian, often imputing cruelty in ge-

neral terms, and showing clemency, liberality, and

generosity in specific instances, no instance of cruelty

is specified, but in the very doubtful case of Phyton,

general of the Rhegians, where exaggeration is evi-

dent. If to this be added the total failure of notice

of the cruelty of Dionysius by the very eminent
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CHAP, contemporary writers by whom he remains men-
^^^^'

tioned, Xenophon, Isocrates, Demosthenes, and

Epist. ad Aristotle, and to this negative testimony be joined
PhUip. ^^^^ rather positive, so strongly implied in the re-

commendation of his example by Isocrates for the

common benefit of Greece, the inference seems rea-

sonable, that the tales of that excavation among the

quarries of Syracuse, called still the ear of Dionysius,
and all those which Cicero, and Plutarch, and Seneca,

and philosophical fablers of later ages have reported
of the singularly tyrannical character of his govern-

ment, however become popular and almost proverbial,

have originated only in the malice of party-spirit.

It is obvious that there would be always, among
the Sicilian and Italian Greeks, a party desirous of

propagating opinions of Dionysius such as Plutarch

has transmitted, and that party we shall see becoming
the ruling party ; but how the disposition passed, as

in a certain degree evidently it did, to Athens, and

extensively over Greece, is not so obvious. There
remains however, from a most respectable contem-

porary writer, what will not only throw light on this

subject, but assist toward a just general view of the

politics of the age, and a just estimation of the

accounts transmitted by later authors. The dis-

course of Isocrates, known by the name of the Pane-

gyrical Oration, really a political pamphlet, was

published when the conduct of the Lacedaemonians
ch.2C.s.i. in the punishment of Mantinea, in the seizure of the

Hist. citadel of Thebes, and in the wars which presently
followed with Phlius and Olynthus, excited just in-

dignation and alarm among thinking men throughout
Greece; and hence it was an object for general

patriotism to excite opposition to their ambitious

views and oppressive measures. Syracuse, the ancient
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ally of Lacedaemon, continued to be such while appen-

Dionysius directed its government ; and, of course, 1_

throughout the extensive party among the Grecian

republics adverse to Lacedaemon, there would be

some fellow-feeling with the party in Italy and Sicily

adverse to Dionysius. Of this temper Isocrates en-

deavoured to avail himself in that oration. Among
a labored collection ofreproaches against Lacedaemon,
deduced from earliest history, he asserts it to have

been through the cordial co-operation of the Lace-

daemonian government that Dionysius made himself

tyrant of Sicily. But when the Theban democracy,
after having successfully resisted oppression, aspired
to a tyrannical command over other states, friendly

connexion being then formed between Athens and

Lacedaemon, Dionysius, already the ally of Lace-

daemon, apparently became also the ally of Athens
; Ep. Phmp.

for the freedom of the city, as already men- D*mosth.

tioned, was given him for himself and all his
pos-P'^^^*.,

terity. Then an Athenian might be allowed to

eulogize Dionysius, though a tyrant.
* He found isocr.

* the rest of Sicily,' says a contemporary rhetorician, p. us.*

'

desolated, and Syracuse severely pressed by war.
** ^'

'

Every danger he met and averted, and made Syra-
* cuse the greatest of Grecian cities.'

^^ Isocrates did isocr. Or.

not scruple to avow correspondence with Dionysius, lip.

' when he held the tyranny ;'^^ and must surely have p* ^^^•^•^•

depended, not merely upon his own opinion, but upon P- 3^^-

some extensive estimation of the beneficial conduct of

the tyrant, when he ventured to propose it among
examples to be followed for the common good of

Greece. Nevertheless wherever the Theban interest

3^ The tract called Nicocles^ transmitted among the works of

Isocrates, if it should not carry the authority of his name, seems

however entitled to thatof his age.
*® Aiovvffiov TQv Tvpavvida Krt]tTa.fjiEvov.
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CHAP, prevailed, the name of Dionysius, as the friend of

_^E^El_ Lacedaemon, would be still unpopular, and all the

prejudices and all the calumnies of the party ad-

verse to him, in Sicily and Italy, would find ready

reception.

It might be much an object to know what that

government really was (evidently superior, at least

in point of administration, to anything common with

the Greeks) which, among so many cities, habituated

each to its separate republican independency, and

much habituated to political contest and sedition,

could maintain concord during sixteen years, and

still hold all so ready and zealous to co-operate in

war as to form a sufficient balance to the power, and

an effectual check to the ambition, of Carthage. In

Proper Greece, since the Trojan times at least, such

union had not been seen, nor had any influence been

able to collect and direct such a force as that which

enabled the Sicilian Greeks to withstand the Cartha-

ginian invasion. Should Plutarch be believed, a mer-

cenary army held the Sicilian Greeks in absolute sub-

jection. But how a mercenary army could be main-

tained, sufficient at the same time to hold the Greeks

in subjection and to defend them against the Cartha-

ginians, was, in his plan of history, needless to ex-

plain. The less artful Sicilian compiler Diodorus

however sufficiently shows that the fact was other-

wise. The citizens in arms, and especially the Syra-

cusans, it is evident from his account, formed the

great body of the armies that opposed the foreign

enemy. Indeed the very amount of the military

force of Syracuse, stated by Plutarch himself, may be

esteemed no small degree of evidence that the citizens

must have borne arms. Mercenaries were beside en-

tertained, as they were by the Athenian and almost
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every other principal republic of the age. But, as appen-

occasion has occurred often to observe, among the
^

Greeks a naval force was always held highly adverse

to the security ofeither oligarchy, or tyrannical mon-

archy. When Critias proposed to make himself lord

of Athens he renounced maritime power. Among
all the maritime republics it was the constant object

of the democratical party to hold the city connected

with the fleet
;

of the oligarchal to keep them sepa-

rate. The Lacedaemonian government, often com-

pelled to mix in maritime war, and even to take a

lead in it, never persevered in any effort for raising

a Lacedaemonian navy. But Dionysius evidently
lived in no fear of what Thucydides has called the

nautic multitude ;
a description of men far different

from the British seaman, whose home is on the ocean :

the Greek seaman, if he ought to be called so, fed

and slept ashore, and went aboard almost only for

action. But in the midst of that generally trouble-

some multitude in the island which separated the

two harbours of Syracuse Dionysius chose his resi-

dence. At one time we have seen a part of that

multitude breaking loose from just authority, to act

as in the impulse of the moment they thought the

good of their country required : at another time we

have seen a part of the Syracusan people in the land

service more directly and more perseveringly dis-

obeying the commander-in-chief. But as far as Dio-

nysius ruled, whether legally or with authority more

than legal, it appears to have been always through
the support of the great body of Syracusan citizens,

who composed the fleets and armies of the republic.

In Syracuse he assembled a vast population, removing
thither the people of other towns of Sicily and of

Italy. To govern by a force of mercenaries he should

VOL. V. I I
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CHAP, rather have divided them. For keeping order in the

L mixed multitude the mercenaries might sometimes

be useful, and to relieve the friendly party, in re-

straining the adverse they would probably be some-

times employed; but not to hold in subjection that

party by which Dionysius acquired, and without

which he could not maintain his power. For it

appears, on numerous occasions, that not only all

the forms of republican government were constantly

maintained, but the actual exercise of sovereign au-

thority by the general assembly gave continual oppor-

tunity for opposition to the administration of Dio-

nysius.

The whole executive government, with powers
not likely to have been very accurately defined, was

apparently directed by the general -autocrator. He
was regularly accountable to the assembly of the

people ; but that assembly must have been a most

unwieldy body, little fit to execute the powers, either

of legislation, or of control over an executive govern-
ment which extended over numerous cities holding
each its separate legislative power. One man there-

fore, for all those cities, first civil magistrate and

commander-in-chief ofarmy and navy, popular and-

politic, the greatest general, and the greatest orator

of his age^ in such a government would and must
hold the effectual exercise of absolute power ; and

thus Dionysius seems to have been not untruly called,

in the original sense of the term. Tyrant of Syracuse
and of Sicily and Italy.

END OF VOL. V.
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